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ABSTRACT
Since the 1990s, cities have been perceived as key actors in climate change mitigation and adaptation. Indeed,
urban landscapes are both major contributors to climate change and will likely experience most acutely the effects of
climate change based on their location, density and infrastructure. As a result, local authorities are increasingly using
a climate adaptation rhetoric that stresses the need to green the city, given the multiple socioenvironmental benefits
of green spaces. These strategies have been promoted as “win-win” solutions, but recent research has already
warned against several negative effects of greening interventions, namely green gentrification, which refers to the
displacement and exclusion of the most vulnerable social groups resulting from an environmental planning agenda.
This research seeks to better understand how greening interventions are perceived and experienced by residents
through a comparative case study analysis of four neighborhoods in North America (East Boston and Hunting Park in
Philadelphia) and Europe (Amsterdam Noord and Poblenou in Barcelona) to obtain a more international perspective
on the phenomenon. The following research question guided the study: “to what extent do greening interventions for
climate adaptation produce perceived and/or experienced negative social effects?” This research corroborated
existing findings on green gentrification by means of document analyses, desk research and a qualitative analysis of
nearly 100 interviews, partly carried out by the author and partly executed previously within the EU-funded
GreenLULUs project. The chosen neighborhoods have been historically neglected, and the growing climate rhetoric
at national or city-levels that is paving the way for more green interventions, is occurring in parallel to gentrification
pressures such as rising rents and living costs. Although the findings show that residents highly value green spaces, if
these are not implemented along with policies that guarantee equitable outcomes for the whole community, then
negative effects prevail, and particularly so for vulnerable populations. This research concludes that a larger share of
social and affordable housing is necessary to mitigate green gentrification effects, it encourages greater
consideration of equity concerns in urban greening policies and plans, and it advocates for greater integration
across institutional levels and disciplines. This study contributes to existing literature on (green) gentrification and
reveals common patterns through the similarities in negative social effects across the four cities, namely physical
displacement or the perceived threat thereof. It also contributes to the existing urban climate justice literature.
Additionally, it fills research gaps by providing in-depth insights into how residents perceive and experience urban
green spaces, also with the possibility to compare given the international scope of the study. Finally, it provides a
new analytical research framework for future research in these contexts or in new urban landscapes.
Keywords: green gentrification, environmental planning, climate change, social effects, urban landscapes, Western
Europe, North America
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With evidence of many climate patterns already changing, the 2007 Fourth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) declared that the “the warming of the climate system is now
unequivocal” (Bulkeley & Tuts, 2013, p. 2). Thus, over a decade ago, the climate science community already
asserted that some degree of climate change is unavoidable. For this reason, issues of vulnerability and adaption in
the context of climate change have gained recognition alongside its mitigation. At the Conference of the Parties
(COP) of 2007 in Bali, adaptation was acknowledged as a crucial pillar of any post-2012 international
agreements, and at the 2010 COP in Cancun, the following declaration was issued: “adaptation must be
addressed with the same priority as mitigation and requires appropriate institutional arrangements to enhance
adaptation action and support” (Bulkeley & Tuts, 2013, p. 2).
In the early 1990s, many efforts by municipalities to address climate change went unnoticed, but over time, local
authorities have become perceived as important and legitimate actors in climate governance (Bulkeley & Tuts,
2013). This is especially the case considering that the local landscape will feel most acutely the impacts of climate
change, from heat waves, to drought, flooding or vector-borne diseases (Nordgren, Stults & Meerow, 2016).
However, as cities prepare for climate change by drafting climate adaptation plans, little is known about how, why,
by and for whom these interventions are taking place (Anguelovski et al., 2016). In addition, it is important to state
that neoliberalism has become increasingly ubiquitous in the modern world, meaning that the belief that “open,
competitive and unregulated markets, liberated from all forms of state interference” has and continues to shape our
economic, political and social relationships (Brand, 2007, p. 618). This has implications for urban climate
governance too, as it places more importance on market-based regulations rather than government regulations to
reach climate objectives.
Adaptation interventions are often presented as “no-regrets” strategies (Mees & Driessen, 2011), often concealing
the uneven costs and benefits experienced by different groups. Research has found that urban climate adaptation
injustice is “a dual process of favoring certain privileged groups while simultaneously denying resources and voice
to marginalized communities” (Anguelovski et al., 2016, p. 11). On this account, Anguelovski et al. (2016, p. 13)
stress the need to account for the “historic legacies of social and racial injustice in order to avoid turning adaptation
into a private and privileged environmental good with exclusionary and maladaptive externalities”.
An adaptation strategy that has been increasingly deployed in cities, especially in the Global North, is that of green
infrastructure, which includes parks, gardens, bioswales, green roofs or greenways. Greening the urban landscape
is meant to promote strong ecosystem multi-functionality as well as to make cities more livable. This strategy for
addressing climate risks and impacts is considered more flexible and pragmatic than improving grey infrastructure,
namely given its lower costs. Additionally, it is considered more socially-oriented for the various co-benefits of
exposure to green spaces, for instance, health and well-being, inclusiveness, social cohesion, and green job
creation (Shokry, Connolly & Anguelovski, 2020). But while urban greening interventions are often framed as apolitical on grounds that they are beneficial to all, there is evidence that these actions often lead to uneven and
unjust outcomes for vulnerable residents (Anguelovski, Connolly, Garcia-Lamarca, Cole & Pearsall, 2019). Indeed,
even the Horizon 2020-funded project NATURVATION1, which has been investigating what nature-based solutions
such as green roofs and city parks, can achieve in cities, and how to realize their potential to respond to current
and future urban sustainability challenges, has found some evidence of negative sociocultural values of nature-based
solutions. For instance, with regards to safety, green infrastructure is sometimes associated with crime, and regarding
aesthetic values, negative feelings can arise when nature being left unmanaged, neglected or untidy (da Rocha,
Almassy & Pinter, 2017). Additionally, another Horizon 2020-funded project called CLEVER cities emerged in 2018
1

Short for `Nature-based Urban Innovation´
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from the need to introduce nature-based solutions in cities in a socially inclusive way, by co-creating, -implementing,
and -managing locally tailored nature-based solutions2.
There is growing evidence that greening initiatives can be associated with gentrification and displacement through
development plans that revalorize neighborhoods that were previously stigmatized (Dooling, 2009; Anguelovski,
Cole, Connolly & Triguero-Mas, 2018; Anguelovski et al., 2019; Haase et al., 2017; Shokry et al., 2020). One
of the first scholars to connect gentrification to environmental discourses and practices was Sarah Dooling in the late
2000s, when she coined the term `ecological gentrification´, defined as “the implementation of an environmental
planning agenda related to public green spaces that leads to the displacement or exclusion of the most
economically vulnerable human population while espousing an environmental ethic” (Dooling, 2009, p. 621). For
instance, in many cities, green infrastructure has resulted in increases in property values, which has led to the
physical displacement of low-income and minority residents. Thus, not only are the poorest groups least responsible
and most exposed to climate change impacts, but they are also the least likely to gain from climate mitigation and
adaptation measures while enduring their costs the most (Shokry et al., 2020).
The link between greening interventions and green gentrification and displacement has been demonstrated in many
contexts. This occurrence is problematic for at least two main reasons: First, from a normative standpoint, green
gentrification is a problem in its own right given the inequalities that it creates or exacerbates. Second, from an
instrumental standpoint, the resulting negative social effects might make these urban greening interventions less
legitimate and therewith less effective, especially in the long-run. Therefore, it is key to address knowledge gaps that
exist according to experts in the field. For instance, Anguelovski et al. (2019) argued that there is still a need to
study how different characteristics of green spaces, such as their size and quality, can influence residents’
perceptions and behaviour, as well as how the process of planning, designing and implementing green spaces can
reinforce inequalities. Also, they insist that more research is needed to understand social and political barriers for
adopting greening interventions in vulnerable neighborhoods, including on the perceptions of its residents and their
potential contestation or resistance against such projects or interventions. Thus far, findings largely come from
anecdotal evidence from cities in the United States, and to a lesser extent from other contexts such as the European
one. Therefore, more systematic and comparative insights into the mechanisms behind the negative social effects of
urban greening would significantly contribute to the current knowledge on this topic. This is precisely what this
research will seek to contribute to.

1.1. Research Objective and Research Questions
This research aims to investigate whether the implementation of greening interventions for climate adaptation
produces perceived and/or experienced negative social effects. This study focuses primarily on the negative rather
than the positive effects to nuance the dominant claims about green infrastructure being a “win-win” solution for
climate mitigation and adaptation. The intention is not to ignore the positive effects, but to bring to light the potential
negative effects on which there is less knowledge and for which a framework is necessary. To meet this research
objective, a comparative case study of four European and North-American cities will be carried out, with the aim of
answering the following central question:

“To what extent and how do greening interventions for climate adaptation produce perceived and/
or experienced negative social effects?”
In order to answer this overarching question, the following sub-questions will need to be answered:

2

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/776604 (Retrieved on June 20, 2021).
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A. According to literature addressing green gentrification, how do urban greening interventions
for climate adaptation lead to negative social effects, such as green gentrification and
displacement?
B. What analytical guidance can be derived from the literature to systematically evaluate the
social effects of greening interventions?
C. Which greening interventions have produced perceived and/or experienced negative social
effects in the four selected case studies and how have they done so?
D. What lessons can be derived from the comparison of the four case studies?
E. After analyzing the empirical findings, what recommendations for an optimal implementation of
greening interventions for climate adaptation can be made?

1.2. Research Framework
The research framework below has been constructed to show the main steps of this research from its research
question up until its output and implications. The five sub-questions are embedded within the main four steps outlined
below.
Conceptual Research
Design
RQ:
To what extent
do greening
interventions
for climate
adaptation
produce
perceived and/
or experienced
negative social
effects?

Literature review on
urban greening
interventions and their
potential social
(negative) effects [A]

Analytical guidance
to evaluate social
effects of greening
interventions [B]

Technical Research
Design —
Comparative Case
Study Analysis

Evaluate how greening
interventions may
produce perceived
and/or experienced
(negative) social
effects in the four
selected case studies
[C]

Analysis and
Discussion

Research
Output

Analyse findings in
four case studies,
compare them and
discuss [D]

Recommendations for
an equitable
implementation of
greening interventions
for climate
adaptation [E]

Figure 1. Research framework illustrating the four main steps of this research
(the letters correspond to the research sub-questions above)

1.3. Scientific and Societal Relevance
Scientific Relevance
Many scholars insist that more research is needed to understand how these greening policies really affect the health,
well-being and living conditions of vulnerable groups in the long run. As Haase et al. (2017, p. 46) point out,
current conceptions and practices related to urban greening “do not lack environment or ecology-related qualities
but a realistic or serious adherence towards societal realities such as social and socio-spatial inequalities or different
capacities of urban dwellers to benefit from goods and not to suffer from burdens”. Thus, more in-depth research into
the opportunities and threats of greening strategies for residents’ urban quality of life is crucial. Additionally,
Anguelovski et al. (2019) claim that further research is needed to comprehend the scope and magnitude of green
gentrification, as well as the forms of contestation and resistance against urban greening projects. Furthermore,
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Farahani and Maller (2018) point out the need to better understand how green spaces are experienced and used,
as that will influence the extent to which residents benefit from these spaces. Similarly, Anguelovski et al. (2019)
argue that more scholarly attention is needed to understand how greening can lead to potential negative social
effects by failing to address issues related to the perceptions, interactions and uses of these green spaces by
vulnerable residents, which is, in part, attributed to the governance arrangements behind the design and
implementation of these greening interventions.
This research proposal aims to improve the current understanding on the potential social negative effects of urban
greening interventions by delving into residents’ perceived and experienced negative social effects of greening. In
addition, Anguelovski et al. (2019) emphasize the need for international comparative analyses, especially for
finding out which policy tools are best suited for addressing these effects. On this account, this research will respond
to this need by carrying out a comparative case study analysis of two North-American cities and two European
cities.

Societal Relevance
Strategies to protect residents from imminent climate risks and impacts are becoming very prominent in city planning.
Among these, greening interventions are particularly adopted given the range of environmental, social and
economic benefits that these can bring (Shokry et al., 2020). However, emerging literature also warns against the
potential social and racial impacts of these interventions that are yet to be fully understood. Therefore, the societal
relevance of this research is two-fold. First, by better understanding how greening interventions are socially
perceived and experienced, it will be possible to find which greening strategies are more optimal not only
ecologically, but also socially. This will help address the current limitations of greening strategies, by aiming to not
only ensure increased livability in cities, but to do so in a socially inclusive way. Second, by discovering how to
green cities in a socially inclusive way, it will be easier to ensure that all urban residents enjoy the above-mentioned
environmental and socioeconomic benefits of greening, and that will enhance overall urban resilience.
Finally, this research is particularly relevant considering the current COVID-19 pandemic, which as research has
shown, has evidenced and aggravated the socioeconomic inequalities and signaled a new wave of gentrification.
For many decades, gentrification trends resulted from privileged groups moving into urban centers, excluding and
displacing lower-income residents to the more undesirable peripheries. However, the COVID-19 pandemic has
revealed the importance of outdoor green spaces, more typically found in suburban areas, thereby questioning the
desirability of urban areas. Inequalities are manifested and amplified as only few privileged residents with second
homes in rural or coastal areas are able to flee the crowded urban centers and enjoy the benefits of nature in these
times of full or partial confinement (Cole et al., 2020).

1.4. Outline Thesis
This paper will be structured as follows: Chapter 2 will provide the conceptual and theoretical research design,
which will consist of a literature review on climate adaptation governance, the increasing role of municipalities to
mitigate and adapt to climate change, the growing deployment of urban greening infrastructure and its potential
negative effects —namely green gentrification— and finally, the analytical framework and operationalization of
variables. Chapter 3 will constitute the technical design, where the chosen strategy will be described, as well as its
design, research materials, and data collection and processing methods. Chapter 4 will provide an extensive
description of all four case studies. Chapter 5 will outline the results from the NVivo analysis of the semi-structured
interviews. Chapter 6 will comprise of the case comparison, whereby the results of the four case studies will be
compared based on similarities and differences. Chapter 7 will provide a discussion of the findings, avenues for
future research and policy implications and recommendations. Chapter 8, the final section of the report, will consist
of the concluding remarks.
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2.

CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1. Governing Urban Greening Interventions
For many years, climate policies mainly concerned mitigation strategies, but in recent decades, more focus has been
placed on climate adaptation policy, as it has been demonstrated that early adaption efforts, which means
“anticipating the adverse effects of climate change and taking appropriate action to prevent or minimize the
damage they can cause” can save money and lives (Mees & Driessen, 2011; European Commission, 2020).
Additionally, local authorities have increasingly gained functions and responsibilities to prepare and adapt to climate
change. As Bulkeley and Betsill (2013, p. 3) stated, “the governing of climate change is not confined to arenas of
international negotiation or national policy making, but is also a critical urban issue”. Indeed, it is so for many
reasons: First, around 54% of the global population lives in urban areas, and the United Nations estimates that by
2050, this percentage will rise to 68% if today’s urbanization trend persists (Savage, 2020; United Nations,
2018). Second, cities, which now concentrate the majority of the population, are globalizing the depletion of
resources, pollution and risk. Thus, cities are also the sites with most resource-saving potential (Toly, 2008). Third,
cities will continue to feel most acutely the impacts of climate change, ranging from flood risks, to droughts, to the
so-called Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect, and to the increased prevalence of vector-borne diseases, all of which are
expected to worsen the already overburdened urban environments (Mees & Driessen, 2011). Finally, cities are also
considered “laboratories of social change and centers of innovation” as they are most closely connected to their
people and territory (Bansard, Pattberg & Wilderberg, 2017, p. 231). For the above reasons, it is not surprising
that urban agendas are increasingly shaped by climate change and that local authorities have a clear role to play
in tacking its impacts.
Green infrastructure and urban greening interventions are increasingly deployed as strategies to enhance climate
adaptation. The potential of these infrastructural measures is significant for many reasons. From an environmental
perspective, they are beneficial as they help regulate water quantities and moderate the urban temperature. They
can also help lower greenhouse gas emissions as well as the energy demand for cooling buildings (Mees &
Driessen, 2011). From an economic perspective, greening interventions are less costly than improving grey
infrastructure, they can lead to green job creation, they can lead to greater investment, and finally, they can increase
property values (Shokry et al., 2020; Mees & Driessen, 2011). Finally, from a public health perspective, this
strategy can reduce noise and air pollution, promote physical activity, foster social cohesion and reduce stress (Cole
et al., 2020). For all these reasons, greening interventions are not only expected to provide strong ecological
multifunctionality, but also to simultaneously make cities more fit to live in (Shokry et al., 2020). This explains why
planners and elected officials often claim greening strategies to be “no-regrets” or “win-win” solutions, while
overlooking the potential negative impacts for socially vulnerable residents (Anguelovski et al., 2019). As Lennon
(2014) argues, we must transcend the current techno-institutional approach to the environment, and further
investigate how certain adaptation strategies are prioritizing the needs of privileged groups while simultaneously
exacerbating the vulnerabilities of the poor and marginalized populations (Anguelovski et al., 2016).

2.2. Negative Social Effects of Urban Green Interventions
Although research has revealed the numerous benefits of access and use of green spaces, these interventions can
also lead to negative social effects, such as gentrification. Gentrification, which scholars are increasingly
acknowledging as a `planetary´ phenomenon, for it has expanded dramatically all over the world in the recent
decades (Lees, Shin & López-Morales, 2016), is defined as “a process in which the influx of capital transforms a
neighborhood socially, economically, culturally, physically, and demographically”, which, in effect, expels lowincome and socially marginalized residents from these neighborhoods (Cole et al., 2020, p. 2). By extension,
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green gentrification is defined as “new or intensified urban socio-spatial inequities produced by urban greening
agendas and interventions, such as greenways, parks, community gardens, ecological corridors or green
infrastructure” (Anguelovski et al., 2019, p. 2). Many neighborhoods that were degraded by industrial pollution and
disinvestment have been focal points of these clean-up and greening interventions, which have led to the
displacement and cultural exclusion even of its long-term residents (Cole et al., 2020). Minority and poor residents
are disproportionately found in areas where green gentrification is increasingly taking place. Thus, not only are they
vulnerable to the environmental injustice of living near highly polluted areas and locally unwanted land uses, but
also most likely to be pushed out when these sites are recast as environmental amenities (Gould & Lewis, 2018).

Current Evidence of Experienced and Perceived Negative Effects
The negative social effects of green urban space interventions can be separated into two categories: experienced
and perceived effects. Several experienced effects of green gentrification have already been investigated, including
physical and sociocultural displacement, socioenvironmental risks and uneven distribution and access to
the benefits of greening. As Marcuse (1985, p. 205) defined, “displacement occurs when any household is
forced to move from its residence by conditions that affect the dwelling or its immediate surroundings, and that: 1)
are beyond the household’s reasonable ability to control or prevent; 2) occur despite the household’s having met all
previously imposed conditions of occupancy; and 3) make continued occupancy by that household impossible,
hazardous, or unaffordable”. Indeed, research has shown that physical displacement often takes place as a result of
an increase in real estate values and housing prices, which low-income residents cannot afford to pay (Gould &
Lewis, 2018; Oscilowicz, Honey-Rosés, Anguelovski, Triguero-Mas & Cole, 2020). This displacement of poor and
minority groups is often accompanied by the arrival of wealthier and whiter residents (Shokry et al., 2020).
Evidence of sociocultural displacement has also been found, such as residents feeling excluded from the benefits of
the new green spaces built, thereby travelling greater distances to find other recreational spaces or even staying at
home instead, worsening socialization (Anguelovski et al., 2019; Oscilowicz et al., 2020). Moreover, it has been
demonstrated that green resilience infrastructure and resilient housing projects can exacerbate socioenvironmental
risks. For instance, the 2018 Resilient Boston Harbor plan in East Boston, which aimed to deploy green infrastructure
projects, has increased the flood risk of older housing stocks located nearby (Anguelovski et al., 2019). Finally, the
benefits of greening are not equally distributed, as revealed by the differences in size of green spaces, the structure
of its vegetation and its quality (Haase et al., 2017). Affluent neighborhoods tend to have more vegetation,
particularly trees, as well as more private gardens. These experienced negative impacts are only beginning to be
understood, thus the additional research that will be carried out will serve to complement these findings.
Several perceived effects of green gentrification have also been found. A key study is that of Oscilowicz et al.
(2020) on the effect of gentrification on the use and perception of green play spaces. First, they showed how
gentrification erodes the sense of community of neighborhood residents. They define sense of community as
“feelings of belonging or feelings that one belongs to a group and their needs will be met with the support of others”
(Oscilowicz et al., 2020, p. 767). Green spaces provide the opportunity to increase this sense of community,
which also leads to greater life satisfaction and social capital for residents. As Oscilowicz et al. (2020) found
through observations, surveys and interviews with residents from two neighborhoods in Barcelona, the sense of
community is lost as a result of gentrification. This finding is supported by Hyra, Moulden, Weted and Fullilove
(2019) who found that gentrification causes the anticipation of social network fragmentation and a loss of social
cohesion. Among the drivers of this community erosion, Oscilowicz et al. (2020) found perceptions of insecurity
driven by fear of crime and tourism-related delinquency such as street theft, drug use and violence. These
perceptions led residents to feeling unwelcome in these green spaces, as Oscilowicz et al. (2020, p. 776) wrote:
“many residents described feeling a sense of mourning as well as social and individual betrayal as they saw their
neighborhood take a new `identity´ in which they did not belong”. This feeling is also described in Elliot-Cooper,
Hubbard & Lees (2009, p. 498) research, as they argue that displacement is also psychological as it is
experienced as the “destruction of phenomenological attachment to place and home”. These effects also worsened
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their satisfaction with the space and led to a perceived loss of freedom to use the spaces. They found that many
green spaces, including playgrounds, were taken over by adults, especially in the night-time, leading to less frequent
use by children and families (Oscilowicz et al., 2020). Finally, gentrification has been found to increase self-rated
stress levels, particularly for low-income and non-White residents (Gibbons, 2019; Versey, Murad, Willems &
Sanni, 2019). Although this is for gentrification in general, it is plausible that this will also be the case for green
gentrification. Thus, counter-intuitively, green infrastructure might increase people’s stress level. Just as with the
experienced negative impacts, few empirical assessments on residents’ perceptions on green gentrification exist, thus
further research needs to elaborate on the current evidence.
Yet neither do urban greening adaptation strategies always disregard potential negative impacts for socially
vulnerable groups nor does green gentrification always lead to the negative social effects discussed above. Reality
is more nuanced. Indeed, recent research has also highlighted some positive social effects for low-income groups
who stay in gentrifying neighborhoods during the early stages of the gentrification, including poverty deconcentration, lower levels of segregation, increased sense of safety, and finally, greater access to resources and
opportunities (Ellen & Captanian, 2020; Schnake-Mahl, 2020).

2.3. Conceptual Framework
Figure 2 below conceptualizes the key variables in this research and their relationship. First, the urban greening
interventions, which can have both potential positive and negative effects. And second, within the negative effects,
a key impact is green gentrification, which can lead to several perceived and experienced negative effects. The list
of effects included in the figure are those marked in blue in the section above.

Perceived and experienced
negative social effects

Potential positive
effects

Urban
greening
interventions

Potential
negative effects

Green
gentrification

• Eroding sense of community
• Insecurity and fear in the neighborhood
• Feeling unwelcome in one’s own
neighborhood
• Dissatisfaction
• Loss of freedom
• Gentrification-led stress
• Physical displacement
• Resettlement in climate unprotected zones
• Sociocultural displacement
• Socioenvironmental risks
• Uneven distribution or access to green
benefits
• Exposure to (new) stressors in new

Figure 2. Conceptual framework illustrating relationship between most relevant variables
(mostly based on Oscilowicz et al., 2020; Hyra et al., 2019; Gibbons, 2019; Versey et al., 2019; Gould & Lewis,
2018; Anguelovski et al., 2019 and Haase et al., 2019)

2.4. Analytical Framework
Table 1 below has been created to help operationalize the perceived and experienced negative social effects. It
includes some relevant categories, the indicators of these, and their main sources of literature. The analytical
categories —also called social effects— are drawn from the conceptual framework above. Given the current status
of literature, the categories in this framework should be seen as sensitising concepts, which social researchers
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understand as “interpretative devices and as a starting point for a qualitative study” (Bowen, 2006, p. 13). In
contrast with definitive concepts, sensitising concepts “lack such specification of attributes or benchmarks” (Bowen,
2006, p. 14). This research has worked towards specifying and operationalizing further this framework and
variables, which has led to the revised analytical framework table (see Chapter 5).
Table 1
Framework to analyse the categories of experienced and perceived effects according to indicators
(Source: Own elaboration)
Categories

Indicators

Main sources

Eroding sense of community

•
•
•
•
•
•

Breakdown of relationships with neighbors
Weakened place attachment
Feeling of non-belonging
Community feels unsafe
Loss of informal support systems
Loss of trust

Oscilowicz et al. (2020);
Hyra et al. (2019);
Gibbons, Barton & Reling
(2020)

Insecurity and fear in the
neighborhood

• Fear of crime and delinquency
• Insecurity from potential housing displacement

Oscilowicz et al. (2020)

Feeling unwelcome in one’s
own neighbourhood

•
•
•
•

Oscilowicz et al. (2020)

Dissatisfaction

• Poor quality of public space

Oscilowicz et al. (2020)

Loss of freedom

• Feeling excluded from public space in which user belonged

Oscilowicz et al. (2020)

Gentrification-led stress

• Above average self-rated stress namely associated with loss of
community ties and housing insecurity pressures

Gibbons (2019);
Versey et al. (2019)

Physical displacement

• Housing insecurity via increased rents, insufficient affordable
rentals, and reduced housing stock
• Residential displacement

Oscilowicz et al. (2020);
Marcuse (1985)

Resettlement in climate
unprotected zones

• Less protection in urban poor areas

Shokry et al. (2020);
Anguelovski et al. (2019)

Sociocultural displacement

• Social and cultural exclusion from benefits of new green
infrastructure
• Less frequent use of new green infrastructure

Shokry et al. (2020;
Anguelovski et al. (2019);
Oscilowicz et al. (2020)

Socioenvironmental risks

• Increased environmental risks such as flooding for vulnerable
groups

Anguelovski et al. (2019)

Uneven distribution or
access to benefits

• Green spaces for low-income minority groups being smaller,
fewer, less well-maintained, and unsafe

Haase et al. (2017);
Oscilowicz et al. (2020)

Exposure to (new) stressors
in new neighborhoods

• Increased livelihood insecurities

Shokry et al. (2020)

Less frequent use
Increased likelihood to stay at home
Disproportionate use by specific group
Feeling displaced from new green spaces
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3.

METHODOLOGY

3.1. Research Strategy — Comparative Case Study Analysis (CSA)
For this research, a case study analysis (CSA) was selected as the suitable research strategy. The term case study
has been defined in several ways by methodologists, but a common definition is that it is based on a naturalistic
analysis that delves into the properties of a single phenomenon or instance —either at a single point in time or over
a period of time— and that it is generally used to elucidate a larger set of cases (a population) (Gerring, 2007).
The case may be drawn from any particular phenomenon as long as it has “identifiable boundaries and comprises
the primary object of inference” (Gerring, 2007, p. 5). For this research, an in-depth study appeared more useful
than a broad brushed overview of a larger number of cases. First, given that there are still only few empirical
assessments on green gentrification, thus examining a smaller number of cases in great detail will help understand
better the phenomenon and its effects. In these early stages it is more meaningful to know more about less, than less
about more, thus to prioritize depth over breadth (Gerring, 2007). Second, to learn about the perceived and
experienced social effects of residents, in-depth interviews —the main source used to obtain case study evidence—
will be preferred over other sources of evidence as they help better understand the perspectives of interviewees,
including their perceptions and lived experiences (Baskarada, 2014). Third, given that for several cases there is
already access to a wealth of empirical data from the Barcelona Laboratory for Urban Environmental Justice and
Sustainability (BCNUEJ).
BCNUEJ is a non-profit Barcelona-based international research institute founded at the Universitat Autònoma de
Barcelona (UAB) that examines the structural and systemic drivers of social inequalities, oppression, and exclusion,
and investigates how to create more just, healthy, resilient and sustainable cities. At the time of conducting this
research, I worked at BCNUEJ as research intern (June-July 2019; December, 2020-July, 2021) contributing, among
other things, to the final policy report of the GreenLULUs project, a project that is funded by the European Research
Council (ERC). This project analyzes the extent to which urban greening interventions accelerate gentrification, and
the social and racial impact of green gentrification in distressed neighborhoods.
The case study method, although thriving in the social sciences, remains poorly understood and undervalued. The
use of CSA in fields such as anthropology, education and social work, has led other fields to downgrade them to
the “non-rigorous, non-systematic, non-scientific, non-positivist end of the academic spectrum” (Gerring, 2007, p. 4).
However, as argued by Yin (2009), even though the case study method has often been regarded as soft (easy and
non-rigorous) research, it is considerably difficult to carry out successfully in practice. For this reason, Yin proposes
an interdependent six-stage case study process: plan, design, prepare, collect, analyze and share (Baskarada,
2014). These steps will be followed to enhance the validity of the findings.
In this research, the case study will be one of representative nature, which means that it is supposed to assist the
researcher in getting an understanding beyond the particular cases under study. As Seawright and Gerring (2008,
p. 294) describe it, “the chosen case is asked to perform a heroic role”. Thus, even though the four cases will be
analyzed in great depth, they will play a supportive role for understanding the phenomenon of green gentrification
and its effects.

3.2. CSA Design
Case studies differ between single-case or multiple-case as well as holistic or embedded case study designs
(Ampatzoglou, Gkortzis, Charalampidou & Avgeriou, 2013). There are significant trade-offs between single and
multiple cases studies. The more case studies are carried out, the more likely that the researcher will be confident in
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its representativeness, but the less observation time the researcher will have to study in-depth each particular case
(Gustafsson, 2017). For this research, an embedded multiple case study design was chosen, whereby the selected
contexts were Europe and the United States, the four selected cases were Philadelphia, Boston, Amsterdam and
Barcelona, and the units of analysis were one or more greening interventions for climate adaptation implemented in
a neighborhood within each city. Figure 3 below provides a snapshot of the research design and important green
interventions in each city neighborhood, although the findings are not limited to those green interventions. The focus
within each city was on one specific neighborhood given that green gentrification effects most clearly manifest at the
neighborhood level.
Evidence from multiple case studies is generally measured as stronger and more reliable than single case studies,
and it is said that “they create a more convincing theory when the suggestions are more intensely grounded in
several empirical evidence” (Gustafsson, 2017, p. 3). Additionally, for this research, the multiple case study design
was considered more beneficial as it facilitated an analysis not only within each setting but also across settings. This
cross-city comparative case study has provided the opportunity to find similarities and differences across cities on
residents’ perceived and experienced social effects of urban greening interventions.
United States

United States

Boston — East Boston

Philadelphia — Hunting Park

East Boston
Greenway

Piers Park

Hunting Park
Restoration

Tree planting

Europe

Europe

Amsterdam — Amsterdam Noord

Barcelona — Poblenou

Noorderpark

Poblenou
Superblock

Green corridor in
Cristóbal de Moura

Figure 3. Embedded multiple CSA design, including contexts, cases and units of analysis of this research
(Source: Own elaboration)

Selection criteria and selected cases
To ensure representativeness, random sampling may have appeared as a suitable method. However, the number of
cases selected here was too small, thus purposive sampling was preferred (Seawright & Gerring, 2008). This
method allows the identification and selection of information-rich cases, so that a most optimal use of available
resources is ensured (Etikan, Musa & Alkassim, 2016).
Experts from the BCNUEJ guided the selection of cases based on the following considerations: the wealth of data
available for each specific case, the preliminary evidence of significant gentrification pressures and trends in each
specific city and neighborhood, and the existence of increasing urban greening interventions in that specific city and
neighborhood.
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The four cities chosen have witnessed an increasing climate adaptation planning and rhetoric —linked to
redevelopment— and they are all Western democratic cities that follow similar neoliberal tendencies, although to
different degrees. Indeed, there is substantial diversity in both national and local state versions of neoliberalism,
which is why it is common to refer to `neoliberalizations´, “with path dependence being a more useful notion than
`pure form´ in the understanding of neoliberal dynamics” (Brand, 2007, p. 619). The different urban histories and
degrees of dominance of neoliberalism, especially between the different North-American and European contexts,
results in very different support structures and policies for vulnerable populations, all of which makes for an
interesting comparison. In sum, the cases are representative of large cities in Western neoliberal contexts, but they
differ in specific contextual variables, which has allowed for a broad exploration of relevant factors mediating
gentrification processes. Table 2 below shows several important characteristics from each of city.
Table 2
Summary of relevant characteristics of the four case studies (Source: Own elaboration)
City and
Population

Boston
695,925
inhabitants
(2018 figures
published by
Boston Planning
and Development
Agency, 2020)

Philadelphia
1,584,138
inhabitants
(Bond &
Duchneskie, 2019)

Support System/ Policies

Gentrification Pressures

Urban Greening
Interventions

Residents of Boston have been
fighting for decades for land for
equitable uses as well as
improved living and housing
conditions. These resulted in
several development models
without displacement such as
cooperative housing and
community land trusts or
protecting affordable housing.
Yet, these are not enough as
many areas in Boston are
increasingly impacted by
development projects that put at
stake stable and affordable
housing for low-income
residents (Jennings, 2016).

Many are concerned about
gentrification as rents increase in
low-income areas, which has been
causing the displacement of
families. Real estate activities and
development projects that force the
move of working-class people
have angered many in
neighborhoods such as Roxbury,
East Boston, and Jamaica Plain
(Jennings, 2016).

Greening has increased since
the 1990s from being a key
objective of neighborhood
activism to lead the city’s
policy and vision
(Anguelovski et al., 2018).

Some factors increase the pace
of gentrification in Philadelphia,
such as the Real Estate Tax
Abatement programs, which
exempts property owners from
some property taxes a period of
10 years for all new
construction or property
restoration, which evidently
incentivizes new developments.
These and other policies are
contributing to these growing
trends of gentrification (Ding,
Hwang & Divringi, 2016).

Research on gentrification
pressures in Philadelphia started as
early as the late 1970s, and
continues to present day, with now
an additional focus on green
gentrification (Pearsall & Eller,
2020).

Since the late 1990s,
Philadelphia has been
investing in new green
landscaping strategies to
address chronic watershed
issues. But most importantly,
in 2009, the mayor of
Philadelphia published the
Greenworks sustainability
plan, which included many
urban greening interventions,
stating the ambition of
Philadelphia becoming the
greenest city in America.
Many initiatives have
followed since (Shokry et al.,
2020).
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Amsterdam
872,380
inhabitants (City of
Amsterdam, 2020)

Barcelona
1,663,530
inhabitants
(Ajuntament de
Barcelona, 2020)

The Housing Vision Amsterdam
from 2009 states that the city
strives for “mixed
neighborhoods of poor, rich,
young and old” and that “social
segregation and spatial division
should be avoided”. In
comparison to cities in AngloSaxon countries, Amsterdam’s
liberalization of the housing
market has been moderate.
Low-income residents have long
been supported by rent controls
as well as subsidies (Veldboer &
Bergstra, 2011), although both
rental and private housing have
risen sharply in recent years
and the share of rental housing
without rent control is
increasing.

Developments in Amsterdam have
long been described as “mild
gentrification”, as no major social
frictions have originated.
Nonetheless, in 2009, Amsterdam
adopted a policy that the stock of
social housing in neighborhoods
near the city center could drop to
50% by 2020. Much of the
“excess” share of social housing
will be either demolished or sold
and upgraded, increasing the
prices of the properties. These and
other policies have led scholars to
call gentrification in Amsterdam no
longer “mild” but “semi-mild”, and
it seems that urban policies will
gradually become more neo-liberal
(Veldboer & Bergstra, 2011).

For the past decades,
Amsterdam has focused on
the provision of green
spaces, generally integrating
blue and green spaces
together. A key tool has been
the “Amsterdam main green
structure”, put in place in
1996 and revised in 2011.
Additional strategies have
followed since (Anguelovski
et al., 2018).

Tourism gentrification in
Barcelona has been prominent
and rising in the last decades.
The increase in tourism
dwellings since 2011 resulted
from a relaxation of rules to use
private housing to boost
tourism, although the
municipality stopped granting
licenses in 2014. Still, such
policies have threatened the
livability and security of many
neighborhoods in the city,
which have led to much
community resistance
(Anguelovski, Connolly, Masip
& Pearsall, 2018; Lambea Llop,
2017).

Significant urban renewal projects
between 1990-2000s turned
Barcelona into a major economic
and tourism hub, leading to acute
gentrification pressures (Oscilowicz
et al., 2020).

The greening rhetoric has
increased particularly since
the city approved the Green
Infrastructure and Biodiversity
Plan in 2013, which includes
major goals and actions to
increase green spaces and
biodiversity (Anguelovski et
al., 2018).

3.3. Research Materials
This study relied on several research materials. First, existing academic literature obtained through desk research was
necessary to answer sub-questions A and B, and to provide contextual information on all four cases included in
Chapter 4. Second, primary data gathered by researchers from BCNUEJ was used to answer sub-question C. This
primary data used consisted of 79 out of 485 semi-structured interviews that were carried out between 2018 and
2019 in 21 cities (including Boston, Philadelphia and Amsterdam) in ten different countries across Europe, the
United States and Canada, for the GreenLULUs project. Additionally, seven interviews that BCNUEJ researchers
carried out in Poblenou (Barcelona) to investigate how gentrification reshapes the perception and use of green play
spaces were also used given the similarity in research goals3. Although the interview questions for the GreenLULUs
project and the Poblenou-based research by BCNUEJ researchers are not exactly aligned with the goals of this
Oscilowicz, E., Honey-Rosés, J., Anguelovski, I., Triguero-Mas, M., & Cole, H. (2020). Young families and children in
gentrifying neighbourhoods: how gentrification reshapes use and perception of green play spaces. Local Environment, 25(10),
765-786.
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research, they provided a wealth of relevant data on the cities chosen. Thirdly, seven additional interviews were
carried out in Barcelona, as this case counted on the least amount of primary data from BCNUEJ. The interviewees
were found through desk research and snowball sampling, which is a non-probability strategy that relies on asking
initial participants whether they can identify additional participants to collaborate (Crossman, 2019). This would
ensure a comparable amount of data in all four cities to extract knowledge and insights from and would allow for a
meaningful and well-founded case comparison. Finally, this research also relied on document analysis, which is the
systematic process for reviewing and evaluating documents (Bowen, 2009).

93
interviews

Desk research

Interview transcripts from BCNUEJ
for GreenLULUs and additional
interviews in Barcelona

Document analysis

3.4. Data Collection and Processing
As evidenced above, this research relied on methodological triangulation, which entails using several data methods
or strategies to collect data. Data triangulation is commonly used in order to facilitate reaching data saturation and
enhance the internal validity of a study (Fusch, Fusch & Ness, 2018). Additionally, it is one of the main strengths of
performing a case study as it enables the researcher to capture several dimensions of the same phenomenon
(Rowley, 2002).
The first part of the research involved collecting and examining existing information, also known as secondary or
desk research. This collection of data was obtained primarily from academic search engines such as Google
Scholar and Scopus. Then, the primary data from BCNUEJ consisting of semi-structured interviews with residents,
was used both to guide the case selection and to analyze the perceived and experienced social effects of residents
in each of the case studies chosen. These interviews had already been coded using NVivo, a Qualitative Data
Analysis software, but they were re-coded from scratch so that the codes would fit this research’s analytical
framework and to be able to incorporate new codes created on the spot. In Boston, Philadelphia and Amsterdam,
32, 23 and 24 interviews had been carried out, respectively. As explained above, fieldwork was not carried out in
Barcelona for the GreenLULUs project, but researchers at BCNUEJ had done interviews on the topic of green
gentrification in several neighborhoods including that of Poblenou, and these were also used for the analysis, as
well as seven additional semi-structured interviews that ranged from 30-90 minutes carried out with this study’s
analytical framework in mind. These additional interviews were also transcribed and coded using NVivo.

municipal employees

state or federal employees

private developers/ architects

Community organisations

non-profit organisations

residents — Tenants or homeowners

Figure 4. Job functions or responsibilities of interviewees (Source: Own elaboration)
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Figure 4 provides an overview of the diverse job functions and responsibilities of the interviewees. Additionally, the
lists of interviewees per case can be found in Appendix 2. These include the job function or responsibility and the
dates in which the interviews took place. Finally, Table 3 below gives an overview of the interviews analyzed for
this research, which includes the number of interviewees per case and the interviewer.
Table 3
Overview of interviews analyzed for this research (Source: Own elaboration)
Case Studies

Number of Interviews

Interviewer

Boston

32

BCNUEJ researchers for GreenLULUs ERC-funded Project

Philadelphia

23

BCNUEJ researchers for GreenLULUs ERC-funded Project

Amsterdam

24

BCNUEJ researchers for GreenLULUs ERC-funded Project

Barcelona

14

BCNUEJ researchers for Research Project on Gentrification Effect
on Perception and Use of Green Play Spaces (7) and Author (7)

Total

93

For all interviews, open coding was performed by highlighting parts of the transcript using a line-by-line approach
and giving labels to these references in the form of concepts, such as those of the categories in the analytical
framework. This was followed by axial coding, which entailed coupling these concepts (or sub-categories) into
broader categories. The amount of references for each category gave an indication of the importance of each
social effect (Bryman & Teevan, 2016). If the category had more five references, it was considered important and
thus discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Finally, to rate the importance of each social effect an ordinal scale was
created to compare and contrast the importance of all categories across the four cities.
Ethical concerns were at all times taken into account, such as by anonymizing the interviewees and only including
their job position or responsibility, by asking all additional interviewees to sign an informed consent, and by always
adhering to the principle of nonmaleficence (doing no harm) (Barrow, Brannan & Khandhar, 2020).
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4.

CASE DESCRIPTIONS

This chapter provides a description of the four city neighborhoods included in this study based on desk research and
also insights from the GreenLULUs interviews from 2018-2019. This chapter aims to provide an overview of the
historical and current situation of each case, and will serve as the starting point of the evaluation of the social effects
of greening interventions for climate adaptation. The two maps below serve to situate the four case studies: Boston
and Philadelphia in the North America map and Amsterdam and Barcelona in the map of Europe.

Boston
Philadelphia

Amsterdam

Barcelona
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4.1. East Boston, Boston
East Boston is a coastal community in the northeastern part of the city of Boston, Massachusetts, and one of its 21
neighborhoods, as shown by figure 5 below. As with most coastal zones, East Boston is menaced by climate
change, especially the increasing flood risks from sea level rise. In addition to the climate hazards, East Bostonians,
predominantly low-income communities of color, have disproportionately suffered the consequences of pollution and
deprivation of green spaces, which explains why the neighborhood has been referred to as an “Environmental
Justice” community. This concept, now widely used, emerged after mounting evidence of low-income minority
communities bearing disproportionate effects of environmental risks (Kirshen, Douglas, Paolisso & Enrici, 2012, p.
2). The interviews make clear that this community faces vulnerabilities that are intensifying at a very fast pace; these
were the words used by a municipal employee: “we are living on the brink already”. More recently, several (green)
investments have been made to improve the environmental and economic value of the neighborhood, but it is
increasingly evident that these developments are intensifying the exclusion and vulnerability of poor residents of color
while favoring privileged white residents, thereby contributing to green gentrification.

Figure 5. Map of 21 neighborhoods in the city of Boston
(Source: Own elaboration)

Demographic Trends and Infrastructural Developments in East Boston
East Boston is home today to over 40,000 people, the majority (57%) being of Hispanic or Latinx origin, mostly
from El Salvador and Colombia (60%), which explains why 55% of households in the neighborhood speak Spanish
at home (Heller, 2020; BPDA, 2019 (as of 2015)). Fifty-seven percent is in stark contrast with the average amount
of Hispanic or Latinx residents in Boston, which is 19%. Yet this is not the only demographic difference that exists
between Boston and East Boston. East Boston’s educational attainment is lower compared to Boston, as in the former
23% of residents have a Bachelor’s Degree or higher, compared to 47% in the latter. In addition, the median
household income in East Boston is lower ($52,935) than in Boston ($62,200), and 20% of households in East
Boston earn incomes below the poverty line. This may also explain why 24% of renter-occupied households and
22% of owner-occupied households in East Boston are severely burdened by housing costs, especially now since the
average rent in East Boston has increased by 52% since 2010, and with the ongoing gentrification this percentage
is expected to increase even more (Shokry & Anguelovski, forthcoming).
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While most residents in East Boston today are of Hispanic or Latinx origin, this has not always been the case.
Actually, the neighborhood has witnessed diverse immigration flows throughout history. As described in the website
of Boston College’s Department of History, the Irish came in the mid-19th century, when the neighborhood became a
thriving working center for shipping and the maritime industry. Later, around the late-19th century and the early-20th
century, immigrants from Russian, Italian and Portuguese origin came to work in a variety of industries that replaced
the shipbuilding one, such as the rail industry, coal yards, and shoe and textile factories. Finally, in the post-war
period, many of these industries closed with the shift towards a service economy, and Hispanics and other
immigrant groups settled while white residents left4 (Gahan, 2018; Shokry & Anguelovski, forthcoming).
Many of these working-class and minority residents were disrupted for much of the 20th century by many
developments related to the transport sector, such as the construction of the shipping port, the first subway
connection to Downtown Boston in 1905, the Sumner Tunnel in 1934, and by the construction of numerous
highways. But the most devastating was the creation of the Logan International Airport in 1923, by the
Massachusetts Port Authority (Massport) (Parks and Recreation Department at the City of Boston, 2015). It led to
major resident displacements, air and noise pollution, the tearing down of trees, and the destruction of the Wood
Island Park later on in the 1960s with the airport’s expansion5 (Shokry & Anguelovski, forthcoming).
The interviews corroborate this and stress how residents, especially low-income and minority ones, feel unheard and
unrepresented by local authorities. They believe that people in high positions of authority lack touch and knowledge
about the local community. “The system fails to serve community needs”, said a community activist, arguing that
many appointed as local representatives have not been born or grown in East Boston, thus fail to understand their
culture and functioning.

Climate Hazards in East Boston
The residents of East Boston have faced many compounding environmental risks — from the neighbourhood’s
industrial past, which left the ground highly contaminated, to developments such as the Logan Airport, which
increased air and noise pollution while reducing green spaces, and now the threat of the proposed high-voltage
electrical substation by Eversource in the neighborhood, which makes little sense considering the risks of explosion in
the flood-prone area (McDonald, 2020). In addition, the neighbourhood’s location also implies major climate risks.
East Bostonians reside in a low-lying coastal zone, which the IPCC predicts will be the case for around 33% of the
global population by 2080. In fact, in the US already more than 50% of the population lives in a coastal area and
this number is expected to increase in the coming decades. Coastal residents will be increasingly exposed to
climate change risks, namely coastal erosion, increased intensity and frequency of storms, and flooding (Douglas et
al., 2012). Given that in the 18th century, part of East Boston used to be a group of five islands that only after a
development scheme became aggregated into a single landmass, it could be that due to sea level rising it returns to
its original form unless mitigation and adaptation plans are forged (Heller, 2020). Additionally, the neighborhood is
only physically directly connected to the rest of Boston via subway and the Sumner, Callahan and Ted Williams
tunnels, which are likely to be affected in the case of flooding, thereby leaving East Boston isolated. To address
these risks, in 2017, a coastal resiliency plan for the city of Boston was announced by Kleinfelder, an engineering
consulting firm in Boston. This plan identified East Boston and Charlestown as the most at-risk areas in Boston, and
came up with a series of measures to reduce such risks, including nature-based solutions such as elevated parks and
barriers, docks, and harborwalks6.

4

https://globalboston.bc.edu/index.php/home/immigrant-places/east-boston/ (Retrieved on 21 December, 2020)

5

https://www.tpl.org/magazine/parks-lost-and-found—landpeople (Retrieved on December 21, 2020).

https://www.kleinfelder.com/2017/10/30/kleinfelder-completes-climate-resiliency-plan-for-city-of-boston/ (Retrieved on May
25, 2021)
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In order to reduce the vulnerability of a region like East Boston, climate change mitigation is crucial but so is
managing its exposure, sensitivity and building a strong adaptive capacity. Yet as Douglas et al. (2012) found, most
East Boston residents, especially the more vulnerable ones, lack adaptation knowledge and perspective.
Additionally, they feel excluded from plans to address such challenges. Finally, as Kirshen et al. (2014) found, many
of the vulnerable residents are powerless to have an impact on adaptation decisions and the costs are generally too
high and are cited as the main obstacle for them to take action.

The Urban Sustainability Trajectory in East Boston
As the awareness grew on risks of climate change for the city of Boston, it became clear that more plans on climate
action had to be made. Since the early 1990s, when Tom Menino (1942-2014) became the Mayor of Boston,
more such plans have been developed. Menino was a strong proponent of climate change mitigation and
adaptation, as is demonstrated by the structural change brought about by the Executive Order in 2007 that
incorporated climate change into all municipal and community plans, projects and permits (Spector & Bamberger,
2013). In the same year, the first Climate Action Plan in Boston was issued. Later, in 2011, the Climate Action Plan
update, called A Climate of Progress, was issued. And soon after the effects of the devastating Hurricane Sandy hit
Boston in 2012, Menino created the Climate Preparedness Task Force in 2013, which aimed to assess the
vulnerabilities of city facilities, services, and policies, in light of climate change, and put forth recommendations to
address them (Shyduroff, 2016).
In 2014, Marty Walsh (1967-) took office, and as Walsh claimed, at that moment already, “it was clear that
climate and sustainability were top priorities for Boston” (City of Boston, 2014, p. 3). Walsh too, a climate action
advocate, has built upon Menino’s foundation since he took office. The Imagine Boston 2030 citywide master plan
was initiated in 2015 under Walsh, where Bostonians were asked what their top priorities and concerns were. A
total of 15,000 residents contributed to shaping the goals for Boston in 2030 and beyond, and two years later, in
2017, the final report was published. The Imagine Boston 2030 plan clearly incorporated climate and sustainability
concerns within it (City of Boston, 2017). Additionally, a key initiative that emerged within the Climate Action Plan
under Walsh was the Climate Ready Boston, an award-wining strategy completed by 2016. This strategy included
programs for several target neighborhoods, including East Boston (Shyduroff, 2016). For East Boston, they made the
first coastal resilience plan, as it is the neighborhood most at risk of coastal flooding and it is largely residential,
leaving many residents vulnerable to climate effects or displacement. As can be seen in figure 6 below, greening is
central to this plan.

Figure 6. East Boston long-term climate resilient waterfront strategy (Source: City of Boston, 2017)
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Yet adaptation goals and plans are not limited to top-down initiatives. Numerous non-governmental organisations
are active in East Boston, mobilising for environmental justice, namely Boston Harborkeepers, founded in 2016 with
the aim to bring costal community resiliency and environmental stewardship7, or GreenRoots, which fights for
environmental justice in Chelsea Creek and surrounding areas such as East Boston8, or the Neighborhood of
Affordable Housing (NOAH) organisation, which strives for affordable housing and also environmental justice, and
has served in East Boston since 19879. Interviews show that the East Boston community has united and mobilised
until this day as a result of the neglect of local authorities coupled with socioenvironmental injustices, namely the
construction and expansion of Logan Airport. Their commitment and unit has led to numerous victories such as
Massport’s compliance to provide 33 acres of properly maintained green spaces in compensation for the negative
socioenvironmental effects of the airport. But even though Massport’s new parks have been greatly valued by
residents (especially Piers Park), the interviews show that there is some degree of skepticism too. For instance, a
member of the Jeffries Point neighborhood association was unconvinced by Massport’s intention behind the creation
of new green spaces, calling it a “calculated manoeuvre”. Massport’s relationship with East Bostonians had been so
spoiled by the green space loss, air and noise pollution and displacement, that it was likely cheaper and easier for
them to create new parks than to return homes and land to their people.

State-led and Community-led Greening Interventions in East Boston
East Boston counts on a number of green spaces. A number of new green spaces have been introduced from 1995
onwards, many of which were financed by Massport to fulfil their promise to East Bostonians of providing 33 acres
of green spaces to make up for the socio-environmental and health effects of the Logan Airport, namely the air and
noise pollution, loss of green spaces and residents’ displacement (Massport, 2020). For instance, Massport
financed the award-winning Piers Park in 1995, the East Boston Greenway and its entrance, which opened in
2007, the Bayswater Street Embankment, and the Street Park that opened in 2015. Besides Massport, the City of
Boston (COB) such as the LoPresti Park, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (COM), The Trustees of Reservations
(TTOR), the Boston Housing Authority (BHA) and the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) and private
actors are the owners of the green spaces in East Boston.

Figure 7. LoPresti Park at the East Boston waterfront on Sumner Street inaugurated in 2016
(Source: BCNUEJ, 2019)
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https://www.harborkeepers.org (Retrieved on March 18, 2021).
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http://www.greenrootschelsea.org (Retrieved on March 18, 2021).
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https://noahcdc.org/sites/oldsite/about/ (Retrieved on March 18, 2021).
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Yet the current provision of green spaces in East Boston is not
only the result of public and private initiatives, but also
grassroots ones. Indeed, the long history of environmental
injustices in East Boston has brought the community closer and
this has led to many community projects. For example, Eastie
Farm was inaugurated in 2015 after residents noticed that the
plot in Sumner Street 294 had been vacant and overgrown
for years10. Another initiative is the Bremen Street Community
Garden that residents brought together with the financial
assistance of Massport, which in 2007 comprised of 46
garden plots, and which later in 2010 Massport announced
that 27 additional plots would be included11.

Figure 8. Eastie Farm in Sumner Street 294 in East
Boston (Source: Holt, 2019)

Gentrification Pressures and the Impact of Waterfront Greening in East Boston
There are several examples of recently constructed luxury real estate developments in East Boston such as The Eddy
inaugurated in 2016, Boston East on Boston Street built in 2018, Clippership Wharf opened in 2019, and The
Mark completed in 2020. The rental prices of these new developments are far from affordable by most residents in
the neighborhood, for instance, the starting rental price of the Clippership apartments on the Wharf listed on the
website of the real estate broker is of $1,860 for a one-bedroom apartment and rises up to $4,680 for a threebedroom apartment12. This increase in housing prices, which only attracts wealthier residents to the neighborhood,
is contributing to the housing vulnerability and risk of eviction of many residents, especially considering that nearly
70% of East Bostonians are renters13. The physical displacement has been demonstrated by several metrics: 1) the
number of eviction cases at the housing court in East Boston, but these are likely under-reported as many tenants
leave before they are evicted to avoid having it on their record; 2) the decline in enrollment at East Boston schools,
as more family households relocate in lower-rent areas; 3) the loss of patients at local health centers; and 4) the rise
in anti-eviction workshops organized by groups such as the Jamaica Plain-based City Life/ Vida Urbana group,
among others (Miller, 2019).
Moreover, these real estate developments and other investments to secure the neighborhood drive up additional
costs such as the flood insurance rate, which burden tenants even more. Finally, displacement is not only felt
physically but also socio-culturally, as these developments attract mostly wealthy, often white and single residents,
and many of the new amenities that are introduced, are primarily geared towards these newcomers (Shokry &
10

https://eastiefarm.com (Retrieved on March 18, 2021).

http://eastietimes.com/2010/10/06/room-to-grow-massport-will-add-plots-to-the-bremen-street-garden/ (Retrieved on March
18, 2021).
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https://www.apartments.com/clippership-apartments-on-the-wharf-boston-ma/fe6wytr/ (Retrieved on December 27, 2020).
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https://www.elevatedboston.com/buildings/clippership-wharf/ (Retrieved on December 27, 2020).
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Anguelovski, forthcoming). Coverage in the local media suggests that these developments and new amenities are
making residents who have been living in the neighborhood for decades feel out of place. The article featured the
following quote from an East Boston resident: “At one time, I knew everyone in East Boston. Now, I’m a stranger in
my own block” (Miller, 2019).
This surge in real estate development projects is often legitimised by its climate resilient infrastructure, such as
greening elements, which drives green gentrification further. In fact, many interviewees explained that developers
and architects often have to go through a resiliency checklist if they want their projects to be approved, but they
speak proudly of their sustainability vision and efforts. Furthermore, it is clear that developers use the green and blue
spaces around these developments as marketing tools. For instance, a Lendlease developer said: “We advertise the
greenway as an amenity for residents. A portion of what we opened as public, green space is a requirement and
we are making it as an advantage. It’s a very public site, very permeable, great access to the public…Buyers have
loved the story of the openness”.
Developers know the value of the green and blue elements and use them to attract new buyers. Yet residents are
also very much aware that green gentrification is happening, for instance, a member of ZUMIX, an East Bostonbased non-profit organisation, said:
“Nobody would want to live in East Boston if Piers Park hadn’t happened and
the Greenway hadn’t happened and if the renovation of the blue line hadn’t
happened, if we hadn’t made these improvements nobody would care to live in
those high rises, the people wouldn’t have gotten financing for the high rises
cause it would be considered a slum over here, nobody would pay $4000 or
$5000 a month to live in them. Nobody would think they hit the number to get
to hang out in this beautiful neighborhood because it wouldn’t be a beautiful
neighborhood. So Piers Park was a big win politically for our neighborhood”
Additionally, a member of the Trust for Public Land organisation asserted to be “very aware of the fact that high
quality green spaces have the potential to make a neighborhood more desirable and could potentially play a
role in attracting new residents to a neighborhood, and that could have an effect on existing communities”.
Nonetheless, interviews have also shown that many residents are unaware or hesitant to draw a link between
greening interventions and the acceleration of gentrification. For instance, a developer from the New Hearst
Corporation claimed that with both the waterfront clean-up and re-development as well as the parks that are
currently being fixed up, the people were already here in East Boston, implying that these investments were not
drivers of gentrification in the neighborhood. Additionally, a state planner said: “I urge extraordinary caution
about making that sort of direct correlation with greening the city and creating displacement and gentrification”.
Finally, a community activist also argued that the recent greening projects are not necessarily driving the real
estate developments and subsequent gentrification, by saying: “I have not seen necessarily examples here where
greening was the primary rationale that was advanced…it’s because the market is so hot”. Nonetheless, this
community activist does assent to the possibility of greening acting as an accelerator of gentrification.
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4.2. Hunting Park, Philadelphia
The city of Philadelphia, situated in the state of Pennsylvania, is one of the ten most populous in the US, with a
population estimate of 1,584,064 inhabitants14. The Hunting Park neighborhood, spread across 1.69 square
miles, is situated in North Philadelphia (see figure 9), and is home to nearly 30,000 people, most of which identify
as Hispanic and/or African American15.

HUNTING PARK

Figure 9. Map of Philadelphia by zip codes pointing to the location of Hunting Park
neighborhood in Nicetown (Source: Own elaboration)

In the last decades, many municipality and community-led efforts have been made to make the city of Philadelphia
greener and more sustainable. However, it has become increasingly evident that many of these efforts overlooked
social vulnerabilities and inequitable outcomes. While central gentrifying neighborhoods have become greener and
cooler, more peripheral and lower-income neighborhoods such as Hunting Park have remained the hottest and most
heat vulnerable16.
The neighborhood of Hunting Park is largely residential, yet located next to a commercial and industrial area of
Philadelphia. Among the industrial sites there is a construction and demolition waste recycling facility, a Southeastern
Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) bus repair facility, and auto body repair and paint shops. In addition,
it is located next to heavily-travelled roads. Its situation next to these commercial and industrial sites and the dense
transit routes makes Hunting Park very exposed to potentially harmful chemicals and pollutants (Hopkins, 2012). As
demonstrated by Brzozowski et al. (2010), there is a higher prevalence of asthma in Hunting Park as opposed to
Philadelphia as a whole. Given that asthma is a respiratory condition that can be aggravated by airborne
particulate matter (PM) concentrations, it is likely that the industrial sites and heavy roadways in Hunting Park have
been increasing the PM concentrations and thereby increasing the prevalence of asthma, which is then worsened by
extreme heat. In view of the disproportionate effects that minority residents of Hunting Park bear in their environment,
the neighborhood was designated as an “Environmental Justice” community (Hopkins, 2012).
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https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/philadelphiacitypennsylvania (Retrieved on January 11, 2021).
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https://www.phila.gov/media/20190719092954/HP_R8print-1.pdf (Retrieved on January 6, 2021).
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The interviews corroborate these findings. A member from the TreePhilly non-profit organisation said: “a lot of our
working-class communities and our communities of colour are dealing with the highest vulnerability to extreme heat,
really high asthma rates, air quality in general, lack of access to resources and city services”. Additionally, a
member from the Green Building United non-profit organisation also stressed the fact that most of Philadelphia’s
housing stock is ageing and the consequences of that for vulnerable communities such as for those of Hunting Park:
“They aren’t going to be as energy efficient and then communities that are poor where there has
been for years disinvestment redlining that has prevented those communities from getting the
resources they need to build new, are going to have darker roofs, are going to have poorly
insulated and lower performing buildings and homes, so their energy bills are going to be higher”.
Hunting Park residents suffer from extreme heat, and while a majority of houses have air conditioners, residents still
complain that it is far too hot, which reveals the poor efficiency of the buildings or poor insulation capacities,
making the energy bills for these vulnerable residents even higher. Injustice issues extend also to distribution of green
spaces, as an employee of the Office of Sustainability said: “it’s not fair that some areas...are utterly tree dominated
and then you look at Mill’s Creek, Hunting Park, you could walk a block and not see one tree”.
The interviews also demonstrate how environmental injustices that many neighborhoods experienced has brought the
community very close. A municipal worker expressed admiration for the social cohesion in many neighborhoods in
Philadelphia: “You can see all the different opportunities that Hunting Park residents have taken and grabbed hold of
in terms of environmental justice and environmental movement, it’s incredible”. Additionally, a member of the
Esperanza group also expressed pride in the neighbourhood’s unity: “Hunting Park right now it’s in a really good
place where you have all of these organizations that come together and also work with community members to
make sure that things are addressed and that we’re working together towards making those changes”.

Vulnerable Populations of Hunting Park
Philadelphia not only has one of the largest populations in the US, but also one of the highest poverty rates with
25.7% in 2016. Most of the city’s poor are of Hispanic (37.9%) or Black (30.8%) origin, who are also most likely
to live in poor and disinvested areas in contrast to poor Whites. Life in poverty can bring many compounded risks,
such as living in an unsafe place, having difficulties finding decent and affordable housing, struggling to feed one’s
family, and seeking work where opportunities are few (Howell, 2017). This situation and trend of inequality has
been increasing at least since the past nine years, since over half of Philadelphia’s neighborhoods had declines in
the annual median household income by at least 10%. Hunting Park is amongst the neighborhoods that have
witnessed the largest declines in median household income, with a 29% drop to $23,842. Inequality across the city
is evident considering that Hunting Park’s (the seventh poorest neighborhood in Philadelphia) median household
income is just over one fifth of the most well-off neighborhood, that is, of Schuylkill/Southwest Center City with
$101,834 (see figure 10) (Lubrano, 2019).
Hunting Park
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Figure 10. Difference in median household income in Hunting Park and Schuylkill/ Southwest Center City in
2005-2009 and 2014-2018. (Source: Own elaboration based on Lubrano, 2019)
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In addition to being a neighborhood of concentrated poverty, educational attainment in Hunting Park is particularly
low. As Brzozowski et al. (2010) found, only 30.4% of adults over 25 years of age in Hunting Park had graduated
from high school, and only two percent of its residents held a Bachelor’s degree. Moreover, although there is no
specific data on unemployment rates for Hunting Park, it has been found that Hispanics (which make up the majority
of residents in Hunting Park) have a considerably higher unemployment rate than the city average (Howell, 2017).
Factors that could explain this are the deindustrialization of this area as well as gentrification in the city centre, which
pushed Hispanics towards the Northern part of Philly. Finally, other elements that characterize the neighborhood is
the high percentage of vacant land and buildings, which depresses the real estate values nearby and can induce
crime (Shokry et al., 2020), and that most housing and buildings are average in appearance, meaning that they
are in need of some serious aesthetic improvement and/or structural repair17. In fact, as Brownlow’s (2006)
research demonstrated, the perceived absence and/or real weakened social control mechanisms accompanied by
institutional neglect that Philadelphia witnessed in the past few decades have altered the human-environment
experience from one of perceived safety to one where the perception of fear and disorder prevail, particularly for
marginalised populations. This, in turn, has implications for how the public and green spaces are perceived, used or
accessed.

Climate Hazards in Hunting Park
The Office of Sustainability (OOS) has identified increased precipitation and flooding, and increased heat as the
main risks that climate change poses to Philadelphia. Yet not all neighborhoods will endure these risks in the same
way. For instance, neighborhoods such as Cobbs Creek, Point Breeze, Strawberry Mansion and Hunting Park are
identified as the most heat vulnerable ones in Philadelphia. This is demonstrated by figure 11 below of the Heat
Vulnerability Index, which shows the difference in Fahrenheit (F) from the average city temperature in different
neighborhoods across the city. This disparity partly results from lower tree canopy, a lack of green spaces in
general, more asphalt areas, dark surfaces such as black roofs, and older housing stock. Thus, the aim of this index
is to help the city determine where green investments are most needed according to the social and environmental
vulnerabilities of different city areas.

Figure 11. Philadelphia Vulnerability Heat Index showing the difference in Fahrenheit from the city’s average in
different areas across the city (Source: Department of Public Health at the City of Philadelphia, 2021)

https://www.phila.gov/media/20190517160706/Hunting-Park-Neighborhood-Strategic-Plan-2022-2012.pdf (Retrieved
on January 9, 2021).
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For the reasons above, in 2018, the OOS launched the Beat the Heat initiative, for which Hunting Park was the
selected neighborhood for the first pilot given its high heat index. This initiative seeks to encourage community-based
decisions for how to best tackle these heat disparities. To achieve this aim, the OOS partnered up with the following
neighborhood associations: Esperanza, Hunting Park Neighborhood Advisory Committee, Hunting Park United,
Lenfest Center and North10 Philadelphia, and together within a period of eight months, they managed to engage
more than 600 residents in community events, workshops and surveys, and ultimately create the first neighborhood
heat plan in Philadelphia, released in July 2019. Part of the Heat Team’s next steps include: planting additional trees
and implementing green stormwater infrastructure, reviewing city policies that address heat, and sharing the Heat
Toolkit to help other heat vulnerable communities (Office of Sustainability at the City of Philadelphia, 2020).

Philadelphia’s Environmental Trajectory and Ambitions
Philadelphia took a major turn in its environmental trajectory when Michael Nutter (1957-) took office as Mayor of
Philadelphia in 2008. At his inaugural address, he pledged to lower crime, improve educational attainment, attract
new businesses and residents, and make Philadelphia “the greenest city in America”18. Thereafter, Nutter created
the OOS and in 2009, the OOS first released Greenworks, a sustainability plan for Philadelphia, for whose
implementation the OOS is responsible (PWD, 2009). This plan set forth the eight long-term visions, many of which
are interlinked with greening interventions (see figure 12).

ACCESSIBLE FOOD AND DRINKING WATER

HEALTHY OUTDOOR AND INDOOR AIR

CLEAN AND EFFICIENT ENERGY

CLIMATE PREPARED AND CARBON NEUTRAL COMMUNITIES

QUALITY NATURAL RESOURCES
ACCESSIBLE, AFFORDABLE
AND SAFE TRANSPORTATION
ZERO WASTE
ENGAGE STUDENTS, STEWARDS AND
WORKERS

Figure 12. Eight long-term visions of Philadelphia’s Greenworks sustainability plan released in 2009
(Source: Own elaboration based on the Office of Sustainability at the City of Philadelphia, 2020)

Many plans and initiatives that followed are integrated into this larger context of Greenworks. For instance, the
Philadelphia Water Department (PWD) released the Green City, Clean Waters vision in 2009, which advocates for
a green stormwater infrastructure-based approach to make the city of Philadelphia more sustainable and resilient.
Therefore, greening is at the core of this vision (PWD, 2009). This approach is expected to create triple bottom line
benefits, yet amongst the social benefits there is a rise in property values at least by 2-5% in the next four decades,
meaning that the potential physical displacement of low-income minority communities is largely overlooked (PWD,
2009, p. 18). This reveals that some of the urban greening projects highlight the economic benefits and green
branding, while forgetting about socially vulnerable groups and equitable distribution (Shokry et al., 2020).
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https://sps.columbia.edu/speaker/mayor-michael-nutter (Retrieved on January 10, 2021).
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Greening Interventions in Hunting Park
Many city-wide greening interventions have emerged in recent decades. For instance, the Green City, Clean
Waters program, which committed to investing at least $3 billion in existing and new projects, demonstrated a clear
ambition to improve the quantity and quality of green spaces across Philadelphia (PWD, 2009). Additionally, many
tree planting initiatives emerged and are present today in Philadelphia, for instance, the Parks and Recreation’s street
tree management division, which allows residents to request a free street tree and its maintenance; the
neighborhood-based non-profit organization called Tree Philly (Office of Sustainability at the City of Philadelphia,
2020). This organization allows residents to request a free yard tree for their private front, back or side yard, as
well as to host a yard tree giveaway by becoming a community partner, who is then responsible for hosting and
promoting the tree giveaway event and connect with their neighborhood community19; and other tree planing events
such as that held by Esperanza (a non-profit organization serving in North Philadelphia) in partnership with
Pennsylvania Horticultural Society (PHS)20. It is important to note that most of these tree planting efforts (including
their maintenance) are very much led by resident groups, which means that the quantity and quality of this type of
greening depends on them.
At the level of Hunting Park neighborhood some notable greening interventions have also taken place, such as the
revitalization project of its 87-acre park. In 2009, the Fairmount Park Conservancy designed a multimillion-dollar
plan to revitalize the park, which had long lacked safe spaces for recreation, park amenities and healthy food.
Amongst the projects and activities set in its first phase include: the establishment of the 150-member park
stewardship organization called Hunting Park United, a new baseball field, six new tennis courts, improved lighting,
a community garden, two new playgrounds, and the planting of 385 new trees21. All of these new amenities and
improved maintenance have brought many positive changes. As the current Mayor of Philadelphia, Jim Kenney
(1958-), stated in 2016, at the annual Mayoral Luncheon: “When the City and the Fairmount Park Conservancy
invested $5 million in Hunting Park, crime went down 89% within a half mile radius of the park over the next three
years”22. Also, all the new amenities and facilities set the landscape for a more engaged neighborhood community,
as demonstrated by the community garden, which allows residents to grow their own food while socializing with
their neighbors. Moreover, in 2019, a new green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) project kicked off in Hunting Park
that planned the installation of seven rain gardens, which help to replenish groundwater, filter pollutants and
enhance biodiversity (Maiorano, 2020).
Additionally, in 2012, Esperanza completed the Hunting Park Neighborhood Strategic Plan for 2022, which was a
very ambitious plan to revitalize the neighborhood by 2022 and beyond. Greening was also at the core of this
plan. In fact, many of this plan’s objectives aligned with the community goals of the Hunting Park Revitalization Plan.
For instance, some of the shared goals included: creating a safe park, more spaces for residents to get together,
new sporting facilities, organizing events at the park, using sustainable and green design elements, improving
streetscapes within and leading into the park, and promoting healthy foods. Such interventions would also contribute
to the citywide goals of 100% of residents being within a 10-minute walk from an open space (that can be a green
space, but not necessarily) by 2025, or the city having a tree coverage comprising of 30% of each neighborhood’s
total area by 2035 (Hunting Park Neighborhood Strategic Plan, 2012, p. 95-97).
While the above-mentioned greening interventions seem to take into account an equitable access to sustainable
development, many municipal-led climate and environmental projects and policies have long overlooked their
19
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unequal distribution of benefits (Shokry, forthcoming). When the OOS finally acknowledged this, they introduced the
Greenworks Equity Index in 2017, with help from Partners for Places, a matching grant program. This index is a
data-driven tool to identify communities in Philadelphia that are not benefitting from sustainability projects and plans,
and works towards improving outcomes in those areas23.

Gentrification Pressures Philadelphia and its Impact on the Vulnerability of Hunting Park
Gentrification trends are increasingly witnessed in the city of Philadelphia. As Shokry et al. (2020) found, some
socially disadvantaged areas that received climate protection through green resilience infrastructure (GRI) have also
seen the displacement of lower-income and minority residents. Through the spatial quantitative analysis of GRI on
climate vulnerable populations and gentrification, the study shows that the area where Hunting Park lies has a very
low percentage of GRI investments, while scoring highest on both social and ecological vulnerability. Additionally, it
shows that areas, which are more central, that score high in ecological vulnerability yet low on social vulnerability,
have been classed as highly gentrifying areas. Finally, they found that while such acute gentrification is happening
in the city center, the percentage of Black and Hispanic low-income populations is decreasing in central areas,
while increasing in neighborhoods were GRI were lower or even non-existent. This leads Shokry et al. (2020, p.
15) to conclude that “resilience efforts can lead to new landscapes of environmental insecurity and injustice by class
and race characterized by increased livelihood insecurities, new climate protected enclaves for the privileged,
privatized resilience, maladaptation and climate protection segregation”.
The interviews demonstrate that residents are well aware of this gentrification trend happening from South to North,
as particularly Hispanic minorities are pushed towards the edges of the city, or even out completely. Residents cite
several factors as drivers of gentrification, including zoning, planning and real estate development projects - with
great emphasis on the economic interests behind. Many also emphasised how universities tend to be key drivers.
As with East Boston residents, some Philadelphians argue that greening can act as an accelerator of gentrification
while others are more hesitant to make such a claim. For instance, a member of the Sustainable Business Network
(SBN) non-profit, who was asked whether greening or GSI projects contribute to gentrification said: “I would say
no...I feel that there isn’t a tremendous amount of awareness, especially from developers around what GSI is”,
arguing that it would be far-fetched to say that developers are using GSI and other greening developments as
marketing tools for their projects. In addition, an employee at the Office of Sustainability said: “if you look at the
neighborhoods that have been identified as gentrifying, I don’t think any of them have really gotten a green or open
space development that would have spurred it”. Moreover, this resident claims that the anti-tree sentiment is unrelated
to gentrification, instead it has to do with the fact that they think it brings rats, bugs, birds will poop on their car...”it’s
a total misconception of the purpose of trees...I don’t think gentrification is part of that argument”. In fact, a member
of the Soil Generation non-profit expressed some frustration with the correlation between greening and gentrification
proposed: “People keep driving that narrative...I’m against that...People are hearing all this, they’re reading that in
the paper...that’s not based on anything”, and went on to say: “you know what? In our city alone...when we look at
maps of where gardens are in our city, they’re in the most impoverished places...So, these places aren’t places that
are necessarily experiencing gentrification”. This residents concluded this argument with the following claim:

“If you relegate the issues that are happening in black and
brown communities to gardening and health, as reasons for
gentrification, then you are really missing and doing a
disservice to the things that are happening in our communities”.

https://www.phila.gov/2017-11-08-office-of-sustainability-receives-funding-for-greenworks-equity-index/ (Retrieved on January
9, 2021).
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4.3. Amsterdam Noord, Amsterdam
“Noord - From waste pit to place to be”. These were the headlines of the Dutch newspaper NRC back in 201324.
Indeed, the former industrial site of Amsterdam Noord has transformed into a green and culturally attractive district.
The industrial decline during the 1970s reduced the district to an abandoned brownfield, but a series of
revitalization projects and urban planning strategies have turned it into an attractive place for investors, wealthy
residents and tourists. At the same time, Noord has been and is still, in part, a working-class neighborhood, and it is
also home to a very ethnically diverse group of residents.
While many cities advocate for and engage in neighborhood revitalization projects to increase the social mix and
cohesion (Walks & Maaranen, 2013), the current state-led gentrification trends in Noord are demonstrating the
contrary. In fact, it appears to be creating a dual divide: First, between locals and newcomers (whether artists, highincome residents or tourists), which are also contributing to the physical and sociocultural displacement of local
peoples. And second, between the long-time residents, as demonstrated by the increasing polarization between
white Dutch residents and non-Western residents (Pérez-del-Pulgar, forthcoming).

Characteristics of Amsterdam Noord’s Population and their Historical Neglect
The city of Amsterdam is situated on the western side of The Netherlands, in the province of North-Holland. It is the
densest city in the country with a population size of 872,380, across 49.01 km2 (18.92 square miles), and current
estimates point towards more population growth in the future25. This is why the Structural Vision Amsterdam 2040
master plan includes how the city will prepare for such new growth through urban design and neighborhood
revitalizations to optimize the limited space that the city contains (City of Amsterdam, 2020-1). In addition, it is the
most diverse city in Europe as it is home to residents from as many as 180 different countries (Sezer, 2018).
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Figure 13. Map of the eight districts in the city of Amsterdam (Source: Own elaboration)
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http://theprotocity.com/adaptionadoptionamsterdam-noord/ (Retrieved on January 13, 2021).

Statistical information provided by the City of Amsterdam (2020) at: https://data.amsterdam.nl/datasets/Q1fjq8zfXdlChA/
bevolking-stadsdelen/ (Retrieved on January 13, 2021).
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Amsterdam is divided into eight districts, which are further divided into several neighborhoods (see figure 13). The
district of Amsterdam Noord, which is made up of 12 neighborhoods, has been growing over the past years and
as of 2020 had a population of 99,238 inhabitants26. Noord is separated from the rest of Amsterdam by the IJ
river, which is why it used to be referred by some as “Amsterdam’s backyard” (Guarda, 2017). The interviews also
highlight the city’s neglect of the Noord district. A neighbour and activist from Noord expressed how people from
the city looked down on Amsterdam Noord as being “problematic, decayed, and not a place to be”.
For a long time, Amsterdam Noord was essentially home to a small number of fishermen and farmers, until the North
Sea Canal was opened in 1876, and the area transformed into a site of heavy industry and port-related activities.
The industrialization of the area led to a rise in the demand of workers’ housing, which they were able to benefit
from thanks to the Dutch housing law that was passed in 1901 to ensure decent housing for the working classes. As
the need for housing rose, housing associations along with other entities built seven rent-controlled garden villages,
known as Tuindorpen, many of which still exist today. These villages, which became a key symbol of the local
identity, were and still are characterized by their greenery and by having their own playgrounds, schools, churches,
etc. However, when port-related activities moved westward towards the North Sea, the city and especially the
Noord district went into a phase of industrial decline and abandonment, which took decades to transform into the
creative and green district it is today (Pérez-del-Pulgar, forthcoming). In addition, the district has been historically
secluded and neglected compared to other districts in the city. For instance, it did not have a metro line until 2018,
as the opening date was postponed eight times!27. It also did not have a pedestrian or bicycle connection to the
rest of the city, thus, the only means to reach the other side of the city was by ferry. Finally, the district has also
historically lacked green infrastructure and cultural amenities and existing ones were of poor quality (Pérez-del-Pulgar,
forthcoming).
Injustices issues and institutional neglect are still felt by Noord residents today, as several interviewees expressed
how minority voices and demands get repeatedly ignored by local authorities. An activist from the historical
organisation called Amsterdam Noord Groene Stad aan het Water28 (ANGSAW), alluded to the scarce
possibilities for real participation in projects such as housing plans. Additionally, when residents make complaints
about urban decisions they disagree with: “whenever they make an effort to complain about this and do it in a
proper way…nobody tells them thank you that you are making this complain, thank you for being so involved…”
and it is this lack of feedback that residents are frustrated by most. Finally, complaints about green space loss were
also extensive in the interviews. An ANGSAW member referred to research from the University of Amsterdam (UvA)
that has revealed how in the past 10 years around 11% of green space disappeared in Amsterdam, and made
specific reference to the neighborhood of Elzenhagen South in Noord, which as a result of the housing project many
green spaces disappeared. Interviewees acknowledge the great difficulty of combining the lack of housing stock
and affordability issues with the need to introduce more green spaces. But many believe and are discontent by the
fact that there are too few parks, “everything gets tiled or stoned or paved”. A key remark made by a representative
of the BIJ129, with regards to the lack of information and entitlement of minority residents in Noord (and other poorer
areas of Amsterdam), was that “people in poorer neighbourhoods often don’t have the institutional, structural
Statistical information provided by the City of Amsterdam (2020) at: https://data.amsterdam.nl/datasets/Q1fjq8zfXdlChA/
bevolking-stadsdelen/ (Retrieved on January 13, 2021).
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https://www.iamsterdam.com/en/plan-your-trip/getting-around/public-transport/metro/expansion-of-metro-line (Retrieved on
January 13, 2021).
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“Amsterdam Noord Green City on the Water” is an organisation that strives to preserve and strengthen the environment in the
Noord district through resident involvement in discussions of future developments.
28

Bij1 is a political party in The Netherlands founded in 2016 and rooted in the radical left, transgender movement, pirate
movement, democratic renewal and commons movement backgrounds.
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knowledge or don’t feel entitled” and it is only when these neighbourhoods start getting gentrified that they get
attention from the municipality.
1%
1%
14%

23%
Single apartment
Shared apartment without children
Shared apartment with children
Single-parent family
Other
Care home
20%

41%

Figure 14. Population of Amsterdam Noord district by household type as percentages, as of January 1,
2020 (Source: Own elaboration based on statistical information provided by the City of Amsterdam)

The most recent statistics reveal that the district is mostly home to families as can be seen in figure 14 above. In
addition, the district is home to a majority of non-Western residents, primarily from a Surinamese, Antillean, Turkish
and Moroccan background30. Nonetheless, many white working-class residents are still overwhelmingly present, for
instance in the garden villages of Tuindorp Buiksloot and Floradorp. In fact, as research from the Open Society
Foundation found, polarization between Amsterdammers of Dutch origin and those of non-Dutch origin is
widespread in this area, and the growing insecurities stemming from the rapid socio-economic changes only amplify
the dividing lines between different groups. This may also be triggering the observed mounting support for right-wing
parties, such as PVV (Geert Wilders’ Party for Freedom). Finally, their research also found that the Noord district has
above average levels of poverty, and lower levels of educational attainment, making employment thereby also less
likely (Open Society Foundations, 2014).

Climate Hazards in Amsterdam Noord
The low-lying areas of The Netherlands have been, for centuries, under risk of flooding either from the sea or from
high river discharges. With the acceleration of climate change and the looming threat of rising sea levels, the
country is increasingly vulnerable to the effects of this changing climate (Slomp, de Waal, Ruijgh, Kroon & Van
Alphen, 2014). In fact, Jorissen et al. (2016) have claimed that 60% of the territory, 70% of the population and
70% of the economy are vulnerable to floods.
For this reason, the Dutch have a long history of flood defense, particularly strengthened since the North Sea flood
of 1953 in the southern part of the country (see figure 15). After such devastating event, which claimed the lives of
more than 1800 people, the government responded with the formation of the Delta Committee, which came up with
the Delta Plan. Part of this plan included the renowned Delta Works, consisting of three locks, six dams and four
storm surge barriers, which together form the country’s largest flood defense system (Rijkswaterstaat, n.d.).
Additionally, the country today counts on 53 dike-ring areas, which are “uninterrupted rings of water defenses, like
dikes or dunes, and high grounds”, each with their own protection system (Eijgenraam, 2006; Paudel, Botzen &
Aerts, 2015).
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https://data.amsterdam.nl/datasets/Q1fjq8zfXdlChA/bevolking-stadsdelen/ (Retrieved on January 13, 2021).
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Figure 15. The aftermath of the North Sea flood of 1953 in The Netherlands (Source: Rijkswaterstaat, n.d.)

The entire city of Amsterdam lies below sea level and the district of Amsterdam Noord, being so much surrounded
by water, is naturally very vulnerable to the effects of sea level rising and severe storms. In fact, the flooding of
1960 that was caused by a break in the dike, forced all residents of the garden village of Tuindorp Oostzaan to
evacuate31.

Ambitious Environmental Plans and the Regeneration of Amsterdam Noord
Over the past years, Amsterdam has demonstrated that sustainability is high on the city’s political agenda. While
Amsterdam is growing at an accelerated pace, it has committed to build only within the city boundaries in order to
protect the green areas that surround it (City of Amsterdam, 2017). On that account, urban policies increasingly
emphasize the high-density “compact city”, also as a means to achieve its sustainability objectives (Arundel &
Ronald, 2017). Moreover, Amsterdam aims to lead this transition by putting business, creativity and justice at the
forefront, as the it claims that “entrepreneurship, technology and creativity make it possible; participation and
custom-made solutions make it achievable; and solidarity makes it affordable for everyone”32. In addition,
Amsterdam is one of the few cities to come up with a sustainable recovery plan for after the COVID-19 crisis with
some achievements expected already within a year.
The city is also coming up with an implementation plan for climate adaptation, with the aim of being as prepared
as possible for climate change by 2050. When it comes to urban green space, the city wants to invest more and
improve the quality of existing parks, greenways, allotment gardens, green roofs33. In 2017, the municipality
published a plan for how to build a green city, and while quantity is important (as shown by the Main Green
Structure plan, which sets a minimum amount of green space that Amsterdam is meant to offer), the municipality has
put significant emphasis on the importance of quality. For instance, by ensuring that green spaces’ richness and
proper maintenance of existing or new green infrastructure contribute to biodiversity and climate resilience (City of
Amsterdam, 2017). Finally, the city stresses the need to think outside the box and encourages bottom-up solutions,
as shown by the Knowledge Mile Park project that started in 2016, which will be the longest and highest park in
the city, and which will include many nature-based solutions, such as green walls and roofs (NATURVATION,
2021).
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https://www.iamsterdam.com/en/amsterdam-qr/north/tuindorp-oostzaan (Retrieved on January 14, 2021).
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https://www.amsterdam.nl/en/policy/sustainability/ (Retrieved on January 14, 2021).
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https://www.amsterdam.nl/en/policy/ambitions/healthy-sustainable/ (Retrieved on January 14, 2021).
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It was only around two decades ago that the regeneration of the Noord district started to take shape. As soon as
industries such as Shell decided to move their laboratories out of the area, the municipality took the heavily
contaminated land and soon came up with a Master Plan of the Northern Bank of the IJ. This plan set the Noord
district to become a creative hotspot, with new high-quality homes, more green spaces and an improved connection
with the rest of Amsterdam34. As a result of more flexible planning, several experimental (also climate-focused)
projects emerged in the district, including the award-winning “regenerative urban oasis” of De Cevuel, built on the
heavily polluted ground of a former shipyard, which defines itself as “a cultural urban hub on the cutting edge of
technology, sustainability and art”35. Moreover, in 2015, the Circular Buiksloterham manifest (led by the municipality
along with 20 organizations) was signed, which presents the vision for the former industrial area of Buiksloterham to
transition into a “Circular, Biobased, and Smart neighborhood”, with a clear emphasis on the incorporation of
greenery36.

The Past, Present and Future Greening Developments in Amsterdam Noord
The municipality has engaged in numerous efforts to increase the quantity and quality of green spaces across the
city. This section will focus on those interventions that target the Noord district. A notable initiative was the merging
of Florapark and Volewijkspark into Noorderpark in 2014. Today, this new city park is easily accessible to all
Amsterdammers considering that the recently opened metro station is located at the very entrance of the park (see
figures 16 and 17).

Figure 16. Noorderpark in Amsterdam Noord
(Source: BCNUEJ, 2019)

Figure 17. Green surroundings of the Metro Noord in
Amsterdam Noord (Source: BCNUEJ, 2019)

In 2003, the municipality chose the design idea of the architecture firm West 8, which proposed the merging of the
existing disconnected parks through new bridge connections, as well as the creation of a circuit track, for cyclists or
pedestrian users37. These interventions not only facilitated the connection of the Noord district with the rest of
Amsterdam, but also united the garden villages located to the West and East, and encouraged all residents to
gather in the newly connected space. Now, thanks to the efforts of the Noorderpark Foundation, many activities
and events are organized at the park, making it a more inviting and safe place.
34

https://www.commissiemer.nl/docs/mer/p14/p1406/1406-021masterplan_deel1.pdf (Retrieved on January 14, 2021).
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https://deceuvel.nl/en/about/general-information/ (Retrieved on January 15, 2021).

https://buiksloterham.nl/engine/download/blob/gebiedsplatform/69870/2015/28/
CircularBuiksloterham_ENG_FullReport_05_03_2015.pdf?app=gebiedsplatform&class=9096&id=63&field=69870 (Retrieved
on January 15, 2021).
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https://www.west8.com/projects/parks/noorderpark_amsterdam/ (Retrieved on January 16, 2020).
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Furthermore, the municipality plans to transform the Noordholland Canal area and its surrounding green areas into
one landscape park, of which Noorderpark would only be the first part (City of Amsterdam, 2020-2). This is an
important contribution by the Noord district to the Amsterdam’s Green Vision 2050.
Additionally, many new green projects have been outlined for the near future. First, Elzenhagen Zuid will be
transformed into a green urban neighborhood starting in 2021 (see figure 18). This neighborhood will make space
for around 1800 new homes, and sports and education facilities. Additionally, in the Southern part of the
neighborhood, 250 “urban green villages” are projected to be built and at least 10% of their facades will have to
be green (City of Amsterdam, 2020-3).

Figure 18. Design of the future green urban neighborhood of Elzenhagen Zuid in Amsterdam Noord
(Source: City of Amsterdam, February 2020)

Second, the Banne Noord neighborhood, which already contains a lot of greenery, will invest in additional
greening starting in the spring of 202138. Third, the neighborhood of Molenwijk will also be investing in greenery
in the coming years. This neighborhood has been both physically and socially vulnerable for the past decades, and
the current green infrastructure is of low quality and poorly maintained. New plans are coming up for how to
revitalize it and make it a livable and green neighborhood, and the implementation plans are set to start in 202539.
Finally, the IJplein / Vogelbuurt area is also being evaluated for its future renewal, with a clear focus on introducing
more green spaces40.
The greening interventions in Noord are not limited to the examples referred to above. However, as can be seen,
most of these projects have only recently been outlined or are still in the stages of exploration. This shows that the
interest in investing in the Noord district has rather sprung up in the recent years.

Gentrification Effects of the Environmental Revitalisation in Amsterdam Noord
Although Amsterdam had a very strong social strategy for planning, as shown by the decent share of rental social
housing, the subsidies provided to housing associations, the stringent controls over rent law, as well as the strict land
use planning, these social tendencies changed after the 1990s. After several national policy reforms, that evidently
https://www.amsterdam.nl/projecten/banne-zuid-vernieuwing-verbetering/nieuws-banne-zuid/ruimte-water-natuur/
(Retrieved on January 16, 2021).
38

https://noord.notubiz.nl/document/9273788/2/23_09_2020_Principenota%20Molenwijk (Retrieved on January 16,
2021).
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https://www.amsterdam.nl/projecten/ijpleinvogelbuurt/ (Retrieved on January 16, 2021).
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affected Amsterdam too, the tenure compositions began to prioritize private rent as well as home-ownership, which
was appealing mostly to the middle or higher classes, while disfavoring lower-income groups (Pérez-del-Pulgar,
forthcoming).
Additionally, in 1997, the New Urban Renewal strategy, drew attention to the problems associated with the spatial
concentration of poor, unemployed and ethnic minorities, and the importance of social mixing for greater social
integration and cohesion. Later in 2007, the Dutch government put in place an action plan to improve the livability
in 40 Dutch so-called “problem neighborhoods”, many of which were located in Amsterdam Noord. Finally, in
2012, the city of Amsterdam introduced the Neighborhood Plan of Action, to improve 22 neighborhoods across the
city, seven of which were found in the Noord district. These plans are often carried out to improve housing,
unemployment, and the lack of social cohesion of these target neighborhoods, thus may appear as beneficial for the
local residents. However, the effects do not often favor these groups, but future newcomers instead. As it has been
demonstrated, housing renovations and overall revitalization of neighborhoods makes these more attractive to
wealthier residents, bringing up the costs of living and compelling its long-term residents to move elsewhere (Pérezdel-Pulgar, forthcoming; Musterd & Ostendorf, 2008).
An activist and employee at De Bond Precaire Woonvormen, made reference to how the creative classes were
adding value to land in a very temporary way and then leaving, which left an impact on the price of land for the
remaining groups and newcomers: “they get cheap rents in exchange for doing their artistic job for the community…
it’s all pretty nice and cute but the underlying process is not so nice and cute, it’s to change the demographic of the
city towards poor out, rich in and if you are not in this model you are out”. A member of De Ceuvel acknowledged
the impact that its organisation has had on the attractiveness of the Noord district: “I do think that because we were
here…we attract a lot of people, people started to explore the neighborhood more and look for houses here” and
claims that this has led Amsterdam Noord to became part of the city in an emotional sense too, which 10 or 15
years back was not the case at all. Additionally, the inauguration of the Noord metro line was also brought up
numerous times as having had a major effect on the attractiveness of Noord as it strengthened the connectivity and
unity of the entire city: “all of a sudden the north of Amsterdam belongs to Amsterdam and you don’t feel a stranger
anymore if you say I live in the north. It used to be two worlds apart”, said a Woon employee.
Indeed, after many policy changes and new revitalization projects in Amsterdam Noord, the formerly neglected and
deprived district has turned into a place that the city of Amsterdam now describes as having: “vast green expanses
and charming little villages plus some of the city’s most cutting-edge architecture, exciting festivals, artist studios and
stylish waterside hangouts with beautiful terraces”41. Indeed, the rediscovering of the district

has led to more

gentrification as shown by the accumulation of buildings and projects that are either high-end buildings including the
A’DAM Tower or the Faralda crane hotel (a luxury hotel made from the last remaining crane, as though glamorizing
the worker life); the modern Eye Filmmuseum that is now an important landmark in the city; the creative workspaces
of De Ceuvel or the Stichting Kinetisch Noord (the former location of the Dutch Dock and Shipbuilding Company,
NDSM); or many new hipster-targeted cafés42. Thus, it is important to remain critical about the effects of such
revitalizations for long-time residents; whether these are also beneficial to them and if take part in the new activities
that these new spaces have to offer.
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https://www.iamsterdam.com/en/about-amsterdam/amsterdam-neighbourhoods/noord (Retrieved on January 16, 2021).

https://www.iamsterdam.com/en/about-amsterdam/amsterdam-neighbourhoods/noord/5-things-to-do-in-noord (Retrieved on
January 16, 2021).
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Finally, the linkage between gentrification and greening is perceived by some of the interviewees, who clearly see
the value of green and blue spaces of Noord and believe it makes the district an attractive place for investors. For
instance, when a neighbour in Noord was asked about the developers’ reaction to Noorderpark, the response was
that a lot of development started happening around the park, and also claimed that areas such as the
Hamerkwartier had become “the north paradise for investors”. Interestingly, a finding that may come across as
counter-intuitive is that the municipality appears to be striving for green gentrification or at least knowingly
contributing to it. A municipal urban planner said that successful parks are so if they are widely used —following the
line of argument of the well-known urbanist and activist Jane Jacobs— thus explained that as soon as the
municipality witnesses gentrification in a particular area, through increases in housing prices or more use of public
spaces in the area, they invest in nearby parks to make sure that the investment is optimised. However, as for East
Boston and Hunting Park, not all interviewees were convinced about the association between gentrification and
greening interventions. For instance, employees at the municipality’s public health department said: “I think the
assumptions…can be challenged…I think it’s quite far-fetched actually” or “I think the issue of gentrification is
something people think a lot about in Amsterdam, not specifically related to green”. Additionally, an employee
involved in Noorderpark’s masterplan also argued that the increase in prices of housing in Amsterdam was given
that it is one of the most attractive cities in Europe, but was hesitant to associate that with greening interventions.
Finally, about Noorderpark, the interviewee claimed that indeed Noord is becoming less affordable but that it
would be the case without the greening too.
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4.4. Poblenou, Barcelona
Many would agree that the 1992 Olympic Games forever changed the city of Barcelona. Indeed, the city was
determined to re-brand itself as a modern, yet historic city, with the desire to become “the economic hub of Southern
Europe, a vibrant cosmopolitan city with a rich cultural image” (Kennett & Moragas, 2006, p. 181). In particular,
the urban infrastructure upgrades and its appeal as a travel destination have transformed the city to this day. In
2019, the city received 30 million visitors, but such inflow of tourists has brought many problems for locals, namely
the acceleration of gentrification (Burgen, 2020). The ever-increasing housing prices and costs of living, the loss of
local and traditional businesses, and the appropriation of public space, have all generated great resistance towards
the tourism sector by local groups. Today, as the greening agenda unfolds, it is becoming increasingly clear that
such investments are catered to certain groups that are not precisely the local working-classes that predominate in
many of the city’s neighborhoods, including the post-industrial neighborhood of Poblenou (Kotsila et al.,
forthcoming). Therefore, the city’s actions to make it more green, sustainable and resilient, will have to be
reconsidered if it seeks a more equitable distribution of urban greening interventions.

Major Past, Current and Future Urban Transformations in the Sant Martí District
Barcelona, the capital of the autonomous region of Catalonia, is the second most populous city in Spain with
1,664,182 inhabitants spread across 101.35 km2. As of 2019, around 80% of the population was of Spanish
nationality, with the remaining 20% being foreign-born of 179 different nationalities (Statistical Institute of Catalonia,
2020; Municipality of Barcelona, 2019-1). Additionally, in the last decades, the city has been witnessing a surge
in the number of tourists, which have been attracted by the vibrant city’s culture, but also thanks to major urban
transformation processes that the city has undertaken.
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Figure 19. Map of the ten districts in the city of Barcelona (Source: Own elaboration)

This case will particularly focus on the district of Sant Martí (a separate municipality until 1897), which comprises of
ten neighborhoods, one of them being Poblenou, home to 33,521 inhabitants43 (see figures 19 and 20) (Shojaee
Far, 2019). Historically, Sant Martí used to be mainly an industrial zone near Barcelona. As industrial activities
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increased, the area that is currently known as Poblenou became “one of the most industrial areas in southern
Europe” so much so that until the 1960s it was referred to as “the Catalan Manchester” (Shojaee Far, 2019, p.
54). In the mid-1990s, many industries closed down, and soon, the neighborhood became one dominated by
brownfield sites and abandoned warehouses and docks. This degradation lasted until the urban transformations that
took place in preparation for the 1992 Summer Olympic Games.
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Figure 20. Ten neighbourhoods in the district of Sant Martí in Barcelona (Source: Own elaboration)

This major international event stimulated redevelopment, particularly in the areas of the city, where the games were
meant to take place. For instance, the waterfront development of La Vila Olímpica (Olympic Village), converted an
otherwise run-down industrial area of Poblenou, into a residential area with an upgraded seafront and additional
greens paces and recreational areas44. The new parks created in the reconstructed area include: Parc del Port
Olímpic, Parc de les Cascades, Parc de la Nova Icària, Parc del Poblenou and Parc de Carles I. In addition, the
Monjuïc mountain situated in the southwest of the city’s center, was also redeveloped as that is where the most
important Olympic venues would be situated, including the main stadium for the Olympic Games, Estadi Olímpic
Lluís Companys. Finally, during this period, numerous inland parks were built, including: Parc de Sant Martí, Jardins
de Sant Pau del Camp, Parc de Can Dragó and Parc de la Trinitat, and many more were constructed thereafter
(Baró, 2018).
In more recent years, there are two main city-led initiatives that have transformed and will continue to remodel the
city of Barcelona: the Universal Forum of Cultures celebrated in 2004, and the 22@ Plan. The Universal Forum of
Cultures, which was a 141-day international event, seeked to expose and create dialogue around three key
subjects: peace, cultural diversity and environmental sustainability. Some of the distinctive infrastructure improvements
and buildings that came with the refurbishing of the degraded coastal area are, inter alia, the Explanada Forum,
which includes the wastewater treatment plant that was also enlarged and improved; the emblematic triangular
Forum building; the construction of one of the largest photovoltaic plants in Spain; a new coastal park; the
reconstruction of the seafront; the remodelling of the final stretch of Avinguda Diagonal; and the new Diagonal Mar
shopping center (Montaner & Muxí, n.d.). However, this project faced strong criticism before, during and after, on
several grounds: First, that it was largely funded by private corporations, whose values did not align with those that
the Forum supposedly upheld. Second, that the urban transformation needed to construct the Forum took funds away
44
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from other social investments regarded as more urgent. Third, that public land was given away to private entities
such as hotels and real estate companies in order to be able to cover the vast expenses of the project. Overall, the
project met significant resistance on the grounds that it was inconsistent with its manifested aims and values, as well
as the lack of benefits to most long-time residents of Barcelona (Báguena, 2004). Although this example is not
specific to Poblenou, it unveils the lack of equity considerations in major urban transformations and the resistance
among the local people.
The ongoing 22@ Plan, launched by the Barcelona City Council in 2000, seeked to transform an industrial area of
Poblenou into an innovation district. Indeed, the central aim of this initiative was to attract “@ activities”, which are
those related to the ICT sector, as well as knowledge-based ones such as research (Martí-Costa & Pradel-Miquel,
2012). Along the same line as Amsterdam, the urban planning strategy for 22@ was guided by the high-density
“compact city” principle that is also meant to bring environmental efficiency and a higher quality of life45. In terms of
sustainability, this plan aimed to introduce 114.000 m2 of green spaces46. The 22@ Plan has also encountered
significant resistance, as it has attracted even more visitors, it has also hampered the access to affordable housing
(as it brings up the living costs), it has driven the closure of small enterprises in favor of multinationals, and
particularly made excessive room for the hotel industry. The mounting criticism led the city to release the document of
the pact Cap a un Poblenou amb un 22@ més inclusiu i sostenible (Towards a Poblenou with a more inclusive and
more sustainable 22@) on November 2018 (Municipality of Barcelona, 2020-2). A cause of concern, as Albert
Valencia points out in the web documentary of To Green or Not to Green by BCNUEJ (2020), is that while the
22@ permitted 3.200.000 m2 for the construction of offices, only 840.000 m2 have been used for that purpose in
the last 20 years. In the current context of COVID-19, it is expected that remote work will continue to be reality and
might even increase47. Thus, it is crucial to re-think and question the real value of constructing more office buildings
for the sake of the economy and innovation. It remains to be seen the extent to which this plan will re-consider the
issues that have until now been overlooked.

Climate Hazards in Barcelona
Being situated by the Mediterranean coast, with a highly dense and compact urban structure, Barcelona faces
several challenges related to climate change. The Climate Plan released in 2018 presented the four most pressing
challenges that the city of Barcelona will face with the changing climate, illustrated in figure 21. However, these are
not the sole climate vulnerabilities that the city will have to adapt to, as it will face other major climate hazards such
as poor air quality, forest fires, socioeconomic risks of infrastructure damage, threats to biodiversity, changing energy
flows, and the urban heat island effect (Municipality of Barcelona, 2018-1).

Rising
temperatures

Reduced
availability of
water

Increased risk of
flooding

Shrinking beaches

Figure 21. The four most urgent climate threats for the city of Barcelona
(Source: Own elaboration based on the Municipality of Barcelona, 2018)
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https://use.metropolis.org/case-studies/22-barcelona (Retrieved on January 18, 2021).

https://www.bcn.cat/estadistica/angles/dades/anuaris/anuari12/cap17/C1705010.htm (Retrieved on January 18,
2021).
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8dUMucYN0w (Retrieved on January 20, 2021).
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Barcelona’s Environmental Trajectory from the 1990s until Today
Barcelona’s commitment to sustainability dates back at least to 1995, when it signed the Aalborg Charter. The
Aalborg Charter was an urban environmental sustainability initiative inspired by the Rio Summit in 1992 and the
Local Agenda 21 Plan that came out of it, which was meant to contribute to the EU’s Environmental Action
Programme “Towards Sustainability”48. As the Agenda 21 programme (1998-2002) was being developed, the
People’s Commitment towards Sustainability (2002-2012) was adopted. This document described sustainability
principles and goals that all city organizations and groups were welcome to sign to demonstrate their commitment,
and it led to over 600 signatures. Following that, many plans and initiatives to make the city more sustainable have
multiplied since (Municipality of Barcelona, 2009).
There are also ore recent plans that target the naturalization of the city. First, the Pla del Verd i de la Biodiversitat
(Green Infrastructure and Biodiversity Plan) 2013-2020, which has ten overarching goals, including achieving a
maximum urban surface of green space, ensuring its connectivity as well as its equitable distribution (Municipality of
Barcelona, 2013). Second, the Pla d’Impuls a la Infrastructura Verda Urbana (Green Infrastructure Action Plan)
approved in 2017, which aimed to increase the quantity (121.16 hectares of greenspace by 2030) and quality of
green infrastructure across the entire city, promote co-responsibility of urban greenery, and guarantee its proper
maintenance (Municipality of Barcelona, n.d.). Third, the Pla Director de l’Arbrat (Tree Master Plan) 2017-2037,
which includes several objectives, namely the 5% increase of tree coverage across the city, ensure tree diversity by
means that no tree species represents more than 15% of the total, guarantee that within the city bounds 40% of the
tree species can adapt to the changing climate (Municipality of Barcelona, 2017).
Furthermore, two important recent plans that seek to implement green infrastructure, but from a wider sustainability
perspective are the Climate Plan 2018, which aims to address the climate vulnerabilities of Barcelona, namely the
rising temperatures, reduced availability of water, increased risk of flooding and the shrinking beaches, but also less
imminent threats. For all, an increase of greening is deemed vital (Municipality of Barcelona, 2018-1). Finally, the
Superilla (Superblock) initiative49, which has gained momentum in the last few years, also puts at the forefront the
creation of more green spaces within the increasingly pacified streets of Barcelona. This initiative was at core of the
Urban Mobility Plan of Barcelona 2013-2018, which the municipality put together in collaboration with the Urban
Ecology Agency of Barcelona. The Superblocks consist of a grid of blocks forming a polygon of around 400 by
400 meters. In the interior, preference is given to pedestrian, with a speed limit of 10 km/h for only residents’,
services, and emergency vehicles, as well as by removing above-ground parking. By contrast, the exterior makes up
the basic road network (BCNecologia, 2012). The agency’s director, Salvador Rueda, believes the Superblock
model to be “an innovative urban and transport planning strategy that aims to reclaim public space for people,
reduce motorized transport, promote sustainable mobility and active lifestyles, provide urban greening and mitigate
effects of climate change” (López, Ortega & Pardo, 2020, p. 10). Thus far, Barcelona has implemented six
Superblocks, including the Poblenou Superblock, but the goal is to cover the entire city with them, which means over
500 Superblocks! (López, Ortega & Pardo, 2020).
Finally, on January 15, 2020, the Municipality of Barcelona officially declared a climate emergency and proposed
a series of plans to decarbonise the economy and reach carbon neutrality by 2050 (Municipality of Barcelona,
2020-3).
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https://sustainablecities.eu/the-aalborg-charter/ (Retrieved on January 18, 2021).

The design of the square blocks (called `illes´ in Catalan) started in the Eixample neighborhood, after the revolutionary Ildefons
Cerdà engineered the Cerdà Plan in the late 19th century. Cerdà defined this new urban type of planning as `urbanism´, and
with it, Cerdà envisioned a city that prioritised its inhabitants and their liveability; one that was decentralised and egalitarian,
with wide streets, open space and greenery, and low-rise buildings. The implementation of Cerdà’s plan was slow, yet its layout
prevails today, and the Superblocks plan proposed for the future is precisely rooted in Cerdà’s vision of the city (Pallares-Barbera
& Badia, 2011).
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Recent and Upcoming Greening Interventions in Poblenou
As mentioned earlier, many greening interventions were made as part of the urban renewal that took place in
preparation for the Olympic Games in 1992. This section will, however, focus on more recent developments, both
city- and citizen-led, and will be specific to the district of Sant Martí, especially Poblenou. Indeed, the Sant Martí
district and especially Poblenou is experiencing very rapid transformations and has become one of the most
attractive and dynamic neighborhoods of Barcelona. As a member of the neighborhood association of Poblenou
explained how while there are people who have waited years for green investment —not only for new green
spaces, but also for existing ones that lack maintenance and are very uncared-for— the area of Poblenou is
constantly being upgraded and beautified. The examples below demonstrate this.
An important city-led green intervention in Poblenou was that of the Parc Central del Poblenou, designed by the
French architect Jean Nouvel, which opened in 2008 (see figures 22 and 23). This park is situated at the
intersection of Nova Diagonal (which connected Glòries and Besòs) and Pere IV. This park, however, has faced
some criticism such as that it did not take into account its social and historic heritage, or that the park itself was of
poor quality, which Clarós i Ferret (2008) defined as a “jungle-like archipelago”, and finally, the fact that it is
surrounded by a wall to separate the park from the roadway.

Figure 22. Design of Parc Central del Poblenou (Barcelona)
showing its convergence with the existing road infrastructure
(Source: Pérez-del-Pulgar et al., 2020)

Figure 23. Parc Central del Poblenou (Barcelona)
(Source: Author, 2021)

Additionally, the Pere IV street, which is over 3 km long and crosses the Parc Central del Poblenou, was reurbanized
after two transformation phases between 2014-2019. This involved not only the remodelling the road surface, the
pedestrian way and a reformation of the bicycle lanes, but also introducing new street lighting, new infrastructure
such as benches, waste bins, parking facilities for bikes, and 77 new trees50.
Moreover, as part of the city-wide plan to turn Barcelona into a big Superblock, the Superblock of Poblenou was
inaugurated in September 2016. As mentioned earlier, the increased public space obtained by the Superblock
makes possible the further addition of green infrastructure in the tightly packed city of Barcelona. This initiative
received a special mention at the European Prize for Urban Public Space in 2018, for being the best transformation
work on public spaces in Europe with its effective tactical urbanism51 strategy (Municipality of Barcelona, 2020-1;
Metropolis, 2019). However, it also faced significant backlash by local residents.

https://www.barcelona.cat/infobarcelona/en/tema/urban-planning-and-infrastructures/the-pere-iv-road-section-by-the-besosbecomes-green-and-healthy_834266.html (Retrieved on January 18, 2021).
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Tactical urbanism is defined as a “simple and powerful way of transforming urban space”. It consists of temporary and
affordable measures that are easy to implement by cities and which include urban furniture, plant beds, strips of colors, among
others (Municipality of Barcelona, 2021).
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Figure 24. Poblenou’s Superblock in Barcelona
(Source: Alberto Bougleux, 2020)

First, it was criticized for its technical and organizational limitations. Second, it met resistance from local groups that
felt excluded from the decision-making process (Klause, 2018). A member of the neighborhood association of
Poblenou52 explained how most residents experienced the implementation of the Superblock as an imposition given
that it was a change that happened overnight, as an interviewee described: “people found out the moment they
opened their windows and saw that everything had changed”. As this happened in September, when people were
just coming back from the summer vacation and schools were starting, the lack of information about the Superblock
and its new street model had major effects on its residents first experience. Third, it was opposed by residents and
workers in the area who felt threatened by the negative socioeconomic effects of pedestrianization, for instance, the
increased traffic levels around the Superblock. This group created the Platform for the Affected by Poblenou’s
Superblock in protest (Anguelovski, Lewartowska & Oscilowicz, forthcoming). Even a neighborhood referendum —
non-legally binding and with a low turnout— was done in 2017, that resulted in a majority opposing its
continuation (Klause, 2018). Eventually the public authorities tried to work more closely together with the local
residents to meet their needs and demands. In fact, according to the current mobility council member of the Sant
Martí district and former member of the neighborhood association of Poblenou, the resistance to the Superblock was
largely ideological and the result of calculated misinformation. Moreover, the fact that this project was largely the
outcome of tactical urbanism, which is perceived as weaker than strategic urbanism, did not help generate
acceptance around it.

Figure 25. Residents protesting against
the Superblock in Poblenou (Barcelona) on
January 2017 (Source: Riart, 2017)

The neighborhood association of Poblenou came about in 1972, so it has evolved in parallel with the neighbourhood and
therefore witnessed all its transformations.
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Finally, a recent city-led greening intervention has been that of transforming the street of Cristóbal de Moura into a
pedestrian green corridor in the context of the 22@ Plan (see figures 26 and 27). This green street also contains
climate adaptation measures, notably a Sustainable Urban Drainage System (SUDS), which retains and reuses
rainwater while providing green infrastructure (Sekulova, 2020). As with the transformation of the street of Pere IV,
the creation of this green corridor aims to bring more public space, a bicycle lane and introduce more green
infrastructure. This corridor has now completed its first phase and, as a result, it has created 3.500 m2 of new green
space. And once it is fully completed (connecting the Parc Central del Poblenou to the Parc del Besòs), it will bring
32.000m2 of additional green space (Municipality of Barcelona, 2019-2).

Figure 26. First stretch of green corridor in Cristóbal de
Moura street (Poblenou, Barcelona) (Source: Author, 2021)

Figure 27. Green flood zone in the first stretch of the
Cristóbal de Moura street (Poblenou, Barcelona)
(Source: Author, 2021)

An interviewee that resides in Poblenou and works at the Barcelona Institute of Technology for the Habitat (BIT
Habitat)53, situated in the former factory of Ca l’Alier facing both Pere IV and Cristobal de Moura, was very
pleased with the revitalisation of this space, although argued that the aesthetic component prevailed over the
functional one given the lack of flat green space. Nonetheless, the Parc Central of Poblenou, only several meters
away, serves that purpose.

Figure 28. Construction work in progress of The Student Hotel in Cristobal de Moura, 49
(Poblenou, Barcelona) (Source: Author, 2021)
Bit Habitat is a non-profit organization that aims to promote economic, social and urban innovation in Barcelona to confront
the new challenges that the city will face.
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In addition, when several interviewees were asked whether residents are aware that this park contains SUDS, which
play a key role in climate change mitigation and adaptation, they were doubtful. Not only because it recently
opened —and that given the pandemic there was no proper inauguration of the new green space— but also due to
the lack of communication and outreach tools used. Nonetheless, the employee at BIT Habitat argued that
especially neighbors were already using this space and was hopeful that when people finally go back to the office
to work, employees working nearby will also be able to benefit from this space.
Nonetheless, there is already evidence of gentrification resulting from this intervention, as can be seen by the recent
demonstrations against the construction of The Student Hotel in Cristóbal de Moura 49, which threatens the
affordability of housing as do many other interventions of the 22@ Plan54.
Community-driven greening initiatives have also emerged in the
neighborhood of Poblenou. For example, there is the urban
garden of Hort Indignat de Poblenou, which was created by a
group of activists after the Indignados movement in 2011. This
urban garden was seen a symbol of reclaiming public space for
the benefit of the neighborhood community. It eventually led to
the creation of two additional urban gardens, which together
counted on the participation of as many as 65 households
(Pradel, n.d.). In addition, there is the ConnectHort, which was
established as a legal albeit temporary (it only has a four-year
lease) urban garden. Finally, the community garden of La
Vanguàrdia was opened in 2016 by members of the civic
platform Ens Plantem, and was very active for several years, but
was recently bulldozed to serve as the front lawn of the nearby
Voraport hotel (see figure 29).

Figure 29. La Vanguardia Community Garden
(Poblenou, Barcelona) (Source: Alberto Bougleux, 2020)

An employee BIT Habitat explained how the COVID-19 pandemic —especially at the time when it was not allowed
go outside the city— forced many residents to go to parks nearby more than ever before, and argues that to some
extent, this will continue even when restrictions loosen and bars, restaurants and other social spaces re-open. It will
have become part of people’s routine.

Intensifying Gentrification Trends in Poblenou and the Potential Impact of Recent Greening
Gentrification trends in Barcelona have been documented for some time now. But recently, evidence of green
gentrification has also been found in several areas of Barcelona, including in Poblenou’s Superblock and the Llacuna
playground (Oscilowicz et al., 2020). The researchers revealed a shared concern by residents about possible
displacement, a less frequent use of the public and green spaces, and more negative associations to these spaces.
Additionally, Anguelovski et al.’s (2018) research on the effect of new parks built in historically disadvantaged
neighborhoods between the 1990s and the early 2000s found evidence of green gentrification. In their study,
https://www.lavanguardia.com/vida/20181122/453097981134/los-vecinos-de-poblenou-se-oponen-a-la-construccionde-un-macro-hotel.html (Retrieved on January 19, 2021).
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green gentrification was tested by investigating the changes over a 15-year period in house sale prices, income,
educational levels, immigration background and age of residents in those areas near the recently built parks. One of
the districts under study was Sant Martí, which included several areas near Poblenou parks. The evidence of green
gentrification in Poblenou was clear from the findings: First, they noticed a significant demographic change in the
percentage of residents with a Bachelor’s degree or higher in areas close to Poblenou parks; they had an
educational attainment that was 28% higher on average than the 7.59% increase estimated for the district of Sant
Martí as a whole. Second, they found that residents in close proximity (100 m) to the Poblenou parks had a
household income that was 20.5% higher compared to the district as a whole. Third, they noticed a decrease in the
population of 65 years or older living alone in the areas around the Poblenou parks. This age group — they argue
— is more vulnerable to re-locating as housing costs increase, and given the demographic changes in their
neighborhood. Finally, they found that the percentage of immigrant population from the Global North increased far
more in the Poblenou area than in the district as a whole.
At the same time, it is crucial to consider the context in which greening interventions take place, as other factors
could be driving gentrification at the same time. For instance, as mentioned earlier, the district of Sant Martí —and
the Poblenou neighborhood in particular— have been subject to major urban renewal plans for at least the past
three decades. The latest, which is the 22@ Plan that aims transform Poblenou into an innovation district, is filling it
with office buildings for companies related to ICT, design and scientific research as well as hotels to meet the needs
of high-income workers and tourists. This is naturally attracting highly educated and wealthy residents, as well as
driving up housing prices and other living costs, and there is evidence of resistance against these urban
developments given the numerous associations, namely the Observatori dels Barris del Poblenou, that have protested
against the lack of civic participation and the associated negative effects. The interviews in Poblenou reveal that
many residents feel that participation of neighborhood associations is an illusion. For instance, a member from the
Observatori dels Barris del Poblenou said that big urban projects generally “land in the neighborhood as UFOs”
after being decided technocratically at the city-level. The Observatori dels Barris del Poblenou has its origins in Taula
Eix Pere IV, which emerged from the neighborhood association of Poblenou. One of its members defined it in the
interview as: “the most punky association within the neighborhood” and the more “dissident” one. This association
recently organised, along with the support of other neighborhood groups, a neighborhood referendum on the 22@
Plan on the 19-20th of June 2021, seeking to demonstrate to the local authorities the widespread discontent and
opposition to this new neighborhood model. Out of the 3255 neighbors that participated, 3162 voted for a
modification of the urban plan proposed for the 22@ district and only 89 participants voted against (Colomer &
Gaston, 2021).

Figure 30. Graffitis painted next to new constructions next to the former textile factory in Poblenou (Barcelona) La Escocesa that
reads “We want green spaces” and “No offices” (Source: Author, 2021)
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5.

CASE EVALUATION

In this chapter, the NVivo results for each case study will be presented. As mentioned in Chapter 3, this NVivo
analysis has followed several steps. First, since most of the interviews had been conducted and coded by BCNUEJ
researchers for the GreenLULUs project, the data was entirely re-coded to fit this research’s analytical framework.
Second, open coding was performed. The categories in the analytical framework (see Chapter 2) guided this first
stage of the coding process, although new ones were also inductively created. This stage produced a large variety
of codes, but as Bryman & Teevan (2016, p. 583) argued, this should not be cause for concern as it allows the
researcher to “not lose contact with his or her data and the perspectives and interpretations of those being studied”.
Third, axial coding was performed, which involves identifying connections between codes and coupling them into
broader categories of codes. These new categories either stemmed from an existing code or were based on a new
and more abstract concept that encompassed the codes within it. The final step was selective coding, taking axial
coding to a higher level of abstraction. As said by Williams and Moser (2019, p. 52), “this approach to data
framing enables the researcher to work continually towards thematic specificity and, in turn, theory creation”.
Table 1 presented in Chapter 2 —the analytical framework table— included 12 codes that made up the negative
experienced and perceived social effects. After the NVivo analysis, additional codes were found that made up
positive experienced and perceived social effects, which although not the main focus of this research, they could not
be overlooked either. The four case analyses below will thus be divided according to these two categories. This
section will mostly discuss the main effects only, that is, those codes that have more than five references, as the
number of references arguably indicates the importance of the social effect. Therefore, the effects discussed in this
chapter include the main ones from both the original framework and the newly added ones from the NVivo analysis.
These were distinguished in Tables 12 and 13 by means of a color coding scheme.
The complete list of codes for all four case studies can be found in Appendix 1, each divided into two tables, one
for the negative effects and another for the positive effects. These tables also include the number of files and
references for each code. The sub-codes were not included in these final tables. Instead, sub-codes were included
as indicators in Table 12, which is the final analytical framework table, included at the end of this chapter. This
table combines the original analytical framework in Chapter 2 with the new NVivo findings.
The section below will start with the case analysis for the case study of East Boston.
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Figure 31. Abandoned and vacant lot in Barcelona (Source: Alberto Bougleux, 2020)

5.1. East Boston, Boston
Thirty-two interviews were carried out in East Boston for the GreenLULUs project between 2018 and 2019, and
these were re-coded from scratch through both deductive and inductive approaches. The interviewees came from a
wide range of backgrounds, as among them there were community activists, NGO workers, architects and real
estate developers, health specialists, and municipal employees.

Main Negative Experienced and Perceived Social Effects in East Boston
This section will delve into the main experienced and perceived negative social effects in East Boston. The eleven
effects included in Table 4 below appear significantly important based on the interviews, as can be seen by the
number of references. They will be described in detail in this order of importance.
Table 4 (summarised from Table 10.1.1)

Main negative social effects from the number of references in East Boston (Source: own elaboration based on NVivo)
Main experienced and perceived negative social effects

Files

References

Physical displacement

24

59

New developments and greening not for locals

24

39

Perceived threat of physical displacement

14

33

Eroding sense of community

11

23

Gentrification-led drug abuse, misbehaviour and crime

6

17

Gentrification-led stress

6

15

Feeling hopeless about state of affairs

7

14

Negative physical or mental health effects

8

12

Socioenvironmental risks

5

12

Feeling unwelcome in one’s own neighborhood

5

11

Uneven distribution or access to blue or green space

5

8

Dissatisfaction

3

7

Physical Displacement
The issue of physical displacement55 is repeatedly discussed by different residents as it was referred to in 24
different interviews at least 59 times. Residents discuss either real cases of people they know have been displaced,
or the potential physical displacement that they or other residents in East Boston are likely to experience in the near
future. The displacement obviously affects lower income people more, but that also means that the Latinx community
suffers disproportionately, whom had precisely made East Boston their home over the past decades and whom were
just starting to acquire some stability. A member of HarbourKeepers —an non-profit organisation that works to clean
up and protect the harbour and engage the community to enhance resilience— expressed her concern regarding
this trend of displacement:
“the displacement will affect the whole community…Obviously it will affect people of lower
income and people who struggle more. So the new people who have moved to The Eddy,
that can afford the $3000 a month won’t be affected by the displacement. But what they
don’t realise is that it’s affecting the fabric of the neighborhood that they love, too”

55

Physical displacement effect referred to throughout the paper represents both imminent or actual physical displacement.
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A community health specialist also raised the concern that since around 70% of East Bostonians are renters, and
rents are sky-rocketing, a lot of people within the community are rent-burdened and likely to be pushed out: “if you
didn’t own something, you can’t afford to live here anymore…people are being pushed out of the neighborhood”.
In addition, a municipal worker even mentioned that in some cases residents leave before they are actually
displaced: “they don’t want a housing record on their record…they don’t want to go through the court process
because court can be really intimidating, particularly in an administration that has immigration and customs
enforcements inside court houses”. This physical displacement is linked to rising living costs brought by gentrification,
such as that of flood insurance. A municipal worker explained that the flood insurance had increased six-fold in eight
years, from $500 at the time the resident moved in, to $3000 in 2019!
New Developments and Greening Not for Locals
An additional point of concern for residents is that they experience these new developments and greening as not
being made for them. This code came up in 24 different interviews 39 times. Many residents, especially long-term
ones, feel that the new buildings and greening projects are rather made for the newcomers. Speaking about the
green areas around the waterfront area, a community activist said: “I think that most things they started to build have
been thought for people who are now coming, and not for people who already lived here". Residents often feel that
these new developments do not suit their needs or that there is a discrepancy between what is built and their
abilities to pay. For instance, a member of the ZUMIX non-profit emphasised that newcomers have a very different
value system than those who have lived in the East Boston communities for decades now. They are more
“materialistic and self-focused”, and the new amenities such as the CrossFit gym that was placed there costs a
fortune and is far from affordable for most East Bostonians. As the resident said it, “that development wants to take
advantage of all the work we did and I think that that development is bad for the ecosystem, I think it is killing the
beautiful coral reef, I think it is filled with big sharks basically, big developers”. Indeed, another community activist
brought up a similar point, which is that the needs and desires of the higher-income newcomers are very different
from the current needs of the local community. If you are a low-income resident, you are more likely to seek new
economic opportunities, while the higher-income or more educated newcomers may seek more recreational and
entertainment facilities, which are what new developments bring. They feel that much of this is the result of a lack of
inclusion in policy-making and planning.

Figure 32. The Eddy luxury
apartment building located along
the waterfront in East Boston
(Source: Anthony Crisafully, n.d.)

Perceived Threat of Physical Displacement
The perceived threat of physical displacement is also one of most discussed perceived negative social effects. It was
mentioned 33 times by 14 different interviewees. In contrast with the experienced displacement, this effect is about
the perception or fear of being displaced. East Bostonians face the double threat of displacement considering on
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one side the coastal storms and flooding that could wipe them out, and on the other, the rising costs of flood
insurance that eventually force residents out. A community activist at Eastie Farm also mentioned the fear that people
have of not being able to afford to pay their homes and that ask themselves: “should I try to sell? How long can I
stick around? Will it be too late if I decide to wait?” and it this emotional factor, the perceived threat and fear, that is
increasingly affecting residents. Another resident from the Jeffries Point neighborhood association appeared
convinced that “the day is coming that I’m not going to be able to afford East Boston anymore and it's sad”. Another
resident expressed this perceived threat of being displaced by saying: “pretty soon I won’t be able to afford to stay
here…the cost of living is going up. If I can’t pay my rent, I can’t afford to pay my insurance on my car, I can’t miss
a day at work…I’m a slave to the system cause I’m working to survive”. Moreover, an architect from STOSS —a firm
involved in the design of the resilient waterfront— acknowledged the fact that many residents feel that the new
developments are not for them, and they are concerned that these developments and even parks can lead to further
gentrification and displacement. Finally, this perceived threat of displacement is also evident considering the
numerous anti-displacement organisations that have emerged and are active in East Boston such as City Life/Vida
Urbana, Neighbours United for a Better East Boston (NUBE), or the Centre for Cooperative Development and
Solidarity (CCDS), Neighborhood of Affordable Housing (NOAH), among others.
Eroding Sense of Community
Many long-time residents have become very united over time, and are now feeling that this sense of community is
eroding as a result of gentrification. This feeling came up as many as 23 times in interviews with residents. A
community activist, for instance, claimed that residents felt as if they were strangers in their own neighborhood.
Another resident claimed that the social fabric of the neighborhood was changing with all the “yuppies” who can
afford to live in these new luxury apartments. A member of the ZUMIX organisation described what it meant to be
an East Boston resident very clearly:
“do you know what it means to be a resident of East Boston? You
get actively involved, you meet your neighbour, you help those in
need, you volunteer for the local organisations, you get involved
politically and advocate, you find out about the history of the
airport and the fights we’ve had against them, because let me tell
you, just because you’re paying high rents doesn’t meant that they
won’t bulldoze your house too, they will if they want to”
Residents feel that these newcomers are self-centered, which deviates from the working class concept of “we work
hard…we do good by our community, we join our churches, we help our children go to school”. Some even claim
not wanting to live in the neighborhood anymore with the social fabric of the neighborhood having changed so
much. A state house representative also stated that East Boston has “always been an extremely diverse community
with people from all backgrounds and all walks of life, that is certainly quickly eroding and evaporating” as a more
homogenous group of residents make their arrival.
Gentrification-led Drug Abuse, Misbehaviour and Crime
While gentrification is generally said to bring greater safety in a neighborhood, the interviewees seem to experience
the opposite. For instance, a police officer in the area claimed that the newcomers in the luxury buildings are
creating a lack of safety given the drug consumption and the speed at which they drive their expensive cars around
the residential areas: “they drive too fast, they don’t read the signs. I mean they race through here like its a
racetrack”. Residents find that there is a lot of people hanging around during the nighttime, sometimes drunk, and
that there is few to no security, so when people get mugged there is not much one can do. Many agree that indeed
the gentrification in East Boston has not brought down the criminality rate, drug dealing or violence, but has done
quite the reverse.
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Gentrification-led Stress
The pressures of gentrification, namely the soaring housing costs, have put residents under a lot of stress. Stress
caused by being rent-burned, which have forced families to juggle two or more jobs at once and to have less time
to devote to their children at home. Stress caused by the thought of having to move elsewhere, thus making their
children change schools, their social circles and their healthcare. As a member of the Jeffries Point neighborhood
association said: “moving school is so difficult for children, it’s such an anchor and if they’re being evicted and
moving across the boundary and going to another school, changing school districts, multiple times, it’s a nightmare”.
Another resident from the ZUMIX organisation also put a lot of emphasis on the impact of displacement on children
and youth, as well as the risk of invisibility of these displaced peoples:

“displaced people are invisible…it’s like they disappear…few people
are able to tell the story of what happened to them because very few
people are able to stay connected, very few reporters are going to be
able to track them down and figure out where they went because they
disperse everywhere and because they’re poor, they're stressed out”

This member of ZUMIX went on to say that people are so desperate and distressed that discussions are increasingly
revolving around suicidal thoughts, particularly among youth.
Feeling Hopeless About the State of Affairs
Many residents expressed their nonconformity with how things are currently done, especially considering the climate
effects that they are particularly vulnerable to. They renounce the lack of environmental professionalism and the lack
of equity considerations in resiliency planning. Moreover, a community activist from Eastie Farms expressed concern
about the rising inequality and how this impacts vulnerable groups:

“rising inequality is pushing the little guy further and further
down, making their power less, making their voice feeble,
and actually putting them at the mercy of the private sector”

In addition, residents often referred to the gentrification trend as an outside force that they may not be able to stop,
which is happening in more and more cities across the globe. Some residents even referred to gentrification as a
form of colonisation and declare this trend to be very unfair to the residents of Boston:

“There are people living somewhere, and someone with
more resources comes over and takes over the land, makes
most of it, and people living there eventually become
slaves in a sense. Either their slaves or their work’s slaves”
Finally, a sense of hopelessness was also expressed by a municipal worker, who said: “I don’t know that a new
garden or new farm is going to be the tipping point….not to be totally discouraged but it feels like it’s a little
inevitable in most of our neighbourhoods”. This alludes to the perceived threat of green gentrification, or at least, an
awareness of it, as well as the increased ecological and climate vulnerability of East Boston residents.
Negative Physical or Mental Health Effects
At least 12 times the devastating effects on physical or mental health were mentioned. For example, a resident who
is a member of the ZUMIX non-profit described how people, especially youth, are becoming desperate in the face
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of soaring housing costs and displacement: “they’re stressing out. We have had in the past three years a massive
increase in the amount of discussion around suicide here and people feeling suicidal” or other young residents have
said “in general, what’s happening in the world is beating down on me and my people, I feel desperate”. A
municipal employee also argued the increased usage of drugs to be a by-product of displacement. Finally, many
interviewees did not fail to mention the negative physical health effects, chiefly the high prevalence of asthma in East
Boston mainly as a result of the airport activity and the historic absence of green spaces.
Socioenvironmental Risks
Another concern brought up by residents numerous times are the greater socioenvironmental risks they will face as a
result of the new developments. For instance, a community activist from Eastie Farms worried about potential
flooding events in a context of development boom:
“If you put concrete everywhere, where is [the water] going to go? It
turns into flood. We’re experiencing that. And for people that you
create affordable housing for, if the house’s flooded, how affordable
is it? And if you have to pay flood insurance, how affordable is it?”
Moreover, this resident was also worried about the loss of storm buffer space caused by the new buildings
constructed by the waterfront. While some of these new developments may be built in a resilient way and may
survive flooding events, the affordable buildings nearby become increasingly vulnerable to such events and its
aftermaths. Additionally, a municipal worker mentioned that these new developments would result in less light and
less views for existing buildings, while drawing in more cars, traffic and thus pollution. Finally, another resident,
raised the concern of how the East Boston Greenway could potentially make other parts of the neighborhood more
vulnerable by turning into a river in case of storms and flooding events. Thus, some of these climate solutions are
presenting new socioenvironmental risks that must also be taken into account.

Figure 33. Flooding on the East
Boston Greenway
(Source: Emerald Network, n.d.)

Feeling Unwelcome in One’s Own Neighborhood
Not only do residents claim that the areas where the new developments are being constructed feel increasingly
privatised, but they also have reported feeling like the newcomers look down on them, as if they did not belong in
their own neighborhood. Eventually, this results in these two classes of residents gathering in different places within
the neighborhood as opposed to mixing and fostering social cohesion. Additionally, an architect from STOSS
mentioned how communities often complain that they do not feel the project is made for them, that is not welcoming
enough, or that it does not feel public despite being public.
Uneven Distribution or Access to Blue or Green spaces
Several residents also claimed to be experiencing an unequal distribution or access to blue and green spaces as
these new developments and gentrification were happening. Many spoke of the lack of access points of the East
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Boston Greenway, which not only discourage residents from entering and enjoying the benefits of the green space,
but also makes residents who do enter it feel trapped if a situation arises that one wants to quickly get out, such as
in case of flooding. In addition, some residents mentioned Massport’s fencing-off and control of some of the green
spaces they constructed and maintain: “so they shut down, you can’t get through the green way at night. So they do
a nice job of, paying contractors to keep it up, but they have very restrictive rules of how the park is used”, a
community activist explained. Additionally, a HarborKeepers activist complained about the lack access and
connections to the harbour as a result of the new luxury developments that are being constructed in front of the
water:
“you can look at the water and that’s it. We’re asking
for more than that. We’re asking for this coastal…
community to be allowed to be coastal, which means
interacting with the water, which means learning about
the environment, which means accessing any place”
This was said in the name of many residents who feel that the harbour area is being privatised and who feel
increasingly deprived of the views and use of that public blue space.
Dissatisfaction
The interviews point to a clear dissatisfaction with the current state of affairs and trends in East Boston. A resident
mentioned that ever since the new buildings and residents came, the parks in the area have become so busy, and
the lack of maintenance and security have led this resident to not go to the park anymore. Additionally, a municipal
worker spoke of all that East Bostonians have lost as a result of decisions made by the zoning board:

“We have lost too much of our neighborhood, we have lost
too much of our culture, too much of our history, we have
buildings building up pell-mell without any thought or
consideration for the people who live here, for transportation,
housing or affordability…something has to be done”.
Less Often Experienced and Perceived Negative Social Effects in East Boston
Besides the negative social effects mentioned above, there are other effects that were discussed less frequently by
residents, but are still worth mentioning. For instance, they spoke about feeling unsafe in some of the green spaces,
such as the recently constructed LoPresti Park, given that it attracted nearby communities that often brought trouble, or
the East Boston Greenway given the few access points it has. Additionally, interviewees spoke of a loss of freedom
on how green spaces are used and by whom as well as who is able to access and use the waterfront spaces now
that the luxury developments are being constructed there. Moreover, there are several references to sociocultural
displacement in East Boston, “it’s funny, it’s like they need to welcome us, but really, it’s our neighborhood”, said a
member of the Boston HarborKeepers organisation, who went on to say that the diversity of the neighborhood was
taken away in favour of a more homogenous population composed of higher-income white residents. The community
activist at ZUMIX also claimed to have nothing in common with the newcomers and posed the following rhetorical
question: “how long are you willing to stay as the neighborhood continues to change and change and change if
you’re in a place that doesn’t vibe with you anymore, do you just leave?”. Finally, a community activist also pointed
out that for some residents, greening interventions such as the East Boston Greenway make some residents fear that
this will bring outsiders, criminals, poor people and strangers into the areas.
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Main Positive Experienced and Perceived Social Effects in East Boston
It is also important to point out the positive experienced and perceived social effects of greening interventions as
these were also mentioned in the interviews, albeit less frequently. A main reason for the few codes and references
is the fact that the positive effects were not the primary focus of the research thus interviewers did not pose direct
questions about the positive social effects in the interviews. As can be seen from Table 5, the value that residents
attribute to green spaces stands out. Residents are particularly pleased with the interventions of Piers Park, the East
Boston Greenway, and their maintenance, aesthetics, and effect on social cohesion. Additionally, a community
activist mentioned how guerrilla gardening —a community-led greening intervention— could be used as a tool to
prevent developers from building these luxury condos. Moreover, a resident suggested that greening interventions
such as the East Boston Greenway could lead to more inclusion as they provide inland residents access to the
waterfront and vice versa via the green corridor. Finally, many of the interviewees acknowledged that greening
improves the quality of life of its residents and they have expressed their satisfaction with greening projects such as
Piers Park, the Bremen Street Park and the Greenway, for their connectivity and for providing people with the
opportunity to enjoy nature and to have a place to meet. Residents have also claimed to be very happy with the
maintenance of the green spaces: proper maintenance can help create a sense of belonging as people feel safer
and more comfortable in the spaces.
Table 5 (summarised from Table 10.1.2)
Main positive social effects from the number of references in East Boston (Source: own elaboration based on NVivo)
Experienced positive social effects
Socio-cultural value of green/public spaces
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6

11

In sum, this rapidly gentrifying neighborhood has, from an environmental point of view, become more liveable
thanks to many efforts to clean up the harbour or through the creation of parks to compensate for the negative effects
of the Logan Airport. This has been, in large part, thanks to the neighborhood community’s mobilisation efforts to
fight for greater environmental justice in East Boston. And now that it has become nicer, better connected and with
the upcoming coastal resilience plans, a lot of higher-income people are coming, which residents fear will be the
ones benefitting from this nicer and safer neighborhood, while they gradually get pushed out.
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5.2. Hunting Park, Philadelphia
Twenty-four interviews were carried out in Philadelphia in 2019 for the GreenLULUs project. The interviewees came
from different backgrounds, as among them there were community activists from various civic and non-profit
organisations, and municipal workers from the sustainability, water and public health departments. In contrast with
Boston, most interviews in Philadelphia were not with residents from the Hunting Park neighborhood specifically, thus
all the codes are based on city-wide experiences and so will the analysis below.

Main Negative Experienced and Perceived Social Effects
This section will delve into the main negative experienced and perceived social effects in Philadelphia. The eight
effects that appear most significant based on the interviews listed in Table 6 and described below in the same order
of importance.
Table 6 (summarised from Table 10.1.3)
Main negative social effects from the number of references in Philadelphia (Source: own elaboration based on NVivo)
Main experienced and perceived negative social effects
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Fear of green gentrification

18

27

Awareness of potential negative effects of greening

10

24

Negative perception of green infrastructure

7

17

Perceived threat of physical displacement

7

16

Physical displacement

5

13

New developments and greening not for locals

1

10

Uneven distribution or access to green space

6

6

Lack of safety in green spaces

2

6

Fear of Green Gentrification
The importance of this effect is clear as it came up in 27 references in 18 different interviews. A resident argued
how fear of gentrification and displacement as a result of greening interventions or tree planting vents such as those
organised by TreePhilly, might be a reason for the resistance that such interventions encounter at times. Additionally,
an employee of the Philadelphia Water Department (PWD) discussed the need to educate people on the benefits of
trees and to emphasize the complexity of gentrification effects, so that residents can see the bigger picture: “it’s like
a fear so you want to talk about...why trees are good. You want to talk about the reality of gentrification, it’s not just
driven by a utility company. It’s not because of the water department, there’s like a huge development behind
that...it’s such a complicated issue”. A member of the Green Building United organization also made the following
claim: “in any neighborhood where you’re seeing improvements, green or otherwise, you do run the risk of higher
property values, which can cause gentrification”. And a member of the Sustainable Business Network (SBN) nonprofit also emphasized the negative perception of environmental improvements that may turn into a barrier to
implement GSI initiatives: “because of some of the ways gentrification has been tied in with environmental
improvements that sometimes people might not want those environments because they’re worried that it might also
spell gentrification”. Finally, another claim made by a member of Philadelphia’s Horticultural Society, an
environmental non-profit, was that: “People don't want to plant trees because they don't want to be priced out of
[their] neighborhood”. This suggests gentrification is not only a problem in itself, but that the fear of it may also slow
down the greening. Thus, there are not only normative but also instrumental reasons to tackle green gentrification.
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Awareness of Potential Negative Effects of Greening
This effect was referenced 24 times in 10 different interviews. This effect might appear similar to the one above, yet
this one is characterised by having knowledge about the issue whereas the former goes one step further by
developing a fear of it. A member of TreePhilly was convinced about the effect of trees on neighborhoods: “trees are
going in and they’re nice street trees, the property value goes up and it becomes a more desirable place to live and
the people with more money...they’re the ones that get the chance to have their desires fulfilled”. A resident of
Hunting Park also stated how in the areas where the city has been most greened, such as the center and West Philly
—where the universities are located— are those that were most gentrified. Finally, a member of the Philadelphia
Horticultural Society expressed awareness of the potential negative effects of greening, namely gentrification, but
concluded that “it is not a reason not to do those things. Let's do those things but let's just be thoughtful about how
we're doing it in a way to limit the negative impacts of gentrification".
Negative Perceptions of Green Infrastructure
Negative perceptions of green infrastructure are not always regarding potential gentrification effects. In
Philadelphia, and particularly in low-income and minority neighborhoods —as is the case for Hunting Park— many
interviewees spoke of residents’ fear of trees. A member of the Esperanza non-profit said: “a lot of the neighbors
were afraid of the trees breaking their sidewalks, getting into their pipes. Some do worry about like leaves and
having to clean them up”. Indeed, a member of the TreePhilly non-profit stated that there is ”a real culture of distrust
around trees”, especially those neighborhoods with low tree canopy, and working-class communities of color: “A lot
of people don’t like trees...that comes from a really serious set of histories and lived experiences...trees messing up
sidewalks, getting into pipes, causing a mess, stinking, breaking up foundations of houses”. This resident
subsequently stresses the importance of educating residents around such tree myths that are stopping people from
taking advantage of the benefits of trees. The negative perceptions are sometimes fruit of negative lived experiences,
but can also be the result of a language barrier, of a lack of inclusion or of having different priorities.
Perceived Threat of Displacement
This was mentioned 16 times in seven interviews. A public health employee mentioned how some people see green
spaces “as being for richer people who might be moving in, and not for them and there might be some fear of
displacement there”. A Hunting Park resident also stressed the need to guarantee, too, that locals are able to enjoy
the benefits of greening and are not displaced by such interventions:
“everything is connected. You cannot just bring greening and improve
things, you have to also make sure that those who live there enjoy the
improvements...We want to improve the health of our communities and
also preserve that for those communities and not have them pushed out
to an area that is unhealthy, you know. So you made this area healthy
and then the neighbors are pushed out to unhealthy areas”.

This resident went on to stress the rapid pace of gentrification and while Hunting Park is not particularly gentrified,
this could soon change: “We know that sooner or later it will get to us. It’s a matter of time”.
Physical Displacement
This effect came up in 13 references. A member of the Esperanza non-profit spoke about how many families,
especially Hispanic and minority families, are being pushed out towards the city’s edges and even out of the city.
This resident also spoke of the concern that locals are working hard to take care of their own neighborhood and the
fear that they will not be able to enjoy it: “you made this area healthy and then the neighbors are pushed out to
unhealthy areas”. Finally, a member of the community organization of Women’s Community Revitalization Project
(WCRP) also spoke of the reality of gentrification in Philadelphia and the effects on vulnerable groups:
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“We have so many up to date data on where gentrification is happening,
what it means, and what’s happened to those neighborhoods in terms of
increase in the cost of housing both in rental and homeownership as well
as what it means in terms of people of color getting pushed out of the
neighborhood, obviously poor people”.
New Development and Greening Not for Locals
Residents feel that new developments and greening is not built for the local communities. A member of the
community organization of WCRP said: “people are fighting for dog parks when our kids don’t have a place to
play and all the things that are opening up in the neighborhood aren’t for us...we know when we’re being sold a
bill of goods and sometimes you’re fooled but not fooled for too long”. Additionally, a community activist said about
new businesses popping up in the neighborhood: “I don’t think they want a lot of cologne or Starbucks, but they
want...something where they can come sit down with someone and have a conversation and a quick cup of coffee,
it’s not there...they want to see that sort of responsible development where it’s homeowners that take care of their
properties”. This relates to another experienced negative social effect, which is that of sociocultural displacement. A
member of The Nature Conservatory, a national organisation, summed up the discontent very clearly:
“[Residents] are not saying `I don’t want this change´. They’re just
saying `hey change is okay, but it needs to be for me and needs
to reflect my needs and wants and I want to be able to participate
in that´...that’s the disconnect that I’m seeing happening”.
This interviewee also mentioned to have heard children say that trees being planted in the neighborhood are not for
those who plant them but rather the residents that will come after them. Additionally, an employee of the PWD stated
that many people are not familiar with GSI because they have other priorities. Younger generations, professionals
and residents with higher educational levels might be more familiarized “because that’s part of their lifestyle...being
more environmentally conscious...then are other areas that are struggling where most people are truly struggling to
put food on the table. And so [GSI] is kind of a foreign concept”. Another resident and activist of Hunting Park
posed the following question: “Is the greening driving in some ways this gentrification? Is it because those people,
gentrifies, want to live in these greener areas, or are they brining it with them?”. This suggests that the greening may
be attracting higher income groups, thus driving gentrification, or that gentrifiers themselves bring the greening.
Uneven Distribution or Access to Green Spaces
Another negative social effect of greening according to some residents is the unequal distribution or access of green
spaces. An employee at the Office of Sustainability said regarding greening that “it’s not equally distributed...This is
not news to people that live there”. A resident and activist of the Hunting Park neighborhood also expressed
frustration with the disparity in greening across the city: “why can’t [greening] happen in North Philly, why is there
no such thing, why is there only [South Philly] green, why can’t there be a [North Philly] green you know? Why
can’t they do green programs for youth and why not North Philly? In addition, a member from Esperanza also
pointed out how many residents in Hunting Park feel that they do not have access to enough open spaces. While
there is the park, neighbors feel that the park is too far away. Another resident from the Green Building United nonprofit said:
“one of the reasons these neighborhoods are hotter is because they do tend to
lack green coverage compared to the cooler parts of Philadelphia...Philadelphia
is really great in that there are lots of parks, and there are lots of trees but the
distribution of that is not equal throughout the city”.
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Lack of Safety in Green Spaces
Another negative social effect of green spaces is the lack of safety
experienced. A resident of Hunting Park referred to the park as a “nogo zone” and a “place that you didn’t venture to” until it was
revitalized. Now it is far better maintained, and more activities are
organized to encourage residents to use and benefit from the large
green space.

Figure 34. Hunting Park after the
park’s revitalisation project
(Source: Barnard, 2013)

Less Often Experienced and Perceived Negative Social Effects in Philadelphia
Another negative social effect that was mentioned less frequently, but is still worth noting is the eroding sense of
community. The same resident from Hunting Park mentioned not only the stress that people go through for being
displaced elsewhere, but also the loss of social ties and cohesion that it causes:
“It's not only the fact that our people are being pushed out of their neighborhoods.
It’s that they are also being pushed out of their safe zone and they're being left
without those social connections, those services, and those resources that they
were able to access while they were there, you know, at that neighborhood”.

Main Positive Experienced and Perceived Social Effects
Although not the main focus of the study and interviews, some positive experienced and perceived social effects
were also discussed by residents in Philadelphia, namely the socio-cultural value of these spaces and the
inclusionary type of planning. The socio-cultural value of green spaces was referenced 23 times. A resident of
Hunting Park mentioned how parks are a major source of open space, healthy environment and most of all “a sense
of pride in the community”. Additionally, this resident alluded to the value of the Hunting Park park by referring to it
as a “shining jewel”, “everybody wants to be a part of it and get in it”, and describing it as “a destination for
picnics and family gatherings and just a relaxing venue”. The value is also shown by the high demand of trees in
areas such as Hunting Park, which despite some resistance, have transformed to have more and more trees, which,
in turn, leads to a greater perception of safety: “our neighborhood is way safer now...we’re probably going to see
just a bunch of beautiful trees that we planted so you can really...feel safe walking out now” and “when something
is nice, when a block looks nice, usually it is also safer. Usually deters a lot of the illegal activity and that
includes...planting trees”.
Table 7 (summarised from Table 10.1.4)
Main positive social effects from the number of references in Philadelphia (Source: own elaboration based on NVivo)
Experienced and perceived positive social effects
Socio-cultural value of green/ public spaces
Inclusionary planning
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3

6
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In conclusion, many neighborhoods in Philadelphia, including Hunting Park, have and continue to experience
socioenvironmental issues to a disproportionate extent. As the interviews have shown, these experiences have
brought the community of Hunting Park very close and together, they have mobilized for better life conditions. Today,
residents are well aware that gentrification is happening, especially in the South and Center of the city, and of the
potential effects that it can bring for the Northern part of Philadelphia. It appears that they are also aware of the
potential negative effects of greening, which translates to fearing its effects, namely displacement. What is
remarkable from interviews is the extensive discussion and emphasis on equity; the idea of empowering individuals
on what these environmental amenities can bring for the local residents and prepare them for potential negative
effects so that these can be mitigated early-on. The need for affordable housing that many organizations are
advocating for. The importance of not letting fear be the reason not to invest in a neighborhood as so many of these
neighborhoods are in dire need of reinvestment. Most of all, the importance of dialogue and the current absence of
it.
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5.3. Amsterdam Noord, Amsterdam
A total of 24 interviews were carried out in Amsterdam in 2019 for the GreenLULUs project. Among the
interviewees there were municipal employees, housing developers and civic community actors. The interviewees
were mostly from Amsterdam Noord, but also from other city districts.

Main Negative Experienced and Perceived Social Effects
This following section will discuss the six main negative experienced and perceived social effects in the Noord
district of Amsterdam listed in order of relative importance in Table 8. These were selected for being the most
significant based on the number of references during the interviews.
Table 8 (summarised from Table 10.1.5)

Main negative social effects from the number of references in Amsterdam Noord (Source: own elaboration based on NVivo)
Main experienced and perceived negative social effects
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New developments and greening not for locals

9

27

Eroding sense of community

5

13

Loss of neighborhood cohesion

4

9

Awareness of negative effects of greening interventions

6

8

Perceived threat of physical displacement

4

7

Physical displacement

Physical Displacement
The main experienced negative social effect according to the interviews was the physical displacement, as it was
mentioned by at least 12 interviewees 47 times. As a member of ANGSAW —an environmental organisation in
Amsterdam Noord— explained: “lower income groups are chased out of Amsterdam”. In addition, the Noord
district is still considered one that needs to become more mixed: “[local authorities] are still thinking about some
areas in Amsterdam Noord as being too segregated in the sense of being too poor, too marginalised”, and
according to this resident, what followed after to revitalise racially and socioeconomically segregated areas “went
out of control”. This desire to create more mixed neighbourhoods leads to development plans that often include the
tearing down of many low income apartments to make room for new buildings. At least in one instance, this led
Noord residents to unite in protest at the square of EYE Filmmuseum with banners that read “we won’t move for the
rich”. The problem is that many residents that are pushed out cannot settle back afterwards: “there’s always a
promise `oh you can return to your old neighborhood´ but in fact it’s not possible”. A Noord resident and activist
also said:
“I knew people that were living here went and they don’t come
back”…”there is no debate on who has to go, so there is no
dialogue about who is able to stay, on what terms you can stay
and for who is the area in the end”…“I want my neighborhood
to be full of everybody…but I end up in a white neighborhood”.

As soon as some renovations take place, the rents rise because housing corporations cannot afford the upgrading
otherwise. As a result, people cannot come back to their homes. But few have the time, energy or skills to get
organise and protest about this, as the interviewee said, displaced people: “really feel like victims…usually it’s poor
people…people that don’t read…they don’t have a job, they have a difficult family life…so the connection with
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society is already precarious, and then this happens”. An activist and employee at De Bond Precaire Woonvormen
also described the invisibility of the victims of gentrification:
“where do people go? That’s the big black hole of this system. I don’t know
actually. But people end up somewhere and they are silent so it’s ok for
some people that are in power because people they dissolve somehow”.
The physical displacement is also caused by higher living costs. “Prices are also rising very strong here in the
northern part”, claimed a member of ANGSAW. Additionally, a Noord resident and activist said: “a lot of people
have sold the houses, in the past year real estate prices have doubled…the new problem in the area is that you
have people paying 200 euros a month for a house, because they lived here for a long time, and these people
they paid 500,000 for a small apartment”. And this has an impact on the type of cultural amenities provided. These
effects are exacerbated given the housing precariousness, as an activist and employee at De Bond Precaire
Woonvormen explained:
“housing is becoming precarious so either with temporary contracts, with uncertain
contracts or it’s too expensive and that becomes an ideological attack on social
housing and now the system is shaping from a housing system where the majority of
the people rent towards the system where the market rents are more dominant and
this has a direct impact on the lives of people, on their existential security”.
New Developments and Greening Not for Locals
The perception that new developments and greening is not for long-time residents is widespread as it came up in
nine interviews 27 times. A Noord resident and activist expressed this by saying: “I guess some bureaucrats really
like this, this entertainment buildings, this high-end, and then you will have like five high rise buildings coming here…
so in one or two years it will be full of buildings here. All luxury housing, no social housing”. Additionally, an activist
and employee at De Bond Precaire Woonvormen said this regarding the housing scarcity: “I have the feeling that
the population they expect to be growing is really this expat population for which housing is being built”, or another
activist said: “they destroyed some of the old apartment buildings and they put new ones for richer people”. Indeed,
there is a strong feeling that the real estate developments taking place neither suit locals’ needs nor their abilities to
pay. For instance, speaking of the Overhoeks neighborhood —currently a very successful area for development— a
Noord resident and activist said: “in this area, in the final result of the plan, there will be 10% social housing and
90% is high-end luxury apartments to buy. So you cannot really see the mix anymore”. This resident believes the
renewal happened too quickly and argues that “if you make small steps, the development can also be for the
people that live here today”.

Figure 35. Cross-overhoeks tower next to the
EYE Filmmuseum in Amsterdam Noord
(Source: DFVDM, 2017)
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Eroding Sense of Community
Many interviewees described a feeling of non-belonging and weakened place attachment. For instance, a Noord
resident and activist said: “This is not like my city, this does not make me feel like home” and speaking about the
loss income, ethnicity and generation mix, said: “For me, this is not Amsterdam, it’s very strange”. Additionally, given
the new types of residents and services in the area, this resident manifested the following: “you don’t really know the
neighbours, and there is no neighbourhood sense”…“because the social architecture is also demolished with a
renovation like this”. In addition, an employee at De Ceuvel mentioned how a lot of people in Noord are a bit
angry about the way the neighborhood is changing. Finally, a !WOON56 employee reported on the concerns of
many residents: “So the complaints of the people who’ve lived here for 20 years, when they take the elevator, they
hear English spoken more and more because students who rent an apartment, so their complaint is that they don’t
know their neighbours anymore”.
Loss of Neighborhood Cohesion
The lack of mix and cohesion is also felt by many residents. For instance, a Noord resident and activist was
perplexed by the lack of lower income people using Noorderpark: “What stops them from going into the park with
the families and the barbecues, etc.?” This also occurs with the traditional white residents of Noord ”they do not
connect with the park. We have organised a lot of things in the park, and when we ask them to cooperate, mostly
they don’t”. This resident said that it is mostly newcomers that use it, so it has become livelier than ever thanks to
new users that are not necessarily residents in the neighborhood, especially now with the new metro line at Noord.
In fact, as another interviewee pointed out, the green space usage by ethnic minorities of Turkish or Moroccan
descent has gone down. The lack of social cohesion and mix is linked also to the spatial disconnect between the
different realities that residents report, whereby certain areas of the neighborhood are for gentrifiers and higherincome people —as seen by the type of housing, but also the services provided in that area— while others are for
more marginalised groups.
Awareness of Negative Effects of Greening Interventions
Residents identify the potential negative effects of greening as this was mentioned eight times in six interviews. For
instance, an activist at Fair City said: “I’m all for the greening…but you have to admit that one of the effects will be
that house prices will become unaffordable…it’s an unintended consequence of something that is in itself, or
essentially, a good thing”. Furthermore, an expert on gentrification and demographic change from UvA said, “if your
system works in such a way that making the city more beautiful, more pleasant also makes it unaffordable to normal
people, then you should rethink that system”.
Perceived Threat of Physical Displacement
Displacement is a reality for many but also much in the perceptions of residents as a threat which they fear long
before they are actually pushed out. A Noord resident and activist described how “in these houses everybody feels
that…they know that the end has come for them, so they see the future coming…and everybody realises it will have
consequences…so everyone is getting really afraid of new development”. Additionally, an expert on gentrification
and demographic change in from UvA said that “people are becoming more concerned about housing and
affordability, about gentrification, about basically the privatisation of the city”. Finally, an assistant of the
Noorderpark masterplan said that people from Amsterdam have the feeling that they are expelled from their own
city and now in Noord as well, “for people who don’t earn a lot of money it’s very difficult to keep your head out of
the water and keeping yourself alive with a good place”.

Tenant support agency funded by the City of Amsterdam to give advice to tenants in Amsterdam confidentially and free of
charge. Retrieved on May 17, 2021, from: https://www.iamsterdam.com/en/our-network/in-amsterdam/partners/inamsterdam-partners/woon
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Less Often Experienced and Perceived Negative Social Effects in Amsterdam
Besides these main effects several others were discussed, although to a lesser extent. For instance, several
mentioned the gentrification-led stress, especially the threat or actual experience of being displaced. Or the feeling
that residents are unwelcome in their own neighbourhoods. For instance, a Noord resident and activist went around
the neighborhood as part of a university excursion and when they entered a fitness place in the Overhoeks
neighborhood, this resident described this situation: “the door was open, and we went in and the people were in
their workouts and they asked us…`what are you doing here´ and I said: `well it’s a public space, right?´ and they
were completely flabbergasted by us, we were not wanted there”. Finally, some interviewees also described
dissatisfaction, for instance, a former resident and activist said: “this type of new urbanism for Amsterdam…I don’t
think this brings a good future”.

Figure 36. Greening next to
Metro Noord
(Source: BCNUEJ, 2019)

Main Positive Experienced and Perceived Social Effects
The main experienced positive effect is the socio-cultural value that residents attribute to green spaces, which was
reflected at least 16 times. For instance, an assistant of the Noorderpark masterplan was referring to the importance
of Noorderpark, especially for local neighbours: “it is our only chance to go recreate and hang out in some small
part of nature”…”we want to have a place where we can go lie, we can have a natural feeling, go to a place with
a lot of green, where you can recreate”. Moreover, as a !WOON employee pointed out, residents from Molenwijk
and De Banne in Noord claim often that “we live in a very green neighborhood and we want it to stay green…kids
can still play in the streets and on the grass and you can still walk around without seeing too many cars…we’d like
to keep it”. Additionally, some residents noticed an increased and more diverse usage of the green spaces after
green space or neighborhood improvement. Employees from the city’s public health department said they see more
people exercising in Noorderpark: “It often had totally empty areas, now sometimes still an area’s empty but it’s I
think much less so, my feeling is that the usage is increased and also sport activities are increasing”. Moreover, an
assistant of the Noorderpark masterplan also said that every year it gets busier, which can be partly seen by the
increase in garbage. As this interviewee pointed out, now that people live in smaller apartments, without private
green space, people seek the park. On a more general level, an urban planner who works for the municipality
indicated the benefits of gentrification for green space use, as in deprived areas where gentrification took place, the
use of parks by lower income groups increased, and two explanations were given for this: First, the fact that more
people are seen at the park attracts lower income groups to also pay a visit. Second, that gentrification often also
brings new amenities or events in the park, which make the green space a more attractive spot to go to. To
conclude, some residents perceived green gentrification as beneficial. For instance, a public health employee said
that while gentrification can have detrimental effects, it can also have very positive effects on the quality of green
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infrastructure since the area is investing more into that. Additionally, an urban planner affirmed that when an area
becomes gentrified, that urges people to go to the parks and other green spaces in that area, and that, in turn,
makes the park even more successful.
Table 9 (summarised from Table 10.1.6)
Short version of Table A1.6 of main positive social effects from the number of references in Amsterdam Noord
Experienced positive social effects

Files

References

Value of green spaces

7

16

Increased and more diverse use of green spaces after gentrification

4

6

In sum, residents of Amsterdam have witnessed (green) gentrification across several neighbourhoods and the effects
in the Noord district are also rapidly coming to sight. While the displacement effect may be less severe given the
long-standing social protection in The Netherlands, the policies are changing fast and facilitating gentrification, and
residents are starting to bear its effects. Noord has gained popularity and the attraction of investors and higherincome residents, which drives development and greening that does not necessarily respond to the residents’ needs
—namely the need for social housing. Instead, it is making the neighborhood a less welcoming place for its own
residents. As a result, Noord residents not only experience a loss in social cohesion and mix, but also perceive the
community feeling and sense of identity to be eroding. Finally, it is worth highlighting that some neighbourhoods in
Noord have been designated for the energy transition that phases out gas, which does not only lead residents to
fear potential higher energy costs that could eventually drive their displacement, but are also worried about a lack of
investment in the neighborhood until the energy transition is secured.
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5.4. Poblenou, Barcelona
The case of Barcelona is not based on interviews from the GreenLULUs project. Instead, it is based on seven
interviews carried out by Oscilowicz et al. (2020), which aimed to investigate how gentrification reshapes the use
and perception of green play spaces in the neighbourhood of Poblenou in Barcelona. As with the GreenLULUs
interviews, the similarity of Oscilowicz et al.’s (2020) research objectives and case under study, makes the use of
their interviews suitable for answering this research’s aim. However, to ensure well grounded comparability between
cases, seven additional interviews were carried out by the author of the current study. The interview questions can
be found in Appendix 10.3 and the transcripts in Appendix 10.4.
The interviewees from Oscilowicz et al.’s (2020) research were chosen based on the criteria that they were parents
of children who used one of the Superblock’s playgrounds. They come from a wide range of backgrounds; many
worked in the public sector (a teacher, a school director and an administration employee), others in the art world
(one painter and a documentary film-maker), an administrator of electric installations and an architect. The additional
interviewees are members of neighborhood associations —experts in urban planning, architecture, environment and
mobility— a member of a housing association in Poblenou formerly called `Ens Plantem´, and and an employee
from BIT Habitat. These were chosen based on the criteria that they were long-time residents of Poblenou, with
knowledge and experience of the transformations and new green interventions taking place in their neighborhood.
All direct citations have been translated from Catalan to English by the author.

Main Negative Experienced and Perceived Social Effects
This section will discuss the 10 main negative experienced and perceived social effects in the Poblenou
neighborhood in Barcelona in order of relative importance as in Table 10. These are the ones that appeared most
significant based on the number of references during the interviews.
Table 10 (summarised from Table 10.1.7)

Main negative social effects from the number of references in Poblenou (Source: own elaboration based on NVivo)
Main experienced and perceived negative social effects

Files

References

13

51

New developments and greening not for locals

8

21

Complaints about touristification

6

14

Eroding sense of community

6

10

Lack of maintenance of green spaces

5

9

Dissatisfaction

4

8

Perceived threat of physical displacement

6

8

Sociocultural displacement

2

7

Negative perceptions of green infrastructure

5

6

Lack of usage of green spaces

4

6

Physical displacement

Physical Displacement
This is the negative social effect that appeared most in files and references, 13 and 53, respectively. This reveals
that residential displacement is experienced by many residents in the neighborhood, and this experience can take
many forms. A key indicator is that prices have gone up in general in the neighborhood. Two neighbours of
Poblenou discussed in the interview that many of the neighbours they had in the past had to leave eventually, not
only to other neighbourhoods, but also to other cities: “this is their neighbourhood, so they did not want to go. But
they went because of the money. It’s very unsustainable”. They perceive this as a loss for the neighborhood, as
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prices continue to rise and long-time neighbours go away to find cheaper rent: “The people who are in this
neighborhood are losing. Milk and potatoes are expensive, and this is for the people who work in the offices, not
the people who live here. The people feel like they are being pushed out”…“We feel kicked out, because we can’t
pay our rent”. Another resident also speaks about how this is also very visible at school: “At my kids’ school some
kids have left, in the middle of school, because their parents couldn’t afford the rent. They had to leave the
neighborhood and the city”, and describes how this will also be a loss for her children: “their friends are leaving as
well, so it won’t be the same neighborhood”. Another resident who works in administration summed up this issue in
these words:
“Gentrification is a huge problem here. Neighbors are leaving because
they have reached their limit. All of my family is here in Poblenou so I don’t
want to have to leave, but it’s so expensive and my contract is ending.
There are no more small stores to buy small things. The things of the
everyday are leaving. Developers are buying older apartments and
renovating them and renting them out to tourists”.
A member of the neighborhood association of Poblenou, specialised in urban planning, described the gentrification
that the neighbourhood has experienced like this:
“This has since the beginning generated a lot of problems to achieve affordable housing. We
perceive these changes in a positive way because the services, the green spaces, all were
necessary, all these urban changes have this positive aspect, but the negative side is that they
generate an interest in that area for developers and real estate companies, which search to
speculate and they succeed at it. They speculate buying land at a good price, making a couple
of changes, and selling it at exorbitant prices. What this generates is that the resident living in
this neighborhood suddenly finds himself with buildings way too expensive for his family, his
children. And his children, in order to find an apartment must leave the neighborhood and even
the city. This is the gentrification process that we have been experiencing for years.

This resident, along with the neighborhood association of Poblenou, put much effort to ensure that a big part of all
new homes constructed in the area that the 22@ Plan intervenes would be protected housing, and on top, so that
around a third of that would be housing specifically for residents of Poblenou. This, they believed, was key to
palliate the gentrification process and ensure that neighbours could live in their neighborhood with dignity. Yet as this
resident argued, this still does not stop the planning and construction of luxury homes nearby, which also affect the
living costs in the neighborhood. This resident namely emphasised the effect of gentrification for the small district
industries, family workshops, repair shops, and the working-class people behind these stores that had long made up
the neighbourhood’s social fabric:
“A big part of the small industries in the neighborhood has disappeared, because the 22@
Plan has wiped them out. They have destroyed the buildings, pushed them out, given the
workers the minimal legal compensation, which is next to nothing, and they have got to fend
for themselves”…”What this is does is to kick out the neighbour because he cannot continue to
live in the neighborhood where he has been born, worked, studied…and this is the ongoing
battle, and more so with the COVID-19 pandemic, and the rising number of evictions in the
past years, not only of young residents who cannot afford to pay the rent or the mortgage, but
also older people with their pensions who cannot assume the costs of their rent”.
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Additionally, this resident described situations of many families —mostly of modest means— who have been
affected by housing plans. For instance, a family that lived in an old house, with a garden, was told that a building
with 13 floors, with beautiful views and a balcony, would be built on their land, and these families would say to
him: “Listen, I’m used to living here, going out in the garden, I have the sun, air, and now you are putting me on a
10th floor, for which I must take the elevator, which scares me, and I will only have a balcony, what is this? This is
not quality of life”.
A member of the Observatori dels Barris del Poblenou described the displacement in these words: “People are
disappearing yes. It is as if they were abducted. One day they are here, the next they are not. As a social platform
we have felt this, and also in the public space, through the new commerce that opens, and even at schools.
New Developments and Greening Not for Locals
The perception that new developments and greening are not intended for local residents has also come up
repeatedly; 21 times by eight different interviewees. A Poblenou neighbour said: “this area is for directors or
executives or people with more money who can afford an apartment with a pool or with parking”. A member of the
neighborhood association of Poblenou insisted that “the market must be regulated in some way to guarantee
affordable housing. If there is excess housing that can be made at luxury prices, then go for it, but first, it is crucial to
guarantee that people who live here have access to housing. Instead, the opposite is happening”. Additionally, a
member of a housing association in Poblenou said that if the green corridor of Cristóbal de Moura ends up
becoming "safer, more civic, more lived, then, I think that will be because of a major population and class
replacement process”. This member adds that Ca l’Alier, the former factory that now operates as an urban
innovation centre that houses BIT Habitat, “was only restored once the area around Cristóbal de Moura was
already of interest, when the plan to construct The Student Hotel had already been approved and when the green
corridor was being built…all of the surrounding area is very nice because the type of neighborhood that is wanted
there has already been established. There is no question that the area around Cristóbal de Moura is nicer than
before, but the question is: “Why is it nicer, and most importantly, for whom?”

Figure 37. First stretch of
green corridor in the
Cristóbal de Moura street
(Source: Author, 2021)

A member of the Observatori dels Barris del Poblenou shared this feeling, and again, denounced the 22@ Plan for
bringing new industry that mostly attracts people from outside of the neighborhood, and also added that what also
puts much pressure to rental prices is that workers of these new 22@ enterprises get their rents paid by the company,
and so “it is people that does not fight for a decent rental price, on the contrary, they do not care about the rent as it
is the company that pays for it”. Additionally, concerning the green corridor of Cristóbal de Moura, this resident said
that people who live near the new corridor —not many as it is not a very residential area— they are all affected by
the 22@ Plan and the greening that has been done, and argues that on this account, they will not enjoy the benefits
of the green space because they will be the first to be kicked out.
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Complaints about Touristification
Another negative social effect that was widely discussed in the interviews was the discontent with tourism
massification and tourism-related disturbances and changes. Many argued that the Rambla del Poblenou is stressful,
that stores have raised their prices, and the new stores that are opening mainly target tourists. This is also the case
for new developments, as a neighbour of Poblenou argued, “Developers are buying older apartments and
renovating them and renting them out to tourists”. Additionally, this resident added:
“When they renovate, they leave trash throughout the street. There’s so much noise now on my
street from the Superilla. Everything looks like it is in permanent construction. Security at night is
changing as there are more options for nightlife. There are more drugs, drug apartments and
more tourists. The tourists ride their electric scooters. The Superilla is dangerous in some parts”.
Furthermore, a member of a housing association in Poblenou said that they are lucky now that the pandemic has put
on hold the travel and tourism industry, and explains that most tourists come to Poblenou because they have sangria,
paella and the beach, or because they have a congress and stay at hotels in Poblenou because it is the
neighborhood in fashion. This member expressed annoyance and insecurity given the presence of tourists in the
neighborhood: “In the summer, there is so much more tourism that seeks the beach, the sun, and alcohol, and we
bump into tourists at night who are very unpleasant”.
Eroding Sense of Community
Many residents highlighted the weakened place attachment and breakdown of relationships with neighbours with
the ongoing gentrification. For instance, a neighbour said: “I want to conserve what feels like a neighborhood.
We’re losing it, and it hurts…Here, more foreign people come with the intention to leave after a short time.
Everything is lost because of that”. Another neighbor said something similar: “Tourism is coming and the area doesn’t
feel like a village anymore”. Additionally, a member of the neighborhood association of Poblenou described this
loss that results from residential displacement: “For those who stay, a part of their family or friends, they are
displaced, and you are left with a situation of impoverishment. Everything is much more expensive; before, you
would go eat at a restaurant that was under your house, and now the prices at this restaurant have doubled. This is
detrimental”. Finally, the former president of the neighborhood association of Poblenou described the loss of the
neighborhood once small manufacturing industries were expelled: “One of the things that made us the saddest are
the economic activities that were affected, they have suffered most. And on top, the neighborhood has suffered a
loss”.
Lack of Maintenance of Green Spaces
Several interviewees reported a lack of maintenance of green spaces, for instance, a neighbor said that not only
does the Superblock miss some green, but also some of green that it has is not very clean, and sometimes homeless
people sleep there: “It is missing something, more than anything to be clearer…You want to sit there, but maybe
there’s a needle there or glass, so you’re afraid. People go there after the bars”. Another resident said something
along the same lines: “You find broken glass or older people drinking. It is not well maintained. It could be a great
place, very interesting, but it’s not usable. So they made a nice space right next to a bad place when they could
have just fixed and cleaned the bad space”. Finally, the mobility council member of Sant Martí’s district stressed the
bad use of some of the new green areas as dog potty areas, both around the Superblock and in the green corridor
of Cristóbal de Moura, which leads to many neighbour complaints as the space gets degraded.
Dissatisfaction
Numerous comments alluded to the dissatisfaction with new developments, including greening interventions. For
instance, a Poblenou resident said the following regarding the new play area in El Parc i la Llacuna del Poblenou: “I
think they could have done this space better. It looks like a jail with all the prison bars around the park, very
metallic…They removed large, old trees in order to do that, and why?”. Also there was much discontent with the
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planning and implementation of the Superblock as well. Some residents believe it is not a safe place for their
children to play, as it is next to cars. Others claimed that no smart actions had been taken to reduce the perimeter
traffic and that the flowers and plants that were introduced do not have any true purposes: “they should have made
one lane for busses and the rest pedestrianised”.
Perceived Threat of Physical Displacement
This effect is very similar to the one above of physical displacement, although here it is a perception or fear rather
than something that will soon potentially happen or that has actually happened. For instance, a resident said: “It’s
not my village anymore, my friends are leaving. Maybe even I will leave”. Here it is clear that residential
displacement is feared. Additionally, a member of a housing association in Poblenou suggested that the people who
will live in Cristóbal de Moura will likely not be the same as those that live there today. Finally, a claim made by the
environment commissioner at the neighborhood association of Poblenou that makes clear this perceived threat of
physical displacement is the following: “Our continuous petition is for neighbours to be able to stay in their
neighbourhood, or at least that not only people with money should be able to come live in the neighborhood”.
Sociocultural Displacement
A sense of sociocultural displacement has also been perceived by residents. For instance, a member of a housing
association in Poblenou said that gentrification-led changes are very noticeable, for instance, in the way that
businesses present themselves. Thus it is not that the owners or workers of those businesses change, but rather the
product they sell or how they sell it. For example, the proliferation of stores that sell organic and local products,
which target a different kind of population and therefore leads to a sociocultural displacement of populations that
can no longer afford these products. This is accentuated in areas that attract a lot of tourists, as the stores, restaurant
menus, and even the language of these address tourists rather than locals. The ideas also put forth regarding the
population and class replacement in the area of Cristóbal de Moura given the newly built green corridor and other
major transformations also point to a perception of sociocultural displacement.
Negative Perceptions of Green Infrastructure
The interviews demonstrate that some residents have negative perceptions of green infrastructure. For instance, a
resident complained about the dirtiness that is brought to these spaces now that they have been revamped: “I’ve
seen youth and other people staying in these spaces after parties or families who do not pick up their things after
birthday parties. That is the only thing I don’t like about the Superilla. Everyone needs to pick up their things in a
public space”. Two members of the neighborhood association of Poblenou also mentioned the numerous complaints
they have gotten from neighbours, especially during the strict COVID-19 lockdown in 2020, because street trees
were not being trimmed, because vegetation had overgrown, and now they had more insects coming into their
houses. One of them concludes that this negative perception is the result of many years living in the city, and being
very disconnected from nature. The perception of cleanliness has been altered according to urban standards and
that leads to the belief that it is insects that invade humans and not the other way around.
Lack of Usage of Green Spaces
Some of the interviewees reported a lack of usage in some of the green spaces in Poblenou, namely the green play
space in El Parc i la Llacuna del Poblenou. One of the interviewees said: “I don’t know who uses that space? But it
seems to me like a pretty empty space. It’s empty, an empty park”. On top, this interviewee said that the park was
too small, and that dogs were not allowed in so that also discouraged the use of the park. Another resident spoke
about the Superblock being quite empty on the weekends, which did not encourage her children to go there: “the
Superilla is very empty in the weekends because everyone leaves. In the Superilla, many people have higher status
of income and so they can go out on the weekends. They don’t use these spaces to have fun on the weekends”.
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Less Often Experienced and Perceived Negative Social Effects in Poblenou
In general, residents seemed to have a general awareness of the potential negative effects of greening. A member
of the Observatori dels Barris del Poblenou was convinced that the usage of the green corridor in Cristóbal de
Moura would change as the offices and hotels that are planned to be constructed in this area become a reality. This
member argued that The Student Hotel being built is likely to end up being used as a hostel in the summer, and
claimed that maybe neighbours often say that the green corridor in front will be a space for drinking given that it is
right next to the student residence and there are not many more residential areas nearby to keep a lookout on their
behaviour in the neighbourhood.

Main Positive Experienced and Perceived Social Effects
A clear main positive effect is the socio-cultural value that residents attribute to green spaces, as it appeared at least
53 times in 12 different interviews. There are several reasons for this. Some interviewees spoke about one of the
Superblock’s playgrounds as a nice place for kids to play, with a small forest, and the possibility to have a drink
without having to be constantly looking after the children. Another neighbour of the Superblock described the radical
change that took place before and after the Superblock, especially for its residents: “Three years ago and now, it’s
one extreme and another. We wouldn’t be sitting here talking to each other, those kids wouldn’t have their birthday
party over there. There wasn’t space for it. I think it’s just radical, the contrast”. Another neighbor also claimed that
before the Superblock was implemented, it was a public space people did not use at all. People would go to the
Rambla del Poblenou and now: “you sit on a bench, you meet people, your kids play. The place has changed from
a place we would pass through and now we live in it. We can live in it and spend hours”. This resident also
described this playground as having improved her quality of life and that of her children: “I think my kids have a
more relaxed life now. There’s no noise from cars, no pollution, it’s a place that feels like an extension of your
home…We invite our friends to the Superilla. The kids are more social, they play with kids from the neighborhood
and they meet lots of other kids”. The reported perceived security has generally also improved according to the
interviews. As a Superblock resident said: “The level of socialisation is better as well. You have a stronger sense of
security too. Everyone in the neighborhood is looking out for your kids. You know everyone, so you feel safe leaving
your children here”. This also contributed to the creation of a stronger sense of identity for Superblock neighbours. A
Superblock resident expressed this by saying: “What is great is that us neighbours did not know each other, and
thanks to the Superilla we did, and now the Superilla community and identity sentiment is remarkable”. This resident
did perceive the Superblock as a green space, especially the area where the urban gardens are being built, and
also claimed to notice —especially during the first COVID-19 lockdown— the presence of birds, something that this
resident attributes to the implementation of the Superblock, which brought with it more green areas. Additionally, the
environment commissioner at the neighborhood association of Poblenou argued that the association is very
progressive and in favour of all these greening interventions, although sees that an obvious negative side effect is the
problem of gentrification as the neighborhood becomes more attractive. Still, this member does not believe that
greening should be avoided to prevent gentrification as it is a great way to mitigate and adapt to climate change.
Instead, more social housing should be built.

Figure 38. Poblenou’s Superblock (Source: Bravo, 2017)
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The green intervention in Cristóbal de Moura has also been highly valued by many of the residents that were
interviewed. As an employee from BIT Habitat, whose office —Ca l’Alier— is located right in front of this first stretch
of Cristóbal de Moura’s green corridor, said: “I have seen the evolution and the change has been radical, and
towards a curiosity and an excitement as there is the intention to revitalize and develop this area of the
neighborhood…what is being done in this neighborhood is a case of tabula rasa” — and indeed, this green
corridor currently appears next to empty lots, pending construction. This employee described the green corridor as
being very well done, was also aware of the SUDS system included in it, and argued that it had encouraged
people to extend their walks to enjoy this new green space. The employee went on to argue: “my perception as a
professional and also as neighbour is that green has this capacity to bring people closer, generate curiosity and
critical thinking” and also claimed that “to use the public space has forced interaction, therefore there is interaction
and especially in this neighborhood where there is a social mix, different nationalities cross one another, from expats
to immigrants without papers, or from people at risk of social exclusion to people with high purchasing power…thus
towards social integration”. This stems from the conviction that green spaces are key, especially in areas where there
is greater urban segregation or in neighbourhoods that are at greater risk of social exclusion, but only when the
green space is well designed, kept and safe, as otherwise “it can end up becoming the place to meet for certain
social groups that are socially perceived as dangerous”.

Figure 39. New playground at the first stretch of Cristóbal de Moura street (Source: Author, 2021)

Other positive social effects that also came up, although less often, are the confidence of neighbours with the new
developments and their belief that greening leads to more inclusion. For instance, the former president of the
neighbourhood association of Poblenou believed the perception of gentrification that people have of “don’t take this
from us” is wrong: “look at the people that comes to work in Poblenou, they are not aliens, they are not weird
people, they are normal people just like those that reside in Poblenou, but with a specific profile, that is true”. Still,
the former president believes in the 22@ Plan and its goal of brining in more offices, ICT companies, universities,
etc, because “this is the industry of the 21st century”. In addition, this resident believes that it is a win-win situation
even for those who are displaced, as the living conditions of those who are affected by this Plan and are
reallocated are better. Finally, another member of the neighborhood association in Poblenou was convinced that
squares and green spaces facilitate interaction among different groups of people. For instance, the interviewee
argued the Parc Central del Poblenou is seen as a “natural” environment, given the presence of trees, greenery,
plants, and water; “These are agreeable spaces, which allow people to forget the city. There are amenities to play
basketball, ping-pong, which encourage interaction between young and old, and the beach is intergenerational,
almost international!”. And particularly the extension of the green corridor of Cristóbal de Moura is seen as a way to
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connect Poblenou and the Besòs area, which is currently a poorer and underdeveloped area that does not attract
many people and is rather considered a problematic area. Thus, this extension is seen by many as a great and
necessary connection that will not only provide with urban improvements and greening in the less safe and
neglected area of El Besòs, but also a way to integrate the different social groups that reside near the green
corridor.
Table 11 (summarised from Table 10.1.8)

Main positive social effects from the number of references in Poblenou (Source: own elaboration based on NVivo)
Experienced positive social effects

Files

References

Socio-cultural value of green/public spaces

12

53

Feeling confident about new developments

2

7

Greening that leads to more inclusion

5

6

In sum, the neighbourhood of Poblenou has been undergoing major urban transformations that have brought more
gentrification, tourism and certainly has also displaced people, not only physically but also socioculturally. Indeed,
the potential or actual residential displacement is the social negative effect that was most widely discussed by
interviewees in Poblenou, so this reality cannot be denied. Additionally, there is a widespread feeling that the new
developments and greening interventions are not made for long-time residents, but rather for those newcomers
attracted to this up-and-coming neighbourhood and the new economic opportunities that the 22@ Plan offers.
Nonetheless, residents also assign great value to green spaces in spite of the general awareness that greening can
lead to adverse effects related to gentrification. Many suggest that the only way to resolve this is by guaranteeing
that there is sufficient affordable protected housing for those at risk of displacement and especially to ensure that
people from the neighborhood are able to stay, and live in it with dignity.
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5.5. Revised Analytical Framework
After having completed the NVivo analysis, a revised analytical framework table could be created. This table
includes all the categories of social effects, both negative and positive, the indicators of these, and the cities in
which such effects can be observed. Its colour coding scheme is based on whether the empirical findings validate
the relevance of the theoretical categories and are therefore kept the same, or whether they have been rephrased or
adjusted based from the old analytical framework57, or if they were added to the new analytical framework based
on the interview data. Those that have been removed from the old analytical framework are simply not included in
this new table. As it can be seen from the Table 12 below, many of the effects were inductively found so the table
originally consisted of 12 effects, whereas now there are 42, including 12 in the category of positive effects that
was originally not included.

Categories are the same as those of the framework before the empirical confrontation
Categories have been rephrased or adjusted from old analytical framework
Categories have been added to the new analytical framework from interview data

Table 12
Revised analytical framework table with indicators and cities in which the negative effects are observed and their frequency
(Source: Own elaboration)
Categories of Experienced and
Perceived Negative Effects
Physical displacement

Indicators
• Higher/rising living costs, housing insecurity via increased rents,
insufficient affordable rentals, reduced housing stock, house

Cities
Boston (59), Philadelphia (13),
Amsterdam (47), Barcelona (51)

demolitions
• Actual residential displacement
Sociocultural displacement

• Social and cultural exclusion from benefits of new green
infrastructure

Boston (4), Philadelphia (3),
Amsterdam (1), Barcelona (7)

• Less frequent use of new green infrastructure
Socioenvironmental risks

• Increased environmental risks such as flooding for vulnerable groups Boston (12), Philadelphia (1),

Uneven distribution or access to

• Green spaces for low-income minority groups being smaller, fewer,

blue or green spaces and their

Boston (8), Philadelphia (6),

less well-maintained, and unsafe

benefits
Exposure to (new) stressors in new

• Increased livelihood insecurities

Boston (1)

New developments and greening

• Developments and activities for higher-end groups

Boston (39), Philadelphia (10),

not for locals

• Green benefits for newcomers not locals

Amsterdam (27), Barcelona (21)

neighborhoods

• Overlooking inequity issues of new developments
• Real estate development that does not suit local’s needs/ abilities to
pay
Negative physical or mental health

• More discussions around suicide or people feeling suicidal

effects

Boston (12), Amsterdam (3),
Barcelona (4)

Lack of control/security in green

• Few or no security to patrol and enforce laws in parks

Boston (4), Philadelphia (6),

spaces

• Perceived lack of safety in green spaces

Barcelona (4)

Loss of neighborhood cohesion

• Loss of cohesion between neighbours

Boston (3), Amsterdam (9),

• Lack of mix between long-time residents and newcomers

Barcelona (3)

Lack of maintenance of green

• Overgrown vegetation

Philadelphia (2), Amsterdam (5),

spaces

• Residents find drug paraphernalia, dog feces, trash, etc.

Barcelona (9)

The code `Insecurity and fear´ has been split into two different codes: `fear that green spaces will bring criminals, outsiders,
etc.´ of which the main indicator is fear of crime and delinquency and `fear and perceived lack of safety in neighborhood´ to
include the perception of lack of safety and fear of confrontation.
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Activities for higher income and

• New cultural facilities, events, etc. made for newcomers

Amsterdam (2)

• Less frequent use of green spaces by locals

Amsterdam (1), Barcelona (6)

Gentification-led drug abuse,

• Increased risk of exposure to crime and street life violence

Boston (17), Philadelphia (2),

misbehaviour and crime

• New or increased substance abuse

Amsterdam (3), Barcelona (2)

educated people, not locals
Low or decreased engagement of
locals in green spaces

• More frequent robberies and car break-ins
• Increased traffic violations
Complaints about touristification

• Discontent with tourism massification and tourism-related

Barcelona (14)

disturbances
Eroding sense of community

• Breakdown of relationships with neighbours

Boston (23), Philadelphia (2),

• Weakened place attachment and feeling of non-belonging

Amsterdam (13), Barcelona (10)

• Community feels unsafe
• Loss of informal support systems and of trust
Feeling unwelcome in one’s own

• Less frequent use and increased likelihood to stay at home

Boston (11), Amsterdam (2),

neighbourhood

• Disproportionate use by specific group

Barcelona (2)

• Feeling displaced from new green spaces
Dissatisfaction

• Poor quality of public space

Boston (7), Amsterdam (3),
Barcelona (8)

Loss of freedom

• Feeling excluded from public space in which user belonged

Boston (5),

Gentrification-led stress

• Above average self-rated stress namely associated with loss of

Boston (15), Amsterdam (3),

community ties and housing insecurity pressures

Barcelona (1)

Perceived threat of physical

• Awareness of effects of gentrification on displacement

Boston (59), Philadelphia (16),

displacement

• Uncertainty about how long residents will be able to live in their

Amsterdam (7), Barcelona (8)

neighbourhoods
Feeling hopeless about state of

• Feeling powerless against gentrification trend

Boston (14), Barcelona (2)

affairs
Fear and perceived lack of safety in • Perception that one is not safe in the neighborhood and fears
neighborhood
Fear that green spaces will bring

Boston (2)

confrontation
• Fear of crime and delinquency

Boston (2), Philadelphia (1),

outsiders, criminals, etc.
Negative perceptions of green
infrastructure

• Negative associations with greening from past negative experiences Boston (2), Philadelphia (17),
e.g. trees breaking sidewalks, bringing dirt, etc.

Barcelona (6)

• Lack of knowledge/ unfamiliarity of greening interventions
Awareness of potential effects of
greening

• Aware of green gentrification effects e.g. increased property values, Boston (1), Philadelphia (24),
displacement, etc.

Amsterdam (8), Barcelona (5)

Fear of green gentrification

• Fear of displacement, loss of community identity and networks

Philadelphia (27), Amsterdam (2)

Different sense of identity in

• New habits and cultures once gentrified

Amsterdam (3), Barcelona (3)

• Very distinct social realities between long-time residents and

Amsterdam (5)

neighborhoods
Disconnect between different
realities
Vision that green is for rich white
people
Perceived security against
gentrification given social housing

newcomers
• Perception that greening projects are made for rich and white

Amsterdam (3)

newcomers
• The provision of protected or social housing makes resident not fear

Barcelona (1)

the negative effects of gentrification
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Table 13
Revised analytical framework table with indicators and cities in which the positive effects are observed
(Source: Own elaboration)
Categories of Experienced and
Perceived Positive Effects

Indicators

Cities

Socio-cultural value of public/green • Increased connectivity

Boston (11), Philadelphia (23),

spaces

Amsterdam (17), Barcelona (53)

• Positive value of ecosystem functions
• Physical and mental health benefits brought by greening
• Enhanced community interaction and cohesion
• Aware of climate adaptation elements in new green spaces
• Improved or new amenities in green spaces

Greening as a buffer against

• Guerrilla gardening

Boston (1), Barcelona (1)

• Greening as connector of city areas and social groups

Boston (1), Philadelphia (2),

gentrification
Greening that leads to more
inclusion
Improved quality of life by green
space
Inclusionary planning

Barcelona (6)
• Environment, physical/ mental health, recreation and leisure time,

Boston (1), Barcelona (1)

social belonging
• Citizen outreach and engagement in development/greening

Philadelphia (6), Barcelona (1)

projects
Green space improving safety and
crime rates

• Evidence of connection between green space and improved safety

Philadelphia (1), Amsterdam (2)

and reduced crime

Increased and more diverse use of

• Sport activities in green space increasing

green spaces after gentrification

• Garbage increasing

Amsterdam (6), Barcelona (2)

• New amenities, events and proper maintenance of green space
attract new visitors and a more diverse group of visitors
Feeling confident about new

• Convinced that new developments account for the needs and wants Boston (1), Barcelona (7)

developments
Green gentrification seen as a

of the local community and will be appreciated by them
• Gentrification brings new and more frequent visitors

good thing

• Gentrification improves real and perceived safety and decreases

Amsterdam (4)

crime rates
• New outdoor spaces that attracts both lower and higher-income
Increased perception of safety due

groups
• Drug dealing happens elsewhere

to greening

• More trees and beautification of neighborhood increasing

Creation of or enhanced

perception of safety
• Neighborhood revitalisation brings new or enhances current identity Barcelona (2)

neighborhood identity
Perceived security against

of residents
• Residents perceive provision of social housing to be sufficient to

gentrification given provision of

Philadelphia (2), Barcelona (1)

Barcelona (1)

prevent negative gentrification effects

social housing
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6.

CASE COMPARISON

This chapter consists of the cross-case analysis, which will compare similarities and differences across the four case
studies, and these findings will be reflected upon.

6.1. Similarities and Differences Across Cases
To guide the interpretation of the results and as a starting point for this case comparison, a scale was created to rate
the importance of each social effect from highly important to low importance. The scale was developed according
to the number of references (not files). As can be seen from the table’s legend, those effects that had 25-60
references were categorised as `highly important´. Those with 16-24 references were classified as `important´.
Those effects with 6-15 references were categorised as `relevant´. Only those effects that fell into one of the above
three categories were discussed in detail in Chapter 5, where they were referred to as `main effects´. Finally, those
effects with less than six references were classified as being of `low importance´58.
This categorization was subjectively produced with the intention to truly distinguish the highest two categories, as
well as the lowest category. Deciding the cut off points was a tough choice and it involved some degree of
arbitrariness, but the aim was to use the guiding principle of parsimony, which favours the simple and
straightforward explanation of the evidence available as opposed to seeking complex explanations (Aarts, 2007).
Highly important (25-60 ref)
Important (16-24 ref)
Relevant (6-15 ref)
Low importance (< 6 ref)

Table 14 below is a summarised version of tables A6.1 and A6.2 (see Appendix 10.6), which rate the negative
and positive social effects according to degree of importance following the categorization from the legend above.
In this shorter version, only those effects that have at least one `Important´ label, or two `relevant´ labels, are
included and discussed below. All effects in Table 14 are negative social effects, to the exception of the positive
effect of `socio-cultural value of public/green spaces´.
On the one hand, Table 14 shows that the first four effects are all present and rated as `relevant´ or higher in all four
cities. These are the most obvious similarities in effects across all four cases. However, this does not mean that the
indicators for each effect do not differ from one case to another. The similarities and differences within these social
effects will be discussed in the first section of this chapter. On the other hand, the last four effects reveal the main
differences between cases as they include those effects that were classified at least as `relevant´ in one or two cities
but as of `low importance´ in the others. What caused this difference? This is what this chapter will try to uncover.
The remaining effects lie in between these two extremes, with more similarities than differences.

Note that not all four cases had the same number of interviews and therefore the number of references per code in each city
will vary on that account.
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Table 14 (summarised from Table 10.6.1 and 10.6.2)
Social effects rated according to degree of importance in Boston, Philadelphia, Amsterdam and Barcelona
(Source: Own elaboration)
Experienced and Perceived Social Effects

BOS

PHIL

AMS

BCN

Physical displacement
New developments and greening not for locals
Perceived threat of physical displacement
Socio-cultural value of public/green spaces
Eroding sense of community
Awareness of potential negative effects of greening
Negative perceptions of greening interventions
Fear of green gentrification
Gentrification-led drug abuse, misbehaviour, and crime
Uneven distribution/ access to blue or green spaces and their benefits
Dissatisfaction

Similarities between Cases based on Relative Importance of Social Effects
Physical displacement
This negative social effect was categorised as `highly important´ in East Boston, Amsterdam Noord and Poblenou,
and as `relevant´ in Hunting Park. The main reason for the lower degree of importance in Hunting Park is that
gentrification is currently happening more in the central and southern areas of Philadelphia, thus the northern part is
only beginning to witness some of its effects, especially the displacement of vulnerable social groups towards the
northern part of the city of Philadelphia, where Hunting Park lies. This brings in a new risk for the neighborhood of
Hunting Park given that it promotes an even higher concentration of vulnerable people instead of fostering more
social mixing and integration, although social mix policies are also described in critical literature as “gentrification
by stealth and state-led destruction of communities in order to attract private investors” (Kintrea, 2013, p. 133). In
the case of East Boston, the imminent or actual residential displacement is a reality for many residents in the
neighborhood, and given that the majority are of Hispanic or Latin origin, this brings in a racialized layer to it.
Many of them settled in East Boston decades ago and were just beginning to find some stability, but the rate at
which gentrification is happening in the neighborhood is too fast for them to adapt, especially considering that
around 70% of East Bostonians are renters and most are cost-burdened. This racialized component is similarly
present in Amsterdam Noord, where the majority of residents are of non-Western background, namely Surinamese,
Antillean, Turkish and Moroccan. They, too, suffer disproportionately the effects of higher living costs and the
precarization of their housing situation, whether that is because contracts are increasingly becoming temporary,
uncertain or too expensive for them to assume. Finally, in Poblenou the displacement issue is also classed as the
main negative social effect its residents are faced with. They mostly point out the higher living costs in the
neighborhood, especially higher rents and the shortage of social housing to compensate, as well as the experience
of many residents that lose neighbours because they struggle to pay rent.
New developments and greening not for locals
This effect is categorised as `highly important´ by residents in East Boston and Amsterdam Noord, as `important´ in
Poblenou and as `relevant´ in Hunting Park. In the case of East Boston, the waterfront re-development and all the
new luxury buildings and new services that have accompanied it, make residents feel that these new developments
and greening do not suit their needs or abilities to pay. While long-time residents seek more economic opportunities
in the area, the new amenities such as gyms or restaurants fit higher-income residents who look for more recreational
activities. Additionally, all the greening around the waterfront area —where the new luxury apartments are being
built— will arguably benefit more newcomers than older residents located more on the interior part of the
neighborhood. Amsterdam Noord follows a similar pattern; many new luxury buildings are being constructed, along
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with new trendy cafés and entertainment facilities. This trend makes residents feel that the new constructions are
made precisely for the population that is expected to grow in the neighborhood. In Poblenou, this feeling is also
widespread. Especially given the 22@ Plan, which prioritises the creation of new office buildings, makes residents
feel that this attracts mainly upper-class people with a high level of education from outside the neighbourhood. And
the same goes for some of the new greening projects, namely the green corridor in Cristóbal de Moura, as some
interviewees believe that residents that live there now will be replaced with higher-income groups — workers in the
new offices or students that will reside in the new Student Hotel being constructed — and they will thus benefit from
this investment in greening. Finally, in the case Philadelphia, this effect came up slightly fewer times, but residents still
made references to new stores such as Starbucks or perfume shops that are opening up and are not necessarily
those that residents want. And with tree planting there is a similar feeling, which is that the trees planted are not for
those who plant them, but instead, for newcomers.
Perceived threat of physical displacement
The perception of residential displacement being a threat is most felt in East Boston, as it is classified as `highly
important´, Hunting Park comes after as it is classified as `important´ and finally, in Amsterdam Noord and Poblenou
it is categorized as `relevant´. In East Boston, the rising living costs are a main reason for the increasing perception
of threat and is highly related to climate change as well, especially the anticipated increased frequency and
magnitude of coastal storms and flooding, which is increasing the flood insurance costs to levels that are too high for
residents to afford. This threat of displacement is forcing residents to already ask themselves if they should start
looking for more affordable homes. Finally, considering the numerous anti-displacement organisations that exist in the
neighbourhood, it is clear that residents are concerned about the potential effect of displacement. In Hunting Park
there is the feeling that gentrification in the central and southern areas will soon begin to affect people living in the
northern part of the city and interviewees also described residents’ perception that greening is for richer people that
will move into the neighborhood while lower-income neighbours risk being pushed out to more “unhealthy” areas. In
Amsterdam Noord, interviewees also described how neighbours have become scared of new developments in
general, as that is linked to gentrification and the lack of housing affordability, and in Poblenou, some residents who
have witnessed the displacement of families fear it could happen to them too and the incessant demand for
protected housing by many neighborhood associations makes clear that residents fear potential displacement.
Socio-cultural value of green spaces
This positive effect is the most widely discussed in all four cases and has been classified as `highly important´ in
Poblenou, as `important´ in Amsterdam Noord and Hunting Park and as `relevant´ in East Boston. In Poblenou,
residents feel positive about the implementation of the Superblock and its green spaces or the new green corridor in
Cristóbal de Moura as they argue it has provided the space to interact more with other neighbours and has fostered
social mixing, provided a site to play for children, improved their quality of life with the reduced air and noise
pollution, the ability of residents to socialise more and feel a stronger sense of security. Additionally, they argued that
these spaces have brought more biodiversity and are aware of the socioenvironmental benefits of these green
spaces, especially those with SUDS systems. In Amsterdam Noord green spaces are valued too for providing
spaces to recreate, for kids to play and to avoid having too many cars around. Although the garden villages have
historically been equipped with greenery, the Noord district was long left abandoned and contaminated, which
made rare and difficult the provision of greening, thus Noorderpark is a big step forward. In the case of Hunting
Park, green spaces are also strongly valued for being a place to relax, enjoy a healthy environment, and as a place
to gather. An interesting point in Hunting Park is that parks such as that of Hunting Park are a source of pride for
residents; a place that everyone wants to be a part of and spend time. Finally, in East Boston, residents spoke of the
critical importance of green spaces, with a particularly strong emphasis on its role for improving connectivity. For
instance, the East Boston Greenway connects the inner part of the neighborhood with the waterfront.
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Figure 40. Neighbours gathering by the new
picnic tables in Poblenou’s Superblock in
Barcelona (Source: Roberts, 2019)

Eroding sense of community
This feeling that the sense of community has eroded is felt most in East Boston, as the effect is categorized as
`important´. In Amsterdam Noord and Poblenou it is also classified as `relevant´. Thus, the only exception is Hunting
Park, as the effect belongs to the `low importance´ category. In East Boston, the socioenvironmental effects of
several urban transformations, particularly the Logan Airport, have led its community to unite and mobilise. This has
brought the community much closer, but the gentrification has introduced a new group of people — the “yuppies” —
that they feel has changed the social fabric of the neighborhood so much that they no longer feel identified. A
previously very diverse community is quickly becoming dominated by upper classes that remain overwhelmingly
white. In Amsterdam Noord, a similar feeling is shared. Residents feel that the mix in income, ethnicity and
generations is eroding, and the new services in the area also target this new group rather than long-time
neighbours. And these changes, they do not feel identified with. In the case of Poblenou, this eroding sense of
community is largely due to mass tourism, which makes residents not feel part of the “village” that Poblenou used to
feel like. It is also the result of residential displacement, which has forced to leave the family and friends of many in
the neighborhood. And finally, given that many traditional shops have closed and living costs have increased with
gentrification. In Hunting Park this was not mentioned as frequently, probably given that gentrification is not
happening so much in the northern region, where Hunting Park lies, but in more central and southern areas of the
city.
Awareness of potential negative effects of greening
This awareness is categorized as `important´ in Hunting Park and as `relevant´ in Amsterdam Noord, while as of
`low importance´ in East Boston and Poblenou. Hunting Park residents appear aware that the beautification of their
neighborhood, such as by means of increased greening, can make the neighborhood more attractive and a
desirable place to live, thereby making property values go up. The same kind of awareness is present in Amsterdam
Noord, where interviewees stated that greening the neighborhood can make house prices unaffordable. Yet a
research expert on this topic argued that if improving neighborhoods leads to unaffordability, then the system is
inadequate and must be re-thought. These effects were mentioned less in East Boston, and in Poblenou, it was also
discussed less, although there appeared to be widespread consciousness of potential effects of greening on housing
unaffordability and on the replacement of a social group for another.
Negative perceptions of green infrastructure
This effect is especially present in Hunting Park as it falls under the category of `important´, and in Poblenou, as it is
categorized as `relevant´, but less so in East Boston or Amsterdam Noord, where it belongs to the `low importance´
category. In Hunting Park, there seems to be an actual fear of trees as they can destroy the sidewalks, get into the
pipes, get the neighborhood dirty with the leaves and bird poops. The interviews tell that it is especially those
neighborhoods with low tree canopy and of working-class people of color that have this culture of distrust around
trees. In these neighbourhoods especially programs such as Tree Philly and Tree Tenders are trying to flourish, but
while they provide free trees, residents must be committed to maintaining them in exchange. Unless the current tree
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myths are debunked through better education and communication —also in the main language of the community—
it will remain hard for residents in these neighborhoods to accept and value this form of greening and its benefits.
The case of Poblenou is similar, as members of the neighborhood association in Poblenou spoke about complaints
they received of residents who feel affected by the overgrown vegetation, the insects coming into their homes, about
trees not being trimmed enough. But another layer is that neighborhood improvements, such as the picnic tables at
the Superblock, also invite residents to use that space, but to not clean it afterwards. In East Boston, the negative
perceptions described from Hunting Park and Poblenou are also present, although to a smaller extent. Interviewees
described how many residents have a negative perception of trees because the costs of cleaning up the dirt they
bring with bird poop and leaves or when they fall down and destroy cars or houses, they are too high compared to
the benefits. But it is also mentioned that there is a widespread lack of understanding on the real need and benefits
of trees, thus education here can also bring about significant changes. Finally, in Amsterdam Noord, there were no
specific references to these types of issues with trees or greening.

Differences between Cases based on Relative Importance of Social Effects
Fear of green gentrification
This effect appears `highly important´ in the case of Hunting Park, but as of `low importance´ for the remaining three
case studies. What could explain this discrepancy? The interviews in Hunting Park, more than in any other city,
revealed a significant culture of mistrust around trees and greening, so residents sometimes resist these interventions.
This is the case for at least four reasons. First, given residents’ distrust in institutions, as manifested in the interviews.
Second, given the responsibilities they are given to take care of their street trees, which appear to costly for the
benefits they believe to obtain from them. Third, given the history of displacement that Latinx residents in Philadelphia
have experienced in previous neighborhoods. Fourth, residents are aware that environmental improvements can lead
to gentrification and get worried it might happen in their neighborhood. They are afraid of losing the gains they
have made in improving Hunting Park, knowing that improvements —green or otherwise— are linked with
gentrification. In Boston, Amsterdam and Barcelona, there seems to be an awareness and some negative
perceptions around greening, but it does not go as far as to develop a widespread fear around green interventions.
Gentrification-led drug abuse, misbehaviour and crime
The perceptions that drug abuse, misbehaviour and crime increased after gentrification is mostly felt in East Boston,
where this effect is categorised as `relevant´. Whereas in the other three cases, it falls into the `low importance´
category. Although the interviewees in East Boston do speak of having drug issues in the neighbourhood before
gentrification had manifested in a more accentuated way, they often complained about the behaviour of
newcomers; the drug consumption in the luxury buildings, the speed at which they drive their expensive cars, and
the drunken people in the nighttime that hang around the neighbourhood. In Poblenou, for instance, reference to this
was linked to either young people hanging around the new picnic tables in the Superblock or the fear of this once
the Student Hotel is finalised, or linked to tourist behaviours in the area. In Hunting Park and Amsterdam Noord this
issue was not really brought up.

Figure 41. Ongoing construction of the Student
Hotel in Cristóbal de Moura’s street in
Barcelona
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Uneven distribution/access to blue or green spaces and their benefits
This effect is classified as `relevant´ in East Boston and Hunting Park, yet as of `low importance´ in Amsterdam
Noord and Poblenou. Many residents in East Boston complained that some of the green spaces in the
neighborhood lack access points, that those who maintain them also have very restrictive rules about when the park
is used, and finally, that the new developments are hindering residents that live in the interior of the neighbourhood
cannot easily enjoy access to the waterfront areas. Additionally, in Hunting Park many interviewees criticised the
lack of investment in northern Philadelphia, in contrast with central and southern areas that are rapidly gentrifying.
They feel that they do not have access to enough green spaces, owing to the unequal distribution throughout the
city. This emphasis on the disproportionate lack of green spaces or access to them is less prominent in the European
cases of Amsterdam Noord and Poblenou. In Amsterdam Noord, residents did not complain much about an unfair
distribution or access, and in Poblenou residents were generally pleased with the amount of green spaces present
and those that are planned for the future.
Dissatisfaction
East Boston and Poblenou expressed most dissatisfaction with urban plans that also include greening, as this effect is
classified as `important´ in both cases, Meanwhile, in Hunting Park and Amsterdam Noord it was less accentuated,
as can be seen by it belonging to the `low importance´ category. In Boston, residents complained about how the
new constructions and residents made green spaces busier than ever, but also dirtier given the lack of maintenance
and security. The dissatisfaction stems from their perceived lack of control or consideration regarding decisions taken
on new developments. In Poblenou, some interviewees were deeply dissatisfied with the 22@ Plan and its vision for
the neighborhood, as well as with some of the new greening interventions for their poor design, insecurity given
their proximity to cars, or the destruction of the space to create them. In Amsterdam Noord, although less frequently
emphasised, residents are disappointed with the new urbanism that is left up to the market and targets mainly rich
people.

6.2. Lessons Derived from the Case Comparison
As Table 14 shows, the first four social effects are present in all four cases to a large extent. This tells that green
spaces are highly valued in all four cities for their health and environmental benefits, aesthetics, connectivity and
increased perception of safety. This is in line with existing literature on the positive effects of green spaces (Aerts,
Honey & Van Nieuwenhuyse, 2018). Yet, all four cities are simultaneously experiencing potential or actual physical
displacement and the perceived threat of being displaced. Residents in all four cities are experiencing —to varying
degrees— gentrification, and displacement is inherent to this process in most cases. Moreover, in all four cases,
residents perceive that the new developments and greening interventions are not for them, as they neither suit their
needs and wants, nor their abilities to pay. But this is not new based on the existing research on gentrification.
What is most striking perhaps about these findings is that while residents feel displacement to be a real risk or
experience and they also report that greening is not for them, they do not necessarily make the leap about green
gentrification.
In contrast with the similarities across cases, the reasons for these differences are context-based so they can have
multiple explanations. When it comes to the fear of green gentrification, Hunting Park scores comparatively high. In
that neighbourhood, there appears to be a culture of mistrust around greening and tree-planting. Often, these
interventions are communicated in English, while the majority of its inhabitants are of Hispanic or Latinx background.
Additionally, this mistrust also stems from a history of being pushed out of other neighborhoods in Philadelphia when
improvements were made. Finally, being a predominantly low-income neighborhood, its residents have other
priorities and the fear that green interventions could lead to gentrification makes them skeptical and resistant to them.
Regarding the gentrification-led drug abuse, misbehaviour and crime, it is Boston that scores high in comparison to
the other three cities. Although this does not necessarily mean that this effect is not felt in the remaining three cities,
such as Barcelona with the impacts of mass tourism. In Boston, BCNUEJ researchers managed to speak with a
police officer, who had a lot of experience with these kinds of troubles in the neighborhood, also in the nighttime,
which explains the higher number of references in East Boston. Finally, regarding the uneven distribution or access to
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blue or green spaces and their benefits, it was mostly the North-American cities that alluded to such disparity. This
could be explained by country-level socioeconomic factors, namely that there is more widespread inequality in the
United States than in Europe.
Creating a scale to measure the importance of effects and compare the most similar and most different effects across
the four cities was a useful starting point to reflect on the findings. Importantly, at least four effects were present in all
four neighborhoods to a similar and high degree. These include: 1) physical displacement, 2) new developments
and greening not for locals, 3) perceived threat of displacement, 4) socio-cultural value of public/green spaces. This
points towards more fundamental underlying mechanisms of how gentrification works as a global urban process; it
results in higher quality green spaces that are certainly appreciated by residents, but also encourages new (luxury)
developments and greening interventions that are not necessarily targeted at locals, it also leads to displacement,
which inevitably also leads to fearing displacement. Considering this degree of homogeneity of these effects in all
four cities, it is arguable that such effects will also be present in other cities with similar contexts in the Global North.
Yet, the findings based on the importance scale also leaves out some important points that are also worth
mentioning.
First, this research finds that all cities have some degree of climate vulnerability, although in East Boston and
Philadelphia this vulnerability is comparatively higher. East Boston is at high risk of flooding and the new waterfront
(luxury) buildings create new environmental risks such as greater flooding given the lost storm buffer space in existing
homes located next to new buildings. Hunting Park’s ecological vulnerability is also high, being one of the hottest
neighborhoods in the city and highly flood-prone. This is linked to the lack of sufficient and good quality green
spaces and it has translated into higher asthma prevalence, among other health risks. As a result, in these two
neighborhoods, the activism in the neighborhood has significantly focused on environmental and climate action (e.g.
Harborkeepers in East Boston, Esperanza in Hunting Park). By contrast, Amsterdam Noord and Poblenou are
neighborhoods that are certainly vulnerable to climate risks such as flooding or heat, but the risks are city or countrywide, not specifically higher in the neighborhoods under study.
Second, all four cases demonstrate that residents value the benefits of greening, but also show that residents are
aware of the negative effects. The interviews in Philadelphia reveal that residents have a peculiar and complex
relationship with trees. Greening interventions such as tree-planting can be a source of pride for residents, but also a
source of stress and fear given the negative experiences with trees in the past, such as trees breaking the sidewalks
and fear of displacement. This mistrust is confirmed by the Parks & Recreation’s recent public engagement campaign
to address this issue (Brous, 2021). And a similar degree of awareness is present in the remaining three cities.
Third, neighborhood-level activism is widespread in all four cases, as proven by the existence of numerous resistance
groups and movements. These groups have protested against environmental injustice issues, rising gentrification and
urban plans. Table 15 below presents the main associations that are focusing on issues concerning (climate)
gentrification, proving the existence of this resistance.
Table 15
Main activist organisations in East Boston, Hunting Park, Amsterdam Noord and Poblenou (Source: Own elaboration)
Neighborhoods

Activist Organizations

East Boston

City Life/Vida Urbana; Grassroots; NOAH; Harborkeepers; ZUMIX; NUBE; CCDS;
Jeffries Point Neighborhood Association; Eastie Farms

Hunting Park

Esperanza; Hunting Park Community Collaborative

Amsterdam Noord

ANGSAW

Poblenou

Neighborhood Association of Poblenou; Observatori dels Barris del Poblenou; Sindicat
d’Habitatge del Poblenou
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Finally, there appears to be shared feeling across the four neighborhoods that while greening can bring adverse
effects —being a potential accelerator of gentrification— it is necessary. Therefore greening strategies must be
introduced in combination with measures that prevent negative effects such as resident exclusion and displacement,
as only then will the existing and new urban green spaces be accessible and inclusive to all. An article by AmorimMaia, 2020) shows that green gentrification is not directly caused by the “green” in a park or street, "but the
multiple ways in which the green and the built combine to produce new cultural and economic values, which may
then be exploited by planners and investors with inequitable outcomes for social vulnerable residents”. Thus, not all
forms of greening must lead to gentrification and more focus should be put on the features or amenities included in
these green spaces that speed up gentrification processes.

Key Insights from Cases Analyzed
To conclude on the lessons that can be derived from the case comparison, several striking points from each case
study will be described. In East Boston, the use of green and blue spaces as marketing tools and sales pitch for
real estate developers is more present than in any other neighborhood. A developer interviewed in East Boston
confirmed this by making the following statement: “We advertise the greenway as an amenity for residents…We
built a story — that we are super resilient, super sustainable”. Desk research also confirms this; The Eddy —a luxury
waterfront apartment community— uses its access to the waterfront public park and to the recently inaugurated Lo
Presti park to advertise the amenities available to its residents.
In Hunting Park, what stands out in stark contrast with the rest of neighborhoods is the residents’ fear of green
gentrification that goes so far as to discourage the implementation of green amenities altogether. A resident claimed
that people avoid planting trees from fear of being priced out of the neighborhood. This suggests that there are
instrumental reasons —in addition to normative ones— for tackling green gentrification, as this slows down the
much-needed greening in such green spaces-deprived neighborhoods. This fear is combined with the widespread
mistrust around tree-planting, which either results from negative past experiences with trees breaking sidewalks or
given a language barrier that limits effective communication of greening strategies (the case of Hunting Park).
In Amsterdam Noord, the emphasis on housing scarcity and affordability is quite strong, whether it concerns the
rising rental prices, mobilisations so that houses are not demolished by new plans, the renovations that displace
tenants that no longer can come back, or the fight for a greater percentage of social housing in the city as a whole.
Another striking point that was mentioned by a !WOON employee is that residents fear that the energy transition
(the city plans to phase out natural gas by 2040) is delaying changes in the neighborhood such as greening
interventions. As a resident said: “they fear that the city council will postpone all those changes because they know
that for every tree they plant there’s a high risk that they have to cut this tree again”. In addition, the energy transition
adds another layer of fear for residents as they worry that they will have to pay more money to heat their homes in
the future. Finally, an urban planner in Amsterdam made an unusual point about the “benefits” of green
gentrification, by pointing at the advantages of investing in green spaces and green amenities once an area starts
gentrifying: “we monitor the success by use, we monitor the success by development of square meter prices for the
housing. So if we see that it is going up, then we know there is gentrification, then we know we have to invest”.
This interviewee thus claims that green gentrification makes parks successful, safer and more mixed.
The difference between Poblenou and the rest of the neighborhoods studied here is the impact of the tourism
industry in the city, in combination with the rebranding of Poblenou as a high-tech and design neighbourhood. In
2019 only, Barcelona welcomed nearly 12 million visitors. And to alleviate the tourism pressures in the historic
centre of the city, the local government said that it would promote other neighborhoods for tourism, for instance
Poblenou as being one of creative production and consumption with high-rank technological enterprises59. A
municipal report from 2019 on the perception of tourism in Barcelona demonstrated that while 72,9% agreed that
tourism is beneficial for Barcelona, 61,3% agreed that the capacity limit to serve the tourism industry is being
https://www.20minutos.es/noticia/4131971/0/barcelona-bate-el-record-historico-al-acoger-a-12-millones-de-turistasen-2019/?autoref=true# (Retrieved on May 19, 2021).
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reached and 82% agreed that tourism increases city prices for all, especially of leisure/cultural activities, housing
and basic goods (47,8%, 45,8%, and 28,8%, respectively) (Municipality of Barcelona, 2019-4). The interviews in
this neighborhood also demonstrate that residents are fed up with tourists flooding the city and some fear strongly
that the 22@ Plan, which seeks to make of the Poblenou area an innovation district, will attract even more foreigners
—tourists, but also high-skilled and specialised workers— and that this will come at a cost for locals.
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7.

DISCUSSION

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first will discuss this study’s contribution to the existing literature. The
second will reflect on the research approach, limitations and avenues for future research. The third will consist of
policy recommendations.

7.1. Contribution to Existing Literature
There are seven key contributions of this research to the existing academic literature. First and foremost, this study is
part of a much broader research endeavour on green gentrification; on where, when and why the urban sociospatial inequities of greening interventions come about. Nature-based solutions for climate change have become
increasingly popular, yet research on the green gentrification effects was not widely discussed in academia or
politics until the late 2000s when Sarah Dooling coined the term `ecological gentrification´. Therefore, this in-depth
study and case comparison provides further insights into the potential socio-environmental justice issues experienced
and perceived by residents or workers of the four neighborhoods when risks or vulnerabilities are not taken into
account. It has revealed common patterns through the similarity in some social negative effects such as displacement
or the fear thereof, but also revealed some differences among cases and some striking points that are specific to
each case study. Investigating these perceived and experienced social effects from the perspective of residents or
workers of specific neighborhoods was not as much done in previous studies, therefore it is a valuable contribution
to current literature on this topic and to urban climate justice literature in general.
Second, this study’s findings contradict the existing literature on nature-based strategies being “win-win" solutions (Al
Sayah, Versini & Schertzer, 2021) given green gentrification, environmental exclusion and displacement processes
that originate when equity issues are overlooked. One of the most obvious examples of green gentrification —
already widely discussed in academia— is the New York High Line, but this research unveils other examples,
specific to Boston, Philadelphia, Amsterdam and Barcelona, that share similar patterns to the controversial High Line.
Third, the findings confirm the link between green interventions and (fear of) socio-environmental gentrification
(Anguelovski et al., 2019; Cole et al., 2017) given the numerous negative effects described by the interviewees in
each of the four neighborhoods where greening interventions are gaining traction. They also confirm the literature on
(green) gentrification creating new or intensifying existing inequalities, whether these are class, race/ethnicity, or
gender-related (Anguelovski et al., 2018; Van Gent & Hochstenbach, 2019). Additionally, this research shows that
green gentrification can result in overuse or underuse of public/green spaces by some groups over others and also
confirms the link between gentrification and crime or misbehaviour (Oscilowicz et al., 2020). Finally, this research’s
findings confirm the potential risks of green climate adaptation measures resulting into maladaptive and inequitable
outcomes such as the shift of ecological vulnerability (Shokry et al., 2020).
Fourth, this investigation disclosed a double relationship to green spaces by those interviewed. While residents and
workers of all neighborhoods under study highly value greening interventions, they also perceive them as a threat
given their potential to exclude and displace.
Fifth, this research addresses research gaps by responding to Farahani and Maller’s (2018) call to investigate further
how green spaces are experienced in order to better understand how residents benefit from them. The in-depth
personal insights provide rich and informative data that reveals the complexities and nuances of the phenomenon
under study. Importantly, the findings are not uniform. For instance, as mentioned earlier, the interviews show how
green infrastructure is highly valued by residents and yet how these are sometimes also feared given their link to
displacement and social exclusionary processes.
Sixth, this study contributes to the need for international comparative analyses on green gentrification, as suggested
by Anguelovski et al. (2019), as a wider perspective of how green gentrification works in different sociopolitical
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contexts can help in problem-scoping. Additionally, it can serve to uncover the different tools and instruments used in
specific local contexts that could then serve as inspiration for other cities.
Finally and perhaps most importantly, this research presents a new and comprehensive analytical framework (see
Tables 12 and 13) that includes negative and positive social effects of green interventions and possible indicators of
these. Although some of the codes were inspired by previous literature (see Table 1), a lot of them were created
from scratch, thus are a clear addition to current literature. This framework has served to simplify, structure and
systematise the data thus it can be conceived as a tool to diagnose green gentrification, which therefore serves as a
first step to solving the problem. In the long run, this framework could be evaluated and further developed by new
research, either in the same neighborhoods or in new geographical contexts in the Global North. As green
gentrification becomes more tangible and practical implications to mitigate its effects are unveiled, the closer we will
be to building green and equitable cities.

7.2. Limitations and Avenues for Future Research
This research opted for a multiple case study analysis as the aim was to gain a profound insight into the four cases
chosen and to compare them. This was mainly achieved through a qualitative analysis of in-depth interviews, but
also other methods such as desk research and document analysis. Therefore, the study relied on a triangulation of
sources, which is regarded as an effective way to gain a holistic understanding as well as to enhance the research’s
internal validity. The purposeful selection of the four case studies in the Global North with similar sociopolitical and
economic contexts, yet with their national, regional, city-level and neighborhood-level specificities, enabled a rich
cross-case comparison. However, this study is not without limitations and discussing these is crucial to nuance the
results. The sections below will reflect on the internal and external validity of this research.

Internal Validity
Dermott (2011, p. 28) argues that internal validity is enhanced when experiments are “well-designed, carefully
controlled and meticulously measured so that alternative explanations for the phenomena under consideration can
be excluded”. If this were the case in this study, then the findings would provide a reliable and representative image
of each of the four case studies and alternative explanations could be ruled out. However, there are threatening
factors to internal validity, and this study’s internal validity was inevitably also compromised to some extent.
First, given that a large part of the interviews analysed had been either carried out for the EU-funded GreenLULUs
project or Oscilowicz et al.’s (2020) research, and were therefore designed with another research aim and
analytical framework in mind. Even though they provided many insights, some of the questions steered the
conversations towards directions that were not directly aligned with this research and therefore did not help to
answer the research question.
Second, not all interviews were done in the neighborhoods of focus in this research. This was especially the case of
Philadelphia, where some interviews had been carried out in Hunting Park, but where a big chunk had been done
across the city, and due to time constraints no additional interviews could be done in Hunting Park. This time
constraint is also given that in Barcelona, only seven interviews were available from Oscilowicz et al.’s (2020)
research on green play spaces in Poblenou, thus additional interviews had to be prioritised in Barcelona, and the
limited timeframe of this research project and the slow responsiveness of participants did not allow for more than
seven additional interviews.
This results in a third limitation, which is that the case comparison is made up by unequal sample sizes; Boston has
the largest sample size with 32 interviews, while Barcelona has the least with 14. However, the fact that
Barcelona’s additional interviews were carried out by the author using this research’s analytical framework
compensates, to some extent, for such disparity.
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Fourth, it is difficult to claim that data saturation was reached. Data saturation —although difficult to conceptualize—
is used in qualitative research as an indicator for ending data collection or analysis, and is described by Morse
(2015) as “the most frequently touted guarantee of qualitative rigor offered by authors” (Saunders et al., 2018, p.
1894). While this study counted on over 90 interviews, it would be wrong to claim that additional data collection
or analysis are unnecessary. In other words, more interviews would likely provide more nuances and therefore
deepen the analysis of this topic. Still, these probably would not question the general direction of these findings.
Fifth, the coding process in NVivo —although guided by an analytical framework derived from existing scientific
literature— was based on the author’s interpretation and therefore was subjective. This is why some code names are
arguably vague or open to the reader’s interpretation, and some may appear to have some degree of overlap. Also
related to this limitation is the fact that throughout the coding process it was easy to deviate the focus to
gentrification-related effects, as opposed to always searching for the connection to greening interventions. This is the
case not only because there is far more knowledge and experience with gentrification, but also because it is difficult
—for researchers and especially the interviewees— to conceive the link between greening visions or interventions
and gentrification.
Finally, to determine the importance of each effect, the number of references per code was used as the main
criterion, instead of the number of files. Yet taking into account the number of files would have also provided
significant insights as to the importance of each effect, as it tells how many people share the concern. Nonetheless,
the findings of this research are based on the ability to dissect the intensity of the social effects, rather than the
frequency. This also countervails the issue of different sample sizes across the four case studies.
In sum, this research showed high internal validity given the triangulation of research methods (desk research,
document analysis and in-depth interviews), which corroborates and reinforces the data found, and the validation of
the research findings by BCNUEJ experts, which both enhanced the validity and credibility of this study as they
contributed to obtaining different viewpoints on the phenomenon and to corroborate the evidence (Salkind, 2010).
This is despite the above-mentioned factors, which could indeed threaten the internal validity to some extent.

External Validity
As defined by Lewis (2009, p. 5), “external validity is concerned with generalisability from a relationship observed
in one setting to the same relationship in other settings” and it seeks to ensure that “research results are transferable
not only to the population that the sample was extracted from, but that the results also hold true across various
people, times and settings”. Although qualitative research is often criticised for lacking objectivity and
generalisability (Myers, 2000) and its purpose is normally focused on providing in-depth explanations of the
selected units of analysis rather than ensuring generalisability (Carminati, 2018), to what extent can this research’s
findings be generalised to different and broader societal contexts? As mentioned in Chapter 3, the four cities
investigated in this research are Western democratic cities, with similar neoliberal tendencies, and with an
increasing climate adaptation planning and rhetoric. Therefore, the findings in this study are to an extent
representative of cities with similar contexts and missions. Additionally, the fact that at least the four negative effects
were present to a similar and high extent in all four cities across three countries and two continents with different
administrative and cultural contexts suggests that these effects are a key manifestation of green gentrification.

Avenues for Future Research
A key avenue for future research would be to correct the above-mentioned limitations. For instance, by carrying out
additional interviews in the neighborhoods of Hunting Park and Poblenou, or by taking into account the number of
files in which a particular effect was mentioned as another reliable indicator of the importance of the social effects.
In addition to these methodological rectifications, this section delves into two additional avenues for future research
that could enhance the quality of research and knowledge on this topic: First, the addition of quantitative research
strategies such as observational studies. Second, testing or expanding the analytical framework in a new context in
the Global North. These suggestions would help to better understand the negative social effects and inequalities
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related to climate change adaptation, as well as where these effects occur, why they do, and what can be done to
address them.
Combining the analysis of in-depth interviews with quantitative strategies would enhance the quality of the findings.
For instance, by means of observational studies it would be possible to find out how many people use public green
spaces, which groups, when and for what. This would also give an indication of whether it is the socioeconomically
privileged groups that benefit from the new urban greening interventions, or if it fosters social cohesion among
different socioeconomic, ethnic, gender and age groups. Additionally, doing such observations over an extended
time frame would provide insights on the changes in the type of users and extent of usage over time. This would be
particularly useful with recently introduced urban greening projects, such as Noorderpark in Amsterdam or the green
corridor of Cristóbal de Moura in Barcelona. By analysing who, at present, uses these spaces and how, and
investigating how this changes over time, it would be possible to assess the degree of green gentrification. Besides
observations, a study combining qualitative with quantitative methods could rely on surveys done with green space
users. This would also combine the perspectives of experts with those of laypersons who make use of the green
spaces.
Furthermore, a crucial outcome of this research study has been the analytical framework created through both
deductive and inductive approaches. It would be interesting to test and expand such analytical framework to a new
geographical scope within the Global North. In fact, the GreenLULUs project counts on fieldwork in 21 cities across
Canada, the United States and Europe. The qualitative data done in these cities could again be used as a starting
point for testing and expanding this analytical framework, which would also help determine the extent to which the
findings in these four case studies similarly apply in other geographical contexts. The fact that this framework has the
potential to be further applied and validated, in so doing it might gradually be further developed into one that
provides guidance to policy-makers and urban planners, and as a starting point for other researchers, paving the
way for ex ante assessments on urban green interventions for climate adaptation.
Finally, as this research has shown, urban greening can induce mechanisms that amplify existing social dynamics,
and it has become clear that an overarching driver behind many gentrifying effects seems to be the neoliberal
tendencies that manifest themselves through, for instance, housing policies. Therefore, it would be interesting to
expand this research by analysing and comparing these case studies with those from countries that have more
social-democratic political orientations such as the European Nordic countries. In addition, considering that all
current mayors in the cities chosen for this study had left-wing ideologies (Democratic party in Boston and
Philadelphia, GroenLinks in Amsterdam and En Comú Podem in Barcelona), it would be insightful to examine how
these gentrifying effects unfold in cities with right-wing and conservative leaders.

7.3. Policy Implications and Recommendations
“Global change and sustainability research have increasingly become concerned with action, solutions, and
societal change” (van der Hel, 2018, p. 249). Indeed, the connection between science and politics must not be
overlooked, especially in the context of sustainable development, which involves complex and urgent socioenvironmental challenges. Moreover, a survey with researchers from the global research platform of `Future Earth:
Research for Sustainability´ revealed that most respondents agree that they have a significant responsibility as
researchers to contribute to societal changes and transformations towards sustainability (van der Hel, 2018). So
how can the evidence of this research be put to practice at the community, state or federal levels? What specific
policy recommendations can be made so that cities continue to promote urban greening while preventing negative
side-effects of gentrification such as displacement? This section will aim to answer these questions by reviewing this
research’s findings and the main suggestions made by interviewees, as well as by discussing the policy and
planning tools report produced by BCNUEJ researchers as one of many by-products of the EU-funded GreenLULUs
project. This report is key as it proposes a series of tools and policies to fight gentrification and displacement while
also improving equal and inclusive access to green amenities in cities.
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The main solution that was repeatedly proposed by interviewees across all four cities to mitigate gentrification effects
was the increase in the share of socially protected housing, especially at city and neighborhood-levels. Retaining
affordable and protected social housing in gentrifying neighborhoods is one tool that can help reduce resident
displacement, promote social mix, and guarantee that low-income and vulnerable groups also benefit from new
developments such as greening interventions. This is a call to action for national, regional and municipal employees
that have the power to change current housing provisions and regulations; a key recommendation would be to
continue raising awareness so that actions are taken to provide affordable and social housing.
Important to note is that social and affordable housing policies differ significantly based on the context. The
economic, political and historic differences between countries lead to significant disparities in housing systems.
European cities, especially northern ones, have a history of more socialist development policies and strategies,
whereas in the United States, the historical, political and racial dimensions combined with growing neoliberal
tendencies have challenged the living conditions of the more socially vulnerable groups (Oscilowicz et al., 2021).
The sections below provide an overview of the housing situation in the four case studies.
Boston, United States
In the US, public housing60 constitutes around 2% of the nation’s housing stock, and those who have access to this
type of housing are all poor given that access is means-tested. As Robbins (2012) asserts, public housing tenants
are likely to be “black or Hispanic, single mothers, benefit claimants, disabled or old” and public housing projects
are generally perceived as “no-go areas” as they suffer from under-investment and lack of management.
Additionally, researchers from Harvard found in 2016 that half of America’s renters were cost-burdened, meaning
that they spent 30% or more of their disposable income on housing. In the North American context, it is primarily
rental subsidies or vouchers that are used to help those households that struggle with housing costs (Oscilowicz et
al., 2021).
In Boston, the primary affordable housing options are: a) subsidised rental housing, where one pays a set
percentage of one’s income, b) income-restricted housing, which is restricted to households that earn below a
specific amount of money, c) voucher programs, which help low-income households rent homes that belong to the
private market (City of Boston, 2020). Still, rents in Boston have been increasing annually and are currently one of
the highest in the country given that its housing market is highly competitive and rental demand grows faster than its
supply (Oscilowicz et al., 2021). If the commodification and liberalisation of the housing market continues, then
gentrification forces will also remain, thereby exacerbating existing inequalities. Many federal, city or neighborhoodlevel organisations work to help thousands of residents every year. For instance, the non-profit Neighbourhood for
Affordable Housing (NOAH) association has served East Boston since 1987. Their work is crucial for those
residents who are affected, but more effort needs to be put at city or federal levels to address this housing instability
and affordability crisis.
Philadelphia, United States
In Philadelphia, housing prices and rents have long been lower than in other large cities in the US. However, as the
city keeps growing and so does the demand for housing, affordability issues become more apparent. Research by
The Pew Charitable Trusts found that in 2018, 40% of households were cost-burdened, meaning that hey allocated
30% or more of their disposable income to paying housing costs. This is the case also given the high poverty rate in
Philadelphia. Low-income renters suffer the most; 88% of households earning up to $30,000 per year declared
being cost-burdened. This problem is particularly acute for Hispanic and Black households; 50% and 46%
respectively are cost-burdened, and geographically, this strain is highest in the North —where Hunting Park lies—,
West and Southwest of Philadelphia. Although the Philadelphia Housing Authority (PHA) aims to guarantee
Note the difference between affordable and public housing: Affordable housing means that the renter spends less than 30% of
the post-tax income on housing. Public housing is managed by federal, state and local agencies and aims to provide residents
with decent and safe rental housing for low-income groups (HUD, n.d.)
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adequate and affordable housing for low-income residents by means of the Housing Choice Voucher Program —a
rental assistance program— or public housing, the current undersupply of affordable units does not match the reality
of most of its residents who live in poverty, and the gentrification trends are only heightening their risk of
displacement (The Pew Charitable Trusts, 2020). Importantly, at the level of Hunting Park there are local
organisations making efforts to prevent gentrification. For instance, Esperanza —a faith-based non-profit who has
served the community for at least 30 years— plans to acquire more land for community land trusts61 (CLTs) to help
low-income residents acquire affordable housing (Shokry, forthcoming).
Amsterdam, the Netherlands
According to a recent report on the state of housing in Europe in 2021 published by Housing Europe (the European
Federation of Public, Cooperative & Social Housing), from the total housing stock of 7,891,786, 29.1%
(2,294,219) is social housing, that is, rent-caped housing owned by housing corporations (see figure 42).

Social Housing

Private Rental

Owner-occupied

Unknown

29%

57%
13%

Figure 42. Percentage of type of housing from total housing stock in the Netherlands as of 2020
(Source: Housing Europe, 2021)

When taken as a percentage of the country’s total housing market, the Netherlands ranks highest —compared to its
EU peers— with nearly 30%. However, Dr. Steegmans from Utrecht University asserts that this is also the case
because definitions of social housing differ across countries. Additionally, this percentage does not take into account
a waiting list for social housing of up to nine years, which is in fact the average waiting time in the city of
Amsterdam (Moeys, 2021).
Moreover, the report by Housing Europe (2021) states that there is still a high need for housing as the country fails
to keep up with population increases in recent years as well as the expected growth. In 2014, the number of new
constructions of social housing was 50% less (20,000 dwellings) than in 2009 (40,000 dwellings) (Aedes, 2016).
In addition, the eligibility criterion for social housing constitutes an inflexible income cap (39.979 euros per year per
household as of 2021), meaning that many households are not entitled to social housing because their income is
“too high”, while it is too low to afford private rentals (Housing Europe, 2021). And the rental category of homes
(social or private) depends on the rental value, which is set by a national housing valuation system
(woningwaarderingsstelsel). Depending on the number of points that the home is attributed, rentals that cost 752,32
euros or less of net rent per month are regulated, while those that cost more are not and the rental price can keep
increasing with no maximum threshold (City of Amsterdam, n.d.-1). On that account, more of the so-called
`intermediate´ housing is needed to address this shortage of access and affordability (Housing Europe, 2021). This
CLTs are generally non-profit organizations that acquire land through donation or by purchasing it, and provide a long-term
ground lease to residents while imposing restrictions on resale prices of units built on that land to guarantee future affordability
(Choi, Van Zandt & Matarrita-Cascante, 2018)
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reveals the importance of distinguishing between public/social housing and affordable housing; the affordability
crisis persists in Amsterdam despite the high percentage of social housing nationwide.
At the city level, Amsterdam’s population is growing by 11,000 inhabitants per year. To ensure that it remains a
mixed city, the local government has divided the city into 22 zones, all of which must include affordable housing for
rent as well as ownership (City of Amsterdam, n.d.-2). Additionally, by 2025, the city wants to build 52,500 new
homes, of which 17,500 are planned to be social housing, 11,690 medium-priced rental properties, and 10,500
affordable houses and rooms for young people and students. In fact, many of these housing plans for 2025 are
planned in several neighborhoods in the Noord district, such as Overhoeks, NDSM, Buiksloterham and
Waterlandpleinbuurt (City of Amsterdam, n.d.-3). Nonetheless, it is questionable whether the policies in place
suffice to reduce the effects of gentrification, particularly in waterfront neighborhoods such as those in the Noord
district, and especially considering the spread neoliberal logics also in Amsterdam.
Barcelona, Spain
In Spain, for every 100 homes, only 2.5 are social homes. This puts Spain far behind its EU peers, which on
average have 9.3 protected homes for every 100 homes (Monge, 2020). This is a consequence of the historically
low public investment in housing, worsened by the financial crisis of 2007-2008 and the austerity measures
adopted since 2010. During the period of 2009-2016, the already limited public investment in housing dropped
by 65%. And going further back in history, in 1997 the country had the highest number of protected housing
(85,028 units), and in 2018, this number had decreased to a mere 5,167 houses (Defensor del Pueblo, 2019).
An additional factor is that many of the government-subsidised homes come back to the private market once the
owner has paid off the social mortgage (10-30 years), which means that previously affordable social housing
become part of the free housing market and unless more socially protected ones are constructed, they gradually
become more and more scarce (Hoekstra, Saizarbitoria & Etxarri, 2010). Additionally, according to Housing
Europe (2021), 76% of low-income households living in private rentals spend over 40% of their disposable income
on rent, and moderate income households, spend 44%, which is still alarmingly high. Thus the need for more
affordable housing in Spain is acute.
Fortunately, this is set to improve with the recently approved national budget that aims to triplicate the public housing
and construction budget of 2020, in large part thanks to the `Next Generation EU´ funds (Housing Europe, 2021).
Spain’s investment in housing policies is far less (0.1% of its GDP) than that of other EU countries (between 1 and 2%
of GDP) (Municipality of Barcelona, 2019-3). Additionally, the national government is promoting the `20,000 Plan´,
which aims to add at least 20,000 social and affordable homes across different autonomous regions to offset the
current shortage (Sempere, 2020).
Barcelona is one of the densest cities in Spain, one of the cities with the highest rental prices and average rents,
and where residents allocate one of the highest proportions of their disposable income to their rents (Municipality of
Barcelona, 2016). The Plan for the Right to Housing 2016-2025 is determined to double public housing stock to
reach 12,000 units, defend citizens’ rights to housing, and fight gentrification and evictions through several
strategies (Council of Europe, 2020). Recent developments have been crucial to get closer to achieving the city’s
objectives; there are 2,329 dwellings in the final stages of construction, which are expected to be completed by
2024. This number of social, affordable and adequate housing units represents a historical high (Municipality of
Barcelona, 2021). Additionally, in 2018, a plan was approved that establishes that 30% of all new housing units
must be protected and affordable. These social dwellings are expected to be located in central neighborhoods
where gentrification processes and real estate speculation are far more accentuated, and these efforts will be
combined with those of the Special Tourist Accommodation Plan (PEUAT) that regulates tourist accommodations to
guarantee a sustainable urban model and fundamental rights to housing. Additionally, the income cap to access
these dwellings is high enough to allow 75% of the population in Barcelona to request access to these socially
protected homes (Municipality of Barcelona, 2018-2). Nonetheless, a lot of work remains to be done to guarantee
decent and affordable access to housing in Barcelona and the public authorities have a key role to play to redress
this housing crisis.
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Most of the interviewees in this study demanded policies to guarantee socially protected housing as the main
solution to combat gentrification pressures. Yet this is not the only instrument to address these problems of green
gentrification. Oscilowicz et al.’s (2021) report on tools and policies to fight displacement and gentrification while
improving access and inclusion of urban green spaces is a key eye-opener of the variety of approaches that can be
taken to support housing equity and just green development. The toolkit, which comprises of 38 anti-displacement
tools and 12 equitable green development tools, is based on fieldwork in 21 cities in North America, Canada and
Europe, where 485 semi-structured interviews were conducted with stakeholders that provided key insights into
policy tools and regulations. Both the anti-displacement and equitable green development tools and policies were
divided into three categories: a) land use tools, b) developer requirements, and c) financial schemes. This report also
shows that not all forms of greening lead to gentrification by discussing cities that have been successful at
guaranteeing equitable green developments while providing safe housing situations to avoid displacement risks.
Importantly, they assert that “successful approaches often rely on a mix of policy tools that takes into account
multilayered and context-specific dynamics, risks, and needs” (Oscilowicz et al., 2021, p. 16).
Table 16 below presents the policy instruments that each of the four cities has implemented to address issues of
gentrification and inequitable development extracted from the GreenLULUs report introduced above. This shows that
policy-makers are making efforts to mitigate displacement effects while encouraging greening, and therefore that the
negative social effects shown in the findings sections need not be permanent or insurmountable. Many of these have
only recently been introduced, so the expected positive outcomes remain to be seen. Nonetheless, these tools can
provide inspiration for other cities to address their gentrification-related issues. Anti-displacement policies are
highlighted in blue and equitable green developments in green.

Figure 43. People protesting in Barcelona against the government’s failure to regulate rental prices (Source: Cortina, 2021)
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Table 16
Anti-displacement and equitable green development policy and planning tools implemented in Boston, Philadelphia, Amsterdam
and Barcelona (Source: Own elaboration based on GreenLULUs policy and planning tools report)

Cities

Anti-displacement and equitable green
development policy tools and instruments

Definition of policy tool and instrument

Boston

Transfer tax on luxury property with funds directed
towards affordable housing e.g. Boston City
Council approved in 2019 2% transfer tax on
properties sold for over $2 million.

Setting an additional tax by local or national
governments to properties sold above a particular
threshold set by policymakers.

Rent subsidies or vouchers

This tool helps low-income and qualified (based on
income) households to afford living in rental units through
tenant-based programs or project-based programs.

Regulations on touristic/short-term rental
apartments e.g. new citywide ordinance on shortterm rentals in 2018.

This tool strives to curtain the negative externalities in
relation to availability and affordability of housing for
longer-term residents, particularly in touristic areas.

Development tax paid by developers towards an
affordable housing trust fund e.g. Boston’s
Development Impact Project (in force since 1983)

Applying a development tax to construction costs for
constructing/redevelopment on a piece of land, and
using the money collected to finance affordable housing.

Waterfront redevelopment e.g. East Boston
resilience park plan and green amenity planning
in large-scale urban developments

Redeveloping waterfronts into resilient ones can serve to
mitigate and adapt to climate change and provides an
opportunity for creating parks and other ecological
features.

Regulations to support the development of urban
agriculture e.g. Eastie Farm supported by Article
89 of Boston zoning Code, which allows farming
in parts of city

Legitimising urban agriculture through regulations such as
policies that favour transformation of vacant land for
urban gardens, financial policies that create tools for
development of urban gardens, etc.

Green resilient infrastructure funding in socially
and environmentally vulnerable neighborhoods
e.g. Imagine Boston 2030 and Climate Ready
Boston in East Boston.

This tool reduces the inequality in green amenities
between impoverished and wealthy neighborhoods,
green resilient infrastructure funding can be directed to
particularly vulnerable neighborhoods.

Community Land Trusts (CLTs) e.g. Dudley Land
Trust in South Boston

Non-profit and community-based organizations that
ensure that residents can become homeowners and the
land and home remains affordable to future homeowners.

Green resilient infrastructure funding in socially
and environmentally vulnerable neighborhoods
e.g. Green Equity Index tracing communities not
benefitting from sustainability plans and helping
them or 10-year Urban Forest Strategic Plan

This tool reduces the inequality in green amenities
between impoverished and wealthy neighborhoods,
green resilient infrastructure funding can be directed to
particularly vulnerable neighborhoods.

Philadelphia

Rent subsidies or vouchers e.g. $2 million cityThis tool helps low-income and qualified (based on
funded program managed by Philadelphia
income) households to afford living in rental units through
Housing Development Corporation providing up to tenant-based programs or project-based programs.
$300 vouchers for tenants spending over a third
of income on rent
Support for developers to develop empty lots or
buildings into affordable housing e.g. Philadelphia
Housing Development Corporation manages over
5,000 properties that are then made available at
fairer market values or reduced prices to non-profit
community housing organizations.

A tool that turns vacant land into a resource such as
affordable housing by making these available to
developers at zero or a reduced price so they meet
affordability requirements.
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Land banks e.g. Philadelphia Land Bank (PLB)

Land banks are a tool to acquire land for future
development or sale to help community needs, such as
affordable housing. They are generally created by the
government with nonprofit groups.

Limitations or freezes to property tax increases e.g. A tool to reduce tax burden of vulnerable housing owners
real estate tax relief of 2014 Longtime Owner
to local governments, to avoid displacement. Property
Occupants Program (LOOP)
values rise (on which tax is based) when an area
undergoes redevelopment, so freezing property taxes in
such areas could avoid displacing groups whose
incomes have not increased at same rate.

Amsterdam

Barcelona

Public workforce housing

A policy tool to attract public workers to continue
working and living in the city where housing is becoming
increasingly unaffordable, for instance by prioritising
registered public workers for existing social housing.

Conservation areas to preserve green spaces e.g.
Hoofdgroenstructuur (Main Green Structure) in
Structural Vision Amsterdam 2040

Designating and regulating (existing) green spaces as
conservation areas to guarantee a minimum amount of
green spaces and that these spaces are protected and
maintained.

Regular support to housing coops and other nonprofit housing organizations e.g. Housing Cooperatives Action Plan in 2020

Co-op housing is a form of tenure that falls between
rental housing with tenants having limited rights, and
private ownership. This type of housing is a form of nonprofit housing generally funded by a government subsidy.

Repurposing of streets to green transit areas e.g.
Hondsrugweg in Amstel initiated in 2018

This tool is generally implemented at city level, or in
partnership with private’s developers, and helps to
disincentivize the private use of vehicles while
guaranteeing more space for greenery.

Support for developers to develop empty lots or
buildings into affordable housing e.g. Office
Space Intermediary Team appointed to address
this issue

A tool that turns vacant land into a resource such as
affordable housing by making these available to
developers at zero or a reduced price so they meet
affordability requirements.

Opening of private green space to the public e.g.
allotment gardens turned into public green areas

This policy involves encouraging private developers or
users to include and preserve publicly accessible green
space.

Moratorium on new businesses, hotels and other
hospitality industry permits e.g. PEUAT (Special
Tourist Accommodation Plan)

Legal and temporary prohibition of a type of activity or
suspension of law/regulation.

Increasing municipal budget for new/improved
urban green amenities

Tight local budget for urban services, including green
spaces, are a major obstacle to securing enough and
good quality green spaces, thus increasing the municipal
budget dedicated to greening would higher quality and
more equitable distribution of green spaces.

Property tax payment support for homeowners e.g. Provides key financial relief for low-income families,
Barcelona City Council announced these subsidies thereby reducing likelihood of displacement
of 50% for low-income households in 2016
Repurposing of streets to green transit areas e.g.
Superblocks in Barcelona

Repurposing streets would discourage private vehicle
use, reduce pollution, revitalise public spaces and enable
residents to enjoy benefits of green areas.

Regulations on touristic/short-term rental
apartments e.g. in 2014, Barcelona City Council
ceased issuing new tourist rental licenses and shut
down several illegal rentals.

This tool strives to curtain the negative externalities in
relation to availability and affordability of housing for
longer-term residents, particularly in touristic areas.
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This research calls to strengthen collaboration across institutional levels, stakeholders, and between fields of study
considering that inter- and transdisciplinarity are at the core sustainability problems. As Adger et al. (2003, p.
1096) highlight, individual disciplines have a far too narrow focus: “these preoccupations and their related lexicons
present a barrier to dialogue across and between subject specialisations…there is a tendency for scholars to retreat
into the safety of their home domain which, in turn, can lead to further specialisation and the emergence of even
narrower sub-disciplines”. For this reason, they strongly advocate for an interdisciplinary approach where these
subject areas come together “towards a `thick´ understanding and analysis of environmental decision-making”. This
also relates to the need stressed by Wamsler, Pauleit, Zölch, Schetke & Mascarenhas (2017) of mainstreaming62
NBS to address risk and promote urban resilience. For the reasons above, this research counted on interviewees
from different disciplinary backgrounds and experiences. Researchers of gentrification must also seek this
transdisciplinarity by combining efforts with geographers, urban planners, ecologists, community activists, non-profit
organizations, and real estate developers, among others, as only then will it be possible to get the full picture of
what (green) gentrification entails and how it can be mitigated. And in praxis too, in order to address the
inequitable outcomes produced by greening interventions, this type of collaboration is needed. As shown by this
research’s findings as well as the policy recommendations included above, the tools and instruments to guarantee
equitable green development without accelerating gentrification processes need to count on a diverse group of
stakeholders and experts that work to transcend the boundaries of policy fields and towards a more integrated
approach.
Finally, the EU-funded CLEVER cities project —ongoing since 2018— deserves a mention. This project led by
Hamburg, in partnership with Milan and London, aims to “co-create, implement, and manage locally tailored naturebased solutions (NBS) to deliver tangible, environmental and economic improvements for urban regeneration”63. To
do that, they are trying to design participatory processes to implement NBS in an inclusive way. Given what this
research has shown about urban green gentrification and its risks of social exclusion, it is of utmost importance to
move forward with the aim of CLEVER cities; that is, by designing locally-specific strategies in a participatory and
inclusive way to guarantee an equitable distribution of greening and its benefits. Such strategies need not be chosen
over the policy alternatives mentioned above, instead, they should be complementary.

Adaptation mainstreaming is defined as “the inclusion of adaptation considerations into all sector policy and practice in order
to reduce climate risk” (Wamsler, Pauleit, Zölch, Schetke & Mascarenhas, 2017).
62
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https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/776604 (Retrieved on June 8, 2021).
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CONCLUSION

Cities play a key role in climate change mitigation and adaptation, and particularly since the 1990s they have
been increasingly perceived as such. Additionally, the local landscape will experience climate change effects most
acutely considering, for instance, that many cities are located in coastal areas or given their high population density
and widespread grey infrastructure. As a result, local authorities are increasingly prioritising climate mitigation and
adaptation strategies, namely through green interventions, which are considered flexible and pragmatic approaches
for promoting ecosystem multi-functionality while making cities more liveable for its residents. But while green
infrastructure is generally perceived as a “win-win” and “no-regrets” strategy, research is lacking on how, why, by
and for whom these interventions are put in place. Some scholars have already warned against negative effects of
green infrastructure implementation, such as increased crime, lack of maintenance, and gentrification. This research
especially focused on the latter, that is, on understanding the relationship between urban greening interventions and
gentrification.
In academia, the term `ecological gentrification´ —which refers to the displacement and exclusion of the most
vulnerable social groups resulting from an environmental planning agenda— only appeared in the late 2000’s,
therefore there is a continued need to study which social negative effects are produced or accelerated by greening.
Indeed, many knowledge gaps exist, especially related to how residents perceive and experience green
interventions, which are related to how green spaces are planned, designed, implemented and used. Additionally,
current findings come mostly from evidence from cities in the United States, and less so from other contexts such as
the European one. Finally, researchers have stressed the need for international comparative analyses, which are
especially useful for contrasting the different approaches to greening and the resulting social effects of these
interventions across different sociopolitical contexts. To cover the literature gaps stated above, this research project
seeked to answer the following research question:
“To what extent and how do greening interventions for climate adaptation produce perceived and/or
experienced negative social effects?”
To answer this overarching question and its related sub-questions, an embedded multiple case study design was
chosen, whereby the contexts were North America and Europe, and the four cases East Boston, Hunting Park,
Amsterdam Noord and Poblenou, each with their specific greening interventions for climate adaptation. These cities
had shown an increasing climate adaptation rhetoric and are all Western democratic cities that share similar
neoliberal tendencies. Nonetheless, their distinct sociopolitical contexts made for a rich international comparative
analysis. By doing an in-depth study of the four cases it was possible to extract rich data and insights on the
negative and positive social effects of greening from a perspective of residents and workers of the neighborhoods
under study. And this also served as a way for understanding the wider phenomenon of green gentrification also
present in other cities. This investigation relied on desk research, document analyses, and an NVivo analysis of 93
interviews, seven of which were carried out by the author and the rest being primary data from the EU-funded
GreenLULUs project led by BCNUEJ. Thus, this research used data triangulation, which maximised the internal
validity of the study.
This research led to at least four main findings: First, that green gentrification is recognised to some extent, but its
severity remains underestimated. This phenomenon is present in all four cities and neighborhoods under study and
this research seeked to dig deeper into how it is experienced and perceived by residents and workers of the
neighborhoods. The findings revealed that while many negative associations exist with green interventions and
infrastructure, participants are hesitant to make the leap about green gentrification. They claim that gentrification was
already happening before new parks or other forms of greening were introduced and that it is risky to claim a direct
correlation between greening and gentrification considering the numerous benefits of green spaces. Nonetheless,
some did claim that greening can act as an accelerator of gentrification and displacement. This finding also reflects
the double relationship that residents have with greening; they highly value green infrastructure, but are aware of
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potential negative effects such as gentrification and displacement. The case of Hunting Park was particularly
interesting given that its residents suffer from extreme heat with one of the highest average temperatures in the city
given its low tree canopy and lack of green spaces in general, the black roofs, and old housing stock with poor
insulation capacities. Despite that, the interviews with residents revealed a culture of mistrust around greening and
tree-planting as a result of past negative experiences with trees breaking the sidewalks and making the
neighborhood dirty, but also due to fear of gentrification.
Second, this research demonstrated that there are several different manifestations of green gentrification. This is
shown by the revised analytical framework tables (Tables 12 and 13), which contains at least thirty different
negative social effects found through the qualitative data analysis. Yet, while some of these effects were not present
in all four neighborhoods studied, there were some that were manifest across all cases and thus one can expect to
find them in other geographical contexts. These include physical displacement, the perceived threat of displacement,
and a feeling that new developments and greening interventions are not for residents and instead are intended for
newcomers.
Third, this study found that green gentrification exacerbates existing inequalities. As the case descriptions showed,
similar forms of inequalities exist across the four neighborhoods studied. Particularly East Boston, Hunting Park and
Amsterdam Noord have all high concentrations of minority —gender, class and/or ethnicity-based— populations
that suffer from many socioeconomic vulnerabilities. These populations are disproportionately affected given the
historical neglect and disinvestment in their neighborhood, the mounting threats of climate change, as well as their
constraints to move to less vulnerable areas, or their displacement to less climate-resilient areas once the
neighborhood becomes gentrified and climate adaptation measures are introduced. While cities increasingly adopt
a climate adaptation discourse and green measures are introduced in these neighborhoods, they simultaneously
experience gentrification pressures, as shown by rising rents and living costs, the appearance of new retail stores,
and the mounting resistance by community associations and residents’ mobilisations. In some instances, the effects
on inequality of climate resiliency efforts are flagrant, as shown by the new luxury developments in East Boston (e.g.
The Eddy or Clippership Wharf), which are projects that use expensive building techniques to protect residents
against climate change effects such as flooding, but that only elite, white and wealthy residents can afford, which
therefore speeds up gentrification and prices out longtime communities in East Boston. In addition, this study
revealed that real estate developers use the green resilient amenities in these new developments as marketing tools
to attract future residents. The inequality effect in Hunting Park is somewhat different; it is one of the hottest
neighborhoods and as a result of past negative experiences with greening there is a general reluctance to accepting
new green infrastructure, which worsens the inequality of green space access and distribution, and further
aggravates Hunting Park’s current green space deprivation and heat exposure risks.
This international comparison enhanced not only our understanding of the individual case studies, but importantly
made room for comparing cities with different socio-political contexts and experiences. Considering that (green)
gentrification is becoming an ever more present global phenomenon, it seems necessary to compare the social
impact of new green amenities across different contexts. The United States has huge challenges of racial integration
and extreme inequality, while it remains faithful to neoliberal principles through limited State intervention and through
the promotion of self-regulating markets. Meanwhile, Europe has more social policies and security systems, but still,
neoliberal trends have also progressed and prevailed. In Amsterdam, this is evidenced by the neoliberalisation of
housing policies since the 1990s or by elitist developments such as the Amsterdam-Zuidas business district. And in
Barcelona, by the touristification and commodification of the city as well as the 22@ innovation district urban plan.
Future studies could use the analytical framework created, testing and expanding it to new geographical contexts to
see if similar findings are manifested. This brings us to the fourth and final key finding, which is that we are in need
of bold governance approaches to address green gentrification. These should not be limited to centralised or
decentralised approaches; it would be crucial to integrate also the increasingly popular governance approaches of
public-private governance, interactive governance and self-governance. A key solution proposed by interviewees in
order to introduce greening amenities while avoiding displacement was to increase the share of social and
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affordable housing. The provision of social housing units in North America and Europe works differently, with
certainly more social protection in Europe. Nonetheless, the current provision of social housing units in Boston,
Philadelphia and Barcelona is negligible. In Amsterdam, the share is one of the highest in Europe with nearly 30%,
yet there is still a high demand for more affordable housing and the waiting lists for social housing can be of up to
nine years. Residents believe that if the share of affordable and socially protected housing is increased, especially in
neighborhoods that are experiencing (green) gentrification pressures, then this will translate into a more equitable
distribution of green spaces across social groups, allowing also the more vulnerable ones to enjoy the benefits of
greening. Finally, other policy recommendations for cities experiencing similar (green) gentrification effects are
included in the final GreenLULUs report that includes a variety of policy and planning tools that have been recently
implemented in North America, Canada and Europe to increase green spaces while mitigating displacement
effects. For that, strong collaboration across institutional levels and disciplines is key, and a combination of land use
tools, developer requirements and financial schemes through policy integration would be desirable. This
collaboration in policy-making and planning should be open and inclusive by engaging a wide range of concerned
actors.
In the current context of building green cities it is important to address the uneven and disproportionate socioenvironmental vulnerabilities of some populations. Residents have made clear that they value and seek the benefits of
greening, but not only have vulnerable groups been most exposed to climate change risks, they have also been
threatened to benefit the least from greening interventions given gentrification and displacement effects, which make
the greening interventions less legitimate and leads residents to reject green infrastructure altogether. On that note,
there are both normative and instrumental reasons to tackle green gentrification; the inequalities that it encourages or
exacerbates will not guarantee urban resilience and our cities cannot afford the rejection of green spaces given the
numerous environmental values and functions as well as the benefits to human populations.
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10. APPENDIXES
10.1. List of NVivo Codes per Case
This appendix includes eight tables that correspond to the list of codes of negative and positive effects that emerged
from each case study. The lists include the amount of files and references per code. The codes are ordered
according to the number of references.

List of Codes for East Boston Case
Table 10.1.1
List of codes of experienced and perceived negative social effects with the files and references for East Boston
(Source: Own elaboration based on NVivo)
Experienced and Perceived Negative Social Effects

Files

References

Physical displacement

24

59

New developments and greening not for locals

24

39

Perceived threat of physical displacement

14

33

Eroding sense of community

11

23

Gentrification-led drug abuse, misbehaviour or crime

6

17

Gentrification-led stress

6

15

Feeling hopeless about state of affairs

7

14

Negative physical and/or mental health effects

8

12

Socioenvironmental risks

5

12

Feeling unwelcome in one’s own neighborhood

5

11

Uneven distribution and/or access to blue or green spaces and their benefits

5

8

Dissatisfaction

3

7

Loss of freedom

4

5

Sociocultural displacement

3

4

Lack of control/ security in green spaces

1

4

Loss of neighborhood cohesion

2

3

Fear and perceived lack of safety of green spaces

2

2

Negative impacts of city master plans

1

2

Fear that green space will bring outsiders, criminals, etc.

1

2

Negative perceptions of green infrastructure

1

2

Awareness of potential negative effects of greening

1

1

Exposure to new stressors in new neighborhoods

1

1
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Table 10.1.2
List of codes of experienced and perceived positive social effects with the files and references for East Boston
(Source: Own elaboration based on NVivo)
Experienced and Perceived Positive Social Effects

Files

References

Socio-cultural value of green/public spaces

6

11

Greening as a buffer to gentrification

1

1

Greening that leads to more inclusion

1

1

Improved quality of life by green space

1

1

Feeling confident about new developments

1

1

List of Codes for Hunting Park Case
Table 10.1.3
List of codes of experienced and perceived negative social effects with the files and references for Philadelphia
(Source: Own elaboration based on NVivo)
Experienced and Perceived Negative Social Effects

Files

References

Fear of green gentrification

18

27

Awareness of potential negative effects of greening

10

24

Negative perception of green infrastructure

7

17

Perceived threat of physical displacement

7

16

Physical displacement

5

13

New developments and greening not for locals

1

10

Uneven distribution or access to blue or green spaces and their benefits

6

6

Lack of security/control in green spaces

2

6

Sociocultural displacement

3

3

Gentrification-led drug abuse, misbehaviour or crime

2

2

Lack of maintenance of green spaces

2

2

Eroding sense of community

1

2

Socioenvironmental risks

1

1

Fear that green space will bring outsiders, criminals, etc.

1

1

Table 10.1.4
List of codes of experienced and perceived positive social effects with the files and references for Philadelphia
(Source: Own elaboration based on NVivo)
Experienced and Perceived Positive Social Effects

Files

References

13

23

Inclusionary planning

3

6

Greening that leads to more inclusion

2

2

Increased perception of safety due to greening

1

2

Green space improving safety and crime rates

1

1

Socio-cultural value of green/public spaces
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List of Codes for Amsterdam Noord Case
Table 10.1.5
List of codes of experienced and perceived negative social effects with the files and references for Amsterdam Noord
(Source: Own elaboration based on NVivo)
Experienced and Perceived Negative Social Effects

Files

References

12

47

New developments and greening not for locals

9

27

Eroding sense of community

5

13

Loss of neighborhood cohesion

4

9

Perceived threat of physical displacement

4

7

Awareness of potential negative effects of greening

6

8

Lack of maintenance in green spaces

4

5

Disconnect between different realities

2

5

Gentrification-led drug abuse, misbehaviour or crime

3

3

Gentrification-led stress

2

3

Different sense of identity in neighbourhood

2

3

Dissatisfaction

1

3

Negative physical or mental health effects

1

3

Vision that green is for rich white people

1

3

Feeling unwelcome in one’s own neighborhood

2

2

Fear of green gentrification

1

2

Activities for higher income and educated people not locals

1

2

Sociocultural displacement

1

1

Low or decreased engagement of locals in green spaces

1

1

Physical displacement

Table 10.1.6
List of codes of experienced and perceived positive social effects with the files and references for Amsterdam Noord
(Source: Own elaboration based on NVivo)
Experienced and Perceived Positive Social Effects

Files

References

Socio-cultural value of green/public spaces

7

17

Increased and more diverse use of green spaces after gentrification

4

6

Green gentrification seen as a good thing

3

4

Green space improving safety and crime rates

1

2
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List of Codes for Poblenou Case
Table 10.1.7
List of codes of experienced and perceived negative social effects with the files and references for Poblenou
(Source: Own elaboration based on NVivo)
Experienced and Perceived Negative Social Effects

Files

References

13

51

New developments and greening not for locals

8

21

Complaints about touristification

6

14

Eroding sense of community

6

10

Lack of maintenance of green spaces

5

9

Dissatisfaction

4

8

Perceived threat of physical displacement

6

8

Sociocultural displacement

2

7

Negative perceptions of greening interventions

5

6

Low or decreased engagement of locals green spaces

4

6

Awareness of potential effects of greening

4

5

Lack of control/security in green spaces

3

4

Negative physical or mental health effects

2

4

Loss of neighborhood cohesion

3

3

Different sense of identity in neighborhood

2

3

Gentrification-led drug abuse, misbehaviour and crime

2

2

Feeling depressed/hopeless about state of affairs

2

2

Feeling unwelcome in one’s own neighborhood

1

1

Gentrification-led stress

1

1

Potential or actual physical displacement

Table 10.1.8
List of codes of experienced and perceived positive social effects with the files and references for Poblenou
(Source: own elaboration based on NVivo)
Experienced and Perceived Positive Social Effects

Files

References

12

53

Feeling confident about new developments

2

7

Greening that leads to more inclusion

5

6

Creation of or enhanced neighborhood identity

1

2

Increased and more diverse use of green spaces after gentrification

1

2

Greening as a buffer against gentrification

1

1

Improved quality of life by green space

1

1

Inclusionary planning

1

1

Increased perception of safety due to greening

1

1

Perceived security against gentrification given social housing

1

1

Value of public/green spaces
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10.2. List of Interviewees by Case Study
Table 10.2.1
Overview of Interviewees for the Case of East Boston (Boston) Carried Out by BCNUEJ researchers
(Source: Own elaboration)
Job Position or Responsibility

Interview Date

Employee at Lendlease — Real Estate Developer in East Boston

13-07-18

Employee at New Hearst Corporation

16-07-18

Employee at Boston City Council for Green New Deal Project
Development Officer & Grassroots Program employee at Department of Neighborhood Development
at City of Boston

16-10-19

Employee at Harborkeepers — Non-profit Grassroots Organisation

15-10-19

Employee at Stoss Landscape Urbanism

15-10-19

Employee at Massachusetts House of Representatives

15-10-19

Employee at the Department of Neighbourhood Development at Boston City Council
Employee at Massachusetts Area Planning Council — Focus on Green Infrastructure and Climate
Resilience

16-10-19

Employee at Massachusetts House of Representatives

15-11-19

16-10-19

17-10-19

Community activist and former staff member of NOAH

2019

Community activist and member of Eastie Farms

2019

Activist for Environmental Justice and Professor at Tufts University

2019

Community activist in East Boston

2019

Community activist and member of Barr Foundation

2019

Community activist involved in East Boston Greenway project

2019

Community activist and member of Eastie Farms

2019

Member of Harborkeepers non-profit organization

2019

Resident and police officer in East Boston

2019

Member of Trust Public Land involved in the development of East Boston Greenway

2019

Member of Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative (DSNI)

2019

Developer responsible for several properties in East Boston

2019

Investor and developer of The Eddy waterfront complex in East Boston

2019

Employee at City of Boston Planning Department in East Boston

2019

Transcription of community meeting in 2018 held by Boston City Council in East Boston

2018

Employee at Boston Planning and Development Agency

2019

Community health specialist (EBNHC)

2019

Member of Jeffrey’s Point Neighborhood Association

2019

Landscape architect from Halvorson Design

2019

Community activist and staff member of NOAH

2019

Employee at Mystic River Watershed Association

2019

Employee at nonprofit organization Zumix

2019

Employee at Kleinfelder involved in design of Charlestown and East Boston resilience projects

2019

Member at Trust for Public Land non-profit organization

2019

Total

32
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Table 10.2.2
Overview of Interviewees for the Case of Philadelphia Carried Out by BCNUEJ researchers (Source: Own elaboration)
Job Position or Responsibility

Interview Date

Employee at Sustainable Business Network’s GSI Partners
Employee at Sustainable Business Network’s Green Building United Partners — Non-profit
Organisation

09-09-19

Employee at Rain Check — Green Stormwater Management Program

16-09-19

Member of Esperanza Non-profit Organisation — Major Community-based Organisation

17-09-19

Employee at PennFuture — Clean Water Advocacy

17-09-19

Employee at PHS — Non-profit Organisation

18-09-19

Employee at City of Philadelphia in Public Health Department

24-09-19

Member of The Nautre Conservancy — A National Organisation

24-09-19

Employee at Climate and Urban Systems Partnership

25-09-19

Employee at Women’s Community Revitalisation Project (WCRP)
Member of Soil Generation — A Black & Brown-led Coalition of Gardeners, Farmers, Individuals
and Community-based Organisations.

27-09-19

Employee in City’s Rebuilding Community Infrastructure Project

01-10-19

Working on Analyses of Evictions & Former employee at PEW

01-10-19

Employee at Office of Sustainability (OOS) — Involved in Beat the Heat Plan

03-10-19

Activist in East Parkside

09-10-19

Employee at TreePhilly

21-10-19

Employee at Philadelphia Water Department

21-10-19

Member of Civic Group in Hunting Park

22-10-19

Resident and Activist of Hunting Park Neighborhood

22-10-19

Employee at Office of Sustainability (OOS) and Employee at Philadelphia City Planning Commission

24-10-19

Employee at Centennial Parkside Community Development Center

24-10-19

Member of Community Garden in Philadelphia

24-10-19

Employee at Philadelphia Water Department

30-10-19

Total

11-09-19

30-09-19

23
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Table 10.2.3
Overview of Interviewees for the Case of Amsterdam Noord (Amsterdam) Carried Out by BCNUEJ researchers
(Source: Own elaboration)
Job Position or Responsibility

Interview Date

Member of Tolhuistuin Community Center

23-04-19

Researcher at Uva University

25-04-19

Member of Groene Links in City Council & Municipal Advisor

25-04-19

Member of ADM terrain & Promoter of Urban Resort Project

25-04-19

Employee at !Woon — Semi-municipal Support Agency

26-04-19

Member of R>A>M>P Action Research Centre for Contemporary Urban Problems & Member of
Neighborhood Association Van der Pekbuurt

26-04-19

Employee at Ymere — Main (Social) Housing Corporation

29-04-19

Activist at De Bond Precaire Woonvorms

30-04-19

Employee at De Key — Main (Social) Housing Corporation

01-05-19

Employee at Municipality for Knowledge Mile Park — Greening Project

08-04-19

Member of ANGSAW Environmental Organisation (Amsterdam North Green City on Water)

09-05-19

Public Housing Expert & Activist at Fair City — Activist at Amsterdam Noord Buiksloterham

10-05-19

Activist at Fair City

10-05-19

Member of Binnentuinen Garden Project

10-05-19

Employee at Rainproof — Spinoff of Waternet Amsterdam

13-05-19

Employee for Noorderpark Master Plan Project

14-05-19

Employee at GGD — City’s Public Health Department

14-05-19

Activist and Representative at BIJ! Party

16-05-19

Employee at De Ceuvel — Grassroots Self-organised Community Space

17-05-19

Employee at Urban Planning Department — Dienst Ruimtelijke Ordening

22-05-19

Member of Groene Links in City Council

23-05-19

Employee at Wonam — Middle-income/Affordable Housing Company

23-05-19

Employee at Springzaad Network

24-05-19

Civil Servant and Employee at Green Finance Lab

24-05-19

Total

24
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Table 10.2.4
Overview of Interviewees for the Case of Poblenou (Barcelona) Carried Out by BCNUEJ researchers
(Source: Own elaboration)
Job Position or Responsibility

Interview Date

Teacher and Painter

18-06-19

Documentary Film-maker

18-06-19

Employee at Doctors Without Borders and Artist

18-06-19

Architect

18-06-19

Administrator of Electric Installations

19-06-19

Hospital Administrator

19-06-19

Administrator

20-06-19

Total

7

Table 10.2.5
Overview of Interviewees for the Case of Poblenou (Barcelona) Carried Out by Author
(Source: Own elaboration)
Job Position or Responsibility

Interview Date

Employee at the Barcelona Institute of Technology for the Habitat (BIT Habitat)

17-03-21

Environment Commissioner at the Neighborhood Association of Poblenou

31-03-21

Member of the Observatori dels Barris del Poblenou and Architect

06-04-21

Former President of the Neighborhood Association of Poblenou and Responsible for Political Industry
at CCOO
Sustainable Mobility Councilwoman of Sant Martí District & Former Member of the Neighborhood
Association of Poblenou

08-04-21
12-04-21

Member of the Neighborhood Association of Poblenou and Expert in Urban Planning

16-04-21

Member of Housing Association of Poblenou Ens Plantem

21-04-21

Total

7
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10.3. Interview Guide of Additional Interviews in Poblenou, Barcelona
The interview guide below was originally written in Spanish, but translated to English for this appendix. Since it was
a semi-structured interview, some additional questions may have been asked, some adjusted and others ignored,
depending on what the interviewer deemed fit in each interview.
General neighborhood questions:
Can you describe your relationship with this neighborhood?
• How long have you lived in the neighborhood?
• Why were you interested in moving/living in this neighborhood?
• To what extent are you involved or active in your neighborhood? How?
What is your perception of the green spaces in the neighborhood?
• What purpose do they fill? What uses do you make of them?
• How do different groups use the spaces and what is your impression of the interactions between the
different groups?
• To what extent do you see a connection between these green spaces and increasing climate impacts
(increased flooding and rain events; increased periods of heat; heat island effects)?
• To what extent do you think the green spaces are valuable for local people as opposed to visitors? Who
benefits most from them?
To what extent has your neighborhood changed over the last few years (shops, buildings/homes, price levels,
relationship with neighbors, safety, etc.)?
Do you know neighbors who have been displaced from their homes in recent years? If yes, why and how?
• Have they shared about the impact this displacement has had on their health and well-being?
Specific questions about the Superilla:
How do you feel in the Superilla and green spaces within it?
• What do you use the Superilla for and when? Has your use of this public space changed since the
implementation of the Superilla (e.g. more or less usage?)
• What is the impact of public/green space changes on your well-being and health?
Who would you say visits the Superilla most?
• Neighbors vs. outsiders? People of specific ethnicities? Which age, gender groups most?
To what extent were residents part of the planning and decision-making on the Superilla?
Are you familiar with the term `Green Gentrification´?
• To what extent do you think the new green spaces in Poblenou (Superilla, Parc Central de Poblenou, etc.)
made the neighborhood a more attractive place for foreigners and contributed to the gentrification
process?
Specific questions about the green corridor in Cristóbal de Moura:
How do you feel in this green space?
• What do you use it for and when?
• What was the green corridor area like before the greening? How has the greening changed your use of
the public/green space in Cristóbal de Moura?
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• What is the impact of public/green space changes on your well-being and health?
The green corridor is a resilience project given the Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS) included. Do you think that
residents are aware of this and its benefits?
• Do you see a connection between this green space and climate impacts?
Who would you say visits the new green spaces most?
• Neighbors or outsiders? People of specific ethnicities? Which age groups prevail?
To what extent were residents part of the planning and decision-making on the green corridor?
Are you familiar with the term `Green Gentrification´?
• How has the area next to the greening changed since the greening interventions started (price levels,
shops, relationship with neighbors, safety, real estate investments, etc.)?
• Do you think the greening interventions drove gentrification in the area?
The municipality plans to continue expanding this green corridor, how do you feel about this?
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10.4. Informed Consent Form for Additional Interviews in Poblenou
As with the interview guide above, the consent form to participate in the additional interviews in Barcelona, was
originally written in Spanish, but translated to English for this appendix.

CONSENT FORM TO PARTICIPATE IN INTERVIEW
Research Project: MSc Thesis on the Experienced and Perceived Social Effects of Greening
Interventions

You have been invited to participate in a MSc thesis project by Aina Planas Carbonell from Utrecht University. This
research project examines the experienced and perceived social effects of greening interventions in four NorthAmerican and European Cities (Boston, Philadelphia, Amsterdam and Barcelona). You are asked to participate in
this research because you are a resident of Poblenou — the neighborhood under focus in Barcelona — and you
have been directly or indirectly exposed to your neighborhood’s greening interventions.
Please read the points below and feel free to ask any questions before deciding to take part or not in this interview.
• The interview is completely voluntary. You may refuse to answer any question or withdraw from the
interview at any time.
• You will not receive compensation for your participation.
• I would like your permission to record the interview. If you agree now, you may still revoke recording
permission at any time. If you agree to be recorded:
• I will keep your name confidential, but I would like your permission to indicate your generic position title
when using direct quotations or referring to information you provide during this interview.
• You have the right to ask that all data linked to you be removed from this research project.
• The data you share with me during this interview will be used for the final publication of the MSc Thesis
published by Utrecht University, and potentially for future online publications.
I understand the procedures described above. My questions have been answered and I have been given a copy of
this consent form. I agree to participate in this research study and to the following conditions.
Recording Permission:
[ ] I give my permission for this interview to be recorded.
[ ] If I am quoted or information I provide in this interview is used in publications, I give my permission to the
researcher to indicate my position title.
[ ] I give permission to include the transcription of the interview in the appendices of the thesis
[ ] I give permission to include my initials in the transcription, at least once

Participant Name _________________________________________________________________________________

Participant Signature __________________________________Date _______________________________________

This MSc research project is led by Aina Planas Carbonell, which you may contact at any time with any concerns or
questions: a.planascarbonell@students.uu.nl
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10.5. Transcripts Additional Interviews in Poblenou
This section includes all the interview transcripts of the seven additional interviews carried out in Poblenou,
Barcelona. These were done in Catalan and the transcripts below are in the original language. The initials of both
the interviewer and interviewee are included at the beginning of the transcript, and all questions are distinguished in
bold.

A. Interview with Employee at BIT Habitat (17-03-21)
AP-C: Em podries explicar la funció de BIT Habitat i la seva relació amb Ca l’Alier?
IL: BIT Habitat és l’entitat gestora de Ca l’Alier. És a dir, l’espai de Ca l’Alier, és un espai que antigament era una
fàbrica que desprès s’ha expropiat per voluntat de l’Ajuntament perquè havia rebut diferents incendis, i
l’Ajuntament, gràcies a una col·laboració publico-privada (PPP) juntament amb Cisco i Schneider ha pogut portar a
terme la remodelació i reestructuració de l’espai fent servir criteris de sostenibilitat i aconseguir la màxima
certificació energètica, que és un dels primers edificis, probablement l’únic de Catalunya, reformat, que
aconsegueix aquesta certificació. Això gràcies a Cisco que ha pagat una part molt important de la reforma a canvi
d’un lloguer de 15 anys en el espai. Un lloguer per localitzar el centre d’innovació de Cisco. BIT Habitat és 100%
municipal, que actuem com un actor satèl·lit de l’ajuntament. És a dir, Ca l’Alier és espai i BIT Habitat és el que el
gestiona. És un equipament municipal, llavors, l’acord amb Cisco ha sigut a través d’un PPP i és molt excepcional.
No és un lloc per empreses, no és una acceleradora, no és una incubadora, és un equipament municipal en el
qual totes les activitats que hi fan són per impulsar la innovació urbana.
Em podries explicar quina és la visió de BIT Habitat sobre la funció de Ca l’Alier, situada al cor del 22@?
BIT Habitat ha estat l’ens que ha coordinat el pacte per un 22@ més sostenible i inclusiu. (...) La relació és molt
directe. Si per una banda, formalment hi ha hagut aquesta relació amb 22@, per a l’altre hi ha una relació més
informal...per exemple quan fèiem activitats si que no nosaltres treballem més, treballem amb proximitat. (...)
Podries descriure la teva relació amb el barri de Poblenou?
Porto només un any, llavors tampoc puc parlar de l’històric, més be perquè hi he treballat molt. La meva relació és
que és un barri que la seva rapidesa de trastorn urbà...el component de canvi ràpid és l’únic de Barcelona que té
aquest canvi tangible tant ràpid, que et genera certa inquietud, curiositat, perquè és l’única zona de Barcelona que
encara està per construir, bàsicament, la part del 22@ Nord. Llavors, per exemple, tota la part d’urbanització a
traves de la naturalització d’alguns espais públics, clar jo he vist l’evolució i el canvi ha sigut molt radical i més be
cap a una curiositat i una il·lusió de que realment hi ha una base perquè aquest barri acabi de desenvolupar-se,
que no és tant de regeneració sinó de desenvolupament pur, amb solars...és un cas de tabula rasa el que s’està
fent en aquesta zona i és interessant.
Quina és la teva percepció dels espais verds a Poblenou i voltants?
A veure, els espais verds estan molt ben fets, saps com estan construïts amb el tema hidràulic, llavors, la meva
percepció és que a haver peatonalitzat i naturalitzat algunes arteries principals d’aquesta zona que no és
Poblenou, és per 22@ Nord ha fet de manera de que la gent s’apropés i allargués la passejada, que anessin cap
a aquest lloc, ha coincidit amb aquest any de confinament en el qual la gent ha hagut de forçar-se a quedar-se a
Barcelona i anar a caminar perquè hi han els bars tancats i jo crec que està generant un pensament crític al voltant
de com pot ser el canvi estructural d’una ciutat. Llavors, no només hi ha un canvi estètic substancial sinó també un
canvi de generar una cultura crítica sobre la ciutat pels propis ciutadans que hi viuen. Perquè realment el que s’està
fent a Barcelona és totalment el contrari del que s’ha fet a altres ciutats, especialment a Estats Units, o sigui,
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construeixo i desprès construeixo l’espai públic, aquí és, construeixo l’espai públic, urbanitzo, i desprès començo un
pla de regeneració de l’espai construït, construït en el sentit de la volumetria cap a dalt. Llavors, la meva percepció
com a professional i també com a veïna és que el verd té aquesta capacitat d’apropar les persones i generar
curiositat i pensament crític, que crec que és positiu.
Creus que això d’anar als parcs a causa del confinament s’ha mantingut?
Forçar a la gent a estar a Barcelona i no poder anar a bars, no hi ha hagut una altre que ficar-se a la platja i als
parcs. I és un experiment social bastant interessant, jo crec.
Jo crec que és una espècie de rutina que algú l’assumirà en la seva quotidianitat la qual cosa és positiva. Ara veig
que tothom s’anima.
Com veus/creus que diferents grups utilitzen aquests espais i quina és la teva impressió sobre les
interaccions entre els diferents grups?
Fer servir l’espai públic ha forçat la interacció, llavors hi ha interacció i especialment a aquest barri que hi ha un
mix, és interseccional total, llavors es creuen unes nacionalitats des de expats fins a immigrants no documentats, des
de persones amb risc d’exclusió social fins a persones amb moltíssim poder adquisitiu, i això paradoxalment està
marcat per una barrera física que és La Diagonal. Que és un clàssic, passa molt sovint. Però aquí esta marcat
d’una manera que duplica i triplica el preu de l’habitatge en 100 metres de distància. Llavors això força de que en
el moment en el qual la gent fa servir l’espai públic, hi ha una creuament interessant de perfils socials. I bé ! O
sigui cap a la integració, aquesta era la voluntat, i la gràcia d’aquest barri bàsicament.
I això creus que els espais verds ho potencien?
Absolutament, absolutament, és la clau. De fet, jo crec que la falta d’espais verds en algunes zones més de
segregació urbana o barris més amb risc d’exclusió social, espai verd i no ben dibuixat, o sigui els espais verds
ben dibuixats perquè a vegades hi ha també parcs que són cagades, mal fetes, i alienes, i poc atractives i
estètiques bàsicament, però quan estan ben fetes serveixen precisament aquella funció social. Si està mantinguda i
si hi ha un mecanisme de mantenir-la perquè sigui segura, perquè hi hagi una percepció de seguretat, perquè no
acabi sent un lloc de trobada d’alguns col·lectius diguéssim percebuts com perillosos per alguna part de la
població.
En quina mesura el barri del Poblenou ha canviat en els últims anys (botigues, edificis/llars, nivells de
preus, relacions amb els veïns/veïnes, seguretat, etc.)?
Tot a millor. Des de que Barcelona s’ha anat consolidant com a ciutat interessant a nivell Internacional per la nova
tecnologia i hub d’innovació, Poblenou ha sigut la derivada més directe. Perquè s’ha potenciat molt tot lo que és la
part de Glòries, Mediatic...totes les zones tecnològiques, internacionals, i start-ups també de caràcter internacional
on hi treballen molts d’expats, que ha fet que tot això tingués una repercussió cap al Poblenou. Llavors una
tendència que ja hi havia fa 15 anys i ara s’ha consolidat com un barri súper cosmopolita, amb més alts preus de
l’habitatge, però molt alt, massa de fet. Hi ha hagut una reconversió de teixit comercial bastant important, més be
tirant cap una casi gentrificació, és a dir, hi ha molts bars i coses modernes que son realment alineades amb el que
és el teixit social antic del barri. Jo crec que, per exemple, si que el mercat del Palo Alto, tot i que és un mercat que
passa un cop a l’any ha apropat a la població que en la seva vida havia trepitjat aquesta àrea, llavors també ha
fet la seva feina. Però bueno, tot lo que és resultats de l’impuls del 22@ Sur, atraient tot d’indústries creatives ha fet
que ara tingués uns resultats molt tangibles, massa, perquè de fet hi ha molta gent que té estudis de disseny que
havien pogut el seu estudi al 22@ Sud que ara ni s’ho poden permetre i s’estan marxant cap a un altre lloc. Llavors
crec que la tendència és una mica perillosa, fins i tot pel procés gentrificador.
Coneixes veïns/veïnes que hagin sigut desplaçats durant els darrers anys? Si és així, perquè i com?
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Jo conec estudis creatius que han estat desplaçats. Que han marxat perquè han dit: “és que em surt massa car”.
Estem parlant de gent d’estudis creatius, de gent de pasta, no d’equips que acaben d’obrir. I jo crec que això és
una mica un problema.
Han compartit l’impacte que aquest desplaçament ha tingut sobre la seva salut i benestar?
No t’ho sé dir. M’ho inventaria.
Com et sents en aquest espai verd a Cristòbal de Moura? Quan i per a què utilitzes aquest espai verd?
Meravellós. És estupendo. És estupendo. Jo personalment hi passejo per entrar a la feina i quan rebo una trucada
llarga, llavors surto de la oficina i aprofito per estar amb el verd que pel cap és un exercici molt sa. Però està
passant una mica el que està passant a la Superilla, o sigui hi ha un reciclatge d’usos segons l’hora del dia que és
molt interessant. Llavors veus nens que juguen a certes hores, llavors veus gent que va a córrer pel dematí, llavors jo
crec que està totalment encertat com tipo de forma. Si que és cert que li falta verd pla, o sigui hi ha un component
d’estètica bastant potent que li treu una mica de component funcional, però també és cert que al costat d’un parc
que funciona d’això llavors ja una complementació bastant clara entre un parc amb funcionalitat d’espai públic i un
parc amb funcionalitat lúdica. Llavors en aquest cas crec que Cristòbal de Moura està molt encertat com ús.
Aquí (Cristòbal de Moura) vas a seure, passejar, deixar les criatures perquè juguin...vas a córrer, a fer esport, que
crec que és la funció que hauria de tenir. A part té la funció de ser drenant d’aigua de manera que es pugui
reciclar, etc.
L’eix verd és un projecte de resiliència ja que inclou els Sistemes de Drenatge Sostenible (SUDS). Creus
que els residents del barri en són conscients i dels seus avantatges?
No ho sé, perquè s’acaba d’obrir. És un any molt raro. No s’ha pogut fer ni cap...o sigui jo recordo que en el seu
moment estaven parlant de fer una inauguració publica al davant de Ca l’Alier. I no s’ha pogut fer res a nivell
comunicatiu.
Es van treure les barreres que protegien la vegetació aquesta tardor, fa poc. Durant molt de temps ha quedat tot
ballat, i un espai ballat precisament no és atractiu, és un “work-in-progress” absolut. Per exemple, encara no s’ha
vist florit de primavera, sense balles.
S’ha pogut fer poca divulgació, poca comunicació.
Qui creus que visita més aquest eix verd a Cristòbal de Moura?
Jo crec que veïns, però hi ha un potencial no explotat de gent que treballa en el entorn però que ara no esta
treballant. Cisco per exemple té 50 treballadors on treballo jo, a Ca l’Alier, però porten un any sense venir, ningú.
Clar, no es pot dir. Seria una afirmació que seria una hipòtesis.
Coneixes el terme `Gentrificació verda´? En quina mesura la zona al voltant de l’eix verd ha canviat en
els últims anys des de que es van impulsar aquestes infraestructures verdes (botigues, edificis/llars, nivells
de preus, relacions amb els veïns/veïnes, seguretat, etc.)?
Si. Poc, perquè s’acaba de fer. Lo que si per exemple a Cristòbal de Moura ara començaran a pujar els preus en
aquesta zona a més perquè, ostia s’acaba d’obrir el típic bar modern, la pastisseria cookies, o sigui ha sigut cosa
de pocs mesos. Estem parlant de 6-7 mesos. I processos de gentrificació verda, clar, és cosa d’un parell d’anys,
mínim, que es poden veure. Llavors ja està passant gentrificació a nivell de plata baixa, perquè està havent el
potencial...Fins fa un any només podíem menjar kebab allà, les persones que treballàvem. Llavors, que s’estarà
fixant, i està començant a mirar l’habitatge, començarà...jo crec que ha començat amb poc temps, els últims
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mesos. Però processos ja executats de gentrificació, amb causa de la millora de l’espai públic en aquest cas no
han començat encara. Estant a punt. Si busques el preu de l’habitatge en aquesta zona ja és més alt que en altres
llocs.
L’Ajuntament té planificat transformar el carrer de Cristóbal de Moura en un eix verd i pacificat fins al
parc del Besòs, què en pensa d’aquesta intervenció?
Absolutament necessària. Al Besòs li falta vertebració amb la resta de les dues bandes de la ciutats i qualsevol
manera de connectar-lo d’una manera horitzontal...serà benvinguda.

B. Interview with Environment Commissioner at the Neighborhood Association of Poblenou (31-03-21)
AP-C: Em podries explicar sobre la funció de l’AVV del Poblenou i la teva posició dins d’aquesta?
MC: L’any que ve els 50 anys de l’AVV. Porta molts anys...Crec que va néixer amb la problemàtica d’equipaments.
Està molt posada en problemàtiques socials. La part de medi ambient la vaig crear jo. Hi ha moltes entitats del
Poblenou que van néixer de l’AVV, per exemple la Taula Eix Pere IV, o Apropem-nos, porten tota la part de la
integració de la immigració. És el pla comunitari a nivell de districte. Però no Poblenou la delimitació administrativa
que hi ha ara, sinó el Poblenou més ampli. Abans Poblenou eren tots els barris que ara posen “Poblenou”. Ara, a
vegades, hi ha interferències perquè quan l’AVV es va crear era l’associació de tot el Poblenou i ara que hi ha
aquestes divisions també hi ha associacions de veïns de La Llacuna, etc., i a vegades el que fa l’AVV limita les
seves activitats a les delimitacions administratives.
En temes de sostenibilitat, l’AVV està portant ara dos projectes principals: un que és de sensibilització per tota la
problemàtica de residus. Estem treballant amb col·laboració amb la FAV. Estem intentant fer que alguns barris, ara
som 7 barris, fer una guia de reducció de residus, que és un tema molt desconegut. Volem fer difusió de
coneixement i que la gent sigui més exigent amb el que passa amb els seus residus. I el segon, és un dels 11
projectes que van guanyar les subvencions del Pla Clima - un concurs de l’Ajuntament, i farem una guia de
rehabilitació climàtica al Poblenou, que és com veure què es pot fer al barri perquè estigui preparat el barri pel
canvi climàtica. I això inclou la infrastructura verda, que sobretot s’ha fet a la part de Cristòbal de Moura, més que
a la Superilla.
Ha estat l’associació implicada d’alguna manera en la renaturalització del Poblenou i voltants o en les
xerrades/decisions sobre aquestes intervencions verdes? Heu estat escoltats/visibilitzats?
Per la Superilla casi segur que no. Va passar com a tothom, que la gent es va assabentar el dia que va obrir la
finestra i va veure que tot havia canviat. La Sílvia Casorrán és veïna de la Superilla i defensora de la Superilla,
d’aquells col·lectius que desprès es va adonar que era una cosa molt xula però que al principi ho va viure com una
imposició. O sigui que es va crear dos bàndols: els Afectats per la Superilla i l’altre. Ara ha quedat molt poca
resistència, segur que encara n’hi ha però s’ha reduït molt. Globalment crec que hi ha molta acceptació. El que ara
hi ha molt són les queixes dels que viuen en la perifèria de la Superilla i que diuen que hi ha més trànsit en els
carrers de la perifèria de la Superilla. També hi ha hagut altres canvis al Poblenou e.g. els canvis a Pere IV han
impactat el trànsit molt més que la Superilla. Clar és que al Poblenou hi ha hagut molts canvis - Poblenou és un barri
que és molt diferent ara al que era abans.
Quina és la teva percepció dels espais verds a Poblenou i voltants?
Hi ha coses molt xules que s’han fet. A l’AVV podem dir que som molt progressistes i molt a favor de tot aquesta
millora del medi ambient, de l’urbanisme i del verd, però també portem molts anys que hi hagi una millora d’altres
zones. Hi moltes persones que porten molts anys esperant a que hi hagi una inversió perquè són zones “verdes”
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molt deixades, que utilitza molta gent i clar, Poblenou comparat amb altres zones de Barcelona tenim sort, però a
vegades sembla que es posa el focus en zones noves i ens oblidem totalment de les existents. Ara hi ha un
problema de manteniment dels espais verds a moltes zones. La problemàtica d’aquests projectes que es gestionen
des de l’Ajuntament, global de Barcelona, però que desprès una vegada s’ha fet, passa a dependre dels districtes
i els districtes moltes vegades no tenen el finançament per a fer front a aquestes despeses requerides per un
manteniment apropiat. Hi ha una voluntat de fer moltes Superilles, per exemple, i és del que es queixa molta gent.
S’entén que la de Sant Antoni s’ha fet molt millor, perquè ja hi havia l’experiència prèvia del Poblenou, però hi ha
moltes coses que es van fer de manera temporal i que de moment no hi ha inversió prevista per fer el pla definiu.
Per exemple, el urbanisme tàctic, això el pla no era que fos així tota la vida sinó aprofitem ara que no tenim els
diners i ho pintem perquè no hi hagin cotxes, però la pintura dura 5-10 anys però no 25. En teoria hi hauria
d’haver més infrastructura verda. El problema és el mateix sempre, de inversions.
En quina mesura el barri del Poblenou ha canviat en els últims anys (botigues, edificis/llars, nivells de
preus, relacions amb els veïns/veïnes, seguretat, etc.)?
Hi ha un increment molt fort de la població immigrant, de fet com jo, amb poder adquisitiu, i clar ha passat de ser
un barri obrer, desconegut en el mapa turístic de Barcelona que acabava al Parc de la Ciutadella, a ser el barri de
moda. Crec que globalment la gent valora molt la millora del barri, les millores infrastructures, tots volem viure en un
barri més agradable. En això potser l’Observatori de Barris del Poblenou i l’AVV no tenim la mateixa posició.
L’Observatori és totalment anti-22@, anti-transformacions del barri, i nosaltres també valorem la part positiva, per
exemple, la modificació del 22@, nosaltres vam veure molt positivament tota la part de verd. Entenem que això és
molt millor pel barri i els veïns. Un problema òbviament és el problema de la gentrificació, però nosaltres no
pensem que no s’hagi de fer, sinó el que s’hauria de fer és apostar per habitatge públic, i el problema que hi ha és
que si, es fan millores, però com que no hi ha habitatge públic. No hi ha lloguer protegit. La nostre petició continua
és que la gent del barri es pugui quedar al barri, o que no només sigui gent de molts diners que puguin venir a
viure al barri. Si hi haguessin edificis de lloguer públic seria més fàcil, el percentatge que representa ara a
Barcelona és un 1-2%... És cert que el 22@ fa que hi hagi creació de llocs de treball que potser no tots són per la
gent del barri. També Poblenou és un barri que s’està creant encara. Que ara s’estiguin fent tantes obres d’oficines
privades però que no s’estigui fent cap edifici d’habitatge públic...la residència d’estudiants és el mateix - una
residencia privada on un estudiant pagarà més que els lloguer d’una família de quatre persones. Hi ha moltes
cooperatives a Poblenou amb gent molt diversa que també son un bon lloc per la gent per integrar-se. Som tots
gent de la mateixa filosofia. No tots els veïns del barri entenen la problemàtica de la mateixa manera. N’hi ha
alguns que els hi dona bastant igual.
Coneixes veïns/veïnes que hagin sigut desplaçats durant els darrers anys? Si és així, perquè i com?
Si, que han hagut de marxar si. Jo tinc 3 fills, llavors molts contactes a l’escola. I hi ha unes quantes famílies. Que
van tenir un altre fill i no hi cabien al seu pis i no podien permetre’s un lloguer a Poblenou i, o van sortir de
Barcelona o se’n van anar cap a l’altre costat de la Gran Via. Conec casos però no d’amics pròxims.
Com et sents a la Superilla i els espais verds al seu interior?
Bastant famílies, sobretot les de les escoles e.g. La Flor de Maig. Els veïns i s’ha posat bastant de moda. Els que hi
van al cap de setmana son gent jove, els “hipsters” del barri, els que venen al mercat del Palo Alto i van a fer el
pícnic a les taules de la Superilla. Jo visc més pel centre de Poblenou i no hi vaig molt. Crec que tots els veïns del
barri tenen molt clar quin grup va a la Superilla i no sortim molt de la nostre zona. Entre setmana si que és de la
gent del barri, la gent que surt de l’escola i això, però potser el diumenge al matí la gent se sent una mica
desplaçada. El Sopa Boronat, per exemple, es que s’han posat allà llocs que son “super trendy” i potser els avis
del barri pues no van al Sopa.
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En quina mesura crus que els nous espais verds al Poblenou (la Superilla, el Parc Central de Poblenou,
l’eix verd de Pere IV, el nou eix verd de Cristòbal de Moura...) fan que Poblenou sigui més atractiu pels
estrangers/turistes i contribueixin al procés de gentrificació al barri?
Està clar que molta gent va venir a viure a Poblenou per proximitat, perquè tenen les oficines al Diagonal Mar, etc.
I tota aquesta generació de llocs de treball per gent qualificada...clar en la majoria d’oficines no hi ha població
obrera, no son treballs per població obrera, son tots per gent amb estudis i amb idiomes i molta gent de fora. I clar
això fa moltíssim per la gentrificació. I Poblenou és un barri molt agradable, i clar quant més verd, més agradable.
Pero potser posant verd a totes parts no hi hagi tanta atracció cap a un barri en concret. El Pla Clima per exemple,
son 11 projectes i 3-4 son a Sant Martí, per no dir aquesta zona del Poblenou, però també perquè hi ha molt més
dinamisme que a altres zones.
Com et sents en aquest espai verd a Cristòbal de Moura?
Jo l’utilitzo molt poc. Crec que les famílies tenim els parcs identificats a prop de casa.
L’eix verd és un projecte de resiliència ja que inclou els Sistemes de Drenatge Sostenible (SUDS). Creus
que els residents del barri en són conscients i dels seus avantatges?
No, hi ha molt poc coneixement d’això. S’ha fet molt poca comunicació. És molt difícil que arribi a la gent. Quan
hi estàs ficada ho veus, pels cartells, però sinó...però molta gent ni sap que hi ha aquesta zona nova a Cristòbal
de Moura. Urbanísticament és una solució molt bona sobretot amb els problemes que hi haurà de canvi climàtic.
Qui creus que visita més aquest eix verd a Cristòbal de Moura?
El fet que hi hagi el Ca l’Alier just al costat, és un punt d’atracció per gent que no és del barri. Però per exemple
l’ús del parc infantil segur que és dels 4 edificis que hi ha al volant. A aquesta gent li haurà canviat molt la vida, i
positivament, Bueno també hauran incrementat molts els preus dels pisos d’aquesta zona, és obvi, o sigui
gentrificació moltíssima en aquesta zona, pel problema de sempre de que no es fa habitatge públic. Hi ha un
increment de lloguers que és brutal.
En quina mesura els residents van formar part de la planificació i la presa de decisions sobre la l’eix verd
de Cristòbal de Moura?
A mi no em consta que hi hagi hagut cap procés participatiu en aquesta zona. De fet el problema que tenim és
que els processos participatius no sabem molt be quin impacte poden tenir. Hi ha hagut un procés participatiu, el
del Repensem el 22@, però llavors ells fan el plan modificat i dius...I? Si vam fer un llibre que va sorgir del 22@
amb un compromís amb totes les parts implicades i ara que ha sortit la última modificació del pla, la meitat o molt
més de la meitat no apareix. És el problema de la participació ara que és obligatòria o es parla molt de
participació, participació, però de fet, fa bonic, no? A nosaltres moltes vegades ens dona la sensació de que ens
volen utilitzar...hem de posar la firma de que l’AVV ha sigut contactada i si pot dir que ho aprova doncs encara
millor, però que si que hem participat i no se’ns pot dir res més perquè ja vam participar. Ara amb l’Hort de la
Vanguardia ha tornat a passar. Amb els veïns ens vam moure molt i vam trobar la manera de fer un procés
participatiu, però van trobar un interlocutor i ja no vam saber res més.
L’Ajuntament té planificat transformar el carrer de Cristóbal de Moura en un eix verd i pacificat fins al
parc del Besòs, què en pensa d’aquesta intervenció?
Jo bastant positivament, sobretot per la zona del Besòs. Nosaltres que tractem amb altres AVV, la zona del
Maresme-Besòs ens miren amb molta enveja perquè no entenen com hi ha tanta inversió al Poblenou i tant poca
per aquella zona; una zona totalment deixada, la problemàtica social allà és molt gran, i llavors que hi hagi
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aquesta connexió és molt important. Que ells puguin aprofitar la millora urbanística. El que no sé es l’impacte que
tindrà; aquestes millores tenen un impacte sobre la gent que viu a aquesta zona. Les altres AVV d’aquestes zones si
que reclamen aquestes millores. Hi ha una mescla de cultures a la zona del Besòs que es molt més gran que al
Poblenou; i d’idiomes també. El nivell social no té res a veure. A mi que hi hagi aquesta connexió em sembla molt
bé...però clar, desprès és molt complicat perquè si es per fer fora, que a mi em dona aquesta sensació, que tots
aquests “indesitjables” que poden anar-se’n a l’altre banda del Besòs, que surtin de Barcelona i deixin a una
Barcelona ben bonica. I aquesta gent que no sabem que fer amb ella que la fem fora. Hi ha moltes zones allà on
l’urbanisme és molt dolent i que és hora de reformar, i en aquest moment hi haurà molta gent que no es podrà
quedar allà. Està clar que costa molt entendre la inversió si casa teva s’està caient...que et facin el carrer més
bonic no resolt el problema.

C. Interview with Member of the Observatori dels Barris del Poblenou (06-04-21)
AP-C: Em podries parlar una mica sobre l’Observatori dels Barris del Poblenou?
AV: Som una plataforma veïnal. Van néixer en plena pandèmia, al març, però molts de nosaltres ja veníem de la
Taula Eix Pere IV, que intentava sumar l’activisme veïnal amb el tema de l’economia solidaria i cooperativa, però
per tema estructural vam acabar dividint-nos en dues plataformes diferents, i així es com va néixer l’Observatori.
Som tots veïns voluntaris de tots els barris que antigament composàvem Poblenou. Molts venim de la Taula Eix Pere
IV i portàvem anys estudiant el 22@ i negociant una modificació i vam formar l’Observatori amb l’idea de
reivindicar un canvi en el model urbanístic del barri, no nomes urbanístic però com a model de barri, i sobretot el
tema de preservació del patrimoni. Vam començar aquest grupet, però ha anat creixent molt durant aquest any i
ara som unes 350 persones, mes o menys. Hem anat formant diferents assemblees, com grups satèl·lit, repartits pel
barri. (...)
També vau estar implicats en el “Repensem el 22@” no?
Si, si. Nosaltres en el seu moment, com a Taula Eix Pere IV ens vam implicar tant en el Repensem 22@, com en la
comissió ampliada. Quan es va fer aquest procés participatiu, el Repensem, nosaltres hi vam participar, com la
resta de veïns. Si que es veritat que vam participar en alguns debats que es van fer i en les rutes que s’hi feien i
també aportàvem el que podíem. Però desprès, les conclusions d’aquest procés participatiu van ser pràcticament
idèntiques a les que teníem nosaltres com a col·lectiu (Taula Eix Pere IV), l’Ajuntament va dir: no, no, no ens
agrada. I van fer una comissió tancada (la comissió ampliada) que es diu que va ser una comissió d’experts, on
van convidar al món empresarial (Barcelona Network i Poblenou Urban District - que son empreses que ja han
vingut amb el 22@), i nosaltres vam demanar sobretot que hi fossin també els tallers i l’economia solidaria, i
tampoc. Llavors clar, era un mon empresarial molt sesgat. Llavors també en el mon universitari van convidar a gent
però que eren tots catedràtics que havien participat en la fundació del 22@, per tant: “no me toques mi criatura”. I
desprès, tècnics municipals, que no se si mai t’has barallat amb ells però es el pitjor que et pot tocar perquè son
inamovibles. Tota proposta es un problema per ells, de cara a que els hi dona més feina i que es complicat. I de la
part veïnal érem nosaltres, l’AVV, FAV - nosaltres érem potser la part mes punky del sector veïnal. L’AVV, tots ells tenen
el carnet (o la gran majoria) d’Iniciativa per Catalunya Verds i ara Comuns, per tant, segueixen ordres directes, i la
FAV més o menys el mateix, perquè com l’AVV forma part de la FAV, anaven a recolzar el que digui l’AVV. Per tant
nosaltres érem la part més dissident. A part, la personal que anava com a representant de l’AVV, el president
històric de l’AVV - Salvador Clarós, és un ferm defensor del 22@ i diguéssim que anava allà a defensar postures
pròpies i no les de l’AVV, que quan l’AVV de veïns se’n va adonar d’això, el va acabar apartant. Però això que va
ser una comissió ampliada bastant marcada cap a una banda. Quan aquesta va acabar les conclusions,
l’Ajuntament va fer una fusió dels dos documents, amb el pacte “Per 22@ més inclusiu i sostenible”. Nosaltres en
aquell moment vam pressionar al màxim per acabar-lo modificant cap a la banda veïnal però això es al 2017 i al
final vam decidir firmar-lo de forma critica dient que no era el nostre model de barri però que en aquell moment no
veiem gaire cap sortida més. Ara això ha canviat (...). A part, la realitat també ha canviat perquè en el 2017 el
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tema oficines havia de seguir funcionant i que el pla 22@ es podia seguir recolzant, però estem veient que amb el
teletreball s’estan buidant moltes i està baixant la demanda, que els hotels també esta havent-hi una (des)turificació,
que no sabem si durarà o no, pero en tot cas també està quedant obsolet, i per tant, es tornen a obrir fissures en el
22@ que podem aprofitar. Se vienen coses. Hi ha alguna possibilitat d’aconseguir-ho, però és molt complicat. (...).
La normativa/ la modificació mateixa que intentava posar al dia el 22@ es veu mes caducada, llavors arribarà un
moment en el que s’aprovarà una cosa al Ple que ja neix mort. (...). Nosaltres el 2 de maig farem un referèndum
veïnal sobre el 22@, és a dir, convocarem a tots els veïns a un referèndum. De fet enviarem a cada casa butlletes
de votació. L’idea es tornar a demostrar que els veïns hi estem en contra. Hi ha possibilitats? Els Comuns no estan
molt per la labor de canviar-ho, però en tot cas es una part que si que es podria arribar a moure. PSC en absolut
es mouran. Qui es podria arribar a moure és Esquerra Republicana perquè ells si que clar no estan agafats a res i
poden fer girar mes cap a una banda o l’altre. El tema serà quina participació tenim. La pregunta no dubto que la
guanyàrem, també per com l’hem formulat, però el tema es quanta gent i participa. Però si aconseguim un estat
d’opinió i un referèndum que funcioni si que podem donar l’excusa a Esquerra: no, no, els veïns no volen això,
anem a parar. Fem un canvi de direcció. La cosa és que aquesta batalla no s’acaba ara. La cosa és que fa 20
anys la cosa ja semblava perduda, i han passat 20 anys i del 22@ només se’n ha fet un 28%. (...). Ja hi ha quatre
assemblees de les 10 que hi ha que volen començar un hort urbà. Hi havia l’idea de fer com la primavera a
Poblenou, a primavera no arribarem però potser a l’estiu si, però que en dia en concret neixen 4 horts ocupats al
barri. Algun dia en els pròxims mesos, passarà.
Entenc que aquests horts neixen de llocs que prèviament estàvem desocupats?
Si, si. Intentem normalment fer-ho en solars públics que en solars privats pels problemes associats, no tant a nivell
jurídic, que també, però el que si que hem vist en un parell de casos, per exemple a la Huerta 3 (que va durar
menys d’una setmana) van venir uns gitanos que ens van dir: “nosaltres vigilem aquest hort”, i venien amb machetes
(matxet) i van dir: “O marxeu o acabarem malament”. I amb hort fortalesa semblant. Vam començar en un solar
molt gran i cada nit venia un agent de seguretat que ens ho desmuntava tot, llavors del mateix solar que és molt
gran hi ha una part que és publica i ens vam recloure allà que almenys allà no ens ho desmuntaven. (...). Cada
dia trobar-te que t’ho havien destrossat tot, clar, era molt descoratjador. (…) Hi solen haver 2-3 sectors de gent que
participa en un hort urbà: 1) Hi ha una part més activista a nivell polític, que normalment son els que comencen el
projecte. 2) hi ha una part de gent que son: “yo quiero mi parcel·la” i a mi el projecte polític ni em va ni em ve. 3)
I hi ha una part també que no sempre està, però que en el cas de la Vanguardia si que hi va ser que son els que
volien fer festes, raves i ja està. Aquestes tres parts normalment estaven amb conflicte dins l’Hort de La Vanguardia.
(...) Del que era La Vanguardia no en quedarà res, tant de l’espai físic com del projecte social. El tema horts a
Poblenou també ha tingut una historia bastant canviant, perquè amb el 15M va haver-hi una explosió d’horts
urbans. Van haver-hi 6-7 horts urbans que van aparèixer al Poblenou. Es va crear l’Assemblea Social de Poblenou i
era com: “va, què ocupem demà?”. Ells, cada setmana decidien ocupar-ne un altre. I els hi era igual de qui fos.
Ara, de fet, hi ha molta més vigilància en els solars, però en aquell moment, on els promotors d’immobiliàries
havien desaparegut podien fer el que volguessin. Clar, i neixen projectes i horts amb molta facilitat. (...).
Fins a quin punt les associacions aquí al Poblenou estan implicades en les xerrades o presa de decisions
de projectes de renaturalització del barri?
Aquesta pregunta té moltes capes, però, la bàsica és fins a quin punt els veïns tenim un paper en la presa de
decisions, més enllà de la renaturalització? En la presa de decisió, cap. Hi ha una mica una falsa participació en
general. També ha anat canviant, eh. (…). Sobre l’hort que més endavant passa a ser Hort Fortalesa, L’Ajuntament
primer va dir: busqueu un solar destinat a zona verda. Vam proposar varis. “No, no, un que sigui d’equipaments”. I
finalment ens van dir: “Mira, és que tampoc” I ens va acabar dient el gerent de districte, que és qui més talla el
bacallà, que no és un càrrec polític sinó tècnic, que no, que no ho podrem fer. I què vam acabar fent? Ocupant.
Però què hem vist amb tot això? Districte no té cap poder de presa de decisió, per no dir cap. Llavors es fan plens,
però son coses simbòliques. Res massa significatiu. Les coses grans es decideixen a ciutat. Llavors, districte que és
la part més propera als veïns, i que pot interlocutor més normalment, realment no té cap poder. Per que tu participis
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i et diguin: “Si, si, clar”, no arriba a enlloc. Per tant, els projectes grans que passen al barri, aterren com ovnis.
Nosaltres vam començar a sentir sobre Cristóbal de Moura quan fèiem lo dels horts, el 2017. Van dir: “Bueno,
estem pensant fer un eix verd a Cristóbal de Moura, vosaltres hi voldríeu participar, per exemple, la part del mig en
comptes de que sigui zona verda, que siguin horts?” Nosaltres ens ho vam pensar, i vam veure que: Hòstia,
Cristóbal de Moura, si segueixes afecta a un munt de casetes que estan pel mig, que s’hauran d’enderrocar. Per
tant, potser ara hem començat dient: Oh, que maco que és Cristóbal de Moura, hem fet horts, i les entitats veïnals
hi estan d’acord, i acabarà sent una excusa per petar-se un munt de cases i fer fora a la gent. I vam decidir llavors
que no participàvem. En tot cas, a nosaltres ens van demanar que ens suméssim, però no si es feia o no, o com es
feia, vull dir això estava claríssim que es faria igual. El mateix va passar amb la Superilla. Ens ho van dir el Juny
2016, i l’Ajuntament ens va convocar una reunió en el nostre propi local - una mica raro - convidant el 22@
network - nuestro enemigo més acèrrim - (...). En aquesta reunió estava, Salvador Rueda, que ara ja et deu sonar, i
part de l’Ajuntament, tècnics i algun representant a nivell de districte. I ens van demanar participació del projecte,
que ho legitiméssim una mica. Per temps era molt just perquè això era al Juny, i ho volien implementar el Setembre. I
els hi vam dir, mira, nosaltres no ens veiem amb forces, no ho acabem de veure clar perquè és molt just, i vam dir,
en tot cas el que s’ha de fer és comunicació. Vale que d’aquí al Setembre, no hi ha temps de fer participació, que
seria lo ideal, el que s’hauria de fer, però si ho voleu fer al Setembre, com a mínim comunicació i ja. I van dir: “Si,
si, la setmana que ve començarem a difondre”. I setmana següent, no havia hagut difusió. I ens van citar un altre
cop al Juliol, vam dir-los el mateix, i ens van tornar a dir: “Si, si, d’aquí poc”. Què va passar? Va acabar sortint al
Setembre, el veí tornava de vacances i no va poder aparcar i bueno, va ser el que va ser. Si que és veritat que
desprès, amb la modificació de la Superilla si que s’han acceptat canvis que es volien per part dels veïns. (...). El
regidor va dir que no en el districte de Sant Martí durant aquest mandat, ja està. No més Superilles. Perquè el
marrón que li havia caigut a sobre...
Ara hi ha tanta resistència com al principi?
No, no n’hi ha tanta. La resistència és curiosa per això.
- Col·lectiu Superilla: Per altra banda, Barcelona en Comú va fer el mateix, va crear el col·lectiu Superilla, en un
primer moment, amb militants de base dels Comuns al districte, llavors s’hi va sumar gent que no hi estava igual
que amb la Plataforma d’Afectats. Aquest si que ha seguit, perquè, bueno, partia d’una base de militants més
solida, també al ser més prepositius: “anem a fer activitats lúdiques a l’espai públic”, també és una cosa més
engrescadora. També els hi van cedir un local (encara que no l’utilitzen) i ara uns horts també al centre de la
Superilla. Llavors també hi ha hagut un cert finançament per part de l’Ajuntament, no directament potser.
- Afectats per la Superilla: primer va néixer aquest. I si, eren veïns que estaven enfadats per això que indirectament
estaven finançats per partits polítics, per exemple les pancartes que feien i tot, les imprimien en copisteries en les
quals ho pagava en aquest cas: PDeCAT. Llavors, clar, una miqueta lletjot. Aquesta plataforma si que és veritat
que s’ha anat apagant, i jo crec que pràcticament ha desaparegut del tot.
Llavors es va acabar artificialitzant un conflicte que realment, si, hi ha veïns que estaran a favor i en contra però no
es cap guerra civil, i ho van pintar una mica així. Si que és veritat que com a inversió dura a l’espai públic de la
Superilla, n’hi ha hagut poca. Igual que la de Sant Antoni pràcticament ja esta del tot consolidat a nivell d’espai
públic. A Poblenou, si que es veritat que hi ha tot un tram fet que és el d’Almogàvers, però es podria desmuntar en
una setmana. No hi ha hagut una inversió seria. Igual que amb Cristóbal de Moura ja és més difícil de canviar, la
Superilla encara es una mica de cartó pedra algunes coses. I també, la qüestió es si és realista o no que es pugui
fer tot a nivell de diners. De fet, a la modificació de 22@ ja s’inclouen carrers pacificats, amb espai verd al centre,
i fins i tot que es pugui fer com a part drenant. Però clar, tot això és una inversió de diners important.
Creus que la resistència ha disminuït perquè la gent valora la Superilla o perquè s’han cansat de queixarse?
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Jo crec que una mica de les dues. Nosaltres, per cert, a nivell d’opinió amb la Superilla sempre hem sigut
favorables al model però no a com es va aplicar i a nivell de que volem inversió més dura. Si que també estaria bé
tenir en compte el tema mobilitat industrial perquè nosaltres que també volem re-industrialitzar el Poblenou d’una
forma verda i tal, s’hauria de tenir en compte el tema accessos i tal. Però si que és veritat que amb el temps i ara
amb les assemblees, ostres, doncs, t’ho trobes bastant, de gent que està en contra, que encara ho està.
Saps per quins motius?
Normalment pel tema de mobilitat en cotxe, però que farem, vull dir, t’aguantes. Hi ha varies coses eh, jo crec que
la politica afecta en certa forma, vull dir la pròpia ideologia. Vull dir hi ha gent que diu: “Puta Colau” i llavors la
Superilla li sembla fatal també per això. Ja dic, m’ha sorprès últimament, gent en contra de la Superilla.
I què en penses dels espais verds a la Superilla?
Si que es veritat que per exemple ha funcionat molt bé el tema de parcs infantils. Pero també crec que en part, no
té res a veure amb la Superilla vull dir, feien falta espais d’oci en aquella zona. En el moment en el que en poses
un (de parc infantil] és com un oasis. A més, al tenir al costat una escola, doncs. La critica més gran que tenim
nosaltres cap a la Superilla, que no és tant una crítica cap a la Superilla sinó al 22@, que és el nostre enemic
bàsicament, és la necessitat d’habitatge. En la zona de la Superilla, l’habitatge és molt menor a la de Poblenou, i
és pel 22@. L’habitatge en aquella zona és un 10% de la superfície, tota la resta és ús terciari, llavors genera molt
poca densitat d’habitatge. De fet, ja abans es percebia com un espai una mica insegur, fosc, en el que no
passaven molts cotxes. I amb la Superilla això no canvia, segueix sent el mateix. Si vas a la Superilla de Sant
Antoni es nota perfectament, és molt diferent. Veus a molta més gent al carrer perquè és una zona residencial. Allà
(S Poblenou), clar, queda una mica apartada del nucli antic de Poblenou i més d’habitatge. El que hi ha és
habitatge públic, poquet, aquest 10%, però que generalment son famílies joves. Llavors, clar, aquests espais de joc
els hi va perfecte.
Qui creus que utilitza més els espais públics i verds de la Superilla?
El que et dic, aquestes famílies joves i gent que hi passa de pas, poc més. Potser, de les empreses i oficines que en
el seu moment feien més pícnic fora ara com que estan totes a mig gas, no sé si hi ha la mateixa activitat o no. Les
taules de la Superilla, no sempre estan plenes, però tenen bastanta afluència. Vull dir que el tema taules ha
funcionat bé.
En quina mesura creus que els nous espais verds al Poblenou (i a la Superilla) fan que Poblenou sigui més
atractiu pels estrangers/turistes i contribueixin al procés de gentrificació al barri?
A: Jo crec que realment efecte poc. Com percepció dels veïns no dic que no, perquè tota millora de l’espai públic
pot provocar gentrificació. Però clar, tot l’habitatge en aquella zona, o la gran majoria és públic, per tant, com a
gentrificació a la pròpia Superilla poca. I als voltants, provocat per la Superilla, no ho crec. Per mi, el tema de
gentrificació a Poblenou està més aviat creat pel 22@ i el model de barri que no tant la Superilla que és més
puntual i apartada. Clar el 22@ ha exercit una pressió en el barri enorme. Actualment s’ha fet només un 28% i vam
calcular que a nivell de demografia del barri de usuaris que hi passaven durant el dia hi havia un 45% que eren
treballadors de fora del barri, i venien a treballar a 22@, un 5% eren turistes - pre-pandèmia tot això - i un 50%
eren veïns. Això era més o menys el barri just abans de la pandèmia. El que calculàvem és que si el 22@ es fes
del tot, donaria que hi hauria un 90% de treballadors que vindrien de fora del barri, un 5% de turistes i un 10% de
veïns. Clar un barri que és molt guai, modern, i que a més a més es basa també en portar treballadors qualificats
de fora, doncs clar, exerceix una pressió enorme. De fet, coses que hem vist també és que directament empreses
venen a Poblenou, 22@, i li paguen l’habitatge als propis treballadors a prop de la feina, els hi paguen
directament el lloguer. Llavors és gent que no es baralla per tenir un lloguer digne sinó que no li importa el lloguer
perquè el paga l’empresa i viu aquí, i això exerceix una pressió en les rentes. (…). Ara ja no, però fins abans de la
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pandèmia cada mes venia una empresa nova. Llavors és una pressió important. Una cosa semblant passa amb
Cristóbal de Moura. Habitatge al voltant, déu ni do, però està com més apartat. A Fluvià i Venezuela si que hi viu
molta gent, però un cop creues aquests dos carrers i segueixes per Cristóbal de Moura, és tot solar. I tot solar per
fer oficines, un 90% oficines. I molts plans per fer a Cristóbal de Moura ja estan aprovats. I m’atreviria a dir que no
hi ha un sol edifici d’habitatge públic a Cristóbal de Moura, excepte el que ja esta construït a Josep Pla. Tota la
resta seria o només oficina o hotel, que son els dos únics usos que s’hi pot fer al 22@. I és el que ha acabat
passant, es va anunciar que es faria aquell tram de Cristóbal de Moura i dos mesos desprès es va anunciar que es
faria aquell macro hotel de Poblenou (TSH) i clar: Es provocarà gentrificació en aquella zona? És que directament
no hi ha habitatge. Potser en el seu propi habitatge no afectarà molt. La cosa és que tot el model de barri a l’entorn
si. El que està passant més a la part de Cristóbal de Moura i 22@ és un procés especulatiu pur i dur. De fet, el
Salvador Rueda, creador de la Superilla, bueno, creador, la Superilla ja existia molt abans, es creu creador ell de
la Superilla, no sé si mai has tractat amb ell, és insuportable. Un dia em va dir: “Albert tu vols prosperar en la
vida?” I jo vaig dir: “Bueno, si”. I em va dir: “Bueno, doncs comprat un solar a Cristóbal de Moura”. Perquè clar la
re-valorització d’aquests solars és important, ja no per fer habitatge. Ho diu tot, és el titular i ja està. (...).
Qui creus que visita més aquest eix verd a Cristòbal de Moura?
Ara mateix veïns que passegen per allà, i al cap de setmana també. Clar, no hi viu ningú a sobre. En tot cas, és
gent que passeja. Podríem dir que fins i tot la Superilla té més activitat. Un cop es construeixin aquestes oficines i
hotels segur que canviarà l’ús. L’edifici aquest que s’està construint ara, el TSH, que molts d’aquests acaben
funcionant com albergs sobretot a l’estiu, però el que solen dir els veïns quan fem rutes per la zona o assemblees,
sempre diuen que acabarà sent un espai de botellón, perquè clar al costat de la residencia d’estudiants, en una
zona bastant buida on no hi viu ningú i que tens una zona verda no ballada, què passarà? Que s’hi acabaran
ficant.
L’eix verd és un projecte de resiliència ja que inclou els Sistemes de Drenatge Sostenible (SUDS). Creus
que els residents del barri en són conscients i dels seus avantatges?
Jo crec que no. Ser conscients del que és el drenatge sostenible, jo crec que un 5% dels veïns de l’entorn. Jo crec
que igualment ho hauran vist com alguna cosa positiva, lo de que hagi augmentat la zona verda. La cosa és que
aquestes son coses que ara et semblen molt maques, i que d’aquí un temps quan hagi canviat i notis els efectes de
la gentrificació no et semblarà tant maco. (…). És molt complicat comunicar-ho, perquè la gent molts cops veu el
que té just a davant i d’aquí a 5 passes no ho veu. Fins i tot dins dels moviments socials passa. Per exemple, el
Sindicat d’Habitatge de Poblenou, ostres, efectes a llarg termini de la gentrificació, li costa molt veure-ho o no li
importa. Té tants desnonaments a parar, que li és igual. I clar amb veïns en general encara costa més, perquè si
parles del 22@ o del que s’està fent en aquests solars, no ho saben. (...). També els veïns reaccionen de formes
molt diferents. Perquè hi ha veïns que es preocupen més per “A quin barri viurem i com serà?” I hi ha veïns que
només els importa el que els hi afecta i ja està. I hi ha gent que encara pitjor que és: però això com afectarà el
valor del meu habitatge? De fet, hi ha gent que em trucar preguntant-me: “Em baixarà el valor del sol el 22@?” I
clar (ha ha ha), no ho crec, tot el contrari. Pero és gent que només li preocupa el valor del seu pis i si es devaluarà.
Ara bé la tendència entenc jo i segur que tu ho entens igual, que és al revés, que es re-valoritzarà cap amunt. He
conegut activistes de Poble Nou que sí sí defensant habitatge i tot el que tu vulguis però que arriba un moment en
què es fan grans i diuen i crec que em llogaré al pis encara que sigui car i me'n vaig a viure al poble. Vull dir, que
acaben renegant també d'això.
I ara que es continuaran l'eix verd de Cristóbal de Moura fins al Parc del Besòs. Què penses d'això?
Si, la connexió és necessària, vull dir ara mateix, de fet ho hem anat veient també últimament que fins ara havíem
sigut un moviment veïnal bastant desgraciadament de despatxet, vull dir de no tocar gaire carrer almenys ja et dic,
com a taula i desprès Observatori. Però clar ara amb totes les assemblees que hem muntat bé hem conegut moltes
realitats diferents. I és curiós perquè la zona aquesta, de Selva de Mar cap a l'esquerra i la Selva de Mar cap a la
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dreta són dues coses diferents, en aquesta zona vull dir que estan molt segregades - ja perquè també hi ha una
part que és aquesta la del barri del tomàquet que és a la dreta, “barri del tomàquet” és un nom que utilitzem
nosaltres. No és oficial. És el nom històric d'aquella zona perquè tot eren horts cultivaven tomàquets i penjaven
tomàquets a les finestres d'estiu per assecar-los i fer conserves llavors ells han muntat l’assemblea del tomàquet i es
diuen a si mateixos barri del tomàquet era. Ara bé aquesta zona està molt apartada, vull dir, hi ha una part que si
que és infra-habitatge, que hi ha gent molt envellida. Hi ha gent que com que el lloguer és molt més barat ha anat
a viure allà. I també hi ha molts habitatges ocupats i molts habitatges tapiats, que són habitatges que estan buits
des de fa temps perquè estan afectats per 22@ i el propietari va dir doncs ho deixo perquè total si m'ho han de
tirar d'aquí dos dies, perquè mantenir-ho. I s'han quedat buits o tapiats. I també pel tema ocupació. I llavors és una
zona bastant particular i molt apartada. A més com a perfil sociològic jo crec que també són molt diferents fins i tot
en idioma vull dir allà parlen sempre en castellà i assemblees com la del tomàquet es fa en castellà i l'assemblea
de Klein que està a quatre passes és en català. Però bé, que són bastant diferents. Llavors en el moment en què es
creui Cristóbal de Moura i Selva de Mar jo crec que millorarà. Vull dir, és un pas necessari. De totes formes és això
vull dir la transformació que li ve al barri en aquesta zona en els propers anys -- Si es fa, si es fa i no queda
abandonat, que és una possibilitat, bueno, que canviarà moltíssim la zona i tota aquesta gent que hi viu marxarà.
En aquella zona tenim el Passatge Morenes, que això estaven afectats, vam fer assemblees amb ells i vam
aconseguir que els desafectessin. Molt bé, bien, els hem desafectat però les 24 famílies estan de lloguer, és a dir,
que en el moment en què a l'altra banda del passatge - que ara és casetes baixes - hi hagi 12 torres de 12 plantes
de torre d'oficines de vidre, i sigui de façana amb façana. Aquesta gent no viurà aquí, perquè es carregaran les
casetes, llogaran als hipsters o treballadors d'oficines de l'entorn i marxaran, i hi hauran de pagar molt més. Per
tant, que els afectarà moltíssim sobretot aquesta zona. La zona on és Cristóbal de Moura al costat de Ca l'Alier. Jo
crec que ja està prou gentrificada. Però el que ja està construït sobre aquesta franja, entre Bac de Roda i Fluvià.
Aquella franja, vull dir el triangle que hi ha a Pere Quart i cap a baix, les dues illes que donen a Cristóbal de
Moura son habitatge privat i habitatge privat bastant recent i amb unes rendes mitjanes altes o amb piscina alguns
d'ells. Vull dir, que és un altre perfil. Per tant, vull dir, encara es pot gentrificar més. De mitjanes a super altes,
però... Jo crec que els que més ho patiran és aquesta zona potser una mica més deprimida de Provençals. I també
alguns dels blocs que donen a la Diagonal, clar és que no hi ha moltíssim habitatge en l'entorn. (...).
Però clar, pels veïns tirant cap al Besòs, potser no és el més essencial que tinguin més espais verds, sinó,
molts altres serveis que els hi manquen a dia d’avui, no?
Els veïns que ara mateix viuen sobre Cristóbal de Moura, bull dir donant façana a Cristóbal de Moura estan
afectats tots. Per tant, directament no ho gaudiran perquè els faran fora. Aquests els primers. Ja partint d'aquí no hi
ha veïns que visquin a Cristóbal de Moura que vegin canvi. En tot cas més de l'entorn. Però vull dir clar que
canviarà. Vull dir això és com Besòs, el dia que Cristóbal de Moura s'hagi obert tot. I ja no només Cristóbal de
Moura per mi ja dic tant Cristóbal de Moura com Superilles són un factor més del cocktail. Per mi el diguéssim
l'aglutinador i el problema més gran del 22@, que és el canvi més substancial que hi ha. Clar, quan tota aquesta
zona canviï - Cristóbal de Moura i tots els edificis 22@ estiguin construïts, si és que mai es construeixen - és que el
Besòs ho notarà moltíssim. Ja ho ha començat a notar, ja no tant pel 22@, sinó per la migració interna a
Barcelona. (...). Però en totes aquestes zones afectades, molts cops el que passa a l'espai públic és un problema o
sigui mai es res que et convida a participar en l'espai públic no és com a Poblenou que ostres hi ha festes majors i
hi ha una avinguda, hi ha activitat...sinó que són zones que si t’ha de passar alguna cosa al carrer és dolent, mai
és positiu. Llavors hi ha molta desconfiança cap a l'exterior, i aquesta zona, ja dic entorn Gran Via i Prim hi
passava molt, i vam començar a notar de gent que s'acostava i deia: “No és que sóc veí nou. Jo vivia a
l'Eixample, participava de l'Espai Germanetes però he vingut a viure aquí, en què puc participar ara?” Vull dir, gent
que es de classes mitges i treballadores del centre de Barcelona mudant-se ja cap aquí i també gent d'aquí sent
desplaçada també. Vull dir, desnonaments en passen moltíssims en aquesta zona.
En quina mesura el barri del Poblenou ha canviat en els últims anys (botigues, edificis/llars, nivells de
preus, relacions amb els veïns/veïnes, seguretat, etc.)?
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Poblenou és mol divers dins del propi barri i ja dic perquè hi ha el centre de Poblenou que fan una mica de
rabieta. Jo no sóc d’allà, jo de fet sóc més de la zona Cristóbal de Moura, una mica més amunt. Hi ha com
diferents realitats socials a Poblenou, suposo que li passa a tots els barris de Barcelona, però el centre de
Poblenou, clar, té un teixit comercial de gent de densitat d'habitatge molt diferent al de la resta llavors són una mica
els privilegiats i clar no sé. Té molt teixit associatiu i tot. Era un perfil molt de gent treballadora en el seu moment.
Però clar és gent treballadora en el seu moment. Però clar, molts d'ells han marxat o han prosperat en la vida i per
tant han anat pujant les rendes. I no només això sinó que el barri ha canviat moltíssim en els últims anys. Vull dir era
el cul del món fins als anys setanta-vuitanta. De fet el cas més paradigmàtic és per exemple les Tupolev que són uns
edificis que hi ha quan acabes la Rambla i amb el parc que hi ha en el litoral diguéssim que es diu Parc del
Poblenou. Doncs allà hi ha uns blocs d'edificis que havien sigut de protecció oficial en els anys cinquanta. Clar en
aquell moment era el pitjor, perquè estaven en un barri amb un munt de fum i fàbriques a tocar, amb les vies del
tren davant, les barraques al costat i també de tocar a l'altra banda de les vies. Vull dir qui s'anava a viure a Poble
Nou era com anar-se’n al gulag. Però és clar això ha canviat moltíssim perquè justament aquest mateix aquests
mateixos blocs, clar amb les Olimpíades els hi van canviar i van fer un parc per davant, per tant estaven en
primera línia de platja i en un barri que també s'ha transformat moltíssim. Per tant la gentrificació òbviament l’hem
notat perfectament, ha canviat molt, i per diversos factors. Vull dir una és el turisme. L'altre és el 22@. Potser l’espai
públic també. Però vull dir que tots ells han contribuït i llavors bé ara què passa que sí que és un barri molt de
propietaris ja que un 70% o un 80% són propietaris (ho dic de memòria però), llavors molts d'ells sí que han anat
retenint el sòl però tots els llogaters han anat marxant i clar i els propietaris es van fent grans i en algun moment o
ho hereden els els fills o marxen i se'l venen o el lloguen. De fet, clar jo sóc relativament nou en els moviments
socials. Vull dir ara porto ja cinc anys però si parles amb gent que havia estat en el 15-M diuen: “no, no que es
que aquí d’aquella a l'època no queda ningú perquè la majoria eren llogaters i ja no hi estan”. I també, clar, què
passa, que els moviments socials també s'han anat quedant una mica fossilitzats. Vull dir, per exemple els veïns de
Poblenou que la Marike és la més jove amb diferència. Crec que no hi ha ningú més que sigui jove dins de la
secció de veïns i llavors molts d'ells són veïns d'aquests que ja estaven en la lluita fa molt temps. Són els típics que
tu estàs lluitant per acabar el 22@ i et diuen: “que jo ja lluitava, jo ja vaig fer molt!” I com que volen reivindicar el
seu patrimoni de lluita. No se nosaltres d'aquí 50 anys que farem saps, però…(…). L’AVV clar va néixer als anys
setanta per lluitar contra un pla urbanístic que era el pla de la Ribera que era terrible i llavors alguns segueixen,
llavors clar després de 50 anys, i alguns d'ells també han conviscut 50 anys, per tant també les relacions entre
persones també s'ha enquistat i son complicades. Però si han moviments socials una mica més antics i més joves .
Ha anat canviant el moviment social a Poblenou i potser dels que conec com a trajectòria hi havia aquesta part
més clàssica d'associacions de veïns va haver llavors el 15-M que va ser com l'explosió amb aquest tema, hi havia
associacions de veïns alternatives eh també, però el 15-M va ser com un moment decisiu en què es va crear
l'Assemblea de Poble Nou, van néixer els horts, van néixer molts moviments diferents i després d'això què va passar
que en comptes de l’AVV ho absorbís com ha passat en altres barris, al revés, la majoria de moviments socials de
Poblenou rebutja l’AVV i llavors no volen ni tenir-hi res a veure. Llavors van néixer moviments socials a l'entorn de
veïns va néixer ens plantem contra el turisme va néixer bé van anar la filadora i tants altres en la taula encara que
naixés com a pota de veïns també va ser un moviment que va ser a part. (…). I jo crec que ara estem fent un altre
canvi un altre cop. Ara estem tornant a canviar perquè de fet d'aquella època ja comença a quedar poca cosa
perquè la Taula Eix Pere IV tampoc ja no és el que era. Vull dir s'ha dividit en dos i ara és l'Observatori els que
porten aquest tema; Ens plantem ja no és Ens plantem sinó que ara és el Sindicat d'Habitatge i també es dediquen
ara a un altre tema que no es dedicaven quan on va néixer - que era el turisme - i ara és només habitatge. S'ha
format el NUS, el sindicat de barri, i per tant una altra eina ara de coordinació. Va canviant.
I perquè no es volen associar amb l’AVV?
Jo crec que bàsicament pel rebuig a nivell polític perquè que com que molts d'ells tenen molta vinculació amb
l'Ajuntament i amb Barcelona en Comú. Bé no sé fa ràbia la veritat.
I les altres associacions també tenen aquesta vinculació amb partits polítics?
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Hi ha diferents. Les AVV clàssiques, aquesta és la primera etapa més llarga, gairebé sempre tenen una vinculació
amb un partit polític o amb dos. Els nous intentem marcar distàncies. Si que hi ha gent igualment faccions dins els
moviments socials encara que no tinguem vinculació amb un partit per exemple a l’Observatori no en tenim cap. Sí
que hi han una mica sectors. Per exemple, jo diria que hi ha 4 quatre ara mateix al Poblenou (…). I després els
més a-polítics diguéssim que podríem ser nosaltres, Ens plantem, ara síndica d'habitatge, s'ha tirat bastant més cap
a la línia anarquista últimament. Abans sí que era una mica un equilibri incòmode, però que funcionava entre
diferents forces. (...) Ara la veritat és que s'ha centrat molt més en la part anarquista i ha fet que alguns sectors
s'hagin sentit expulsats. Però són una miqueta les forces que conviuen. Però si, amb l’AVV no ens hi barregen gaire
de fet. Jo amb Ens plantem (ara sindicat habitatge) havia estat molt vinculat fins al desembre. (…). Llavors hi ha
molta desconfiança vull dir no pots confiar en ells (Ens Plantem? O AVV?) perquè llavors s'ocuparan estaran
preparats amb cops que bé és que a vegades no pots estar davant i darrere de la pancarta vull dir has de triar una
banda i amb ells teníem aquest problema.
Creus que els espais verds al Poblenou han funcionat? És a dir, que han creat més cohesió entre veïns o
tot el contrari?
Depèn de tots els espais i també entre espais verds i espais públics. Però, per exemple, la Rambla de Poblenou i
Marià Aguiló que són com els dos eixos principals, jo crec que encara la Rambla manté la seva vida tradicional,
però sí que és veritat que ha canviat molt també de comerços. Abans eren 80% comerços de barri i 20%
restauració i ara s'ha invertit la proporció. Sí que és com l'artèria principal del barri, però sí que durant una època
era molt turista i més alguns veïns s'acabaven anant a Marià Aguiló com a alternativa, que està com més apartat.
Respecte a altres espais verds, jo crec que bé, prou bé. Tampoc en tenim tants. Vull dir perquè clar el parc Gandhi
i l'altre que està al costat, jo crec que funcionen prou bé. Vull dir també tenen bastant d'habitatge a l'entorn. El Parc
Central...una mica un nyap perquè...té coses bones i dolentes. Perquè a nivell de mobilitat ja no només dic de
cotxes, també de persones, té unes entrades i sortides molt complicades, no permet tampoc fer uns fluxos molt
naturals a nivell de caminar. Per exemple, Pere Quart no el pots fer seguit fàcilment perquè has d’anar fent esses i
amb el cotxe el mateix. I a part té els murs que el bloquegen moltíssim. Per tant, té bastanta d'activitat, però la gent
que l'utilitza molts d'ells estan contents perquè diuen bueno puc anar amb el nen o amb el gos i deixar los sols, i no
em preocupo per si ha de passar un cotxe. Però si que és veritat que es percep com una mica tancat. Hi ha caps
de setmana que hi ha molta gent. Jo penso que casi tot els espais verds, ben gaudits, sol ser més el cap de
setmana o les tardes, això si funciona molt bé l'espai, però sinó la resta del temps està molt mort.
Penses que estan ben mantinguts els del Poblenou? O que això es un motiu perquè la gent no hi va tant?
No, no crec que sigui un motiu perquè la gent no hi vagi. Segurament podrien estar millor mantinguts. El Parc
Central té problemes, a nivell de mobiliari també, els bancs són del tot autistes; individuals i separats. Sembla que
ja veiés l’arquitecte el tema Covid, clar no facilita molt la vida. I els arbres son molt baixos per tant no veus massa
lluny. No hi ha molta il·luminació nocturna, per tant tampoc no dóna moltíssima seguretat. Però bé jo crec que el
manteniment no és un problema. Hi ha gent que et diria el contrari...com moviments socials potser m'he deixat un
que és molt més efímer però que de tant en tant apareix que és veïns que es preocupen per les caques de gos i el
manteniment de les voreres. I que diuen: “me da igual si fan fora la gent de casa seva, però la vorera davant de
casa meva està malament”. Que segur que és veritat i també té motiu per arreglar-se, però que fan una mica de
ràbia. Sé que hi han hagut moviments socials amb el Parc Central que diuen: “hi ha un rusc que està mal
mantingut”. Però jo personalment i com a moviment no son problemes que percebem com a principals.
I el tema dels desplaçaments en els últims anys?
Si, és això, va desapareixent gent. Com si els abduïssin. Que un dia hi son i un dia no. Com a moviment social ho
hem notat. I a part d'això, en l'espai públic, en els comerços que s'obren es nota clarament i fins i tot a l'escola. Bé
jo no sóc pare encara, però. Sí exacte. I de població flotant. Ja no només els que marxen aquests a qui l'empresa
els paga l'habitatge, avui són aquí i d'aquí a dos anys estan encara a Suïssa, a Copenhagen, a on faci falta, és a
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dir. Els hi és igual i no arrelen. De fet és en part un model de ciutat contra el que ens estem resistint; el de la
població flotant, on tothom està de pas i en part clar 22@ i Poblenou està anant cap aquí. Una població flotant
molt preparada que ve a viure, que porta talent (això que li agrada tant a l'Ajuntament) però el talent d’aquí és el
que marxa. No genera barri llavors. Els moviments socials cada cop notarem més suposo el nivell d’afluència de
gent. (...) El grup (Observatori) érem potser unes deu persones, que veníem tots de la taula, és a dir, que ja ens
coneixien perfectament i després s'hi ha anat sumant gent. Tota la gent que se suma que és molt jove i també ho
estic veient que està entrant molta gent jove en moviments socials i és molt diferent a la gent que ja hi havia
involucrada. Ha canviat moltíssim. (…). Cada cop veiem gent més jove en moviments que fins ara no en tenien i a
més sense por a res ! Però a res ! Res a perdre. Cap por.

D. Interview with Former President of the Neighborhood Association of Poblenou (08-04-21)
AP-C: Em podries explicar la funció i trajectòria de l’AVV del Poblenou i la teva posició dins d’aquesta?
SCF: l’AVV justament l’any que ve fa 50 anys. Ja és una trajectòria llarga. L’any 72 va començar. Bueno, com van
començar moltes a Barcelona. Allà al final del Franquisme , que ja el moviment veïnal va ser una de les ofensives
que van plantar cara a la dictadura, juntament amb el moviment sindical, els partits polítics en la clandestinitat
(PSUC) i evidentment aquest moviment ha crescut. Aquests 50 anys si que inviten a fer un cert balanç de com ha
anat el moviment veïnal. (...)
Trajectòria AVV (…).
• L’AVV s’ha desenvolupat paral·lelament al que ha sigut el desenvolupament del barri, i el barri és
significatiu perquè ha sigut una de les zones de més transformació de la ciutat de Barcelona.
• Poblenou és un barri industrial amb poca antiguitat, uns 150 anys.
• Des de finals dels anys 60 fins als Jocs Olímpics, al 92, el Poblenou viu un declivi urbà: pèrdua de
població, envelliment de la població, i una situació estàtica en quant a la transformació.
• Si que és veritat que amb els anys 80, amb el primer govern democràtic, l’Ajuntament del Maragall, els
alçades socialistes, experimenten una gran transformació en molts barris de Barcelona, però a Poblenou
no. Poblenou només es comença a transformar a partir de la nominació dels jocs Olímpics al 92.
• L’urbanisme, per a mi, és la pedra clau de tot el que li ha passat al barri, les grans transformacions
urbanes. I les he viscut pràcticament totes, per això puc tenir una visió panoràmica de tot el que ha passat.
La darrera, la definitiva, el 22@, de l’any 2000 en endavant.
• El 22@ és la visió de dir: Quina és la ciutat del segle XXI, que és la ciutat digital.
• És una industria que es transforma en un altre model, a on no te tant de pes els Kilowatts i si els Bits o
Gigabits. I el canvi és profund. Jo crec que en el moment que ho van pensar no eren conscients del tot de
la profunditat.
En quina mesura el barri del Poblenou ha canviat en els últims anys (botigues, edificis/llars, nivells de
preus, relacions amb els veïns/veïnes, seguretat, etc.)?
Els canvis mai es perceben bé. Sempre es perceben des de la resistència.
• Jo diria que jo durant tots aquests anys he viscut reaccions que eren com diverses onades, saps com la
pandèmia ara que ve per onades.
• Els canvis dels Jocs Olímpics no van generar massa resistència perquè hi havia un entusiasme latent en el
ambient. Jo crec que la població estàvem mes o menys anestesiats per una emoció que era superior a la
incomoditat, a la desorientació, i és que era d’il·lusió de que els canvis arribaven al barri, la
transformació...Barcelona es posava guapa, i tot això.
• I sobretot el 22@, que jo crec que és la peça clau, perquè totes les transformacions son una mica
perimetrals, fan parts del barri però no el nucli central, i ara el 22@ si. El 22@ ara és la transformació de
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la major part del sol urbà del barri, que estava qualificat de sol industrial i ara es transforma a un altre sol
de activitat econòmica que és més complex, més divers, i més flexible, que admet, entre d’altres,
l’habitatge, que no estava reconegut anteriorment.
• Jo crec que aquesta idea que nosaltres, l’AVV, la vam comprar ràpid, entre altres coses perquè nosaltres
als anys 90 estàvem dient que el Poblenou s’havia de reconvertir però no requalificar l’habitatge, és a dir,
no imitar l’Eixample, sinó que s’havia de reconvertir però que s’havia de mantenir el sol industrial.
• El que va satisfer evidentment era el model, desprès l’execució és la genera conflictes. Hi ha comencen a
haver-hi empreses afectades, gent afectades, gent que veu desaparèixer els paisatges i queda
desorientada, perquè clar aquí la transformació ha sigut d’una envergadura tal que a les persones avui
ens costa. Per exemple jo que soc de tota la vida de Poblenou, em costa ara recordar com eren
determinats indrets. S’ha transformat d’una forma brutal. I quan canvien radicalment els paisatges hi ha un
sentiment de desubicació, un sentiment de resistència, i jo crec que aquestes onades que s’han anat
repetint al llarg de l’historia...ara estic veient una onada per part de gent jove que no ha viscut les
anteriors, que està fent les mateixes reaccions que havien passat abans.
Context Observatori; Taula Eix Pere IV, etc. (...)
El 22@ te encerts, però també té desencerts, és a dir, coses que no funcionen i que no estan ben pensades. (…).
L’estratègia de la Superilla de requalificar sol de viari en espai verd, i aquest és un nou equilibri...La ciutat està anat
cap aquí. Estem requalificant i cada vegada requalificarem més, perquè hi ha moltíssim viari que és inútil, que no
es fa servir, i encara es farà servir menys en una ciutat que estigui més ben proveïda de transport públic, que tingui
els usos més a prop de les persones, perquè si una cosa és la ciutat digital, és una ciutat en la qual totes les coses
passen en poc espai - que l’habitatge, l’escola, l’ambulatori, el lloc de treball, el parc...tot està proper. Quan les
persones no han d’anar a treballar en un polígon a fora de la ciutat, resulta que no es necessiten tants espais per
cotxes i per tant, tampoc tants espais per aparcar cotxes. La interacció és l’essència de la creativitat i de la
innovació. I això fa que sigui un ecosistema més interessant, més innovador, més creatiu i més dinàmic.
Creus que ara que Poblenou es va fent més atractiu pels estrangers/turistes, això atraurà a gent de fora
del barri (tant per treballar-hi com per viure-hi) de classes molt diferents a les de la gent tradicional de
Poblenou?
Jo crec que hi ha molta gent que percep això, i que és una percepció equivocada. Hi ha una percepció de dir:
“Que no ens prenguin lo nostre”. És a dir, si venen de fora, ens l’evadeixen, ja siguin turistes o ciutadans de
Barcelona, que son els que venen a treballar aquí. Mira, la gent que ve a treballar al Poblenou, no son
alienígenes, no son gent rara, son gent normal com la que hi ha aquí al Poblenou, però d’uns perfils determinats,
això és veritat. En aquestes industries més tecnològiques, qui hi treballa? Perfils de gent més jove, o bastant jove,
amb estudis universitaris. Però, aquest és el perfil de la majoria de joves de Barcelona, i aquí al Poblenou també hi
és aquest perfil. Aquí sents parlar anglès, perquè hi ha oficines on només sents parlar anglès, però això passa aquí
i a tot arreu, perquè aquesta és la industria del segle XXI. El que nosaltres hem de mirar és de que aquí hi pugui
viure tothom. De que ningú se senti desplaçat per altres col·lectius. I aquest risc té més a veure amb la gentrificació,
amb les diferents possibilitats econòmiques que tenen els diferents col·lectius, que no pas amb altres coses. Una de
les coses que vam posar molt èmfasi en el 22@ és que el 100% dels habitatge que s’haguessin de fer fossin de
protecció social. I així va ser. Aquest es, crec, el primer i únic pla urbanístic a la ciutat on el 100% de l’habitatge
nou que es fa és de protecció oficial. Ara quan fa dos, tres anys es va començar a dir: “Ei, que el 22@ al cap de
20 anys, necessita ser repensat”, una de les coses que s’ha vist, és que caldria una mica més d’habitatge. Per
diferents raons: Primera, perquè Barcelona viu una crisis habitacional, però no per falta d’habitatge sinó per falta
d’assequibilitat de l’habitatge. Ho dic perquè no confonguem els anàlisis. Segona, perquè el 22@ va dir: “es
podran fer uns 4000 habitatges nous de protecció oficial, però no va dir a on, ni quan, ni com, i el que calia era
dir això, perquè resulta que les úniques promocions que s’han anat fet és allà on hi ha hagut la iniciativa privada,
on han tirat endavant plans especials i per tant ha alliberat sol o ha generat sols de cessió a l’Ajuntament per fer
habitatge. Però a tota la part que ara se’n diu 22@ Nord per sobre Diagonal, allà que no s’han desenvolupat els
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plans urbanístics, allà no s’ha general ni un sol habitatge. Llavors clar, hi ha llocs on no fas habitatge, no
aconsegueixes travar el teixit, ni fer massa critica perquè el teixit urbà funcioni. Per tant, es evident que cal fer més
habitatge en determinats llocs.
• Pla Actual de 22@, el mes recent, ara està sotmès a una modificació. Per tant, si utilitzo dades d’aquell =
mencionar que pot canviar en la pròxima modificació del pla que surti.
• Tenen reunions amb Laia Grau, gerent d’urbanisme de l’Ajuntament, amb qui hi ha temes sobre els que no
estan d’acord, però hi ha un diàleg que des de fa 3-4 anys fins aquí que ha anat generant reflexió i ha
anat modulant les posicions de la gent. Perquè un també quan confronta la seves idees amb un altre
també se’n adona de les febleses de les seves pròpies posicions.
Coneixes veïns/veïnes que hagin sigut desplaçats durant els darrers anys? Si és així, perquè i com?
Si. En principi, sobre la teoria, el pla 22@ no expulsa a ningú. Això es la teoria. Perquè? Perquè qualsevol persona
que visqui ja sigui propietària o llogatera, si aquell habitatge està afectat per un pla derivat del 22@, el promotor
te l’obligació de re-allotjar-lo, i no a l’altre punta del barri sinó al mateix pla, o unitat d’actuació que intervé. Per
tant, una part d’aquests 4000 pisos de protecció oficial que havia incorporat el 22@, una part d’aquests és
justament per a re-allotjar. Una part. La resta és per incorporar noves persones. Llavors, una de les lluites que vam
tenir amb l’Ajuntament fa temps, va ser de dir: “De tots aquests habitatges nous que hi haurà al 22@, nosaltres
volem que una part siguin forçosament per gent del barri” Això va tenir molta discussió, perquè això ho vam
defensar des de l’AVV. L’Ajuntament va dir: “no, de cap manera”. Primer, perquè això es casi anti (inaudible); ningú
pot dir que aquest territori pertany a unes persones i no a unes altres. I nosaltres dèiem, si però al Poblenou hi ha
hagut tantes transformacions urbanístiques que han afectat a tanta gent sense que hi hagués habitatge protecció,
que ha anat expulsant a gent, llavors el que nosaltres volem és compensar això. I vam acabar negociant que una
tercera part, 33% dels habitatges son prioritàriament(no exclusivament) pels residents del Poblenou. Encara que com
a afectat, ningú t’expulsa del barri - acabes tenint un habitatge - és més, hem viscut molts processos de reallotjament. Durant aquests anys hi ha hagut de tot i en aquests processos sempre passa el mateix. Primer la queixa
del veí de: “Jo no vull marxar” però després l’altra cosa és dir bé però és que el que em donen no és ben bé el
que tenia. Jo vivia en una caseta de planta i pis i un pati al darrere que tenia una figuera, i ara em donen un pis
clar. No és lo mateix. Tot i que l'Ajuntament li deia: “Miri vostè l’habitatge que té 100 anys, està feta un drama, no
té calefacció i no té res, i li donem un pis que està perfectament moblat que té ascensor, calefacció, etcètera. Dic
això perquè aquesta és una mica les situacions que ens hem anat trobant. Després hi ha hagut gent que al primer
dia es resistia i després ha anat acceptant la situació, i hi ha gent que deia be clar l'Ajuntament valora el meu pis o el promotor de la promoció - valora el meu pis i em diu que per aquest pis jo li dono tant, i el de protecció oficial
val tant. La diferència, que sempre surt a pagar, aquesta diferència no tothom la podia pagar. Aquest era un factor
de discriminació o possible factor d’expulsió de persones. Nosaltres el que intentàvem era mediar en aquesta
situació perquè no hi hagués aquest diferencial.
Aquesta gent acudia a vosaltres quan se sentien afectats?
Molta gent si, però d’altres no. Tampoc no podíem assumir ser advocat de ningú. L'associació pot defensar
interessos col·lectius però a la que entrem en l'interès personal, aquí ja no pots entrar. Però bé aquí ja no entràvem
diguem en la discussió molt personal. No però sí, sí, nosaltres hem intervingut en algunes promocions i hem mediat
i hem intentat fer pressió diguem perquè les coses quedessin i que no fossin molt perjudicials per a les persones. Jo
crec sincerament que en general i majoritàriament la gent afectada ha sortit guanyant. Respecte el que tenia, jo
crec que sí. Tu preguntes sobretot la gent gran; la gent jove com que no té memòria ho veu d’una altre manera. Tu
preguntes a la gent gran, i dius: el barri ha millorat o empitjorat? La majoria de la gent gran et diu: “El barri ha
millorat moltíssim”, perquè aquesta gent sap que quan ells vivien, més de joves vivien al Poblenou, era un lloc de
fums, de soroll, de camions, mal urbanitzat, sense equipament sense escoles. Clar, ha canviat diem ha sigut una
volta de mitjó. Ha canviat radicalment. Ara clar que també és veritat que des de la perspectiva més jove...hi ha
gent que diu: Oh, això és una gran injustícia el que s'està fent aquí, perquè s'està transformant tot, s’està expulsant
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tothom. Matisem, matisem tot això ! Ara bé el que tu deies de gent expulsada. Home, nosaltres, per exemple una
de les coses que sí que ens ha sabut més greu és que les activitats econòmiques afectades, aquestes són les que
han patit més. I a més a més, el barri hi ha perdut, perquè el barri ha patit una pèrdua. Em refereixo a petites
activitats com tallers per exemple de fusteria, de petita metal·lúrgia, de mecànica, etc. que és una petita indústria
urbana necessària. I que a més a més és perfectament compatible amb la residència, doncs que aquestes activitats
s'han vist expulsades. Perquè? Doncs perquè el que ha manat en la transformació urbana, han sigut les rendes del
sòl, és a dir quan una parcel·la ha fet la transformació 22@ ha incrementat molt notablement el seu valor. Llavors
aquella activitat que estava de lloguer en aquella parcel·la, és una activitat que no és d'alt valor afegit. Per
exemple, és un taller de mecànica o de fusteria, no pots comparar el valor afegit d'aquesta activitat amb l'activitat
tecnològica d'unes oficines on hi treballa poca gent però genera unes plusvàlues molt elevades. O genera diguem
uns beneficis per metre quadrat usat molt més alts. Aquesta és la dinàmica que ha anat expulsant les indústries del
barri i això nosaltres ho vam intentar combatre demanant a l'Ajuntament que així com hi ha habitatge de protecció
oficial, que d'alguna forma també s'articulés un mecanisme de sòl d'activitat econòmica de protecció oficial. És a
dir, que no tot el sòl d'activitat econòmica fos de renda lliure sinó que hi hagués també una certa protecció per
aquestes activitats que veiem que són necessàries, útils a la ciutat, i que no tenen perquè marxar, que puguin
mantenir.se. Això no va passar mai. Ara, amb la modificació no sé com quedarà. Però quina ha sigut la
conseqüència? Doncs que hi ha una part important del sòl industrial que no s'ha transformat del 22@ i que no es
transformarà mai amb menys que no es facin alguns canvis. No es transformarà mai perquè són edificis industrials
que estan ja molt desenvolupats és anti-rentable i anti-econòmic enderrocar-los i construir-los de nou. Aquí hi ha
edificis industrials que tenen més volum edificat del que permetria avui el 22@, perquè es van edificar en èpoques
en les quals la normativa urbanística deia altres coses. Llavors aquests no es transformaran mai i les petites activitats
aquestes que et deia que poden continuar a la ciutat, al final tendeixen a anar-se ubicant en aquests espais que no
es transformaran a 22@. De la mateixa manera que per exemple els artistes busquen espais grans, tallers molt
grans i que poden pagar lloguers molt pobres, s'instal·len en els llocs d’allò més lumpen de tots, és a dir van a
buscar naus mig abandonades, llocs que s'estan caient que no reuneixen cap condició de res, però que els seus
propietaris esperant que allò algun dia es transformarà, mentrestant els lloguen a baix preu. Per això hi ha artistes,
perquè si no només tindríem artistes d'elit aquells que es poguessin permetre de pagar rendes altes.
Quina és la teva percepció dels espais verds a Poblenou i voltants?
A veure al Poblenou en espais verds també ha fet una transformació brutal. Quan jo era nen, només hi havia un
únic espai verd en el barri que era el jardinets del cementiri. Imaginat, la zona enjardinada que hi ha al davant, a
l'entrada del cementiri. Clar, tot estava qualificat d’industrial i el sol industrial no genera verd. Per tant, no hi havia
verd. Llavors amb totes les transformacions del Front Marítim, la Diagonal, etc., s'ha anat omplint de verd, però el
verd més interessant de tots és el del 22@, que no són peces grans sinó que són com intersticis de verd que van
quedant entremig de les illes, de les edificacions, que fan recorreguts verds, passatges, i jo crec que aquesta va ser
una bona idea del 22@ que és trencar una miqueta el motlle tot i respectant la quadrícula Cerdà. Trencant el motlle
edificatiu i que pogués generar unes altres dinàmiques. El verd facilita molt la interacció i la relació. Ara per
exemple les Superilles han generat molt més verd a partir d'uns espais que no eren verds, però en el moment en
què tu ja els re-qualifiques, primer ho fas de forma tàctica per temptejar el terreny i acabes consolidant-ho.
La Superilla es considera un espai verd?
No sé si la veuen, però de facto ho és. Allà hi ha molta gent que mengen a les taules, mares que porten els nens a
l'escola allà. Si, si, es fa servir com a espai verd. Bàsicament els grans espais verds que s'han guanyat son el Parc
del Litoral, el Parc del Centre - el creuament de la Diagonal amb Pere Quart - la Diagonal Mar, aquests són els
grans espais verds. Però després, els més interessants i jo crec que els que s'utilitzen més són els de proximitat. Són
aquests intersticis, aquests interiors de mansana...Tot això que ha anat generant el 22@. Ara a sobre s'ha afegit la
nova dotació de verd que és la reconversió dels vials previs a les superilla o els eixos verds, per exemple, la
intervenció a Cristóbal de Moura és espectacular. I tots aquells carrers e.g. Fluvià -Bolívia, tot allò és una
intervenció super interessant. Jo crec que la ciutat està guanyant moltíssim el verd que necessitava però aquest verd
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jugar el paper una miqueta també del que jo deia abans, si els equipaments són els llocs d'interacció, el verd és un
lloc super d'interacció. Jo, per exemple, he vist allà a la superilla com les mares celebren els aniversaris, les festes. I
això, allà al carrer, amb els nens a les taules. I allà la gent, els dissabtes i diumenges baixa les patates fregides i
les cerveses i fa el vermut al carrer. I això ho fa amb veïns, clar, això genera unes dinàmiques que abans no
existien. Per tant la transformació és molt important. La transformació física arrossega unes dinàmiques socials i
culturals. Ara la Superilla com tu sabràs des del primer moment ha tingut uns detractors i uns moviments de gent en
contra, de veïnes. Ara estem una miqueta acostumats. Clar, hi ha gent que ens diu: “Vosaltres a favor de qui esteu?
De l'Ajuntament o dels veïns? Se suposa que l’AVV ha d’estar a favor dels veïns i els veïns estan en contra de la
Superilla. Jo ho sento molt. Hi ha veïns que estan en contra de la superilla però nosaltres no estem en contra de les
Superilla, les Superilles son un gran invent que s'ha fet en aquesta ciutat és a dir això ho hem de defensar. Però bé
et trobes en aquests focs creuats igualment perquè són canvis molt importants, canvis radicals, són canvis de
valors. I estem en un moment que els canvis són brutals i a la gent li costa molt acceptar els canvis, entendre’ls,
desprès els va veient, però d'entrada costa molt.
Si, de fet, la Superilla va tenir molta resistència al principi i ha caigut molt no?
Clar, la gent ha anat acceptant. Ara ja pràcticament no es veu cap les pancarta en contra de la Superilla ni hi ha
moviment. Això ja ho sabíem que passaria, però havia d'haver-hi la resistència inicial, que el combat aquell era
polític, perquè això estava també molt dirigit per l'oposició de l’Ajuntament. Tontos tampoc som. Hi havia uns veïns
que deien que estaven en contra la superilla però en realitat no és que estiguin en contra de la superilla. En realitat
si fossin honestos haurien de dir: “Home, nosaltres que vivim en el perímetre de la Superilla el que ens agradaria és
viure a dins de la Superilla, perquè el nostre carrer fos de vianants” Però clar, ells vivien en el perímetre, al carrer
Tànger, que és justament el carrer de pas. I clar, van dir, vivíem en un carrer que no passava mai ningú i ara resulta
que passen molts cotxes. Jo els deia: “Per més cotxes que passin pel carrer Tànger...és que no passa ni un 10 per
cent dels cotxes que passen pel C/Provença o pel C/Mallorca o el C/Consell de Cent. És a dir: De què m’estàs
parlant? Al Poblenou, els cotxes que passen son poquíssims. Però abans per allà no passava ningú, perquè el
carrer Tànger estava tallat. I clar aquesta gent que es queixa és gent que ha vingut a viure més nova.
Aleshores la resistència no és tant de gent que ha viscut al Poblenou tota la vida, sinó gent nouvinguda?
Gent nouvinguda. És gent que ha vingut a viure en els blocs dels habitatges de renda lliure de la Rambla Nova de
Poblenou. Són aquests, bàsicament. (…).
I tornant a l’Eix Verd de Cristóbal de Moura, on hi ha la intenció d’allargar-lo fins al Besòs. Com veus
aquests aquesta ambició?
Jo t’haig de ser franc. Al començament jo no ho veia, perquè Cristóbal de Moura és un dels carrers que el Pla
General Metropolità qualifica de primaris, més importants, és a dir tot i que el carrer no està obert del tot o en
determinats llocs sí però d'altres no; és un carrer no de 20 metres d'amplada, com els carrers de l'Eixample sinó un
carrer de 30 metres d'amplada. Perquè és un dels carrers aquells que el Pla General qualifica d'importants; de
carrers que travessen la ciutat de punta. Com el C/Aragó per exemple o passeig de Sant Joan. Aquests carrers
que dintre de l'Eixample són més amples. Doncs Cristóbal de Moura és d'aquests. Per què? Perquè és el carrer que
té el pont sobre el riu lloc que connecta amb Sant Adrià. Llavors jo més aviat pensava, Cristóbal de Moura ha de
mantenir el rol de la comunicació i els corredors de busos han d'anar per Cristóbal de Moura perquè si és el carrer
que té el pont és lògic que els corredors de busos vagin per allà. Clar quan van dir ho farem tot verd. Vaig dir:
“això és un disbarat!”. Bé ara ho veig una altra manera. A mi m'agrada el que s'està fent ara, crec que està bé. És
veritat que per altra banda genera conflictes amb els busos. Perquè als busos ara els fan fer uns recorreguts més
complicats. Però no em desagrada, és a dir jo crec que l'estratègia en general és bona.
I la gent del barri va a Cristóbal de Moura per beneficiar-se d’aquest espai verd?
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No ho sé, jo ara les últimes vegades que hi vaig ser allà, sempre hi ha gent. No és una massificació, però sempre
hi ha gent. No és gaire conegut encara. La gent no té tendència d’anar a llocs que no coneix massa. I a més a
més ara encara és un lloc que queda una mica aïllat, perquè és un lloc que hi ha poca residència i hi ha poca
vida encara.
Però la intenció és que tot aquest carrer de Cristóbal de Moura s’hi volen fer oficines no tant habitatge,
no?
Clar, és 22@. S'hi faran oficines. Jo crec que a veure nosaltres amb el debat que hem tingut amb els d'urbanisme
respecte a tota aquella banda del 22@, més aviat el que hem estat d'acord amb ells era que aquí hi ha dos
carrers importants: Pere Quart i Cristóbal de Moura. Cristóbal de Moura pot ser l’eix verd, i Pere Quart pot ser l'eix
cívic. Per tant posem l'habitatge més en les façanes de Pere Quart i deixem el verd a Cristóbal de Moura i allà que
hi hagi les oficines. Així que les façanes a Cristóbal de Moura siguin més d'oficines, que no és tot així, és mes
barrejat a tot arreu, eh. Però més aviat la tendència és de portar l'habitatge a Pere Quart i a Cristóbal de Moura
no tant. Sembla bon criteri.
L’eix verd és un projecte de resiliència ja que inclou els Sistemes de Drenatge Sostenible (SUDS). Creus
que els residents del barri en són conscients i dels seus avantatges?
Jo crec que els veïns d’aquestes coses no en son conscients encara. Encara no tenim molta cultura d’això. Però és
evident que la ciutat cal construir-la ara així. És dir que cal intervenir de formes bastant més dràstiques que aquesta.
Perquè clar quan la gent veu una cosa estranya diu: “Una altre vegada la Colau amb els seus invents”, però ja
veuràs quan vegin que els carrers d'asfalt tenen altres tipus de paviments més permeables, hi haurà gent que
començarà a espantar també. Però si volem que la ciutat sigui més ecològica, tingui més biodiversitat, els sols han
de drenar més, és evident no? I si volem que hi hagi més verd, més vegetació, haurem de fer els sòls més
permeables també, els hi hem de donar espai no? També és veritat que cal fer-ho pensant bé. Perquè, per
exemple, ara quan hi va haver el primer estat d'alarma, van créixer molt, com que no s'hi intervenia en el verd
urbà, van créixer moltes herbes en els escocells dels arbres, a vegades els carrers no es netejaven. Tot anava
sumant, tot s’anava assalvatjant, la ciutat. Això hi ha gent que desprès ha dit: “Ah, això està molt bé, que creixin
les plantes en els escocells dels arbres, que no ho tallin”. No però després hi ha altra gent que diu: “Home, ara
resulta que tenim formigues a casa”. Clar, no neteges tant i deixes que creixi la vegetació. També la biodiversitat al
final se’t fica a dins de casa. Per tant, aquí tenim discussions de tota classe, i les tindrem, perquè els canvis jo crec
que han de ser molt profunds, perquè la ciutat s'ha de re-naturalitzar molt més en el sentit que tu dius. S’ha de
guanyar més biodiversitat, clar que si. Però en la mesura que ho fem ja veuràs els conflictes anirem tenint. Perquè la
gent tindrà rates, la gent tindrà formigues, sinó escarabats.
Però en general al Poblenou la gent pensa que els espais verds estan ben mantinguts?
Aquestes preguntes jo no les sé respondre. Hi ha gent que sí. És a dir nosaltres com a AVV t’arriba de tot. Gent que
es queixen que diuen: “Perquè poden tant als arbres, perquè els hi fan tant de mal?”. Hi ha gent que et diuen: “Per
què no poden els arbres al davant de casa meva?” Clar, el que té un arbre a davant, que resulta que viu just en el
nivell on hi ha les copes i aquest arbre té les branques una mica desenvolupades que li arriben fins i tot al balcó,
doncs aquest ja està trucant. I a més a més la gent ho diu afectada: “Perquè tenen la ciutat tant abandonada que
no poden els arbres?” Potser només es el de davant de casa seva, però bé. Culpa de la Colau segurament. I
llavors hi ha gent que diu: “Però, estan fent una poda en el meu carrer que estan (inaudible) els arbres”.

E. Interview with Mobility Councilwoman of Sant Martí District and Former Member of the Neighborhood Association
of Poblenou
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SC: Aquí lo xulo és que el veïnat no ens coneixíem i gràcies a la Superilla ens vam començar a conèixer i ara
realment la comunitat de la Superilla i el sentiment d’identitat és espectacular. Amb el col·lectiu va néixer el vincle,
amb molts veïns que no ens coneixíem ens vam agrupar a les reunions. Quan la gent protestava en contra, dèiem:
“Si això és molt guai!” Ens vam identificar i llavors ens vam agrupar com a col·lectiu i ara, de fet, amb el col·lectiu
o sense el col·lectiu, la vida que hi ha ara al carrer, no te res a veure amb el que hi havia abans, perquè abans no
hi havia res. Era un espai de no identitat. Jo tinc una veïna que venia a viure de Gracia. Clar jo venia del Poblenou
i clar estic acostumada a viure en un barri que és de tant baixa densitat, amb moltes obres, i ja m’agrada, però
una veïna que venia de Gracia es veu que plorava quan li va tocar el seu pis de protecció oficial aquí. Casi tota
la Superilla del Poblenou son habitatges públics, que també esta molt bé per tot el tema de la gentrificació. I ella
plorava perquè deia que havia vingut a viure en un polígon industrial. Perquè realment des del Carrer Llacuna fins
al Carrer Marina es com un espai sense serveis, res. Es totalment de naus industrials en transformació, de solars i
ara ja si que s’està fent més habitatge. I de fet tots sortíem al carrer i anàvem cap a la Rambla perquè era l’eix on
fas la vida, la compra. I ara, baixes al carrer i no arribes a la Rambla perquè aquí baix ja et comences a trobar a
un munt de gent. Tinc dos fills, llavors clar per a mi la Superilla ha arribat tard perquè els meus fills ara tenen 15 i
16, però l’edat mitjana de la Superilla del Poblenou és de 40-42 anys, o sigui famílies amb nens petits. Clar, s’han
creat 3 parcs infantils, també el parc on tenim els horts urbans - que va ser una de les peticions veïnals del procés
participatiu que es va fer post-Superilla. Hi ha 19 parcel·les i ha hagut 120 famílies que han demanat participar-hi.
(...). La gent, una il·lusió tremenda. I ha estat molt guai perquè al col·lectiu érem unes 50 persones i ara s’ha obert
molt més pel tema de l’hort.
AP-C: La Superilla es percep com un espai verd pels residents?
Clar, la nostra, els arbres, els testos son petits, però bé han anat creixent. Jo crec que si. Ara realment sentim que
estem en un espai cada cop més verd, i sobretot amb l’interior d’illa aquest de la Plaça Dolors Piera i Isabel Vila, és
espectacular també. Clar llavors també tenim el C/ Almogàvers o el C/ Pere IV, que sobretot el C/ Pere IV sembla
“el cuarto de los trastos”, esta molt deixat. Però la resta de vies on tenim els nous bancs, les taules de pícnic, els
arbrets aquests, i desprès també tenim 3 entrades a la Superilla amb les voreres passants que també s’ha creat
bastant verd. I desprès al C/ Almogàvers aquí també hi ha uns parterres molt xulos; l’únic és que es fan servir de
pipi-can, i es fan molt malbé. Es realment una llàstima perquè si que hi ha moltes queixes veïnals perquè clar es un
espai molt maco però si es fa servir de pipi-can no es pot mantenir com a espai verd xulo, i es bastant lleig el que
et queda.
Hi ha una part d’inversió dura que encara no s’ha portat a terme aquí a la Superilla no?
Si, si que esta pendent tot el tram d’Almogàvers i el tram de Pere IV. En aquest mandat esta previst que es faci els
dos trams d’Almogàvers, que si que es va fer de forma tàctica però ara es farà de forma estructural. I desprès la
part de Pere IV hi havia un projecte tàctic que no s’ha fet i el projecte estructurant serà com la resta de Pere IV. És
independent de la Superilla això. Es una llàstima que no es faci la intervenció tàctica perquè és un carrer que no te
arbrat, te voreres molt estretes.
Qui creus que visita més la Superilla?
Atrau a gent de tot el barri i jo diria de tota la ciutat. Les taules de pícnic son el que mes democratitza l’espai
públic. I les taules de pícnic per exemple al migdia, clar ara hi ha menys treballadors d’oficines, però al migdia és
l’espai dels treballadors d’oficines, a la tarda de les escoles, al vespre de joves i durant el dia a vegades hi ha
gent gran jugant al parxís o a escacs, veïnes que sopem. Bueno i desprès hi ha botellón a vegades als vespres,
clar les taules de pícnic de vegades et poden generar molèsties. Però el problema que hi ha és perquè no hi ha
prou taules de pícnic per tota la ciutat. Sempre diem si hi haguessin més espais pel jovent, no es concentrarien tots
aquí. Tampoc hi ha molta concentració, no és un problema molt greu. Per allà on hi ha menys habitatge, ara no
pel confinament, però allà si que hi havia botellón nocturns, llavors els veïns es queixaven, llavors hi ha un
problema de convivència derivat d’això, però es un espai multi-edat, perquè ja et dic tot i que l’edat mitjana és la
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meva amb nens petits, al cap de setmana hi ha una llar d’avis i es fa servir molt per passejar els avis. També hi ha
una escola, i cada vegada son mes nens, llavors aquest si que és un ús intensiu de l’espai públic a la tarda, però
ja et dic al cap de setmana també hi ha molta gent; les taules en el tram on no hi ha transit se les reserva, hi va a
primera hora per assegurar-se que tenen taula. Al mig dia els dissabtes i diumenges, i ara sobretot amb els
confinaments comarcals, quan fa bon temps la gent va buscant les taules de pícnics.
La resistència a la Superilla que va generar la seva implementació es manté a dia d’avui?
No, ja no estan actius. Es que gent que estava en contra desprès es va mostrar a favor. Jo crec que han entès la
part positiva de la Superilla. En un inici es va viure com una imposició, era com un drama no poder anar recta
amb cotxe per tots els carrers. Jo la resistència, mes que veïnal et diria que era politica i mediàtica. (...) La
informació que s’estava donant era que les ambulàncies no hi arribaven, que no hi havia accés amb cotxe, etc. Va
haver-hi molta guerra. També l’urbanisme tàctic també té aquest rebuig perquè es veu com feble que fas el canvi
amb un cap de setmana i tornem a funcionar com abans, en canvi amb unes obres estructurals no tens aquest
rebuig perquè ja hi ha hagut un procés de obres molt llarg. És cert també que la informació prèvia va ser insuficient
i les parades de bus es van allunyar, etc. A més al Setembre, la gent tornant de vacances, l’inici de l’escola, la
festa major de Poblenou apunt de començar...llavors també hi havia les obres al C/ Pere IV, que també va fer
modificar els patrons de mobilitat (...) I mentrestant Pere Quart almogàvers ja no era una alternativa perquè Pere IV
estava tallat. De sobte teníem més trànsit d'altres vies però no tenien res a veure amb la Superilla perquè la
Superilla abans de ser Superilla ja no hi havia trànsit. Llavors era molt difícil d'intentar explicar que no tenien a
veure, o sigui ells van trobar un motiu que es deia Superilla i Colau suposo. I a banda el trànsit de Tànger, va
augmentar entre un 2 i un 5 per cent després de la Superilla. Era com quan en comptes de 7.000 o 6.000 teníem
8.000 cosa, que qualsevol carrer de l'Eixample en tenia 30.000, de la mateixa dimensió. (...) Llavors era com bé
tens una mica més de trànsit però 1) al teu carrer, el Pla General Metropolità de 76 te’l definia com a eix bàsic i ja
sabies tu si t’has de comprar un pis aquí. Llavors també va haver una lluita molt classista, perquè van dir que clar
que als de la Superilla que se'ns beneficiava i en canvi els de fora de la Superilla era gent que s’havia gastat molts
diners amb uns pisos doncs que els seus pisos es devaluaven. I ja clar vam dir: “No us preocupeu que a la
Superilla quasi tots són habitatges públics per tant no podem especular. Però va haver-hi el debat aquest; Gent amb
un jardí privat, amb piscina perquè són els veïns d'aquell costat protestant perquè nosaltres tinguéssim espais verds
a la via pública. I sí que va haver hi una mica aquesta sensació de lluita de classes.
Quin percentatge de d'habitatge públic hi ha a la superilla més o menys?
Casi tot. Jo diria el 90%. Quasi tot l'habitatge que s'ha fet nou o sigui excepte a al C/Pere Quart i al carrer
Almogàvers que hi ha una mica d'habitatge antic, que són tot habitatges baixets i tal, la resta tots els blocs nous
són de protecció pública perquè és àmbit 22@. I aquí tot el que s'ha construït és públic. I és públic però hi ha una
part que és de lloguer i hi ha una part que és de compra de patronat, una part que és de cessió d'ús i després hi
ha uns altres que són de cooperativa o sigui no es públic amb la mateixa d'això però vull dir no podem especular
amb aquests habitatges vull dir que això també és molt positiu en quant al debat aquest típic de la gentrificació que
quan millores l'espai públic.
I creus que pels voltants de la Superilla tampoc es generarà molt gentrificació?
Al Poblenou estem molt gentrificats però és un tema general. No és un tema de només uns barris crec que és un
tema global. Potser no sé si cap a Besòs o en algun lloc o a Nou Barris en algun lloc pots no comprar un pis que
no s’hagi augmentat el preu de forma espectacular. Però jo crec que a Barcelona el fenomen és general i més al
Poblenou que tenim bé la platja. Bé vull dir l'obertura al mar. El Poble Nou des de l'any 92 segurament des de les
Olimpíades és un barri que s’ha gentrificat a tope, i no serà per la Superilla vull dir serà per a tot el procés de
transformació que està vivint. Si, si, aquest barri és caríssim vull dir que és més barat viure a l'Eixample segons com
que al Poblenou. I encara les connexions de transport públic encara són molt millorables. Quan tinguem el tramvia
connectat canviarà molt, però de fet la de Provençals de Poblenou és l'àmbit on el 22@ menys s’ha desenvolupat i
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és per la inaccessibilitat amb transport públic. Vull dir perquè no hi ha cap estació de metro a prop. I el tramvia
encara no connecta i això canviarà en el moment que tinguem el tramvia connectat.
En aquella zona ja s’està construint molt no?
I si de fet ara la superilla de Ca l'Alier. Jo li dic superilla perquè no li diuen superilla però és que per és una
superilla igual, i aquella sí que és verda aquella sí que és molt xula i hi allà sí sí sí quan estigui, bé, ja estem
construint a saco. Però realment quan mires com s'ha desenvolupat el 22@ en els dos àmbits no? A l’àmbit que
diuen nord i sud, a l'àmbit més proper diguem a Glòries i el Metro Llacuna s'ha desenvolupat quasi tot o està en
marxa quasi tot i la resta encara està pendent bastant.
Tornant a Cristóbal de Moura, com perceps aquest nou espai verd i quin ús en fas?
N’he fet us però ja et dic, més de passeig. Clar jo com els meus nens dic que ja no tenen edat de parcs, no hem
fet servir ni els de la Superilla clar. Bé tot i que n’hi ha un que fan servir bastant els adolescents que tenim aquí,
perquè té un gronxador així bastant xulo per grans. Però sí per passejar si que hi he anat bastant. I és espectacular.
I l'altre dia justament hi vaig passar, aquest cap de setmana i realment estava, hi havia molta gent de diferents
edats. També en aquests espais on s'acumula aigua, que a vegades també es fa servir com a pipi-can. Vull dir que
el tema de gossos sempre en els espais verds és complicat perquè és fàcil que es degradi. Al final per un que hi
hagi incívic doncs aquell espai es fa malbé. Allà també hi ha massa trànsit de pas crec que també caldria canviar
algun sentit. Doncs hi ha massa trànsit de pas més càrrega massa ràpid, al final generant un espai insegur i llavors
fa que la gent estigui més incòmoda a l'espai públic. Llavors els primers dies si que es queixaven de l'excés de
velocitat de les cotxes. Però bé, la gent està súper contenta, és que aquell espai és espectacular. Jo la primera
vegada que el vaig veure vaig dir: “No m’ho puc creure”. Sent un verd brutal. A veure i amb ganes que segueixi
cap a Besòs, que està previst. No sé a veure quan facin els eixos verds de 22@, que això també és la novetat del
nou planejament, jo crec que també canviarà. Ja som un barri, un districte molt verd en comparació a la ciutat. Vull
dir que sóc conscient que tenim més parcs, més fonts i més pipi-cans també segurament que altres barris de la
ciutat, però bé quan el 22@ desenvolupi els eixos verds serà molt xulo. Bé pel que m'han dit és més un eix vertical
estil Carrer Bolívia que Carrer Cristóbal de Moura. No és tan exuberant com el C/Cristóbal la Mora, clar
Cristóbal la Mora és un eix de 30 metres d'amplada, la resta de carrers són de 20 però és com ho tenen previst
també.
I en el cas de l'expert Cristóbal de Moura creus que l'atracció que pot provocar aquest eix verd pot
generar més gentrificació?
Cristóbal de Moura també passa que la majoria d'habitatges que hi ha al voltant són de protecció pública. Ara
justament està modificant un edifici molt alt que és que són una residència d'estudiants (TSH) Clar no ho sé, jo
espero que realment es faci servir de residència d'estudiants i no ho sé. Home tot això ajudarà a gentrificar, però ja
et dic no és només això. En el barri nostre crec que tot, o sigui qualsevol carrer encara que no sigui verd, els preus
augmenten. No sé és que jo amb l'etern dilema de que si millores a l'espai públic gentrifiques. Al final el que hem
de fer que és no? Viure en un espai públic horrorós per evitar no marxar del barri o fer altres polítiques públiques
com habitatge públic sobretot per evitar que això passi? Llavors al final el que hem de fer és millorar tot l'espai
públic de tota la ciutat i a la vegada poder controlar els preus de l'habitatge. Però bé ja sé que a nivell municipal
no és fàcil intervenir tant. Al final arribes fins on arribes. I pots fer molt per l’habitatge públic però no pots limitar els
preus del lloguer. I llavors clar si a nivell estatal o a nivell català i d'altres nivells administratius no se segueix la
mateixa aposta doncs és molt complicat per a un municipi poder canviar aquestes dinàmiques. Però si bé el
Govern d’ara té aquesta voluntat. A veure si ho aconsegueix però vull dir que el que no pot ser és que renunciem a
millorar l'espai públic i a guanyar verd per por a la gentrificació.
En quina mesura el barri del Poblenou ha canviat en els últims anys (botigues, edificis/llars, nivells de
preus, relacions amb els veïns/veïnes, seguretat, etc.)?
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Jo crec que sí. La gent ha arribat al Poblenou a viure des de inicis de l'any 2000. Sobretot post-Olímpic. Ho ha fet
també volem buscar aquesta vida de barri. Hi ha molta escola pública. Sí de fet som el barri i el districte amb més
nanos a l'escola pública. I s'han creat moltes escoles públiques. La gent que s'ha quedat majoritàriament ha triat
escoles del barri i llavors és molta vida de barri. Jo tinc moltíssims amics i amigues de l'escola dels meus fills que
tots són de fora del barri però bé es coneixen al barri tant o més que jo. Lo bo de Poblenou és això, que la gent ha
sabut valorar el que hi havia i s'ha integrat absolutament, al màxim. L'únic que clar com també ha més habitatges i
habitants, tenim moltes més activitats i sí que s'han anat orientat cap a un “target” que segurament que no hauria
estat el mateix que 30 anys o 40 anys. Vull dir que sí que hi ha molta botiga així “fashion”, molta cafeteria així
molt “trendy”. Però jo crec que conviuen bastant bé amb tot el que és més tradicional. I clar no teníem biblioteca i
es va fer la biblioteca nova. També la de Glòries es va fer també una biblioteca. Doncs hi ha hagut cada cop més
d'equipaments. Ara tenim una mancança d'equipaments esportius justament perquè tenim molts joves i no hi ha
espai per entrenar a tots, però bé, és un barri que encara estan en expansió. Però ja et dic, lo bo és que la gent
justament ha valorat aquesta vida de barri i s'han adaptat. La gran majoria, és un barri en què els nanos tenen
molta autonomia perquè de ben petits van sols amunt i avall perquè és molt barri, barri de poble. Ens coneixem
molt tots.
Creus que a nivell de seguretat la Superilla ha ajudat?
Sí, sí, totalment. Abans a la nit, si venies de la Rambla cap aquí o de llacuna cap aquí, era com un espai de
ningú que no hi havia ningú. I com a dona no? Jo per exemple caminava pel mig del carrer o sigui no caminava
per la vorera. I clar i ara hi ha molta més vida. I a banda d'això vull dir la coneixença dels veïns. Jo abans no
coneixia els veïns del bloc del costat. És a dir ara si em passa alguna cosa crido al Carles, a la Txell, a la Norma.
Vull dir que conec a molts veïns que viuen a cada espai. Llavors fins i tot jo tinc una filla que ara té quinze anys, i
és molt típic que la meva veïna em digui he vist la teva nena abans. Bé que hi ha aquest control social, aquest
coneixement social que abans no hi era, sens dubte gràcies a la Superilla. Ja et dic, la identitat Superilla ha creat
una cosa molt maca. Ens diem les super-veïnes, els Superillencs. Que no som els únics, perquè hi ha més Superilles
però bé.
Perquè de fet, un cop es va implementar la Superilla van haver-hi canvis que els veins van demanar, oi?
Si, de fet o sigui la Superilla aquesta es fa com a projecte universitari. Al juliol s'anuncia que al setembre es
comença, es fa en un cap de setmana els canvis de mobilitat. (...) I vam definir quins usos voliem i va ser allà on
vam dir que volíem arbres, bancs, taules de pícnic, parcs infantils, horts urbans, pista de petanca que encara no la
tenim, però és que si bé algun dia, taules de ping pong, perquè sí que notem que el jovent és la part de la
població que té menys espais públic. Doncs mira també vam demanar una pista de bàsquet però mai ha arribat
perquè sí que és cert que el tema va votar i el veïnat, doncs són incompatibles. Tot i que hi ha un espai al carrer
Badajoz que pot funcionar molt bé però encara ningú no ha aconseguit tot el que demanàvem però si bé bona
part es va fer sí i això va ser participació veïnal dels que estàvem a favor i dels que estaven en contra. Vull dir tot
això es va fer escoltant les dues bandes. I sí que va haver hi un problema que sí que era cert. (...) Però bé es van
fer moltes coses de les que vam demanar com a veïnat. I de parcs infantils ara en tenim tres a la Superilla. Clar si,
hi ha parcs al Poblenou però has de caminar deu minuts, un quart d'hora. I ostres tenir un parc a sota casa teva
doncs està molt bé. A més era un espai que no es feia servir pel cotxe. Perquè clar som molt pocs veïns, en aquí
som 1800 ara crec, en nou illes, el que és una illa de l'Eixample. És a dir que la densitat residencial és súper
baixa. Però clar deien que la superilla és un desert on mai ningú hi és. Tampoc hi havia cotxes. Però quan l'espai
públic està destinat al cotxe no cal que justifiquis si ocupa o no. Però quan treus els cotxes i el destines a les
persones llavors sembla que hagis d’estar tota l'estona fent activitats per demostrar quin gran ús té l'espai públic.
Això també és com molt injust. Jo crec que has de venir a veure l’hort. Això sí que ha generat molta comunitat i
també el que és molt xulo és que tenim molts ocells ara, vull dir que sentim molt, i sempre gravem als ocells i als
grups de xat i diem: “Quin ocell és aquest?”. Són coses xula que han comportat la Superilla i la generació de més
verd. I menys trànsit a la vegada i també els accidents si mires les dades d'accidents que hi ha a la ciutat doncs
justament a les Superilles no n'hi ha, vull dir que també és un tema que l’impacte es veu molt plenament. Vull dir
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soroll i accidents segur que menys. I clar el tema contaminació, jo crec que no és tan directe. Tenim la furgoneta de
la qualitat de l'aire prenen mesures des de fa unes setmanes. No és un factor tan local, és un tema més global de
ciutat que dubto molt que canviï molt a nivell de barri. Jo crec que l'impacte sobre la contaminació amb una
Superilla no aconsegueixes fer gaire. Vull dir que segurament al barri tenim dues vies molt potents que ens envolten,
també del port de vegades ens ve de merda i tal. Clar l'impacte que tenim de la contaminació, o sigui per
descomptat i estem molt millor que l'Eixample perquè tenim molt menys trànsit de pas. Però vull dir la diferència
entre la Superilla nostra i el carrer del costat no crec que sigui prou significatiu com per dir que una Superilla té un
impacte molt favorable sobre la qualitat de l'aire.
Per potser un cop n’hi hagin més de Superilles, si que es notarà més.
Si, i al districte de Sant Martí en general si ho comparem amb el districte de l'Eixample doncs estem súper bé. Però
perquè és transit de pas, no per la Superilla ni per l’eix verd de Cristóbal de Moura.
Però amb els espais verds que hi ha esteu satisfets els veïns de Poblenou?
Sí a la Superilla sí que es queixaven del tema del manteniment. Els espais verds amb l’urbanisme tàctic també
sempre són més complicats de mantenir. Els de parcs i jardins han de regar cada pot, cada test, un a un. No
poden implantar sistemes de reg automàtic amb els les plantes aquestes que tenim sense estar al terra. Clar, suposo
que ells és més complicat. Però jo crec que és bo el manteniment sí que hem tingut una època que s'havia mort
algun arbre d'aquests i l’únic això dels pipi-cans als parterres, que és impossible fer un bon manteniment. Clar és
complicat perquè hi ha veïns que demanen als veïns que no ho facin però clar llavors es genera un enfrontament
veïnal (...) Llavors total que no han trobat la solució òptima per evitar que els gossos campin lliure. I és una llàstima.
No sé quina és la solució però, suposo que si tenim més espais per a gossos però aquest tema és complicat. I ara
justament des d'aquí veig un fet un a la teulada de l'edifici del costat que són oficines, han fet anar un jardí a dalt.
Jo crec que el verd urbà generar molt benestar. Sí, sí segur sens dubte. I clar l'urbanisme tàctic té les limitacions, jo
crec que l’urbanisme tàctic també en relació al verd sinó que cal trobar la tàctica en relació al verd. S'hi podria
investigar una mica més com aconseguir més verd amb l'urbanisme tàctic.

F. Interview with Member of the Neighborhood Association of Poblenou and Expert in Urban Planning
AP-C: Podries descriure la teva relació amb el barri de Poblenou?
JB: El Poblenou ha tingut molts canvis, sobretot aquests últims 20-30 anys, des de les Olimpíades especialment.
(...).
Com a resident com s’han viscut aquests canvis?
Això des del principi ha generat molts problemes a nivell d’aconseguir habitatge assequible. Aquests canvis els
veiem amb bons ulls perquè a nivell de serveis, equipaments, zones verdes, tot això feia falta fer-ho, però tots
aquests canvis urbanístics tenen aquest aspecte positiu però el negatiu es que el que fan és generar un interès per
aquell espai, pels promotors i immobiliàries que el que busquen és especular amb això i ho aconsegueixen.
Especulen comprant sol a un preu bo, i desprès de fer quatre canvis i vendre’ls a uns preus desorbitats. Això el que
genera és que el veí que estava en aquest barri, de cop es troba amb edificis a uns preus inassumibles per la seva
família, els seus fills, i els seus fills, per trobar un habitatge han d’anar fora del barri i inclús fora de la ciutat. Aquest
procés de gentrificació fa molts anys que el patim. Abans de que es parlés de gentrificació nosaltres ja parlàvem
de que volíem un barri per viure-hi els del barri: viure amb dignitat al barri. Per tant, volíem millores al barri però
que poguéssim seguir vivint al barri. Vam fer unes campanyes bastant dures per aconseguir habitatge assequible al
barri, i amb això vam aconseguir és que al voltant de l’any 2000 amb el pla 22@ que els habitatges que es
generessin de nou en el àmbit de 22@ fos tot de protecció oficial, inclús vam aconseguir que l’Ajuntament ens
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deixes que una part de l’habitatge nou en aquest àmbit fos pels veïns del barri o una garantia d’integració als veïns
del barri considerant que tenien una certa preferència. Però clar també hi ha hagut altres promocions, per posar-ho
a l’altre extrem hi ha hagut Diagonal Mar, una promoció de luxe, que també fa que els preus a la zona siguin
inassumibles per la gent del Poblenou i la zona. Per tant, aquest barri ha sofert molt, però molt, sobretot respecte el
preu de l’habitatge i el comerç, i per tant, molts habitants s’han vist obligats a baixar portes. A part, molts habitants
han tingut que marxar no del barri sinó de Barcelona, i també molta industria manufacturera; petita industria; tallers
familiars, lo que és el teixit social al Poblenou, la gent treballadora, aquests s’han vist molt afectats. Una gran part
de la petita industria del barri ha desaparegut, perquè en el pla 22@ se’ls ha polit, directament. Han arrasat els
edificis, les ha fet fora, els hi ha donat d’indemnització mínima per llei, que és una misèria, i s’han hagut de buscar
la vida. Per tant, ha fet que una part de la població activa al Poblenou, es trobes en una situació molt complicada
a nivell de feina. Per tant a nosaltres ens han afectat l’encariment de l’habitatge i de fer fora a gent del barri, però
també a nivell del teixit productiu, que l’ha modificat d’una forma molt gran. Una de les problemàtiques que tenim
al barri es la presencia del turisme massificat, la presencia de moltes empreses hoteleres, i això fa que sigui una
peça desitjada pel mon immobiliari, i per tant encareix el preu de tot. El que fa en definitiva és expulsar al veí del
barri perquè no pot continuar vivint en el seu barri on ha nascut, treballat, estudiat...i aquí tenim una batalla dura i
més amb la pandèmia, i els desnonaments en els últims anys, no només de gent jove que no pot assumir pagar els
lloguers o l’hipoteca, però també gent gran que amb les seves pensions no poden assumir els lloguers. És una
situació molt greu, no només a Poblenou, a Barcelona i a moltes ciutats, però aquí a Poblenou ho patim des de fa
mes anys i de manera més greu.
Coneixes veïns/veïnes que hagin sigut desplaçats durant els darrers anys? Si és així, perquè i com? Quin
ha sigut l’impacte en el seu benestar i salut?
Es viu malament. A ningú li agrada canviar de municipi per qüestió de que no pots continuar pagant un pis a prop
de la teva família. No és el mateix. El tema relació social es va deteriorant en aquest aspecte o es perjudica.
Començar a fer vida en un altre lloc sempre és complicat. Clar i pels que es queden, una part de la família o
amics, queden desplaçats, i et quedes en una situació d’empobriment. I tot està molt més car; abans anaves a
menjar un dia al restaurant que hi havia a sota casa teva del barri i ara aquest restaurant el preu és el doble i dius:
“no toca”. Això perjudica.
I amb el Repensem el 22@ tots aquests efectes s’han tingut en compte?
Si, la idea era fer un pla integrador. Una de les coses que d’aconseguit en el nou pla és que hi hagi més
habitatge, hi haurà 6000 i pico d’habitatges nous, s’intenta que siguin assequibles. S’intenta però no
s’aconsegueix. Una part dels que es faran nous seran de renda lliure, i els altres de protecció oficial. Però tot i que
els de protecció oficial son més assequibles, la protecció oficial és cara. Avui dia, per una persona treballadora,
normal, que no tenen uns sous...que ja sabem com estan els mileuristes, aconseguir un pis de protecció oficial és
un handicap perquè el preu es car. A part la protecció oficial a la llarga, històricament, la protecció oficial al cap
d’uns anys es passa a mercat lliure i es torna a especular. És una solució temporal, que no resol el problema de
fons. El problema de fons, pensem nosaltres, que és que l’habitatge sigui de propietat publica, de regim de lloguer,
i adequat a les possibilitats econòmiques de la família. El mercat ha d’estar regulat d’alguna forma perquè
garanteixi això. Si hi hagués habitatge sobrant, que es pogués fer a preu de luxe, que es facin, però primer s’ha
de garantir que les persones que viuen aquí tinguin accés a l’habitatge. Anem al reves però. (...).
Quina és la teva percepció dels espais verds a Poblenou i voltants?
És una necessitat de primera ordre està clar. La ciutat no son habitatges només, sinó un equilibri entre espais de
lleure, zona de viure, zona de comprar, etc. La ciutat ha de donar peu a que la gent sigui íntegre amb aquest
entorn. Abans, d’espais verds no en teníem, teníem 4 places i amb transformacions com el 22@, s’ha aconseguit
espais lliures, verds, de qualitat i amplis. I tot això fa contribuint a la millora de la qualitat de vida dels veïns del
barri i de la ciutat. Un dels aspectes a destacar amb els espais lliures és la millora que s’ha aconseguit a la platja.
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El mar nosaltres no el teníem com un element a gaudir, i de lleure, perquè eren platges brutes, amb escombraries,
industria, i ara no. I molta gent ve a les platges perquè son una meravella. Ara a nivell d’espais lliures anem posantnos en ordre, perquè encara hi ha una insuficiència. I amb els equipaments també. (...). Es va millorant però molt a
poc a poc.
Com veus/creus que diferents grups utilitzen aquests espais i quina és la teva impressió sobre les
interaccions entre els diferents grups?
Hi ha de tot. Les placetes son necessàries perquè faciliten molt la interacció de gent del barri. I llavors per exemple
el Parc Central hi ha una certa visió d’un entorn “natural” encara que sigui “artificial”; hi ha arbres, verd, plantes, hi
ha aigua. I aquests espais ja son més agradables. Ens allunyen una mica de la ciutat, donen possibilitats de
trobades més amplies amb gent. Hi ha llocs per fer per exemple basquet, ping-pong que permeten interacció amb
joves i grans, etc. La platja és Inter-generational, i casi international. Per altre banda, hi ha parcs com el de la
Ciutadella que tenen una dimensió gran, que son els que ens fan falta en el barri. Amb el de Glòries es fa
aconseguir que el parc de les Glòries fos un parc gran, d’aquests que et permeten que quan et poses dins del parc
t’oblides de la ciutat, perquè no veus els edificis, no sents els cotxes. I s’espera que aquests parcs realment
potenciïn la recuperació de la natura en el seu estadi habitual que seria la de l’entorn nostre. Que si hi ha insectes,
hi ha insectes, si hi ha llangardaixos, hi ha llangardaixos, etc.
Ara, jo penso que molts veïns tenen un criteri que no va per aquí, som urbanites, ens de ciutat, ens han educat tant
a ser de la ciutat, neta i polida, que quan veuen una bossa de terra, un insecte o això es queixen i hem tingut
queixes de veïns queixes de veïns perquè com que els arbres els han podat menys aquest any, doncs com els
insectes que hi han entren a casa, clar és que estan al seu lloc. Clar això no ho hem pensat, ens pensem que els
insectes ens envaeixen a nosaltres. Penso que a part de re-naturalitzar entorns d'espai lliure, hauríem de renaturalitzar els ciutadans. Hi ha una tasca d'educació de fer entendre que la ciutat no és com està estructurada i
l'única manera d’evitar això, és treien trànsit òbviament però també fer que hi hagi altres animals, especies, que
comparteixin l'espai amb nosaltres. Per tant penso que és difícil si no aconseguim aquesta re-educació dels
ciutadans i entendre que hem de compartir la vida amb els llangardaixos, els mosquits, els pardals, etc. I això
costa perquè hi ha queixes de veïns. Tenen el concepte del brut que...
Jo penso que costa molt percebre un nou concepte de com generar vegetació més autòctones perquè no es veuen
tan boniques és molt bonic un grup de tulipes, però quan veus herba tal qual, que creix quan li toca, que no hi ha
harmonia, que és natural ! Però això si que és una tasca de re-educació que costarà molt. A part d’això, hi ha gent
que es queixa dels eixos verds, per exemple el de Cristóbal de Moura, allò es un espai lliure que te unes
característiques molt limitades, es un passeig, un espai de lleure, gent que va a fer esport, a passejar, etc. amb un
entorn que no hi ha molt trànsit...llavors Cristóbal de Moura es un eix verd, però és insuficient. La gent es queixava
de la falta de places. Una plaça almenys et permet un espai ampli, i fer activitats que no faràs en un passeig. I
això, tant l’eix verd de Cristóbal de Moura com el pla del 22@, no contemplen fer una plaça d’aquestes
dimensions, que permeti una mica allunyar-te de la ciutat. El passeig no allunya de la ciutat, perquè està entre
edificis, hi ha soroll, etc.
L’eix verd és un projecte de resiliència ja que inclou els Sistemes de Drenatge Sostenible (SUDS). Creus
que els residents del barri en són conscients i dels seus avantatges?
Les persones saben què és el canvi climàtic, etc. però no sé si tot el tema dels SUDS és un tema massa innovador
encara. (...) Hi ha poca divulgació. Ara per ara penso que encara no hi ha aquesta percepció de les millores que
això representa pel medi ambient. S’ha de repensar la ciutat amb un sentit de reduir l’espai que ocupem i per tant
repartir la població pel territori de Catalunya. (...).
Tornant a l’eix verd de Cristóbal de Moura, com creus que això pot produir més gentrificació, un cop
incrementi el verd?
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Segur, segur, només que se sent parlar d’urbanitzar, de millorar, els voltors ja estan a sobre. Diuen, aquí tenen
negoci, i si posen. (...). Els promotors estan darrere d’aquestes intervencions, per tant, s’hi posaran. Intervenció
urbanística (i el turisme) = gentrificació. L’única manera d’evitar-ho és aconseguir una quota de garantia de que els
veïns han de poder continua vivint allà i que aquest habitatge sigui assequible, públic, i que una part sigui per
aquests veïns de l’entorn per tal de que aquest teixit social no es perdi. Clar, això hi ha gent que no ho veu, i
llavors hi ha gent que ho ha patit. (...). Hem conegut casos, molts casos, per exemple, aquí al carrer Llull hi havia
unes casetes, que a la part del darrere tenien una horta, i aquests veïns eren famílies senzilles, amb uns sous
baixos, famílies populars, normals, i quan els van afectar van dir: “Si, si, tindrem aquí un edifici de 13 plantes amb
unes vistes precioses, un balcó. I clar, aquestes famílies diuen: “Escolta’m, jo estic acostumat a viure aquí, i sortir al
pati i veure el sol i 4 plantes allà, tinc sol, aire, i ara em poseu en un pis una dècima planta, que he d’agafar
l’ascensor que a mi em fa esgarrifor, tindré un balcó per posar 4 geranis...però això que és? Això no és qualitat de
vida. Què faig jo allà?”. Aquest es un cas, que clar, deien: “nosaltres no volem viure en un pis, volem viure a casa
nostra”. I el preu, segueix no sent el mateix, tot i sent de protecció oficial. I de que li serveix tenir un pis amb balco
a no sé on, si resulta que no ho pot pagar, ha de marxar, ha d’anar a viure amb els fills. Per tant, hi ha una pèrdua
de qualitat molt important. Això genera una situació de desigualtat i que vas a empobrir-te. I amb els tallers passa
el mateix. Aquests canvis urbanístics, la població treballadora els pateix.
Penses que hi ha risc de que passi això també a la Superilla ja que hi ha bastants habitatges de protecció
oficial?
No ! El que tenim de protecció oficial son casos específics, aïllats, no tenim desgraciadament illes de cases de
protecció oficial. També, una cosa és que dels habitatges que hi ha ara allà una part sigui de protecció oficial,
però el planejament urbanístic de la zona el que permet és que el sol que hi ha allà i l’habitatge que es podrà fer
serà de renda lliure. I aquesta és la nostra queixa.
S’ha d’intentar que hi hagi més transport públic. Que desaparegui el vehicle de la via pública i que es recuperi pel
ciutadà. La ciutat es per les persones. Ja hem de mirar que no contamini gaire, però a part que no contamini
l’espai. El cotxe és una comoditat incòmode. Perquè es còmode per alguns aspectes però es incòmode per viure
còmodament a la ciutat.

G. Interview with Member of Housing Association of Poblenou Ens Plantem
AP-C: Podries descriure la teva relació amb el barri de Poblenou i la teva percepció dels espais verds a
Poblenou i voltants?
RF: Les transformacions les noto perquè visc al costat de la Rambla. Jo vivia al costat del Parc Central i Can Ricart, i
allà de petit, quan van inaugurar el Parc Central em va fer molta il·lusió, em va agradar com molt, vull dir que hi
anava, a més hi havia pistes de basquet i a mi m’agradava jugar a basquet. Ens agradava en general a mi i a la
meva família. Si que desprès, al haver crescut una mica, vaig deixar de donar-li ulls i no hi anava, no ve com de
pas i desprès també vaig descobrir com es va construir aquest parc, i tot el que ha representat i esgarrifa una mica.
Totes les cases que van haver de tirar per construir això. Jo com que no venia d’una família que estigués molt
polititzada, doncs era com: “Hi ha un parc nou al costat de casa, que guai”.
Com veus/creus que diferents grups utilitzen aquests espais i quina és la teva impressió sobre les
interaccions entre els diferents grups?
Jo crec que depèn de la zona. Per exemple, el Parc Central, jo hi anava amb la meva família i amics meus. Allà
no coneixia gent nova. Però per exemple hi ha col·legis que fan sortides allà a vegades. I també hi ha el tema de
l’eix verd a Cristóbal de Moura que és una transformació més recent, que jo he pogut veure, i realment hi ha a
certes hores hi ha més nens, a la sortida de l’escola, perquè ara és una zona on s’hi pot jugar i abans només era
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un carrer. Però en el dia a dia, al cap de setmana, hi ha alguna gent passejant o així, però no noto que hi hagi un
canvi molt especial. És una zona que a l’entrada hi ha gent vivint, però més endavant son mes aviat solars. És una
zona on és molt evident el procés de gentrificació. S’està construint el macro hotel, també 15 plantes d’oficines a
l’altre banda d’oficines, i just al davant està l’Escocesa que està en procés d’expulsió de totes les persones que hi
estan vivint. Que son gent amb situacions molt precàries. I hi ha gent que no està ni re-allotjada ni en procés de reallotjament. Hi ha gent a qui l’únic que se’ls ofereix és passar dos dies en una pensió. Clar una pensió no és un
allotjament digne. (...)
En els últims anys heu vist un increment de desnonaments, també en comparació a altres barris de
Barcelona?
No sabria què respondre’t, perquè no sé com era la situació abans. Però hi ha hagut casos de desnonaments que
han durat anys. Gent que porta molt temps a l’assemblea. A la zona més de Besòs-Maresma i Provençals del
Poblenou hem vist que hi ha més desnonaments que a Gràcia o alguna zona així. També és veritat que molts no
n’hi ha a Provençals perquè tampoc hi ha molt habitatge. I Poblenou centre que sembla més pijilla, és una de les
zones que tenia més gent a la mesa d’emergència, i amb previsió de processos d’expulsió. No tota aquesta gent
necessàriament ha d’acabar amb un desnonament, però dona molt a pensar, perquè potser aquesta zona realment
s’ha transformat molt o ara és molt fotogènica, però realment hi ha moltes coses que potser no estem veient. Moltes
coses han canviat, no només pel 22@, la tendència del neoliberalisme ha afectat a tots els barris. Al Poblenou s’ha
expressat amb la forma del 22@. I l’altre cosa és que altres plataformes veïnals com l’Observatori, tenen un discurs
molt més marcat, però el 22@ es un marc urbanístic que obra les portes a un model de ciutat neoliberal, però si
que té una cosa amb la que s’emparen sobretot per justificar la venta d’aquest pla és el fet de que no segueix un
esquema de gentrificació habitual, perquè no es fa per exemple enderrocar per crear habitatge nou de luxe. El
22@ no enderrocarà mai una nau industrial antiga per fer-hi habitatge de luxe perquè no contempla massa la
creació d’habitatge en el pla. Es construirà habitatge però no és una part significativa. El que si que es va colar
una cosa en el seu moment que és que antigues naus industrials o peces patrimonials poden ser restaurats per
allotjar habitatges no convencionals i clar, habitatges no convencionals ningú sap que és i el que és son lofts de
luxe. Llavors habitatges no convencionals son habitatges de luxe, en molts casos molt atractiu i estan de moda. El
22@ és un projecte polític bastant fracassat, no a nivell de discurs, tampoc hi ha una oposició extensa per part
dels veïns, bàsicament perquè la gran part no sap què és el 22@, i perquè el Poblenou ha canviat molt a nivell de
població i tampoc es que sigui una població desposseïda sinó que és classe mitjana, que tampoc és que s’hi fixin
molt.
En quina mesura el barri del Poblenou ha canviat en els últims anys (botigues, edificis/llars, nivells de
preus, relacions amb els veïns/veïnes, seguretat, etc.)?
Evidentment hi ha hagut canvis i els he vist, però tampoc he vist la diferencia entre abans i desprès del 22@. Per mi
el que passa amb el 22@, que penso que és una gentrificació intencionada tot i que no tant directe, el que s’està
fent sobretot és especular amb el valor del sol i amb el valor immobiliari de les oficines, que son completament
innecessàries perquè estan buides. Per tant una substitució d’una població per una altre, de classe superior, però
d’una manera que potser no és tant directe. I potser els problemes d’abandonament no han sigut tant flagrants
perquè ha sigut durant molts anys un espai de relegació industrial. El que vol fer és convertir això un altre cop en
una zona industrial però d’un valor potser 30 cops superior i això incrementa molt el preu del sol i re-valorització
cultural/simbòlica. I per exemple, això fa que a la Rambla més de la meitat del tram que esta destinat a la gent
estigui ocupat per terrasses perquè és una zona molt atractiva, i és una zona molt autèntica i a part al costat del
mar. I allà hi ha comerços amb gent que porta molt de temps, però la gent que aguanta tant son negocis que
realment han triomfat amb bastant de capital i que ingressen molt, o comerços que tenen un contracte de renda
antiga i que per tant es poden quedar: O propietat o renda antiga. Es nota molt el canvi la veritat. Sobretot també
amb la forma de presentar el negoci inclús. Per exemple, hi ha comerços que no han canviat les persones que el
porten però de cop passa de ser una fruiteria a una fruiteria eco, km0, etc., enfocades a una altre població al cap
i a la fi. La població va canviant i el valor simbòlic i la imatge o la marca del barri van canviant, o canvien amb
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ella. Un exemple també és la proliferació d’espais de co-working. Una manera amable, moderna i anglesa de dir
que llogues oficines i t’envàs a treballar allà però d’una forma més precaritzada; amb menys espai, compartint
aquest espai, etc. (...). Ara tenim sort perquè hi ha hagut una aturada turística. Poblenou té mar, llavors és l’atractiu
principal turístic del barri. Tu vas al Poblenou perquè tens sangria i paelles i platja, o perquè hi ha hotels bastant
bons i ets un turista puntual que va a un congrés llavors t’allotges al barri de Poblenou, que està de moda. La
qüestió és que hi ha molts turistes, i si que al principi es notava molt que un cop començava el curs la temporada
de turisme es relaxa, i abans de la pandèmia, ja no hi havia temporades, eren turistes tota l’estona, tot ple, per tot
arreu. Ja començaves a veure que tots els negocis, els cartells en anglès, etc. Ara es difuminen les temporades. A
l’estiu si que hi ha molt més turisme de platja, sol i alcohol, i gent que ens trobem a la nit que és molt més
desagradable. Però també la resta de l’any també hi ha una mica aquest turisme però si que hi ha molt aquest
turisme de gent que ve a Barcelona i s’allotja a Poblenou o molt de classe superior que ve a congressos i s’allotgen
a hotels de alt standing.
I la percepció de seguretat penses que ha canviat molt en els últims anys?
Clar jo per exemple el Parc Central de dia és maco però de nit està tancat. I a l’altre costat hi ha un solar
abandonat i Can Ricart que no hi viu ningú, i pot ser son 4 carrers en què hi viu molt poca gent, clar per allà no ve
molt de gust passar perquè vas allà hi estàs completament sol, i les voreres no son molt amples tampoc. Es una
zona on no em sento molt insegur però prefereixo anar per altres llocs. Jo on ho noto molt és a les zones on està
més construït el 22@, per exemple per Selva de Mar, que fa una mica de por passar per allà de nit i per la tarda
perquè a partir de les 18 la gent ja no està treballant. Jo potser no tant perquè soc un noi però l’assemblea
feminista del barri va fer una xerrada sobre això. I clar tenir desèrtiques al barri no transmet seguretat, per molt que
estiguin ben il·luminades, les voreres siguin mes amples, hi hagi més arbres etc., perquè estàs sol al carrer. Ara
realment no hi ha res, només oficines, edificis molt alts de vidre.
I l’eix verd a Cristóbal de Moura, penses que farà aquell espai més segur, o el fet de no viure-hi molt
gent a prop crearà més inseguretat al barri?
Poden passar diferents coses. El que és segur que no passarà és que es construeixi allò i aquestes imatges que
t’ensenyen de previsió de gent que s’agafa de els mans passejant, no crec que passi, directament perquè aquesta
gent no hi viu allà. Aquesta escena no passarà perquè no hi ha aquesta gent. Si que crec que en certs moments se
li donarà un altre ús; si vius a Pere IV i tens aquest carrer al costat, doncs passejaràs per allà. Però és el problema
d’aquella zona que és una zona molt poc densa o perquè estàs envoltat de dues illes que estan senceres sense res.
Ja poden ser macos els carrers que la gent seguirà sense passejar-hi si no hi viu gent. I aquesta és l’altre que depèn
de la gent que hi hagi, la vida que s’hi faci serà d’una manera o una altre. Tu pots impulsar un procés de
substitució de població per aconseguir que hi hagi gent “moralment més decent”, doncs gent blanca de classe
mitjana-alta, que des de les institucions es veu com. Evidentment si és així t’hauràs deixat a molta gent pel camí i
moltes vides perquè això passi. Si acabés passant que l’eix verd fos un eix molt més segur, molt més ciutadà, molt
més viscut, crec que seria perquè hi ha un procés de substitució de població i de classe brutal. Però si no hi ha
gent. El cas del macro hotel és un cas bastant flagrant, és com literalment posar una catifa a l’entrada de l’hotel.
Ca l’Alier a mi em sembla un exemple esgarrifós. Ca l’Alier es va restaurar només un cop ja hi havia interès en la
zona, quan ja estava aprovat lo del macro hotel i quan es va a construir l’eix, perquè aquesta zona s’havia de revaloritzar perquè era una zona bastant deixada. Ca l’Alier s’ha fet amb molt gust estètic, passes per allà i està molt
bé, i hi ha bancs per la zona, però s’hauria de veure el que s’està fent a dins de Ca l’Alier, que és com el Hub de
Smart Cities de no sé què de Barcelona. Pot ser hauria sigut millor que ho tiressin al terra i construïssin habitatge
públic i la mesa d’emergència no estaria tant saturada. I tota la zona del voltant està molt maca perquè hi ha
previsió de quin model de barri volen allà: els que estan treballant amb aquests temes, els turistes del macro hotel,
els de les universitats noves.
L’Ajuntament té planificat transformar el carrer de Cristóbal de Moura en un eix verd i pacificat fins al
parc del Besòs, què en pensa d’aquesta intervenció?
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La frontera amb el Besòs és molt clara, vista des del Poblenou, separa molt, i serà difícil de superar això. Jo crec
que l’eix verd Cristóbal de Moura pot estar convençut de que pot ser una mena de pont entre diferents barris i que
apropi a la gent, però per mi hi ha una cosa i és que fa com un urbanisme seguint unes normes concretes seguint
un model social concret, llavors no pots sortir d’aquí, per molt que tu creguis molt en processos anti-capitalistes, si
fas un urbanisme seguint les mateixes normes, i no atemptes contra el nucli d’aquest sistema tot el que facis serà
pervertit i sortirà la part dolenta. Encara que sigui amb bones intencions, que no crec que es faci amb bones
intencions, serà un eix que el que farà és literalment de punta de llança que el que fa és preparar físicament el
terreny per la construcció d’un model de barri nou a sobre d’un barri antic. Però no és tot blanc o negre. Jo potser
d’aquí a 10 anys quan estigui tot l’eix verd construït jo passejaré per allà amb la bici, que abans no hi podia
passar perquè el carrer estava fet una merda, però aniré allà amb les meves amistats, i estaré aprofitant realment i
treien un benefici. Si, la zona de Cristóbal de Moura és més maca ara que abans, si. Però la pregunta és: “perquè
és més maca, i per qui?” però si, la gent que hi visqui viurà en unes condicions millors, però si viuen en unes
condicions millors segurament també és perquè son d’una classe amb condicions millors d’habitatges també. La
gent que hi visqui ho aprofitarà més, el que passa és que la gent que viurà no sé si serà la mateixa que la gent que
hi viu ara.
Hi ha una percepció per part dels residents de que aquestes intervencions noves no son necessàriament
per la gent local sinó pels nouvinguts?
Jo personalment i amb la gent que he parlat, penso que si. La primera part (de l’eix verd) és una molt descarada
que només es va començar a fer quan el macro hotel es va començar a construir. Alhora, la gent que viu per allà a
prop segurament si que hi anirà perquè està molt bé. Però ves a saber la de coses que deuen tenir preparades de
les que no ens hem assabentat. Però hi ha molta gent que no coneix el que és el 22@, ni l’interessa, també perquè
en alguns d’aquests llocs ja hi viu una classe que segurament no ha viscut tota la vida al Poblenou, o s’hi ha mudat
fa poc, i no han participat del que era el Poblenou abans d’aquestes transformacions, i és com: “mira que bé,
m’han posat un parc nou al costat de casa”.
I la Superilla diries que es percep com un espai verd?
Jo no he parlat amb ningú que ho percebi com un espai verd. A mi en general em sembla bé, jo que vaig en bici
a tot arreu, i m’agrada molt perquè vas molt més segur. Però la del Poblenou tampoc s’ha fet molt bé. Però passa el
mateix que a moltes zones, com que és poc densa, a la nit no hi ha vida, no mola molt passar per allà, però
alhora hi ha escoles, i els nens jugant, o el diumenge hi ha gent dinant a fora...però també s’ha de veure realment
per a qui està feta la Superilla. Però verd no és. No és més verd que la resta dels carrers. Hi ha més arbres però
no estan ni plantats al terra. A mi m’agrada la idea de la Superilla, el que passa és que tot en el mon que vivim
està (...) per tant la gentrificació d’aquella zona; l’aparició d’una nova marca, i uns nous comerços dedicats a una
població que no és del barri.
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10.6. Scale Measuring Importance of Negative and Positive Effects
Table 10.6.1
Negative effects rated according to degree of importance for all four case studies (Source: Own elaboration)
Categories of Experienced and Perceived Negative Effects

BOS

PHIL

AMS

BCN

Potential and actual physical displacement
Sociocultural displacement
Socioenvironmental risks
Uneven distribution/ access to benefits
Exposure to (new) stressors in new neighborhoods
New developments and greening not for locals
Gentrification-led drug abuse, misbehaviour, and crime
Negative physical and/or mental health effects
Lack of maintenance of green spaces
Loss of neighborhood cohesion
Lack of control/security in green spaces
Activities for higher income and educated people, not locals
Low or decreased engagement of locals in green spaces
Eroding sense of community
Feeling unwelcome in one’s own neighbourhood
Dissatisfaction
Loss of freedom
Gentrification-led stress
Perceived threat of physical displacement
Feeling hopeless about state of affairs
Fear and perceived lack of safety in neighborhood
Fear green spaces will bring outsiders, criminals, etc.
Negative perceptions of greening interventions
Awareness of potential negative effects of greening
Fear of green gentrification
Different sense of identity in neighborhood
Vision that green is for rich white people
Disconnect between different realities
Complaints about touristification
Perceived security against gentrification given social housing
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Table 10.6.2
Positive effects rated according to degree of importance for all four case studies (Source: Own elaboration)
Categories of Experienced and Perceived Positive Effects

BOS

PHIL

AMS

BCN

Socio-cultural value of green/public spaces
Greening as a buffer against gentrification
Greening that leads to more inclusion
Improved quality of life by green space
Inclusionary planning
Green spaces improving safety and crime rates
Increased and more diverse use of green spaces after gentrification
Feeling confident about new developments
Green gentrification seen as a good thing
Increased perception of safety due to greening
Creation of or enhanced neighborhood identity
Perceived security against gentrification given provision of social housing
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